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ASTRONOMY — This category includes al l observations of astronomical objects, both outside and within
the solar system, made at various wavelengths (i.e., gamma rays through radio waves). Observed
objects outside the solar system include stars, nebulae, galaxies, and all other matter. Observed objects
within the solar system include zodiacal light sources, meteoroids, asteroids, dust, micrometeorites,
and planetary radio emission sources. Other planetary observations (see Planetary Atmospheres,
Planetc,logy, or Ionospheric Physics) and solar observations (see Solar Physics) are excluded.
Observations of cosmic-ray particles are listed under Particles and Fields. Celestial mechanics
measurements are included under Geodesy and Gravimetry.
GEODESY AND GRAVIMETRY — This category includes experiments that measure size, shape, mass,
coordinates, altitudes, or gravity fields or experiments concerned with the mapping of a body. It
includes the mechanics of orbiting artificial and natural bodies.
IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS — This category includes observations of the ionosphere, which is defined as
that region of a planetary atmosphere which contains a significant number of free thermal electrons
on a daily basis and which has a free electron density maximum in the vertical direction. Its upper and
lower exients are roughly defined as the areas in which densities approach 10- 4 of the peak values.
Included are all in situ and remotely sensed observations of ionospheric charged particles with thermal
energies. This category is used for remotely sensed propagation experiments that primarily focus on
the ionosphere, including very low frequency (VLF) and extremely low frequency (E r .F) experiments;
for other remotely sensed propagation experiments, an appropriate category, such as Particles and
Fields, is used.
METEOROLOGY — This category includes observations made in the Earth's hydrosphere and atmosphere
up to the mesopause or D region.
PARTICLES AND FIELDS — The subcategory Particles includes all in situ charged-particle measurements
except those of thermal plasma in terrestrial or other planetary ionospheres (see Ionospheric Physics).
It includes all neutron measurements and electromagnetic signal propagation experiments designed to
measure columnar electron densities (except those in which the most significant portion of th ,.^ free
electrons within the column is within an ionosphere). The subcategory Fields includes all in situ
measurements of electric and magnetic fields. It includes V!-F and ELF experiments other than those
primarily concerned with observing ionospheric properties. It excludes electromagnetic radiation
(radio waves through gamma waves) propagating away from remote sources. (In such cases, either
Solar Physics or Astronomy is used, as appropriate.)
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES — This category includes all observations of the gaseous envelope above
the surface of a planet. For the Earth the lower limit for observations that belong in this category is
about 65 km, the height of the mesopause or D region. (For studies below this altitude, Meteorology
is used.) The upper limit is defined as the transition level to the lightest gas. This region overlaps the
ionosphere for planets which have an ionosphere; however, ionospheric observations are restricted to
observations related to the charge aspects of matter, while Planetary Atmospheres relates to the mass
aspects of matter (e.g., composition measurements). For cases in which both atmospheric and
ionospheric categories appl y , both may be used.
PLANETOLOGY — This category includes experiments for the purpose of deriving and analyzing data
from the solid or liquid pz.rts (excluding the oceans of the Earth) of any solar system body. Chemical,
physical, and geologic studies of properties of gross or small surface features, materials of the surface,
' internal properties, magnetic properties, etc., are included. Gravitational and geodetic experiments are
excluded from this category (see Geudesy and Gravimetry). When the primary purpose of the study is
to measure the residual effects of some external phenomena (such as meteorite or cosmic-ray
impacts), the external phenomena should determine the choice of category. If necessary, the
experiment may be assigned to more than one category.
SOLAR PHYSICS -- This category includes all solar observations regardless of the wavelength being
observed. The -source region considered here extends outward from the Sun to include that area
observed with solar coronagraphs (nominally to 10 solar radii). All in situ measurements of electric or
magnetic fields and of particles for which the source is believed to be the Sun are considered to fall in
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Many individuals have participated in some way toward
producing this catalog and deserve recognition for their
efforts. I would like to both acknowledge and thank the
many spacecraft experimenters and their colleagues who
have submitted their documented data. In addition, a
number of National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC)
personnel have interacted with experimenters in bringing
to NSSDC the data announced and have generated the
many descriptions in this catalog. Of the present staff,
these persons include L. L. Dubach, R. Horowitz, and
Capt. J. C. Lease. A great many other NSSDC personnel,
too numerous to name, have also been involved in the
data and information handling necessary to produce this
catalog. Most of these personnel are associated with the
Data Center's onsite contractor, PMI Facilities
Management Corporation. To all these, my thanks are
extended.
The Data Center is continually striving to increase the
usefulness of its data holdings, supporting indexes, and
documentation. Scientists are invited to submit their
space science data and comments to NSSDC. Catalog
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The National Sp. ,r!e Science Data Center (NSSDC) was
established by th,- National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) to provide data and informa-
tion from space science experiments in support of
additional studies beyond those performed by principal
investigators. NASA Policy Directive (NPD) 8030.3,
January 7, 1967, specifies further details of the
NSSDC mission. Available data from planetary atmo-
spheres and ionospheric physics (aeronomy), as defined
inside the front cover, are announced in this catalog.
Data available in other disciplines comprise additional
catalogs.
1.2 LATALOG ORGANIZATION
Most of the data sets identified by NSSDC result from
individual experiments carried on board "individual"
spacecraft. To maintain information on these data, the
Data Center has developed a spacecraft Automated
Internal Management (AIMS) File utilizing a spacecraft/
experiment/data set hierarchy. To maintain informa-
tion not conforming to this hierarchy, a three-level
hierarchy of data type, data content, and data set
information is used for a Nonsatellite Data File
(NSDF). (This file includes satellite data relating to
groups of spacecraft, i.e., models, listings of orbit
elements, programs, etc.) The major part of this cata-
log consists of two photoreduced reports, produced by
these -information files. The primary report from the
AIM File is sorted by spacecraft common name, then
by the principal investigator's last name. The other
report (NSDF) is short enough to allow identification
of desired data from a listing of contents that precedes
the report.
In addition to the actual photoreduced reports, this
catalog contains a variety of user-oriented indexes to
assist in finding specific information.
1.3 NSSDC FACILITIES AND SERVICES
NSSDC provides facilities for data reproduction and
for onsite data use. Resident and visiting scientists are
invited to study the. data while at the Data Center. The
Data Center staff will assist users with additional data
searches and with the use of equipment. In addition to
vii
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satellite and space probe data, the Data Center main-
tains some supporting information and other support-
ing data that may be related to the needs of such
scientists. See section 2.1.1 of this catalog and the
NSSDC Handbook of Correlative Data, NSSDC 71-05,
for further details on supporting data. In addition to
its main function of providing selected data from space
science flight experiments for further analysis, the Data
Center maintains a reference listing ^f space science
related literature accessible through the acecraft and
experiment identifier and discipline keywords, as well
as through standard library identifications. The Data
Center also produces a wide spectrum of publications.
Among these are reports on active and plannE space-
craft and experiments, reports of recent sounding
rocket launchings, lunar and planetary photographic
data user notes, and users guides. For additional in-
formation on NSSDC document availability and distri-
bution services, write to the appropriate address in
section 1.4 and request document NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S
74-10.
1.4 DATA AVAILABILITY, COSTS,
AND ORDERING PROCEDURES
The services provided by NSSDC are available to any
individual or organization resident in the United States
and to scientists outside the United States. Normally a
charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost
of reproduction and processing. The requester will be
notified of the charge, and payment must be received
prior to processing the request. The Director of
NSSDC may waive, as resources permit, the charge for
modest amounts of data for use in scientific studies or
specific educational purposes, and when they are re-
quested by an individual affiliated with: (1) U.S.
Government agencies, their contractors, or their grant-
ees, (2) universities and colleges, (3) state and local
governments, or (4) nonprofit organizations. A user
may obtain data by a letter us- telephone request, by
an . onsite visit, or by use of the NSSDC Data Request
Form (contained at the end of this document).
Anyone wishing to obtain data for a scientific study
should specify the NSSDC identification number, the
common name of the satellite, the form of data, the
time span, and location (as appropriate) of interest. A
requester should also specify why the data are needed,
the subject of his work, his affiliation, and any
Government contracts he may have for performing his
study. Data can often be provided in a format or
I 	 I
medium other than that noted in the data set	 Since the World Data Center A for Rockets and 	 I
descriptions.	 For	 example,	 reformatted	 computer Satellites	 (WDC-A-R&S)	 also	 maintains	 listings	 of
printout or microfilmed listings can be produced from rocket	 experiments, 	 requests	 fn;	 information	 con-
magnetic	 tape	 data	 sets,	 enlarged	 paper prints are cerning rocket launchings and site experiments flown
available	 from	 data	 sets on photographic film and may be directed to this institu-^ion.
microfilm,	 etc.	 The	 Data	 Center	 will	 provide	 the
requester with an estimate of the response time and,
when appropriate, the charge for such requests. When
requesting	 data on	 magnetic	 tape,	 the	 user	 should 1.5 DATA ACQUISITION
specify whether he will supply new tapes prior to the
processing, return the original NSSDC tapes after the NSSDC invites members of the scientific community to
data have been copied, or pay for new tapes. contribute data from satellite experiments. The Data
Center assigns a specialist in the appropriate scientific
The Data Center's address for requests is: discipline	 for	 each	 experiment	 to	 arrange	 for	 data
National Space Science Data Center acquisition	 with	 the	 principal	 investigator.	 Acquireddata are cataloged and made available to users accord-Code 601.4 ing to established procedures. Scientists who have notGoddard Space Flight Center been contacted by one of the subject specialists andGreenbelt, Maryland 20771
who have analyzed or reduced data available for contri-Phone: (301) 982-6695 bution are requested to contact NSSDC so that trans-
Users who reside outside the	 U.S. should direct re-
fer of the data may be discussed.
quests for data to:
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 601
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A.
Phone: (301) 982-6695
2. AUTOMATED REPORTS
2.1 CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION
The first of the following two reports from the
automated information files of NSSDC is concerned
with data, programs, models, etc., which cannot be
conveniently identified by a relationship to one or a
limited number of specific spacecraft (NSDF File). The
second report concerns data which can conveniently be
related to a satellite (AIM File). Both reports contain










level 3 data set	 data set
2.1.1 NONSATELLITE DATA SETS
Since these data sets are very limit.d in number, a
listing by title on the first page is sufficient to find the
desired item. Content of the information listed at each
level is similar in principle to that described in the
following paragraphs.
2.1.2 SATELLITE DATA SETS
This report is sorted by spacecraft common name, then
by principal investigator's last name, and finally by a
data set identification number. Because spacecraft
common names (the first sort parameter) are not
universally common, the Spacecraft Name Index (sec-
tion 3.1) contains all known alternate names of rele-
vant spacecraft. The Investigator Name Index (section
3.3) may also assist the user in finding data from a
given experimenter (the second sort parameter). The
third sort parameter, data set ID, consists of a space-
craft ID; e.g., IMP 7 = 72-073A, with both an experi-
ment sequence number (72-073A-01) and a data set
sequence letter (72-073A-01 A) attached.
For a few spacecraft listed in these reports, there are
ephemeris data sets (numbered as experiment 00)
needed for use with some other listed data set(s). For
many other spacecraft, NSSDC has available ephemeris
data sets or world maps (primarily listings of position
at 1-minute, or other short tune, ; at rvals) ; which are
not specifically idvr l i;i:.d in this catalog.
Each entry in these reports consists of two parts: a
heading and a brier aescription. Each level of entry,
Le_, spacecraft, experiment, and data set, contains its
own heading. The headings list generic characteristics
of satellites, experiments, and data sets.
2.1.2.1 CONTENTS OF SPACECRAFT ENTRIES
The heading for each spacecraft description contains
the following information about the spacecraft: launch
date, weight in orbit, status of operation, and, for
inoperable or operationally off spacecraft, the date last
spacecraft data were recorded or, if available, the date
last usable spacecraft data were recorded. Orbiting
spacecraft also have the following orbital parameters
included in the heading: epoch date, orbit type, orbit
period, inclination, apoapsis, and periapsis. For satel-
lites with heliocentric orbits, the ecliptic plane is used
in lieu of the equatorial plane.
Each spacecraft brief description contains a concise
summary of the spacecraft mission, specifically out-
lining the overall objectives of the mission and the
scientific studies being performed. Information about
the operational performance and status of the space-
craft during a given period of time is also included,
and is updated as new information becomes available.
2.1.2.2 CONTENTS OF EXPERIMENT ENTRIES
Each experiment entry heading lists the name of the
original experiment institution and the name and pr,
ent affiliation of the principal investigator (Pi) for the
experiment. The names and present affiliations of
other investigators (01) associated with the experiment
zre also listed. The experiment status of operation is
then listed as "normal," "Partial,"  " operattona off,"
or "inoperable." For inoperable or operationally off
experiments, the date last experiment data were re-
corded or, if available, the date last usable experiment
data were recorkd, is also presented. In addition, if
the experiment is functioning in other than .a normal
mode, the brief description explains the circumstances
of, and periods affected by, the change.
The experiment brief description contains a concise
summary of the experiment purpose and instrument
characteristics, emphasizing those relevant to the scien-
tific use of the resulting data. Information about the




during a given period of time is also included and is
frequently updated.
2.1.2.3 CONTENTS OF DATA SET ENTRIES
data set entry contains three elements in the
heading: the time period covered by the data, the
quantity of data and medium on which the data are
stored, and an indicator describing the availability of
the data. The time period covered is annotated with
one of two additional comments: "as verified by
NSSDC" — identifying that portion of the data set fn,
which the period of data coverage has been verifier",; or
"as reported by the experimenter" — identifying the
period of coverab: provided by the experimenter,
regardless of the amount held or verified by NSSDC.
Several indicators are used to describe the status of
data availability to requesters:
"Data at NSSDC Ready for Distribution" — designates a data set for which cataloging, verification,
and documentation are sufficient to provide a comprehensible set of data to satisfy requests.
• "Data in Published Reports" — indicates that either all or a sign , iicant potilan of the data is
contained in a published report or journal, or that the only accessiblc source of any reduced data
from an experiment is the published document. The publications cited in the brief descriptions for
spacecraft, experiment, or data set entries normally are available through scientific libraries or
document distribution centers. NSSDC provides copies of publications only if they cannot be
obtained through such libraries or centers. These reports or samples of such data are usually available
to NSSDC visitors for reference.
0 "Data at NSSDC" — identifies data sets for which documentation and verification activities are in
process. These data are usually sufficiently documented and verified to satisfy routine requests.
m ''Data at NSSDC Processing Deferred" — indicates that the verifying, documenting„ or cataloging of
the data set is not complete, and that no additional work will be performed unless specifically
requested. NSSDC may be able to supply the data from such a data set in a suitable form, depending
upon the completeness of the processing and documentation and the particular requirements of the
user. The completeness of the data set is indicate-1 in its brief description.
8 "Data Available from Experimenter" -- used for data sets that NSSDC does not plan to acquire and
that the experimenter is willing ; :-, m;skc available, usually in limited amounts, to other scientists.
These data sets are nat fcasibir ;or staring at NSSDC, either because they are large in volume or
because they require equipment to process. Requests for data sets carrying this indicator
should be addressed dv:e; i1 ,/ to the experimenter. The experimenter's name and address and the
expected date that the data will be ready for processing are given in the brief description of such a
data set.
• "Data at Another Center" -- used for data sets stored and distributed by any other data center.
Requests for data sets with this indiwor should be made direr .jy to the organization identified in
the brief description. Published reports of this type or samples of such data are usually available to
NSSDC visitors for reference.
"Data at Another Center at NSSDC can Process" — denotes a data set held by another data center,
but to which NSSDC has access for limited processing. Requests for this type of data set should be
submitted to NSSDC.
For information on the procedures for ordering data, please refer to section 1.4 of the Introductino.
x.




2.2 NONSATELLITE DATA SETS ( for uxplanation 5CC 50ction 2.1.1)
GG-4	 DST INDICES	 .
	 . 
.........................................................................................
GG-41 HOURLY EQUATORIAL DST VALUES ..........................................................................................
GG-41A HOURLY DST VALUES, 11ARDCOPY ........... ...............................................................................
GG-41B EQUATORIAL DST VALUES ON MAGNETIC TAPE .................... ............................................................
G1.1	 SWEEP FREQUENCY IONDSONDE .............................................................................................
GI-II	 IONOGM-15 . ......................... . ........................................... . .............. I ..... I...............
GI-11A SWEEP FREQJENCY ImMCRAHS ON 35-Ftt "ICROPILII ..........................................................................
GI-17	 PROFILES OF ELECTRON M-TOER DENSITY VS GEONmic HEIGHT, MGNIIILY BY HOUR . . ............................................
GI47A COMPOSITE WALLOPS ISLAND, VA PROFILES OF ELECTRONNTIDER DENSITY VS UNINTERPOLATED GER.MTRIC HEIGHTS (HALUICCPY) .
GI-17D CD'^LPOSITE WALLOPS ISLAND, VA PROFILES OF ELECTRON !NEUTER DENSITY VS INTERPOLATED (10411 INTERVALS) GEOMETRIC 1IEIG11C8^,.
GI-17C CO3IPOSITE WALLOPS ISLAND, VA PROFILES OF ELECTRON NMBER DENSITYVS UNINTERPOLATED GEOMETRIC HETGKIrs GIICROFIal) ......
GI-17D CO '.1POSIT£ NALLOPS ISLAM, VA PROFILES OF ELECTRON NUMBER DENSITY VS INTERPOLATED ( 10-M INTERVALS) GEOMETRIC HEIGHTS .,
IIG-1 INTERNAL SOURCE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD MODELS .. . ........... .................................... I...........................
MG-11A 48 COEFFICIENT JENSEN-CAIN FIELD MODEL ON TAPE ............ ............................................................
MG- I2A 99 COEFFICIENT GSFC (9/65) FIELD MODEL ON TAPE . .......................................................................
MG-13A 120 COEFFICIENT GSFC ( 12/66) FIELD MODEL ON TAPE ......................................................................
MG-I4A 80 COEFFICIENT IGRF 1965 . 0 ((MOGRAPHIC) FIELD MODEL  04 TAPE ........ . ..................................................
0-I5A 80 COEFFICIENT IGRF 1965 . 0 (00MAGMTIC) FIELD MODEL ON TAPE ........................................ ..................
5K;-16A 99 COEFFICIENT POGO (3/6B) FIELD MODEL ON TAPE . .....................................................................
i1G-17A 143 COEFFICTENT POGO (10168) FIELD MODEL ON TAPE ........................................I.......•.....................
MG-18A 120 COEFFICIENT POGO (11169) FIELD MODEL ON TAPE . ......................................................................
MG-19A 120 COEFFICIENT POGO (8/71) FIELD MODEL ON TAPE ............................................ ...........................
PG-1 PACKAGES TO CALCULATE THE GEO}1AGNETIC FIELD FROM INTERNAL SOURCES .....................................................
PG-11A FIELD / FIELBG PACKAGE TO CALCULATE THE MAIN GEONAGIIETIC FIELD ..................................... .....................
PG-12A THE ALUMG PACKAGE TO CALCULATE 711E GEO.;fMEIIC FIELD ................... ..............................................
PG-12B THE LILTRA PACKAGE FDR TRACING GEOMAGNETIC FIELD LINES ................................................................
PG-13A PACKAGE TO CALCULATE B AND I. FROM INTERNAL SOURCES .............................................................•......
PG-I:A IGRF/SPHRC PACKAGE FOR GEDNAGNETIC FIELD CALCULATIONS USING THE INTERNATIONAL GEOSIAGNETIC REFERENCE FIELD 1965 ........
PG-I4A MCILHAIN - S INVAR PACKAGE FOR H AND L CALCULATION . . ....................................................................
rG-17A TSPORAI /DIPPED GEO! •1AGNETIC FIELD PACKAGE .................................................	 .
PG-19A INVARA PACKAGE FOR THE CALCULATION OF B AND L FROM INTERNAL SOMME FIELDS .............................................
PG-2	 STUDIES THAT SMIARI2E AND CO.'VARE THE USE OF SEVZRAL GEMIAGNETIC FIELD PACKAGES ......................................
PG-21A MAGNEI •IC SHELL PARAMETER CALCULATIONS ........................................................................ ••••••...
P1-1	 PACKAGE FOR REDUCTIO.N OF GROUND-BASED 10"IOGRAM SCALED VALUES TO ELECTRON DENSITY - GEO. RD:TRIC HEIGHT PROFILES ..........
PI-11A JACKSON ' S PACKAGE FOR GROUND -BASED IONQGRAM REDUCTION ........:........................................................
PI-2 PACKAGE FOR REDUCTION OF SATELLITE-BORNE IONOGRA!4 SCALED VALUESTO ELECTRON DENSITY - GEMIETRIC HEIMfr PROFILES .......
PI-21A JACKS0 1 5 PACKAGE FOR SATELLITE-BORNE IONOGR I REDUCTION, SHORT VERSION ...............................................
PI-21B JACKSON -S PACKAGE FOR SATELLITE -BORNE IONOGRAM REDUCTION, LONG VERSION .................................................
PI-3	 PROGRAMS IM DATA FROM IONOSPHERIC BEAMNS ............................................................................
PI-31A 11-FACTOR CALCULATION PROGRNd - -wACT' ...................... ........................................................
ROTES:
Faro
Data auto in this auction are identified by a code
of the form AS-12C, where:
AD-1 represents data type (3svel 1)
As-12 represents data content (level 2)
AB-12C represents data set (level 3)
position "A'- SB coded: G(ground-baaed data), H(mdel),
or P(pragram). Position "B" is discipline coded-.
G(geomag' r'r.), or I(ionosphorie).
All d:acriptivo material for each data type (Revel 1)
applies to all data contest (level 2) within that data
type, and is not repeated for each data set (level 3).
Data contest (loves 2) in occssiosally omitted when
not deemed useful for indexing s0e40.
L	 L
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U4TA SET NAME- COMPOSITE WALLOPS ISLAND, VA PROFILES OF
ELECTRON NUMBER DENSITY VS INTERPOLATED (LO-KH
INTERVALS[ GEOMETRIC HEIGHTS
TM PERINO CDYEFa - O?/00/71 TO 43/O0/7B
QUANTITY OF DATA- 109 PAGECS) 01 COMPUTER PRINTOUT
THESE (N)H COMPOSITE PROFILES HAVE BEEN PREPARED USING A
PROGRAM DEVELOPED AND MAINTAINED BY DR. A. X. PAIL. NDAA.
BOULDER.CO. EACH PACE OF VITA SUMMARIZES I MONTH'S IDHOGRAN
DATA AT -WALLOPS ISLAND FOR A PARTICULAR HOUR. HEIGHTS FOR
IN)N DATA ARE EACH 10 xN• SUCH PROFILES ptlR WALLOPS ISLAND
ANp OYHYdR STATIONS ARE AY 4ILA13LE FROM THE NDAA EDS STP DATA
CENTER IN BOULDER. CO ' SIW-E THE WALLOPS STATION IS FUNDED BY
HASA. NASA AND NASA CONTRACTOR YCRSONNEL MAY ALSO OBTAIN THESE




DATA AST NAME- COMPOSITE WALLOPS ISLAND. VA PROFILES OF
ELECTRON NUMBER DENSITY VS UNINTERPOLATED GEOMETRIC
HEIGHT (MLCROPILMI
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 06/00/64 TO I2/OO/73
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	
3 REELIS) OF MICROFILA
THESE IN)H COMPOSITE PROFILES HAVE BEEN PREPARED USING A
PROGRAM DEVELOPED AND MAINTAINED BY DR. A. K. PAUL. NOAA.
BOULDER. CO . EACH PACE OF DATA SUMMARIZES 1 MONTH'S IONOGRAH
DATA AT WALLOPS ISLAND FDA A PARTICULAR HOUR. HBI4HYS FOR
DATA CORRESPOND TO THE SCALED VALUES OF VIRTUAL HEIGHT (TRAVEL
TIME). SEVERAL RELATED PARAMETERS OF INTEREST ARE LISTED
ALONG 6ITH THE (N11- VALUES. SUCH PROFILES FOR VALLCPS ISLAND
AND OTHER STATIONS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE NDAA COS STP DATA
CENTER IN BOULDER. CO . SINCE THE WALLOPS ISLAND STATION IS
FUNDEDBY NASA. NASA AND NASA CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL MAY ALSO
OSTAIN THESE DATA FROM NSSDC. FOR IDENTICAL DATA OF MORE
RECENT DATES. SEE DATA SET GI-17A.
P
NSSDC ID- G1-170
DATA SET NAHE- COMPOSITE WALLOPS ISLAND. VA PROFILES OF
ELECTRON NCIMOER DENSITY VS INTERPOLATED CLO-KH
INTERVALS[ GEOMETRIC HEIGHTS
TIKE PERJOO COVERED- OI/DO/E9 TO 02/00I60
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 3y REELCSI OF MICROFILM
THESE. : ( NIH COMPOSITE PROFILES HAVE BEEN PREPARED USING A
PROGRAM DEVELOPED AND HAINTAINED BY DR. A. K. PAUL. NDAA.
BOULDI`-R. CL. EACH PAGE BF DATA SUMMARIZES 1 MONTH'S IDNOGRAR
DATA AT WALLOPS ISLAND FOR A PARTICULAR HOUR. HEIGHTS FOR
HIHI DATA ARE EACH SD KM. SUCH PROFILES FOR WALLOPS ISLAND
AND OTHER STATIONS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE NDAA EDS STP DATA
CENTER IN DOLLDER. CO . SINCE THE WALLOPS ISLAND STATION IS
FUNDED BY NASA. NASA AND NASA CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL HAY ALSO
OBTAINTHESE BATA FROM NSSDC. FOR IDENTICAL DATA OF MORE
RECENT DATES. SSC DATA SET GT-111U.
HSSDC ICI- HG-L
DATA TYPE NAME- INTERNAL SOURCE GECHAGNETIC 	 MODELS
,.THESE FIELD MODELS CONSIST OF THE SPECIFICATION OF THE
COEFFICIENTS GIRD OFTEN. OF THEIR TIME DERIVATIVES) IN THE
LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL. FXPANSIOH - OF THE SCALAR POTENTIAL WHOSE
GRADIENT GIVES THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR. THE COEFFICIENTS
ARE CHOSEN TO MAXIMIZE AGREEMENT OF THE NOBEL WIT11 THE
C:EOMAGNETIC_ FIELD." AS: '.OBSERVED- AT THE EARTH'S SURFACE..OR: AT
SATELLITE ,m-rt 11oES OF LESS THAN [DOD - KH. : THE MODELS DIFFER
IN THE DATA Di SE VSED AND IN THE DEGREE OF THE POLYNOMIAL
[RELATED TO NUMBER OF CCEFFICIEHTSI USED.
NSSDC :11-MG-111A
DATA SET NANO-- 08 COEFFICIENT JENSEN-CAIN FIELD MODEL ON TAPE
QUANTITY OF OAT A-	 1 REELCSI OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET IS A CARD DECK STORED ON TAPE THAT
CONTAINS THE COEFFICIENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
SCHHIDT-NORMAL12E0 LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS IN THE POTENTIAL
EXPANSION FAR THE JENSEN-CAIN CECINACHE71C FIELD MODEL. THE
CLEFFICIENT5 ARE FOR EPOCH 1960.6• AND ARE BASED ON DATA
GATHERED BETWEEN 1945 AND .462. THERC ARE 48 NONZERO
COEFFICIENTS EXTENDING UP TO N-A-6. NO TIME DERIVATIVES OF
THE COEFFICIENTS ARE INCLUDED. THE OSLATENESS OF THE EARTH
HAS NOT BEEN CONSIDERED IN THE DETERMINATION OF THE
COEFFICIENTS. COMPARED WITH MORE RECENT MODELS. THE ACCURACY
OF THIS MODEL IS POOR. THEREFORE. ITS USE IS NOT RECOMMENDED
WHERE ACCURACY IS IMPORTANT. A DISCUSSION OF THIS FIELD MODELCAN BE FOUNXI IN JCR, VCL 67, P 3586, 1962.
w
NSSDC ID- KG-I2A
DATA SET NAME- 99 COEFFICIENT GSFC (9/451 FIELD MODEL ON TAPE
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REELCSN OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET AS A CARD DECK STORED ON TAPE THAT
CONTAINS THE COEFFICIENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
SCHM10%NORHALIZED LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS IN THE POTENTIAL
EXPANSION FOR THE GSFC (9/651 GEOMAGNETIC FIELD MODEL. THE
COEFFICIENTS ARE FOR EPOCH 1960.0. AND ARE BASED ON DATA
GATHERED BETWEEN 1945 AND 1964• THERE ARE 99 NONZERO
COEFFICIENTS EXTENDING UP TO N=N=9. FIRST TIME DERIVATIVES OF
THE COEFFICIENTS ARE INCLUDED. THE 13BLATENESS OF THE EARTH
HAS BEEN CONSIDERED IN THE DETERMINATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS.
A DISCUSSION OF THIS FIELD MODEL CAN BE FOUND IN ..:R. VNL 71.
P 346. 1966.
NSSDC ID• MG-13A
DATA SET NAME- 92O COEFFICLENT GSFC (12/66) FIELD MODEL ON
TAPE
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 ! REELl51 OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET 15 A CARD DECK STORED OH TAPE THAT
CONTAINS THE COEFFICIENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
SCHHIDT-NORMALISED LEGEMORE POLYNOMIALS IN THE POTENTIAL
EXPANSION FOR THE GSFC 112/667 GEOMAGNETIC FIELD MODEL. THE
COEFFICIENTS ARE FOR EPOCH 1960.0. AND ARE BASED ON DATA
GATHERED BETWEEN 1900 AND 1$66. THERE ARE LED NONZERO
COEFFICIENTS EXTENDING UP TO N-M-&O. FIRST AHD SECOND TIME
DERIVATIVES -V THE COEFFICIENTS ARE INCLUDED. THE OBLATENESS
OF THE EARTH- HAS BEEN CONSIDERED IN THE DETERMINATION OF THE
COEFFICIENTS. A DISCUSSION OF THIS FIELD MODEL CAN BE FOUND
IN J. GEOMAG• AND GEOELECT.. VOL 19• P 335♦ 1967.
NSSDC. LD- MG-14A
DATA 597 HARE- 60 COEFFICIENT IGRF 1405.0 CGEOCRAPHICI FEEL
RODEL ON TAPE	 -
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REEL(S)OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET IS A CARD DECK STORED ON TAPE THAT
CONTAINS. THE CCEFFICIENTS ASSOCIATED WIT" THE
SCHHIDT-HORRALIZED LEGENORE. POLYNOMIALS IN THE POTFIITIAL
EXPANSION FOR .THE INTERNATIONAL GEOMAGNETIC REFERENCE FIELD
IIGRF) GEOMAGNETIC FIELO MODEL. THE COEFFICIENTS ARE FOR
EPOCH 1 1965.6. THERE.ORE 60 NONZERO COEFFICIENTS EXTENDING UP
TO H-M-S. FIRST TIME DERIVATIVES OF THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
INCLUDED. - THE OBLATENESS - OF THE EARTH HAS BEEN CONSIOE:RED IN
THE DETERMINATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS. A DISCUSSION OF THIS
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BEEN USED EXTENSIVELYON 1844 350 COMPUTERS. THE 026 VERSION
HAS BEEN TESTED ON CDC 6600 AND UNIVAC I1013 COMPUTERS. THERE
ARE TWO VERSIDNS CF ALLMAG. OHE EXECUTING THREE TIKES FASTER
THAN THE OTHER BUT REGUIRIHG Mope CORE.
NSSDC 10- PG-12B
DATA SET NAME- THE LINTRA PACKAGE FOR TRACING GEOMAGNETIC
FIELD LINES
QUANTITY OF DATA- 	 1 REEL S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
AGEOMAGNETIC FIELD-LINE TRACING AND CONJUGATE-INTERSECT
CALCULATION ROUTINE. LtMTRA. GENERATED BY MR. E. G.
STASSI NOPOULOS OF NSSDC. CAN OE USED TO TRACE A FIELD LINE
PASSING THROUGH ANY GIVEN POINT ON OR ABOVE THE EARTH'S
SURFACE TO ITS CONJUGATE INTERSECT UP THE INTERSECT WITH A
SPECIFIED ALTITUDE LEVEL. LINTRA CAN USE ANY OF THE FIELD
MODELS INCLUDED IN ALLMAG. THE PROGRAM WAS DESIGNED WITH THE
INTENTION OF FOLLOWING THE PATH OF A LINE OF FORCE THAT STARTS
FROM A SELECTED POSITION AND MOVES IN A DIRECTION THAT LEADS
TOWARD THE OPPOSITE GEOMAGNETIC HEMISPHERE, THE GEOCENTRIC
COORDINATES OF THE INTERSECTS. WITH THE FIELD STRENGTH AND THE
FIELD VECTOR CGMFQNENTS AT THESE LOCATIONS. ARE CALCULATED BY
LINTRA. THE METHOD USED IN THESE CALCULATIONS IS DESCRIBED IN
THE NASA..GSFC DOCUMENT. .COMPUTER CODES FOR GEGMACNETIC FIELD
LINE TRACING AND CONJUGATE INTERSECT PROGRAM.' X-642-68-4Z9.
NOVEMBER 196B. TI-P- LINTRA CODE WAS WRITTEN IN FORTRAN IV. THE
CARD DECKS ARE AVAILABLE FOR USE ON AN ION 360/91. AND LINTRA
IS INCLUDED IN THE ALLMAG (DATA SET PG-12A) PACKAGE. AN
 026
VERSION IS ALSO AVAILABLE.
NSSOC ID- PG-13A
DATA SET NAME- PACKAGE TO CALCULATE 0 AND L FACM INTERNAL
SOURCES
aUANTtTY OF DATA-	 1 'EEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THE FELD/SHELL PACKAGE AND THE INTEL PACKAGE WERE
GENERATED PRINCIPALLY BY DR. G. KLUGE DF ESRO/ESOC. THE
PACKAGES ACCEPT AS INPUT GEOCENTRIC CARTESIAN OR GEODETIC
POLAR COORDINATES. THE FELD ROUTIAE ALLOWS CALCULATICN CF THE
F).YiD THROUGH THE USE OF COEFFICIENTS STORED BY A BLOCK DATA
SUOPROGRAH. A ROUTINE 15 PROVIDED THAT ALLOWS GENERATION OF
THIS SUBPROGRAM USING ANY MODEL GIVEN Ih -INTERNAL SOURCE
FIELD HDOELS' (DATA TYPE HG-1) FOR AN ARBITRARY EPOCH. THE
SHELL PACKAGE CALCULATES MCILWAIN • S 'L' PARAMETER USING A
CO3ROINATE SYSTEM IN WHICH TWO DF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
ARE CONSTANT ALONG DIPOLE FIELD LINES. THE LIMITED VARIATICH
OF THESE VARIABLES ALONG REAL FIELD LINES LEADS TO A REDUCED
NUMBER OF CALLS FROM SHELL TO FELD. INTEL PERFCRMS THE -L-
CALCULATION IN THIS SAKE COORDINATE SYSTEM USING AN
INTERPOLATION TEC(QNICUE WITH A CONDENSED DATA TABLE. INTEL
CALLS FELD FGA THE REQUIRED • 8• COMPUTATION. -L' TABLES FCR
INTEL ARE AVAILABLE ONLY FOR THE IGRF 1.965. GSFC 112 4 66) AND
POGO 910/641 MODELS. EXECUTION TIMES OF INVAR. SHELL. AND
INTEL UNDER IDENTICAL CONDITIONS ARE IN THE RATIO OF TO MSEC.
46 MSEC AND 12 MSEC PER CALL USING AN IBM 360/78 COMPUTER.
NSSDC IO- PG-14A
DATA SET NAME- IGRF/SPHRC PACKAGE FOR GCOHAGINETLC FIELD
CALCULATIONS USING THE INTERNATIONAL GEOMAGNETIC
REFERENCE FIELD 1965
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 I REELISI OP.MAGHETIC TAPE
THE IGRF/SPHRC SUBRPUTINE PACKAGE. GENERATED PRINCIPALLY
BY DR. J. C. CAIN OF GSPC. PROVIDES THE CAPABILITY DO
EVALUATING' THE IGRF 1965.0 CE13KAGNETIC FIELD tOATA SET HG-14A)
WITH A HIGH DEGREE OF EFFICIENCY. SUBROUTINE IGRF INITIALIZES
COEFFICIENTS AND - EXECUTES TRANSFORMATIONS BETWEEN INPUT AND
OUTPUT GEODETIC COORDINATES AND INTERNALLY USED GEOCENTRIC
COORDINATES. THE NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS USED CAN BE VARIED.
IF NEEDED. TD SPEED. NIP CALCULATIONS. THE FIELD IS CALCULATED
IN SPHR+., CALLED 9Y IGRF. 'IN GEOCENTRIC COORDINATES. THE
SUBROUTINES IN THE IGRF/SPHRC PACKAGE ARE .WRITTEN Ili "FORTRAN
IV AND AVAILABLE IN IBM .360 CCMPATIBLE CARD DECKS. AN 026
VERSION ISALSO AVAILABLE. -	 -	 -	 -
HSSDC ID- PG-16A
DATA SET NAME- HCTLWAtN'S INVAR PACUGE FOR D AND L
CALCULAT LGNS
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 I REELS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THE IHYAR PACKAGE. GENERATED BY PROF. C. E. MCLLWAIN CP
THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SAN DIEGO. CAN BE USED TO
COMPUTE VALUES OF 'B • AND •L' AT ANY DESIRED SPATIAL POINT
[SPECIFIED IN GEOCENTRIC 5PHERl.At. POLAR COORDINATES} WITH A
SPECIFIED ACCURACY. WITHIN LIMITS. SUBROUTINE INVAR CONTROLS
THE OVERALL EXECUTINN OF THE PROGRAM. SUBROUTINE HEWMAG
[REPLACINGTHE EARLIER SUBROUTINE MAGNET) COHFUTES THE
MAGNETIC FIELD VECTtlR AT A SPECIFIED SPATIAL POINT. THIS
SUBROUTINE IS CALLED EXTENSIVELY BY SUBROUTINES START AND
LINES. FOR A SPECIFIED SPATIAL POINT. SUBROUTINE START FINDS
TWO ADDITIONAL SPATIAL POINTS ON THE SAKE FIELD LINE, AND
SUBROUTINE LINES FINDS ADDITIONAL POINTS ON THAT FIELD LINE.
THESE POINTS EXTEND ESSENTIALLY FROM THE POINT OF INTEREST TO
ITS CONJUGATE POINT. THE INPUT ACCURACY PARAMETER CONTROLS
THE NUMBER OF POINTS (UP TO A MAXIMUM OF 200). SUBROUTINE
IHTEG DETERMINES THE VALUE DF THE INTEGRAL INVARIANT. •I'. FOR
THE SPECIFIED POINT OF INTEREST BY NUMERICALLY INTEGRATING AT
THE POINTS CHOSEN BY START AND LINES. FINALLY. SUBROUTINE
CARREL COMPUTES THE SHELL PARAMETER. -L'. FROM THE INTEGRAL
INVARIANT• 'I'. AND FROM '0 • . HSSDC HAS AVAILAOLE FOR
DISTRIBUTION IBM 7094 AND 360 C13HPATIBLE CODE DECKS IN FORTRAN
IV FOR THIS PACKAGE. USING AN IBM 7094. COMPUTATION TIME FOR
ONE VALUE OF •L • I5 SEVERAL HUNDRED MILLISECONDS. FOR A
DISCUSSION OF • B' AND • L'. SEE JGR. VOL 00. P 3681. 1,961.
NSSDC 1,0- PG-17A
DATA SET NAME- TSFORM/DIPFLO CEGMAGNETIC FIELD PACKAGE
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	
1 REEL(S) OF HAGNE'11C TAPE
TSFDOM AND DIPFLD SUBROUTINES. GENERATED BY DR. G. 0.
MEAD OF GSPC. CAN OE USED TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF THOSE
INVESTIGATORS PERFORMING STUDIES In WHICH THE USE OF
GEOHAGNETIC DIPOLE COORDINATES 15 C04VENIENT. SUBROUTINE
TSFORM EFFECTS TRANSFORMATIONS BETWkIEN GEOGRAPHIC AND
GEOMAGNETIC DIPOLE COORDINATES FOR EITHER POSITIONS OR VECTOR
COMPONENTS. SUBROUTINE DIPFLD COMPUTES THE VECTOR MAGNETIC
FIELD AT ANY SPATIAL POINT. SPECIFIED IN GEOMAGNETIC DIPOLE
COORDINATES. USING COEFFICIENTS FOR THE IGRF 1965.0
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD MODEL APPROPRIATE TO THOSE COORDINATES.
(SEE JGR. VOL 75. P 437A. 1974. FOR A DISCUSSION OF THIS
MODEL.) NSSDC HAS A DECK OF THESE COEFFICIENTS. THUS. USED
AS A PACKAGE, THESE SUBROUTINES ACCEPT AN INPUT POSITION GIVEN
IN GEOGRAPHIC OR GEOHACHETIC COORDINATES AND RETURN VECTOR
MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS IN GEOGRAPHIC OR GEOMAGNNETIC
COGRDINATES. NSSDC HAS A FORTRAN IV IBM 7094 PROGRAM DECK
AVAILABLE FOR DISTRIBUTION.
NSSDC ID- PG-1L9A
DATA SET NAME- tNVARA PACKAGE FOR THE CALCULATION [IF B AND L
FRBH iUMNAL SOURCE FIELDS
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 I REE(.(51 OF MAGNETIC TAPE
1NVARA IS A VF-RSIC14 OF MCILVAIN • S IHVAk THAT HAS BEEN
ADAPTED FURUSE MXTH ALLMAG .(DATA SET PG-12AI, THE OPERATION_
OF INYARA IC. THE SANE AS INVAR EXCEPT THAT MORE FLEXIBILITY IN
FIELD 14CDEL SELECTION IS AVAILABLE.
NSSDC ID- PG-2
DATA TYPE NAME- STUDIES THAT SUMMARIZE AND COMPARE THE USE OF
SEVERALGEOMACNETIC FIELD-PACKAGES
REPORTS DESCRIBING STUDIES WHICH COMPARE AND SUMMARIZE.
G€ONAGNETIC FIELD PROGRAMS ARE INCLUDED TD .PROVIDE INFORMATION
THAT WILL HELP IH OECIBIHG THE BEST ROUTINE FGR A PARTICULAR
APPLICATION. THESE STUDIES PROVIDE BOTH LISTS OF RCU7INE5•
THEIR SPECIFIC PURPOSES. AND THE COST OF USING THEM IN TERMS
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DATA SET NAME- M-FACTOR CALCULATION PROGRAM -- 4MFACT • .
_	
OUANTITV OF DATA-	 I REELI5) or MAGNETIC TAPE
M-PACTOR	 IS	 A	 QUANTITY	 REQUIRED	 TO	 COMPUTE	 TOTAL
ELC[iRL.4
	
CONTENT	 USING	 FARADAY	 ROTATION	 O8SERVA7ION5	 OF A
POLARIZED	 RADIO	 SIGNAL	 FROM A 5ATELI.ITE.	 IT IS THE MAGNETIC
FlELO	 EFFECT ON THE ROTATION. AND I5 RELATED To THE GECGRAPNiC
FACTORS	 OF HE IGNT. LATITUDE. AND LONGITUDE. 	 SINCE MOST OF THE
RUTAT ION	 OCCURS	 IN	 THE REGIOH OF THE F2 MAXIMUM. M-FACTOR IS_
NOT	 VARIED	 ALONG	 THE	 ENTIRE	 PROPAGATION	 PATH.	 OUT	 IS'
CALCULATED	 AND USED FOR A VALUE 
13F 
F2 HEIGHT WHICH IS KNOWN TO
'	 BE	 REASONADLE	 FOR	 THE	 LOCATION.	 TINE•	 AND SEASON.	 OUTPUT
PROVIDES	 M-FACTOR	 LAND	 OTHER	 DATA	 OF INTEREST) FOR VARIOUS
N	 LATITUDES	 ALONG	 A	 SELECTED	 LONGITUDE	 FOR A GIVEN DESERVING
j	 STATION	 LOCATION.	 SATELLITE	 ALTITUDE.	 AND ASSUMED HEIGHT OF
1l 	 IONOSPHERIC	 MAXIMUM.	 THIS PROGRAM I5 CONTAINED AHD DISCUSSED
IN	 • N	 FACTOR	 CALCULATION USING THE GENERALIZED FIELD PROGRAM
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2.3 SATELLITE DATA SETS
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FLOWN WAS SINILAR IN DESIGN TO ION SPECTROMETERS FLOWN Oil
MO SATELLITE SERIES. THE SPECTRORETER SENSOR CONSISTED OF A
5-3 CYCLE CERAMIC TUBE WITH 5-11M GRIO SPACING AND AN EXTERNAL
GUARD RL HG ASSEMBLY. TWO AF PREQUENCIES. 3.7 AND 9.0 MHZ. WERE
JSED WITH ATRAPEZOIDAL-SHAPED SWEEP VOLTAGE TO COYER THE ION
RASS RANGE S2 TO 19 AMU AND I AND 4 AMU, ASSURING DETECTION OF
THE PRIMARY IONIC CONSTITUENTS OF THE TOPSIDE IONOSPHERE. AN
EXPERIMENT TURN-ON CONSISTED OF O)E COMPLETE MASS SCAN IN 206
SEC. FOLLOWED BY RECYCLING OF THE SWEEP VOLTAGE AND A SECOND
REASUREMEUT OF THE HIGH MASS RANGE. THE ,STOPPING POTENTIAL AND
THE GUARD RING POTENTIAL CONTROLLED THE` SCNSSTSVITY OF THE
SPECTROMETER. AND EACH VOLTAGE WAS COMMANOADLE PROM THE
GROUND. THE ION CURRENT REACHING THE SPECTROMETER WAS HEASURED
DYA SERIES OF FIVE-DECADE AMPLIFIERS WITH A PARTICLE
SENSITIVITY RANGE OF FROM ABOUT 10 TO 1.E6 IONS PER CUBIC CM.
AN AUTOMATIC CALIBRATOR PUNCTICHOO ONCE DURING EACH TURN-ON TO
SUPPLY TWO KNOWN SIGNALS TO THE AMPLIFIER SYSTEM AND To THE
SWEEP MONITOR. AMPLIFIER CHARACTERISTICS WERE CALCULATED FROM
THE RESPONSE TO THESE PULSES. THE SPECTROMETER TUBE WAS
MOUNTED ON THE EQUATOR OF THE NEARLY SPHERSCALLY-SHAPED
SPACECRAFT. THE SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD AND ATTITUDE HERE
HAGNETICALLY CONTROLLED 50 THAT THE SPIN AXIS REMAINED
ESSENTIALLY NORMAL TO THE ORBIT PLANE AND. CONSEQUENTLY. THE
SPECTROFZTER ORIFICE WAS ALIONEO WITH THE SATELLITE VELOCITY
VECTOR ONCE EACH ROTATION. THE SPIN RATE WAS 29 PLUS OR MI1iUS
1 RPM. SINCE THE HAS$ RANGE WAS SCANNED SLOWLY COMPARED WITH
THE SPIN PERIOD. EACH PEAK IN THE ION SPECTRUM WAS MODULATED
AT THE SPIN FREQUENCY. WITH THE ION CURRENT MAXIMA OCCURIHG
WHEN THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE SPECTROMETER AXIS AND VELOCITY
VECTOR WAS A MINIMUM.
DATA SET NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC IO- 66-044A-OIA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
REOER, AS-El
EXPERIMENT NAME- NEUTRAL PARTICLE MAGNETIC MASS
SPECTROMETER
NSSOC TO- 66-044A-02
STATUS OF DPERATwfi- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/31/66
PERSONNEL
PI - C.A. REBER ............. NASA-GSPC
GREENBELT. HD
OI - J.E. COOLEY ............ NASA-GSFC
GREENGELT. MD
TWO DOUBLE-FOCUS(HG MAGNETIC MASS SPECTROMETERS HERE
USED TO MCASURC THE COMPOSITION OF THE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE
BETWEEN 285 KH AND 1000 KH. ONE HAS MOUNTED ON THE EOUhTOR OF
THE SPHERICAL SATCLLITE NORMAL TO THE SPIN AXIS. AND THE OTHER
WAS MOUNTED ON THE TOP OF THE SATELLITE PARALLEL TO THE SPIN
AXIS. THE NEUTRAL PARTICLES WERE IONIZED SY ELECTRON
BGMBARDNENT AND SEPARATED ACCORDING TO /SASS TO CHARGE RAPID
MrEI IN THE ANALYZER SEC'TIOH OF THE INSTRUMENT, THCEE WAS ONE
COLLECTOR CUP FOR EACH OF SEVEN DIFFERENT ION SPECIES. AN
ELECTROMETER AMPLIFIER. WHICH HAD TWO SENSITIVITY RANGES
DIFFERING BY A FACTOR DP IOC ♦ SAMPLED THE SEVEN COLLECTORS
SEQUENTIALLY. THE DWELL TIME ON A SPECIFIC MASS AND
SENSITIVITY RANGE WAS 2.4 SEC. THE FIRST FOUR OF THE PIFTEEIi
2.4-SEC IiTEPS OF A CYCLE WERE DEVOTED TO CORRECTING ANY ZERO
DRIFT OF THE ELECTROMETER AND TO RECORDING THE LOW- AND
HIGH-SENSITIVITY ZERO LEVELS. THE ION CURRENTS WERE THEN
MEASURED IN HIGH SENSITIVITY FOR HIE EQUAL TO 2 (MOLECULAR
HYDROGENS. 4 (HELIUM). AND 14 (ATOMIC HITROGENI AND IN HIGH
AND LOW SENSITIVITY FOR H/E EQUAL TO ZD CHDLECULAR NITROGEN).
32 IMOLECULAR OXYGEN). 16 (ATONIC OXYGEN). AND 10 (MATE°.
VAPORI. THE TIRE POR ONE COMPLETE CYCLE WAS 36 SEC. REAL-TIME
DATA WERE DGTAINUD AT 10 STADAH STATIONS IN PROGRAHHED 4-NIN
TURN-ONS. THE EXPERIMENT r ALSO CPERATED FOR 4-NIN PERIODS
IN A TAPE RECORDER ^10E AT ABOUT 10 REMOTE LOCATIONS.
INFORMATION WAS PLA^1S BACK AT STADAN STATIONS. ELECTRONIC
MALFUNCTIONS OF THE LOGIC OF THE TWO SPECTROMETERS CAUSED ONE
INSTRUMENT TO FAIL AFTER 4 DAYS IN ORBIT AND THE OTHER AFTER T
DAYS.
1
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 06/09/66 TO 01/17/67
(AS VERIFIED BY HSSOCI
OUANTITY OF DATA-
	 L REELCS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS 9-TRACK. BINARY. 1600 BPI. MAGNETIC TAPE DATA SET
WAS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH RECORD CONTAINS
TSME-ORDERED DATA FROM ONE EXPERIMENT TURN-OH (ON THE ORDER GF
A MINI. EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF THE NUMBER OF IONS/CC, VALUES
ARE GIVEN FOR THE CONCENTRATIONS OF THE SEVERAL SON SPECIES
PRESENT. THE TAPE ALSO CONTAINS VALUES FOR THE MEASUREMENT
TIRE EXPRESSED BY DAY. UT. AND LOCAL TIME. THE SATELLITE
LOCATION IS IDENTIFIED BY THE VALUES GIVEN FORGEODETIC AND
MAGNETIC LATITUDE AND LQNGITUDI!. ALTITUDE, AND THE MCILVAIN
^L* PARAMETER. OTHER PARAMETERS PRESENTED INCLUDE THE
SOLAR-ZENITH ANGLE. AHD SATELLITE VELOCITY. THESE DATA ARE ON
MICROFILM IN DATA SET 66-044A-OIB.
DATA SET NAME- SON MASS SPECTRORETEF DATA OH MICROFILM
NSSOC 1O- 66-044A-010
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET—DATA AT NSSDC
T114E PERIOD COVERED- 06/09/66 TO OI/17147
(A$ VERIFIED BY NSSDGI
OUAMrXTY. OF DATA-
	 I REELCS) OF MICROFILM
THIS 35-MM FILM DATA SET VAS
-
 SUPPLIED BY THE
EXPERIMENTER. EACH 1914K FRAME CONTAINS TIME-DRDERED DATA FROM
THREE EXPERIMENT TURH-CNS lAOGUT 4 KIN PER TURN-ON1. FOR EACH
TURN-OH, A TWO-LINE HEADING IS GIVEN. BENEATH. 1HICH ARE 15
COLUMNS. INCLUDED IN THE FIRST LINE ARE VALUES FOR THE
TURN-UN NUMBER AM THE DAY OF MEASUREMENT. THE SECOND LIKE
CONTAINS LOCATION CODES 1HCLUDING MONTH, LOCAL HOUR. ALTITUDE.
AND GEOGRAPHIC AND MAGNETIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE VALUES.
THE COLUMN HEADINGS -ARE -- HASS HUMBER CAKU1. UT. CSC:CI, Q-A
FLAG. SATELLITE VELOCITY CKH/SECT. SOLAR-ZENITH ANGLE.
ALTITUDE CKMI. GEODETIC LATITUDE. GEODETIC LONGITUDE. DIPDLE
LATITUDE* DIPOLE .
 LONGITUDE, MCILWAIN: 'L*. PARAMETER (EARTH
RADII). LOCAL TIME CSEC). DATA FLACv CURRENT.CAMP1. AND MURDER
DENSt7Y ItON5/CC). A SAMPLE TURN-rON MIGHT CONTAIN SEVERAL
ROWS WM THE MASS NUMBER COLUMN SHOWING . VALUES OF 44. 16, 4.
I. 14. I6. -q—A AND DATA FLAG N7XBERS ARE EXPLAINED AT THE
BOTTOM OF THE FRAME. THESE. RATA ARE -ALSO ON TAPE Ik IIAYA SEY-
66-044A-OCA.
DATA SET HAMS- HEUTRAL PARTICLE DENSITIES IN TABULAR
FDRI
NSSOC ID- 66-644A-02A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPDRTISI
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05126J66 TO 07/31/66
SAS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 BOOKCS) OR BOUND VOLUMECSI
THIS ANALYZED DATA SET CONSISTS OF HUMBER DENSITIES-OF
ATOMIC HYDROGEN. HELIUM. MOLECULAR NITROGEN. AND ATONIC
OXYGEN. THE DATA ARE IN TABULAR FORM ON 10 PP OF NASA DOCUMENT
(X-621-70- 2). -NEUTRAL COMPOSITION AMO DCRSITV RESULTS FROM
THE EXPLORER 32 MASS SPECTRCMETERS. r BY C. A. REBER, A. E.
HEDIH. J.E. COOLEY. AND D. N. MARPOLD. PUBLISHED IN MAY 1970.
THE DATA PRESENTED ARE BASED ON ABOUT EIGHTEEN 4-MIN TURH-DNS.
THESE TURNONS YIELDED THE BEST DATA DURING THE 7-DAY LIFETL6E
OF THE .EXPERIMENT. PART OF THE DATA.SET (EIGHT PPI CDNTAIHS
LISTINGS OF NUMBER - DENSITIES - AND THE ASSOCIATED PERCENTAGE
ERROR VALUES RECORDED BY BOTH SPECTROMETERS FOR THE SPECIES
PREVIOUSLY REIERRED TO. ALSO LISTED ARE WEIGHTED AVERAGES W
THE TWO SPECTROMETER DENSITY 'VALUES. THE TABULATIONS ALSO
INCLUDE DATE. UT AND LOCAL SOLAR TIME. TURN-ON NUMBEN•
ALTITUDES LATITUDE. AND LONGITUDE. IN THIS PART OF THE DATA
SET. THE TWORMATION IS.ORDISRED ACCORDING. TO TIME FDA EACH OF
THE FOUR ATMOSPHERIC SPECIES. ANOTHER -PART OF THE DATA SET
)TWO PAGES) CONTAINS A LISTING -
 OF THE PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED
WEIGHTED AVERAGE DENSITY VALUES FOR EACH SPECIES. INTERPOLATED
TO .A.. COMMON iLTITUDE. NAMELY. THE ALTITUDE. Be THE NOLECULAR
NITROGEN DENSITY MEASUREMENT. ALSO INCLUDED' IH 'THIS LIST ARE
THE TOTAL MASS DENSITY AND THE MEAN NOLECUX:AR WIGHT OF THE
SPECIES IN 7HC NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE. AHO THE TIME AND LOCATION
t NFORMATIOH AS STATED ABOVE.
	 - -
SPACECRAFT COMMON -HAKE- ALDL'ETTE.I -
ALTERHATL NAMES- 1968 OVA ALPHA Ir 3,27
ALOUETTE-A. 00484
5.2TA..
.	 ..	 NSSDC 10- 62-1549A
-	
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TIME PERIOD COVERED- QI 322/63 TO 074f20/6B
'AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE ANALYZED DATA CONSIST OF ELECTRON DENSITY
PROFILES• COMPUTED FROM DIGITAL VALUES OF FREOUENCY AND
VIRTUAL HEIGHT, WHICH HAVE IN TURN BEEN SCALED FROM THE
IONOGRAHS. PRWILES WERE SELECTED BECAUSE OF THEIR SCIENTIFIC
INTEREST. TELWLTRY STATIONS ARE NOT IDENTIFIED. BUT SATELLITE
LOCATION.- TIME OF OBSERVATION. SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AT THE
SATELLITE. DIP AT THE SATELLITE. TOTAL CONTENT DOWN TO THE
ALTITUDE OP HII:HEST IONOSPNERICALLY REFLECTED FREQUENCY, AND
OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION ARE LISTED FOR EACH PROFILE. VALUES
9F ELECTRON DENSITY INTERPOLATED FOR STANDARD 50-KH INCREMENTS
OF GEOMETRIC HF.IGIMT HAVE BEEN PREPARED FROH THIS DATA SET AND
ARE AVAILABLE AS DATA SET 62--049A-OIL. THIS DATA SET CONSISTS
OF ONE TAPE INCLUDING CHRONOLOGICALLY ORDERED OBSERVATIONS
FROM JANUARY 22. 1963 ♦ TO JULY 28. 1960. THIS PROVIDES ABOUT
300 PROFILES. THE FORMAT GIVES SEQUENCES OF NUMBERS FOR EACH
POINT SCALED FROM THE IONP611AN. THESE SEGUENCES INCLUDE
ELECTRON DENSITY AT THE POINT AND ONE OR BORE COEFFICIENTS
FROM WHICH GEOMETRIC HEIGHTS CAN BE CALCULATED. THESE DATA
MAKE UP A VERY SMALL PORTION OF THE RECORDED ALOUET7E 1
IONOGR4MS. LATITUDINAL CDVERACE IS WIDESPREAD. BUT DATA AT
LONGITUDES HEAR GO DEG W ARE MORE NUMEROUS THAN OTHERS. DATA
WERE RECORDED ON AN IBM 7094 COMPUTER ON 7-TRACK BCD TAPE IN
ONE FILE AT 556 BPt.
DATA SET MARE- CRC ELCCTRUN OCNSITV PROFILES AT S0-KM
INTERVALS UN TAPE
RUDE 10- 62-04VA-OEM
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/29/62 TO 03130/60
CAB VERIFIED BY HSSDC1
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 3 REELISI OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE AIIALYZEO DATA CGPPSIST OF ELECTRON DENSITY
PROFILES. COMPUTED FROM OIGITA- VALUES OF FREQUENCY AND
VIRTUAL HEIGHT. WHICH HAVE IN TURN BEEN SCALED FROM THE
IONOGRAHS. TELEMETRY STATIONS ARE HOT IDENTIFIED. BUT
SATELLITE LOCATION. TIME OF OBSERVATION. SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AT
THE SATELLITE. DIP AT THE SATELLITE. TOTAL =HTEHf DOWN TO THE
ALTITUDE OF THE HIGHEST 10HOSPHERICALLY REFLECTED FRCOUEHCY.
AND OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION ARE LISTED FAR EACH PROFILE-
VALUES OF ELECTRON DENSITY INTERPOLATED FOR STANDARD 60-KM
INCREMENTS OF GEOMETRIC HEIGHT HAVE BEER PREPARED FROM THIS
DATA SET AND AT;F AVAILABLE .0 DATA SET 612-049A-Q1L. THIS DATA
SET CONSISTS OF THREE TAPES INCLUDING ClIRDNOLOGICALLY ORDERED
OBSERVATIONS FROM SEPTEMBER 29. 1952. TO MARC" 30. 1966. THIS
PROVIDES ABOUT 1406 PROFILES. THE FORMAT GIVES PAIRS OF
ELECTRON DENSITY AND REAL HEIGHT VALUES FOR EACH POINT SCALED
FROM TES IONOGRAN. THESE DATA MAKE UP A VERY SMALL PCRT113N OF
THE RECORDED ALOUETTE 1 IONOGRAHS. LATTTUO2NJLL COVERAGE IS
WIDESPREAD. BUT DATA AT LONGITUDES HEAR 86 DEC V ARE MORE
NUMEROUS THAN OTNMRS. DATA WERE RECORDED ON AN ECM 7094
COMPUTER ON 7-TRACK BCD TAPE IN ONE FILE AT 3S6 DPI.
DATA SET NAME- UCLA INTERPOLATED ELECTRON DENSITY
PROFILES AT 23-XM INTERVALS ON TAPE
HSSDC ID- 62-049A-DTP
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 09/30162 TO 06/02/64
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSOCS
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 2 R£ELIS) OF HAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ANALYZED ELECTRON DENSITY
PROFILES COMPUTED FROM DIGITAL VALUES OF FREQUENCY AND VIRTUAL
HEIGHT THAT HERE SCALED FROM IONOGRAHS. THESE ARE ANALYZED
DATA ON TAPES THAT WERE PREPARED BY THE UCLA DEPACITAEHT OF
METEOROLOGY. SATE_LITI' LOCATION, SATELLITE HEIGHT. AND TIME
(UTI OF OBSERVATION ARE LISTED FOR EACH PROFILE. FOR MANY
PROFILES THE EXTRAPOLATED FXF2 AND ITS REAL HEIGHT ARE
INCLUDED. PROFILE INTERVALS ARE LISTED FOR EACH 2SH-KK
ALTITUDE OF REAL HEIGHT IN IS AN INTEGER)• WHERE ESN RANGES
FROM THE CLOSEST VALUE ABOVE :`E REFLECTION ALTITUDE OF THE
HIGHEST X TRACE FREQUENCY REFLE :YtO AND THE CLOSEST VALUE
BELOW SATELLITE ALTITUDE, ELECTRCI OEI:SITY 15 ALSO PROVIDED AT
SATELLITE ALTITUDE. THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF TAPES THAT
INCLUDE CHROMI.OGICJALLV ORDERED OBSERVATIONS FROM SEPTEMBER
30. 1962. TO MAY 2. 1564♦ PROVIDING AB14UT 43.701 PROFILES. THE
TAPES ARE IBM 360. BINARY. 7 TRACK WRITT£H AT 800 BPI.
DATA SET HAMS- 11.7EX OF IOHOGRAMS SH -aWIHG DUCTED ECHOES
HSSDC ID- 62-049A-010
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT US= READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
TIME PERIOD COVERED- {2/01/62 TO I"31f68
(AS VERIFIED BY HSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 NEWS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET. PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIHENTER-S OFFICE. IS
AN INDEX TO QUITO IUNOVRARS CONTAINING DUCTED ECHOES. THE
CRITERIONFOR SELECTION WAS THAT AT LEAST ONE TRACE FROM THE
CONJUGATE HEMISPHERE APPEARS ON THE IONOGRAM. THIS TRACE HAS A
POSITIVE SLOPE AS OPPOSED TO THE NEGATIVE SLOPE OF THE NORMAL
X OR 9 TRACE. EACH RECORD CONTAINS THE SATELLITE
IDENTIFICATION. GROUND STATION tQU1TO-41• PASS START TIME
(UT). THE !NUMBER OF IONOGRAMS IN THE PASS SHOWING DUCTED
ECHOES. AND THE NUMBER FAST SHOWING DUCTED ECHOES. THE TIME
PERIOD COVERED IS FROM 1952 THROUGH 1960 t1966 HISSING]. FOR
209 PASSES (ABOUT 4900 la"DGRAMS). 116 tO1WGRAMS WITH DUCTED
ECHOES. ARE IDENTIFIED. THE DATA ARE AVAILABLE ON 9-TR40K.
000-BPI.. EBCOIC MAGNETIC TAPE. SIMILAR DATA FOR OTHER TIMES
AND FOUR OTHER STATIONS ARE STORED 15H THE SAME TAPE AND ARE
DESCRIBED IN DATA SETS 67-09BA-OSN. 69-009A-01E. AND
71-0244-0IE.
MOM
DATA SET NAME- RSRS ELECTRON DENSITY (AND SCALE "BECHT)	 I
PLOTS AND LISTINGS WITH PASS SUHHARY PLOTS
DATA SET NAME- IDHOGRAM IHVCNTARY ON TAPE NSSOC IO- 62-049A-01R
NSSDC to- 62-049A-010 AVAILABILITY OF DATA SEE- DATA AT NSSDC
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT -HSSOC TINE PERIOD COVER.0- 10107162 TO 09/04f66 	 i
(AS VERIFIED Sr HS50 C! 




ZAS VERIFtCU BY NSSOC)
	
-
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 7 REELCS) OF MICROFILM	 -
CKIAHTITT OF DATA-
	
6 REELISI OF MAOHBTIC TAPE. THESE DATA	 CONSIST 	 SEVERAL , .BIFFEREHT _DIGITAL AND
PLOTTED	 FCRMS	 PREPARED .FROM	 THE	 SINGAPORE.	 YINKFICLQ. AND
THIS	 FILE	 INOUE$ THE ALOUETTE
	
I ION3CRAMS (DATA SET FALKLAND.	 ISLAND	 LUK-OPERATED) -STATIONS . RECEIVING.ALQU.fT'E 1"
62-049A-01A7 -- BY	 STATION PASS. INFORMATION IN THE DATA+'SET.FOR.- IOHOGRAMS.	 FOR	 EACH	 PASS, .A	 NUMBER OF IOHOGRAMS HAVE BEEN .
WHICH IONOGRAMS	 CAN EC IDEHTIFIL*O..IHCLUDES TELEMETRY STATION. DIGITIZED.	 AND	 PLATTED CTHRE$ FRAMES.PE'R IOHOGRAR)+ AT THE END
START
	
AND STOP TIME FOR THE PASS. AND 'ORBIT - NUMBER. THE INDEX. OF	 DATA 	 FOR -EACH --PASS.	 THERE	 -APPEARS - A THREE-FRANC-PASS
WHICH	 IS	 PREPARED	 FROM A, PHYSICAL-IHVENTCRY-OF FILM RECEIVED - SUMMARY-IN	 TWO PLISTS AND A LISTING. FRAME I FOR EACH IOHOGRAM
AND. SATELLITE	 CPHEMCR)OESr. 15 MAINTAINI:'Q DH '.ISO-8PI ♦ 7-TRACX. SHOWS	 THE	 5013SATELLITE LOCATION WITH CORRESPOHOIHG LOCAL TIME -
BCD	 HAGNETIL SAPE	 AHD '15 UPDATED MONTHL7 :UNLX= 'FEW DATA ARE,. AHQ	 UT. '-'.TRACE . UzE;D .;FOR. ANALYSIS .	AND , -.GYROfREQUEHCY AT THE	 A
RECEIVED. THE TIME SPAN OF DATA IS CURRENT RS OF 'JANUARY 1973.' - SATELLITE: CCALCULATF13- AND	 OBSERVED)	 H/IY	 ALSO	 ]BE SHORN. OH.
.. FRAME	 Z	 ARE	 THE	 INPUT SCALIHGS. FOR THE RAW . IUHX HTERPOL&TKO?
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
AND
	
INTERPOLATED	 TEACH	 10 KMI - PROFILES APPEARING ON FRAME I.
-	 -	 -	 -	 - - FRAME:. - 2; ALSO -.CONT41HS INTERPOLATED GEOPOTSMTIAL SCALE HEIGHTS
-	 '- --PEACH	 10	 KIEL.	 AND TOTAL CONTENT VALUES FOR THREE LAYERS FROM 	 fi
- 350.	 400. AND 450 KH UP TO 950 99. ON FRAME M IS A LOG PLOT OF
. HtH).. VSGCOPQTENTIAL NEIOHT . CLINEAR SCALE). THE PASS SUMMARY	 -
''	 .. CDHTAINS .A	 PLOT	 OF 'SELECTED. STANDARO. NCH) VALUES FRAM EACH 	 1
.1 PROFILE	 Y5	 CvoQRAPNic LATITUDE. AND A SINIC .AR PLCIT - FOR SCALE+\
^J1P
d1
7^'(	 2	 +^^y HEIGHTS.' FLHALLY*
	












ALTERNATE NAMES- ALOOETT£-B. 5 278
1515	 01$04
NSSDC TO- 65-993A
LAUNCH DATE- 1(,029165 	 HEIGHT-	 145. KG
STATUS (F OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 96!03173
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH OATS- ll/29/65
ORBIT PERIOD- 121. WIN	 INCLINATION- 79.724 000
PERIAPSIS- 529.0DO RH ALT	 APOAPSIS- 2956.00 KH ALT
ALOUETTE 2 WAS A SMALL IONOSPHERIC OBSERVATORY
INSTRUPENTED WITH A SHEEP FREQUENCY IONOSPHERIC SOUNDER. A VLP
RECEIVER. TWO EHERGCTIC PARTICLE EXPERIMENTS. A COSMIC NOISE
EXPERIMENT. AND AN ELECTROSTATIC PROBE. THE SPACECRAFT USED
TWO LONG DIPOLE ANTENNAS (78.9 N r4`O 22.8 N LONG.
RESPECTIVELY) FOR THE SOUNDER, VLF* AND COSMIC NOISE
EXPERSHENT5. THE SATELLITE WAS SPIN-STABILIZED AT ABOUT 2.25
RPM AFTER ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT. BY JANUARY 1970. THE SPIN HAD
DECAYED TO 1.434 RPM. ENO PLATES 43H THE LONG ALOUETTE 2 ANTENNA
SEEM TO HAVE CORRECTED THE RAPID DESPIN OCCURRING ON ALOUETTE
I. WHICH WAS BELIEVED TO RESULT FROM THERMAL DISTORTION OF THE
ANTENNA AND FROM RADIATION PRESSURE. THERE WAS NO TAPE
RECORDER. $0 THAT DATA ARE AVAILABLE CNLY FROM WHEN THE
SPACECRAFT WAS IN LINE OF SIGHT OF TELEMETRY STATIONS.
TELEMETRY STATIONS ARE LOCATED 50 THAT PRIMARY DATA COVERAGE
IS NEAR THE 00 DEG Y MERIDIAN PLUS AREAS HEAR HAWAII.
SINGAPORE. AUSTRALIA. UNGLAND, INDIA. NORWAY. AND CENTRAL
AFRICA. INITIALLY. DATA WERE RECORDED FOR ABOUT 7 -I/2 HR PER
DAY. IN 1972. DOSCRVATICINS WERE MADE FOR ABOUT 2 HR PER DAY.
ROUTINE SPACECRAFT OPERATION WAS DISCONTINUED AFTER JUNE 3.
1973. OUT SPECIAL REQUEST OPERATION HAS (YSCURRED OCCASIONALLY
SINCE THEM.
DATA SET NAME- GSFC EXTENDED WORLD RAPS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID- 65-09BA-OOC
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 11,029165 TO 03/31173
IAS VERIPICO BY H55DC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 63 REELtS) OF MICROFILM
THESE DATA, PREPARED AT 45FC. ARE LISTINGS OF SATELLITE
POSITION. AND SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR EACH MINUTE (EVERY 2
MIN AFTER SEPTEMBER 19701 OF GMT. THE INFORMATION IN THE
LISTINGS INCLUDES LOCAL SOLAR TIME. GEODETIC LOCATION. SEVERAL
VARIETIES OF MAGNETIC FIELD REFERENCED LOCATION, AND SUN
POSITION. DATA ARE ALSO GIVEN FOR SPECIAL TIMES [EQUATOR
CROSSINGS. NORTHERNNOST AND SOUTHERNMOST POINTS. SUNLIGHT
ENTRANCE AND EXIT. ETC.).
DATA SET NAME- CAC INDEX OF EXPERIMENT -DATA AVAILABLE-
DN TAPE
NSSDC ID- 65-09BA TOE
AVAILABILITY OF DATA =I- DATA AT NSSDC




I-REELS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE DATA PREPARED BY THE CONNUHICAYIONS. RESEARCH
CENTRE, OTTAWA,. CANADA. INDEX THE START AND STOP TIMES FOR THE
OPERATION 'OF ALL FIVE SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS. THE INFORMATION
PRESENTED INCLUDES TELEMETRY STATION. .TELEMETRY TAPE
IDENTIFICATION. DAY OF YEAR, START TIME. DIi LATITUDE A140
GYRCFREOUENCY AT THE 5&TELLITE. START AND STOP VALUES OF GMT
FOR EACH PASS. LOCAL. HEAN . TIME. HEIGHT ABOVE THE SPHEROID. AND
GCOOETIC - POSITION• THE DATA ARC 13H 43130 BPI. 7- AND S-TRACK.-
BCD MAGNETIC TAPE.	 - -	 -	 -
Pon
A
DATA SET NAME- CRC PUBLISHED INDEX OF EXPERIMENT -DATA
AVAILABLE-
NSSDC ID- 65-696A-OOP
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- OAT& AT ANOTHER CENTER
TIME PER100 COVERED. 130'29/65 TO 12/3l/68
lAS REPORTED BY THE EXP2RIMENTERI
QUANTITY OF DATA- 	 0 BOOKISI OR BOUND VOLUKE(S)
THESE DATA INDEX THE START AND STOP WIT FOR THE
OPERATION OF ALL. FIVE SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS. THE INFORMATION
PRESENTED INCLUDES TELE.HETRY STATION. TELEMETRY TAPE
IDENTIFICATION. START VALUES OF DIP LATITUDE AND GYROFPEGUENGY
AT THE SATELLITE. DAY OF YEAR. AND FOR EACH TELEMETRY PASS
STATION, START AND STOP VALUES OF LOCAL MEAN TIME. HEIGHT
ABOVE THE SPHEROID. AND GEODETIC POSITION. THE DATA ARE IN ONE
VOLUME ENTITLED •ALOUETT£ II DATA AVAILABLE.- PUBLISHED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS. COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CENTRE.
OTTAWA. CANADA,
BELROSE. ALOUETTE 2
EXPERIMENT HARE- VLF RECEIVER
NSSDC ID- 65-09BA-02
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06/03/73
PERSONNEL
Pt - J.S. DELROSE ........... CGNMUN RESEARCH CENTSL°
OTTAWA. ONTARIO. CANADA
01 - F.H. PALMER ............ COMNUN RESEARCH CENTRE
OTTAWA. ONTARIO. CANADA
THE VLF EXPERIMENT WAS A WIDEBAND HIGH-GAIN RECEIVER
WITH A PASSBAND FROM 0.05 TO 30 KHL THAT USED THE LONG SOUNDER
ANTENNA. THE INSTRUMENT WAS A CONSIQERASLY IMPROVED VERSION OF
THE ALOUETYE 1 RECEIVER. THE STANDARD VLF DATA FORM WAS A
SONOGRAM (GRAPH$ WHICH SHOWED SIGNAL AS A FUNCTION OF TIME AM
FREQUENCY. WHISTLERS. IONOSPHERIC NOISE. VLF NOISE. ETC. WERE
OBSERVED IN THIS VERY LOW REGION OF THE RADIO FREQUENCY
SPECTRUM. PERFORMANCE WAS NOMINAL EXCEPT FDR INTERFERENCE FROM
THE SOUNDER. THIS INTERFERENCE DID NOT PREVENT OBSERVATIONS OF
USEFUL DATA. THE SOUNDER OPERATIONWAS PREDOMINANT. BUT A
SHALL PERCENTAGE OF OBSERVATIONS WERE VLF ONLY OR DOT" VLF AND
SOUNDER. A PARTIAL INDEX OF OPERATION TIMES AND "CATIONS FOR
THIS EXPERIMENT APPEARS IN DATA SET 65-09SA-000.
OAT& SET NAME- VLF SPECTROGRAMS
NSSDC ID- 65-O96A-02A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AVAILABLE FROM EXPERIMENTER
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/00163 TO 06/OB/7J
(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 0 REELISI OF HICROFILN
THIS DATA SET 15 IH.A STANDARD GRAPHIC FORM tFREQUENCY
VERSUS TIME) FOR RAW VLF DATA. THESE SONOGRAMS ON 3$-MM FILM
WERC PREPARED BY THE CXPERIMENTER FROM ANALOG DATA OH NAGHETIC
TAPE. -RECORDED. AT TELEMETRY STATIONS IN REAL -TIME.
APPROXIMATELY 9000 PASSES WERE RECORDED. FROM WHICHSONDC.RAKS
HAVE BEEN PREPARED FOR ABOUT 1500 rASIM-S. MOST OF THE
SONOGRAK9 HAVE BEEN CO.KPILZD FROM PASSES OVEr THE OTTAWA
STATION. ALTHOUGH OVER HALF OF THE, OATA OBSERVED WERE FROM
OTHER LOCATIONS.BY SPECIAL ARRAHCEMENT. ANY DATA AVAILABLE
ON TAPE CAN BE PROVIDED IN LIMITED QUANTITIES . IN.SONOGRAM
FORM.. EACH PASS PROCESSED INTO SONOGRAMS CONSISTS OF .THREE
PARTS. EACH USING -DIFFERENT RANGES ON THE FREQUENCY SCALES.
I.E.. NOMINALLY 0 TO 20. 0 TO 10* AND 0 TO 2.5 KHS. THE TIME -
SCALE FOR THE FIRST TWO PARTS IS 0.25 IH./SEC. AND IS 0.128
IN -f?UC :FOR THE 0- TO . 5-KHL . SONOGRAMS. IDENTIFICATION
INFORMATION IS NOTED PRIOR TO CACH PASS OVER A. STATION. TINE
IS SHOWN tIN UTI AT 1O-SEC INTERVALS :ALONG THE EDGE OF THE ..
SONOGRAMS. AN ANALOG REPRESENTATION OF THE VLF-A£CEIVER-AGC
LEVEL I5 ALSO SHDWH ALONG. THE EDGE OF. ThE SONOGRAMS.. THESE
DATA. CAN SE' MADE AVAILABLE FOR... VXEWIHG - BY-CONTACTIHG THE
EXPERIMENTER, DR. R. E. BARRINGTON, COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH
CENTRE. 00PT. OP COMKUNICATIONS. P. O. BOX 491). STATION A.





EXPERIMENT NAME- CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PAGES
NSSDC to- 65-09SA-05
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06/03173
PERSONNEL
P1 - L.H. GRACE ............. NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. NO
THISCYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE OBSERVED ELECTRON
DENSITY IN THE IONOSPHERE. IT WAS A TYPE OF LANGNUIR PROBE
CONSISTING OF A COLLECTOR ELECTRODE EXTENDING FROM THE CENTRAL
AXIS OF A CYLINDRICAL GUARD RING. THE GUARD RING EXTENDED 23
CH FROM THE SPACECRAFT AND THE COLLECTOR ELECTRODE EXTENDED 46
CH. TWO SENSORS VERB MOUNTED ON OPPOSITE SIDES DF THE LOVER
PORTION OF THE SATELLITE AND BGTH EXTENDED DOWNWARD AT AN
ANGLE OF 45 rtv TO THE SPAC.ECRAPI SPIN AXIS. WHICH WAS
13REE7NTED IN A NORTHWARD DIRECTION IN THE DROITAL PLANE. THE
SENSORS WERE OPERATED SEQUENTIALLY. THIS EXPERIMENT OPERATED
NOMINALLY FRUR LAUNCH. Ali INDEX OF OPERATION TIMES AND
LOCATIONS FOR THIS EXPERIMENT IS AVAILABLE IN DATA SETS
65-090A-00E (TAP£) OR 65-09BA-OCF CHAROCOPY).
DATA
I	 moms"
 SET NAME- ELECTRON DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE ON TAPE
NSSDC IO- 63-098A-OSA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 02/Z1/66 TO tl/13/67
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 I REELIS) OF MAGNETIC T1EPE
THESE REDUCED DATA. PREPARED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. LIST
ABOUT 21 MONTHS OF ELECTRON NUMBER DENSITIES AND ELECTRON
TEMPERATURES OBSERVED AT THE SATELLITE. THE DATA HAVE BEEN
CALCULATED FROM THE TELENETERED RETARDING POTENTIAL CURVES.
INCLUDED IN THE LISTINGS FOR EALH DATA POINT ARE TELEMETRY
STATION. ORBIT NUMBER. DATA AND TIME (UT AND LOCAL).
GEOGRAPHIC AND MAGNETIC (NCILWAIN. DIP. INVARIANT. AND DIPOLE
MODELS LOCATIONS. hEtGHT ABOVE THE REFERENCE ELLIPSOID• SOLAR
ZENITH ANGLE. SOLAR CF10.7) AND PLANETARY /AP) INDEXES.
SATELLITE POTENTIAL. AND RECORD COUNT. TEMPERATURE DATA ARE
AVAILABLE FOR ONLY ABOUY 5 PERCENT OF THE DATA POINTS AND ARE
SCATTERED THROUGHOUT THE OBSERVING PERIOD. ELECTRCH DENSITY
VALUES ARE PRESENT AT NEARLY ALL DATA POINTS. GAYS IN TIME
COVERAGE ARE USUALLY A FEW ORBITS OR LESS. THE DATA HAVE GAPS
IN COVERAGE CAUSED PRIMARILY BY LACK OF A TAPE RECORDER ON THE
SATELLITE AND LIMITATIONS OF EXPERIMENT SCHEDULING. THESE SANE
DATA ARE AVAILABLE ON MXCRW14K AS DATA SET 65-09SA-050. THIS
DATA SET IS ON BCO. 800-BPI. 9-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE.
nWI111^1
DATA SET NANC— ELECTFON DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE ON
HICROFILK
NSSDC ID- 65-090A-050
AVAILASILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 020 121/65 TO 41113 *67
( F. VERIFIED BY HSSDC?
OUAHrITY OF DATA-	 I REf LIS) OP MICROFILM
THESE REDUCED DATA, DH 35-HH MICROFILM. WERE PREPARED BY
THE EXPERIMENTER AND LIST ABOUT 21 MONTHS OP ELECTRON HUMBER
DENSITIES AND ELECTRGH . TEMPERATURES. OBSERVED AT THE SATELLITE-
THE DATA HAVE BEEN CALCULATED FROM THE TELEMSTER1 10 RETARDING
POTENTIAL CURVES. INCLUDED IN THE LISTING FOR EACH DATA POINT
ARE TELEMETRY STATION. ORBIT HUMBER. DATE AND TIME. CUT AND
LOCAL). GEOGRAPHIC AND MAGNETIC (HCILWAIM. .DIP, DIPOLE. AND
104VAREANTO LOCATIONS, HEIGHT ABOVE THE REFERENCE ELLIPSOID.
SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE. SOLAR IFIO .7) AND PLANETARY CAP) INDEXES.
SATELLITE POTENTIAL. AND RECORD COUNT. TEMPERATURE: DATA AfC=.
AVAILABLE FOR ONLY ADOUr 5 PERMIT OF THE DATA POINTS AND ARE
SCATTERED THROUGHOUT THE OBSERVING PERIOD. ELECTRON DENSITY
VALUES ARE PRESENT AT NEARLY ALL DATA POINTS. GAPS IN TIME
CDVrRAGE AREUSUALLY A FEW ORBITS OR LESS. THE DATA GAPS IN
COVERAGE ARE CAUSED PRIMARILY BY LACK DF A - TAPE RECORDER ON
TIES: SATELLITE AND LIMITATIONS OF EXPERIMENT SCHEDULING. THESE
SANE DATA ARE AVAILABLE ON MAGNETIC TAPM AS DATA SET
65-09BA-05A.
DATA SET HAKE- ELECTRONDENSITY AND TEMPERATURE PLOTS
ON MICRDF ILK
NSSDC IO- 65-098A-OSC
AVAILABILITY OF DATA GET- DATA AT HSSDC
TIKE PERIOD COVERED- 02/2t/66 TO 03/OI/67
LAS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
OUARTITY OF DATA-	 I REP1 ( S) OF MICROFILM
THESE DATA PLOTS ON 35 -MM HICROFIL1 4 WERE PREPARED BY THE
EXPERIMENTER FRDM THE DATA IN CATA SE-: 65-09BA-05A (CA
65--696A
-
0581. EACH PLOT SHOWS ABOUT I LEEK OF ELECTRON DENSITY
OBSERVATIONS. THE ELECTRON NUHBER DENSITY CLOG SCALE) ORDINATE
IS PLOTTED AGAINST AN ABSCISSA OF LINEARLY -SPACED DIP
LATITUDE. THE FULL RANGE OF DIP FROM -90 TO F90 AND BACK TO
-90 DEG IS SHOWN ON THE ABSCISSA IN ORDER THAT THE
OBSERVATIONS FROM OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE ORBIT ARE NOT MIXED.
PRECESSION or PERIGEE PROGRESSES SLOWLY ENOUGH C-1.09 DEG/DAY$
SO THAT SATELLITE ALTITUDE CHANGES OVER THE 1 -REEK PERIOD (FOR
A GIVEN LOCATION) CAN BE CONSIDERED TO BE ONLY A MINOR CAUSE
OF ELECTRON DENSITY VARIATJON. THE ORBIT PLANE PRECESSION 15
ALSO SLOW ENOUGH I-0 -79 DEG/DAYI THAT. FOR MOST PRACTICAL
PURPOSES. THE LOCAL TIME OF DAY FOR OBSERVATIONS AT EACH
LATITUDE AS PLOTTED WOULD HOT CHANGE SIGNIFICANTLY OVER THE
1-WEEK PERIOD.
WHITTEXER. ALOUETTE 2
EXPERTMEJfT NAME- SWEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER
NSSDC to- 65-09BA-01
STATUS OF OPERATION- UPERATION.EL OFF
DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 66/03/73
PERSONNEL
PI - J.H. WHITTEKER ......... CONMUN RESEARCH CENTRE
OTTAWA. ONTARIO. CANADA
BI - J.E. JACKSON ........... NASA-GSPC.
GREENBELT. NO






at - J.	 TURNER ............ AUST DEPT OF INTERIOR
SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA
Of - C.	 TAIEB ............. CHET
PARIS. FRANCE
OI - O.	 HOLT ..•........... AURORAL DOS
TRONSC. NORWAY




OGATA ............. RADIO RESEARCH LAB
TOKYO. JAPAN
at - R.	 RAGHAVARAD •	 ... PHYSICAL RESEARCH LAB
AHNEDABAO.. INDIA
01 - E.S. WARREN ............ COHRUN RESEARCH CENTRE
OTTAWA. ONTARIO. CANADA
aI - G.E.9.LDCKWOOD .......... CDMKUN RESEARCH CENTRE
OTTAWA. ONTARIO, CANADA
THE SWEEP FREQUENCY IOHOPHHDE WAS A . RADIO
TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER THAT RECORDED THE T114E DELAY aCrUCEH A -
TRANSMITTEO. AND RETURNED RADIO FREQUENCY PULSE. A CONTINUUM OF
FREOUEV'=gS BETWEEN 0.12 AND 14.5 MHZ WERE SAMPLEDONCE EVERY
32 SEC. A MULTIPLICITY OF DELAY TIMES WAS USUALLY OBSERVED DUE
TO BIREFRINGENCE DF THE 19HOSPHERE, NONVERTICAL,.PROPAGATIOH,
GROUND ECHOES, PLASMA RESONANCES. ETC. DELAY TIME WAS
PRIMARILY A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE TRAVERSED BY THE SIGNAL.
ELECTRON DENSITY ALONG THE PROPAGATION PATH.. AND RUDE W
PROPAGATION.- THE STANDARD DATA FORM. ' I5 AN 1OHOGRAN . [ GRAPH}
SHOWING - DELAY TIME - CVIRTUAL DISTANCE - OF SIGNAL REFLECTION FROM
THE SATELLITE) VERSUS FREQUENCY. TWO -OTHER CaRMON FORMS OF
DATA WERE PREPARED FROM THE IONOGRANS. . THEY ARE DIGITAL
FREQUENCY AND/OR- VIRTUAL HEIGHT .VALUES OF CHAstACTERIST)C
IOHGSPHERIC FEATURES AND COMPUTATIONS OF ELECTRON DENSITY
PROFILES. PERFORMANCE. WAS EXCELLENT—INITIALLY. ABOUT. 7-1/2 HR
OF OBSERVATIONS PER DAYWERE RECORDED. IN FEBRUARY I973. ABOUT
I HR PER DAY WAS BEING RECORDED. AN INDEX OF OPERATION TIMES
AND LOCATIONS FOR THIS EXPERIMCNT- Is AVAILAOLE IN DATASET-
65-090A-00E.	 -	 -
DATA SET NAME -SWEEP-FREQUENCY IONOCRAMS 04 MICROFILM.
HS SEC. to- 65-096A-4IA



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BOOKS PER VOLUME). THE DATA ARE ORDERED CHRONOLOGICALLY.
TELEMETRY STATIONS ARE HOT IDENTIFIED. BUT SATELLITE LOCATION.
TIME CE OBSERVATION. SDLACI ZENITH ANGLE AT THE SATELLITE. DIP
F.ILATITUDE AT THE SAT.LITE. TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT DOWN TO
ALTITUDE OF HIGHEST IONOSPHERICALLY REFLECTED FREQUENCY. AND
OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION ARE LISTED FOR EACH PROFILE.
PROFILE DATA CONSIST OF ELECTROH DENSITY AND REAL HEIGHT
VALUES FOR EACH POINT SCALED FROM THE ZONOGRAM. FOR
INTERPMATED VALUES OF ELECTRON DENSITY AT STANDARD INCREMENTS
OF REAL HEIGHT. SEE DATA SET 65-0901+010. EACH PROFILE
OCCUPIES ABOUT FOUR LIMBS OF PRINT. AND A CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX
OF ALL DATA FRDIH ALL VOLUMES APPEARS IN THB FRONT OF EACH
BOOK. THE IONOGRAMS REDUCED WERE SELECTED FOR THEIR SCIENTIFIC
INTEREST AND COVER TIMES FROM DECEMBER 1945. TO ]DECEMBER 1961.
THESE REDUCTIONS ARE FROM A VERY SMALL PORTION OF THE TOTAL OF
NEARLY 1 MILLION ALOUETTE 2 IONOGRANS OBSERVED. DATA FOR MOST
LATITUDES ARE INCLUDEO BUT THOSE DATA FROM LONGITUDES NZAR 80
BEG W ARE MORE NUMEROUS THAN THOSE FROM OTHER LONGITUDES.
DATA SET NAME- IDHOGRAM INVENTORY ON TAM
NSSOC ID- 65-D98A-011
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET DATA AT NSSOC
TIRE PERIOD COVERCD- 11/29/65 TO 04/25/73
CAS VERIFIED BY II5500
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 S REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS FILE INDEXES THE ALOUETTE 2 IONOCRANS COATA SET
65-098A--OIAI IN UNITS BY STATION PASS. THE INDEX CAN BE SORTED
BY STATION. BY TINE, OR BY OTHER METHODS, AS DESIRED.
INPQRNATION IN THE BATA SET INCLUDES TELEMETRY STATION AND
START AND STOP TIME FOR THE PASSES AND ORBIT NUMBER, THE
INDEX. WHICH IS BEING PREPARED FROM A PHYSICAL INVENTORY OF
FILM RECEIVED AND SATELLITE EPHEMERIDES. 15 MAINTAINED ON
556-SPC. 7-TRACK, BCD MAGNETIC TAPES AND IS UPDATED MONTHLY
UNLESS FEN DATA ARE RECEIVP7.
AND FOR EACH 100 KH FROM 3500 KM ALTITUDE DOWN TD THE LOWEST
HEIGHT OF SIGNAL REFLECTIONS IHORMALLY HEAR 300 %MI. THERE ARE
17.315 PROFILES LISTED FROM THE VICINITY OF 18 DIFFERBHT
GROUND STATIONS. THESE DATA ARE A SHALL BLOCK OF THE TOTAL
ALOUETTE 2 IUNOGRA34 DATA CLCSS THAN I PERCENT] BUY FORM (HE OF
THE LARGEST BLOCKS OF REDUCED SATELLITE IONOGRAMS AVAILABLE.
THESE REDUCTIONS ARE OF OPTIMUM QUALITY BECAUSE BOTH X AND Y
TRACE VALUES WERE CHECKED AGAINST ONE ANOTHER WRING
COMPUTATION OF THE DENSITY VALUES. THIS DATA SET @) I6-NM
HICROPILM IS A HZCR13FZLH VERSION OF DATA SET 65-09EA-41.1 ON
TAPE.
DATA SET MAKE- INDEX OF IONOGRAKS SHOWING DUCTED ECHOES
NSSOC ID- 65-048A-01N
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR C•137RIBUTIOH
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11029/65 TO 10190/71
LAS VERIFIED BY HSSDCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA JSET. PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIMENTER'S OFFICE. 15
AN INDEX TO LOW-LATITUDE IOHOCRAHS CONTAINING DUCTED ECHGIC5.
THE CRITERION FOR SELECTION WAS THAT AT LEAST ONE TRACE FROM
THE CONJUGATE HEMISPHERE APPEARED ON THE IONOGRAM. THIS TRACE
HAD A POSITIVE SLOPE. AS OPPOSED TO THE NEGATIVE SLOPE OF THE
NORMAL X OR O TRACE. EACH RECORD CONTAINED THE SATELLITE
IDENTIFICATION. GROUND STATION IOUSTO-5. SANTIAG0 .8. FT.
HEYER-3. DRRORAL-21. SINGAPORE-46). PASS START TIME CUT). THE
NUMBER OF I13NOGRA3RS IN THE PASS SHOWING DUCTED ECHOES. AND THE
H4MBER HOT SHOWING DUCTED ECHOES. THE TIME COVERED WAS FROM
L96S THROUGH OCTOBER 1971. FOR 4152 PASSES CABOUT LID.000
IONOGRAXSI. APPROXIMATELY 2000 IONDGRAHS WITH DUCTED ECHOES
WERE IDENTIFIED. THE DATA ARE AVAILABLE ON 9-TRACK. 800-BPI.
EDCOIC MAGNETIC TAPE. SIMILAR DATA FOR OTHER TIMES ARE STORED
oil THE SAKE TAPE AND ARE DESCRIBED UNDER DATA SETS




DATA SET NAHE- NASA-MC ELECTRON DENSITIES INTERPOLATED
TO 100-" INTERVALS ON CPACKEOI TAPE
NSSDC 10- 65-098A-DIJ
AVAI3.hDILITY OF DATA SET- BATA AT HSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 1}029/65 TD 02/IS/T2
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 2 RI:ELCSI OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE ANALYZED DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE. SUPPLIED BY THE
EXPERIMENTER. WERE COMPUTED FROM DIGITAL VALUES OF FREQUENCY
AND VIRTUAL RANGE THAT WERE SCALED FRCM IONDGRAMS. DIGITAL
ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES VERB LISTED FOR THE SATELLITE LOCATION
AND FOR EACH 100 KM FROM 3508 KM ALTITUDE DOWN TO THE LOWEST
HEIGHT OF SIGNAL REFLECTIONS CHORMALLY HEAR 300 KM]. THERE ARE
17.315 PROFILES LISTED FOR TIMES BETWEEN [f0VEXBER 1965 AND
APRIL1970. FROM THE VICINITY OF IS DIFFERENT GROUNDSTATIONS.
THESE DATA ARE A SHALL BLOCK OF THE TOTAL ALDUETTE 2-IOROGRAM
DATA (LESS THAI] I PERCENT) BUT FORM ONE DF Tk% LARGEST BLOCKS
OF REDUCED. SATELLITE IONDCRAWS AVAILABLE. THESE REDUCTIONS ARE.
OF OPTIMUM QUALITY CCCAUSE .BOTH. X AND - Y TRACE VALUES.WERE
CHECKED AGAINST ONE ANOTHER DURING COMPUTATION OP THE DENSITY
VALUES. THESE DATA ARE PACKED ON TAPE WRITTEN IN EXTENDED BCD
INTERCHANGE CEBCDIO) CODE IN ODD PARITY. THE TAPE IS COO-BPI.
7-TRACK.  AND AN UNPACKING ROUTINE CCALL£D -TAPE') IS AVAILABLE
FOR THIS DATA SET. DATA SET 65-1196A-OIK CONTAINS THE SAME DATA
ON MICROFILM.
DATA SET NAME- AMES INTERPOLATED ELECTRON NUMBER DENSITY
VERSUS REAL HEIGHT PROFILES ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID- 65-09OA-01K
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSOC	 -	 -
TIME PERIOD COVERED- II/29/85 TO 0]/1X]70	 - -
IAS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
QUANTITY OF BATA-	 8 REELCSI OF MICROFILM ..
THESE ANALVXED DATA WERE COMPUTE* FNUM DIGITAL VALUES OF
FREQUENCY AND . VIRTUAL- RAHGE .THAT WERE SCALED FROM ICNOGRAMS.
DIGITAL- ELECTRON
--
DENSITY - VALUES WERE LISTED AT THE SATELLITE
DATA SET NAPE- CRC ELECTRON. DENSITY PROFILES AT SCALED
POINTS ON MAGNETIC TAPES
NSSOC ID- 6S-09BA-010
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT 1[SSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/15165 TO 07/10/72
HAS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
QUANTITY OF DATA- 	 3 REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET eQHSISTS OF ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES
COMPUTED FROM DIGITAL VALUES OF FREQUENCY AND VIRTUAL WIGHT.
SCALED FROM IDNODRAMS. THESE ARE ANALYZED DATA ON BOO-BPI.
9-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE. WRITTEN IN EBCDIC AND PREPARED BY THE
COMMUNICATIONS. RESEARCH CENTRE (CRC). OTTAWAs CASIADA.
TELEMETRY STATIONS ARE NOT IDENTIFIED. BUT SATELLITE LOCATION.
TING 00 OBSERYATIDN. SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AT THE SATELLITE. DIP
LATITUDE AT THE SATELLITE. TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT DOWN M THE
ALTITUDE OF HIGHEST IONOSPHCRICALLY REFLECTED FREQUENCY. AND
OTHER RELEVANT - IHFDFIMATSDN IS NOTED WITH EACH PROFILE.
PROFILE DATA CONSIST OF ELECTRON DENSITY AND GEOMETRIC HEIGHT
VALUES FOR EACH 00INT -SCALIM FROM THE IONOCRAN.. FOR
tNTERPOLATEO VALUES OF ELECTRON O£HSITYAT STANDARD , INCREMENTS
DF GEOMETRIC HEIGHT. A CRC INTERPOLATION PROGRAM CAVAIIABE.E AT
IISSOC) CAN BE RUN WITH THIS DATA SET. THESE IONOGRAMS WERE
SELECTED FOR THEIR SCIENTIFIC IMPOST AND COMMISI1.,911LY A
VERY. SMALL -PORTION OF REDUCTIONS - POSSIMIS FROM THE AVAILABLE
10NOGRARS.	 -	 -	 --
DATA SET - NAME- RSRS ELECTRON .DENSITY (AND SCALE HEIGHT)
PLO" AND LISTINGS WITH PASS SWAtRY PLOTS
NSSOC 30-- 65-096A-01P
AVAILABILITY . OF DATA SET— DATA AT NSSOC 	 - -
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 1211Z16S TO 	 _ -	 -
(,AS VERIPI£O DY N=SOCI -
QUANTITY OF . DATA 
	
-5 RECLCSI OF -MICROFILM
THESE. -DATA CONSIST DF SEVERAL OI3 <FERENT DIGITAL AND
PLOTTED FORMS - PREPARED.. FROM. THE SINGAPORE# WINKFIH_O.'AHO





	 ^.	 I ^1J
A4.OUETTE 2/APOLLO 9/APOLLO 12
9CHOGRAHS. FUR EACH PASS. A NUMBER OF IOHOGRAMS HAVE BEEN
DIGITIZED AHD PLOTTED 'THREE FRAMES PER IOHDGHARI. AT THE ENO
OF DATA FOR EACH PASS. THERE APPEARS A THREE-FRAHE PASS
SUHHARY IN TWO PLOTS AND A LISTING. FRAME I FOR EACH IONOGRAM
SNOWS THE SUSSAVELLITE LOCATION WITH CORRESPONDING LOCAL TIRE
AND UT. THE TRACE USED FOR ANALYSIS AND THE GYROFREOUENCY AT
THE SATELLITE (CALCULATED AND CBSERVEDI MAY ALSO BE SHOWN. ON
FRAME 2 ARE THE INPUT SCALINGS FDA THE RAW IUNIHTERPOLATEDI
AND INTERPOLATED (EACH 1G XMI PROPILES APPEARING ON FRAME I.
FRAME 2 ALSO CONTAINS INTERPOLATED GEOPOTEHTIAL SCALE HEIGHTS
,EACH 10 KN). AND TOTAL CONTENT VALUES FOR THREE LAYERS FROM
350. 40D, AND 450 KK UP TO 930 XM. ON FRAME 3 15 A
SEMI-LOGARITHNIC PLCT OF N9H 1 VS GEDPOYE"TIAL HEIGHT. THE
PASS SUMMARY CONTAINS A FLUT OF SELECTED STANDARD HUH) VALUES
FROM EACH PROFILE VS GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE. AND A SIMILAR PLOT
FOR SCALE HEIGHTS. FINALLY* LISTINGS ARE GIVEN OF TOTAL H. BY
LATITUDE. FOR EACH OF THE THREE LAYERS.
SPACECRAFT COMIOH HADIE- APOLLO 9
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL 691X. SA-504
05769
NSSUC ID- 69-0I8A
LAUNCH DATE- 03/03,169 	 WEIGHT-
	
1I205. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 031IW69
ORBIT PANAMETE9S
ORB;T TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 03103/69
ORB T PERIOD- 88.49 MXN 	 INCLINATION- 13.63 DEG





APOLLO 9. WHICH WAS COMPOSED OF A COMMAND KCOME IGM). A
COMMAND SERVICE NODULE (CSH). A LUNAR IROOULE (LN). AND AN
INSTRUMMMT UNIT CIU). WAS LAUNCHED BY A SATURN V ROCKET ON
MARCH 3. 1969. FROM CAPE XENHEDY INTO A NOMINAL OR15IT Cr 102.3
BY 103.9 N.M. 1166 BY 166 9N1. THE CREW WERE COMMANDER J.R.
HC'IIVI TT. CM PILOT D.R. SCOTT. AND LH PILOT R.L. SCHWEIKART.
THE VEHICLE ROCKET HAD THREE STAGES. S-IC, S-II. AND S-IVB.
THE CM. A CONE-SHAPED CRAFT ABOUT 390 CH IN DIAMETER AT THE
LARGE CHO. SERVED AS A COMMAND. CONTROL. AND COMMUNICATIONS
CENTER. SUPPLEMENTED BY THE SH. IT PROVIDED ALL LIFE SUPPORT
ELEKEATS FOR THE THREE CREWMEN. THE CH WAS CAPABLE Be ATTITUDE
CONTROL ABOUT THREE AXES AND SOME LATERAL LIST TRANSLATION. IT
PERMITTED LM ATTACHMENT AND CM/I.N INGRESS AND EGRESS AND
SERVED AS A BUOYANT VESSEL AT SEA. THE CSH PROVIDED THE MAIN
PROPULSION AND MANEUVERING CAPABILITY. IT WAS JETTISONED JUST
BEFORE CM REENTRY. THE CUM WAS A CYLINDER 390 CH IN DIAMETER.
THE LM WAS A TWO-STAGE VEHICLE THAT ACCOMMODATED TWO MEN AMD
COULD TRANSPORT THEN TO THE LUNAR SURFACE. ON APOLLO 9 THE CH
AND LN WCAC SEPARATED AND SOME MANEUVERS. INCLUDING DOCKING.
WERE COMPLETED. BUT THE LM DID NOT LAND BECAUSE THIS WAS AN
EARTH-CIRCLING MISSIUN. THE LM HAD ITS OWN PROPULSION.
CORMUNICATION. AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS. ALL SYSTEMS WORKED
NEARLY NORMALLY.
ALLENOY. JR.. APOLLO 9
CXPERIMENT NAME- 70-HM HASSELOLAO SPECTRAL TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHS
HSSDC 10- 69-OIDA-01
STATUS CF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECGROED- 03/13/69
PERSONNZe.
PI - R.J. 6LLEMOY. JR. ...... HASA HEADQUARTERS
WASHINGTON. PC
MU 9159). 93) INFRARED ACROGRAPHIC TYPE SO-248 BLACK AND WHITE
INFRARED FILM - PHOTAR 896 FILTER SENSITIVE TO 700 TO 900 MU
1127). AND 941 PANATONIC-X TYPE 3400 BLACK AHD WHITE
PANCHROMATIC FILM - PIOTAR 25A FILTER SENSITIVE TO 550 HU INTO
THE IR REGION (9S9). THE REGIONS PHOTOGRAPHED INCLUDED THE
SOUTHWESTER" UNITED STATES (SOUTH OF 34 DEG N EAT).
NORTHWESTERN MEXICO. THE ZMTH CENTRAL AND SOUTHEASTERN UNITED
STATES. SOUTHERN MEXICO. AMU. THE CARIDDEAHH-ATLA"TIC REGION.
THE HNNaHELD PHUTOGRAPHY WAS OBTAINED SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH THE
FOUR-CAMERA MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY- THE EXPERIMENT WAS VERY
SUCCESSFUL AS TO QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF PHOTOGRAPHS OBTAINED.
A MOPE COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF THIS EXPERIMENT IS AVAILABLE IN
-APOLLO 9 MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION.- NASA IN
X-1957. APRIL 1970.
DATA SET HAMS- COMPLETE SLIT OF COLOR POSITIVE 70-MM
PHOTOS
H550C ID- ri9-01BA-01A
AVAILABILITY DF DATA SET- DATA AT ANOTHER CENTER
TIME PSAI00 COVERED- 03/09/69 TG 03/19169
HAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER!
QHAHTITY OF DATA-	 0 PRAXES
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 786 FRAMES FROM SIX MAGAZINES
OF PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN DURING THE FLIGHT OF APOLLO 9. THE PHOTOS
WERE TAKEN USING A HANDHELD HASSELBLAD GOOC CAMERA LOADED WITH
EKYACHROME SO-368 FILM, THESE MAGAZINES CONTAIN TERRAIN PHOTOS
TAKER SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH THE FOUR-CAMERA MU{.TISPECTRAL
PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT. ALSO ON THE FILM ARE PHOTOS OF DOCKING
AND EVA MANEUVERS• THE CM AND LM. AND CLOUD FORMATIONS.
REQUESTS FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHY MAY BE MADE TO TECHNOLOGY
APPLICATION CENTER. UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO. ALEUOUEROUE. IIEW
MEXICO 87108.
DATA SET NAME- MULTISPECTRAL POSITIVE 70-HM
INFRARED PHOTOS
NSSOC IO- 69-01OA-018
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT ANOTHER CENTER
TIME PERIOD COVCREO- 03!03169 TO 03018,169(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPM14ENTERI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 0 FRANCS
THIS DATA SET CONTAINS ONE :MAGAZINE (139 PHOTWI OF
INFAAREO EKTACU{RO4LI TYPE 50-980 COLOR POSITIVE FILM, 7X8
MAGAZINE 11,27 PHOTOS) OF INFRARED ACROGRAPHIC TYPE Sit-246
BLACK AND VHITC POSITIVE. FILM. AND TWO MAGAZINES 139E PHOTOS)
OF PANATOMIC-X TYPE 3400 BLACK AND WHITE POSITIVE FILM
MAINTAINED ON ONE 70-14H REEL. THESE MAGAZINES CONTAIN ALL THE
DATA RETURNED BY THE RULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT
127 FOUR-CAF{ERA- SETS OF PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING A SIGNIFICANT
PORTION OF CLOUD-FREE LAND MASS AREAS. THE MAGAZINES INCLUDE
FRAMES OF NORTHERN MEXICO., THE COLORADO. YUMA. CHIHUAHUA. AND
SONORA .
 DESERTS. THE:FORESTVO .N[3UHTAINS, THE GREAT.PLAINS• THE
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY. THE SOUTHERN APPALACH9ANS AND THE ADJACENT
PIEDMONT. AND THE SOUTH EASTERN COASTAL PLAIN. THE AUALITY OF
THESE PHOTOGRAPHS. , RANGES, FROM VERY GODO TO EXCELLENT. THESE
DATA ARE AVAILABLE TO INVESTIGATORS IN THE NASA -EARTH
RESOURCES PROGRAM FROM THE EARTH RESOURCES DIVISIO>a. NASA-JSC.
HOUSTON.. TEXAS. OTHER REQUESTS. SHOULD BE SAVE TO TECHNOLOGY
APPLICATIOH CENTER. UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
MEXICO. OT126.
THE 3055 MU[.TISPECTRAL TERRAIN PHGTCCRAPHY EXPERIMENT
WAS DESIGNED (II TO DBTAIH MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHS FELON
SPACE OVER SELECTED LAND AND OCEAN AREAS. (2) TO DETERMINE THE 	 -	 --
USCFULNESS OF THIS TYPE DP PHOTOGRAPHY FOR EARTHRESOURCES.
AND (31 TO DEFINE FUTURE HLL.TISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS. A
TOTAL OF SO4 PICTURES WERE PBTAINED BY FOUR ELECTRICALLY 	 SPACECRAFT. COMMON NAME-:APOCL0. 12 LM'/ALSEP 	 -
CQXVEN. MODEL 500-6' HASSULDLAD CAMERAS, EACH WITH DIFFERENT
FILM-FILTER COHBIHATIDNS. AND FITTEDWITH ZEISS F/2.6'.60-MM 	 ALTERNATE NAMES--04246. ALSEP 12
PLANAR LENSES. THE CAMERAS WERE .OPERATED STMULTAHEOUSLV. AND .A	 LEN I2. APOLLO 12C 	 -
MANUAL IMTERVALONECF-R WAS USED TO OBTAIN SYSTEMATIC 	 -
OVFJW.APFIHG (STFREOI PHOTOGRAPHS. THE CAMERAS VERB MOUNTED 	 HSSOC IO- 59-099C
M6	
-	 -
=AXIALLY ON A	 (AL ..BRACKET. DESIGNED TD.FIT THE CIRCULAR -	
LMHK4NO' .. MODULE HATCH WINDOW. :THE: CMEKAS WERE PRESET.. AND THUS..
	
LAUNCH .DATE- ;, 9/14/69	 Aw4' HT	 437.9. K4 .
NO ADJUSTNENTS W AE XADF. .BY THE CREV." `THE SHUTTERS WERE
TRIGGERED SIMLLTAN'ECUSLY AT PREDETERMINED INTERVALS (BETWEEN 5 	 STATUS OF OPERATIOH- PARTIAL
AND 10 -SEC) BY A. .MANUAL- ELECTRIC .-_.SWITCH COHTRDLLEB BY AN.
ASTRONAUT. .FILM-FILTER. - COMBINATIONS (AND: NUMBER OF -.PHOTOS
	
THE LUNAR .NODULE ILM):WAS A TVD-STAGE VEHICLE DESIGNED
OBTAINED) WERE AS .FOLLOWS - I1I INFRARED EKTACHROXE TYPE
	
FDA SPACE OPORATIOHS. HEAR - - AND - OH . THE SOON.:THE .LK-STOOD -7 M
SO-150 COLOR 
III
	 - -PNITAR 10 FILTER SERSITIVE - TO- B10 TO
	
HIGH AND WAS - 9.4 - M RIDE (DIAGDHALLY ACROSS, THE LAIJOIHG GEAR),
900..MU_ , . 91'30)..:. , .!21'.. PANATDMYC-% 'TYPE. 1400. SLACK AND . WHITE ^ THE. 'ASCENT. AND DESCENT .STAGES OF THE 1.M OPERATED AS A UNIT
PKMCHRDMATIC FILM:. 	 Pl10TAR.58 FILTER SENSITIVE T13.460.T0"610 
q 
UNTIL. STAGING, WHEN. THE ' ASCU,MT STAGE FUNCTIOHEDAS A SINGLE
APOLLO 12
_PACECRAFT FOR RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING WITH THE COMMAND MODULE
(CN). THE ALSEP EXPERINEWTS INCLUDED -+ (17 THE PASSIVE
SE15N0GRAPH. WHICH WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE SEISMIC ACTIVITY
AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TSB LUHAR CRUST AND INTERIOR. (2)
THE SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR. DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE FLUX
COMPOSITION. ENERGY. AND VELOCITY OF LOW-ENERGY POSITIVE IONS,
43) THE COLD CATHODE SON GAUGE. DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE
ATMOSPHERE AND ANY VARIATIONS WITH TIME OR SOLAR ACTIVITY SUCH
ATMOSPHERE MAY HAVE. (4) THE CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR
ENVIRONMENT EXPERIMENT. DESIGNED TO MEASURE PARTICLE ENERGIES
OF SOLAR PROTONS AND ELECTRONS THAT REACH THE LUNAR SURFACE
AND TO PROVIDE DATA ON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF THESE SOLAR
PARTICLES. (5) THE LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER CLSM). DESIGNED
TO MEASURE THE MAGNETIC FIELD AT THE LUNAR SURFACE. AND (6)
THE SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER. WHICH MEASURED THE FLUXES AND
SPECTRA OF THE ELECTRONS AND PROTONS THAT EMANATE FROM THE 5UR
AND REACH THE LUNAR SURFACE. THE LH ITSELF WAS ON THE LUNAR
SURFACE NOVENUER 19-20. 1959.
FREEMAN. APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP
EXPERIMENT NAME- SUPRATHERHAL ION DETECTOR
NSSDC IO- 69-OS9C-OB
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
PERSONNEL
P( - J.W. FREEMAN ........... RICE U
HOUSTON. TX
01 - F.L. MICHOL ............ RICE U
HOUSTON. TX
THIS EXPERIMENT. WHICH WAS PART OF THE AL.EP PACKAGE.
STUDIED THE IONIC ENVIRONMENT OF THE NOG" BY DETECTING
FREE-STREAMING AND THERMALIZED SOLAR WIND IONS AND THOSE IONS
WHICH RESULT FROM ULTRAVIOLET IONIZATION OF THE LUNAR
ATMOSPHERE. A LOM-ENERGY CURVED-PLAT£ MASS ANALYZER CHAS, WITH
A VELGCSTY FILTER OF CROSSED ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS*
DETERMINED THE PARTICLE FLUX IN 20 INTERVALS OVER THE RANGE
O.Z TO 40.6 EV PER UNIT CHARGE. WITH SPECIES * DISCRIMINATION OF
MASSES UP TO IOOD AMU. ANOTHER ANALYZER CTOTAL 113N
DETECTOR-T(D) 1stTHOUT A VELOCITY FILTER DETECTED HIGHER-ENERGY
PARTICLES IN 20 ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN I0 AND 3900 EV. THE
POTENTIAL OF ONE INSTRUMENT [FOR EACH INSTIZUNE14T PLATES
RELATIVE TO THE LUNAR SURFACE IS VARIED THROUGH 24 STEPS EVERY
9.6 KIN. AND FOR EACH STEP THE POTENTIAL OF THE OTHER
INSTRUMENT PLATE RELATIVE TO THE FIRST IS VARIED THROUGH 20
STEPS- DUE TO ITS ORIENTATION. THIS INSTRUMENT DID NOT OBSERVE
SOLAR WIMP PARTICLES EXCEPT IN THE SHEATH AND TAIL. HOWEVER.
IT 010 SEE UPSTREAMING PARTICLES FROM THE EARTH-S DOW SHACK.
HIGH-VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY ARCING CAUSED SUrZ L>±SS OF DATA.
AFTER MARCH IS. 1970. THE INSTRUMENT WAS NOT OPERATED WHEN
SENSOR TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED BS DEG C.
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF MASS ANALYZER AND TOTAL SON
DATA ON 16-99 MICROFILM. 24-SEC RES DATA
NSSOC ID- 69-099`0-OBA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET DATA AT NSSOC
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 69/14071 TO OZ/D1/73
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	
22 REELCSI OF NICRDFILM
THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED MICROFILM REELS CONTAIN
PLOYS OF THE TOTAL. ION DATA IN 20 CHANHELS FROM 3500.EV/Q TO
10 EV14. THE HASS SPECTROMETER DATA IN SIX ENERGY RANGES FROM
48.6 EV TO Q.2 EV. AI4D IN 20 HASS RANGES FROM 10 TO 1`000 AMU
PLOTTED AGAINST FRAME NUMBER. (DOTH SPECTRA ARE OH THE .SAME
PLOTS. EACH SET OF SPECTRA - REQUIRES 24 SEC TOLONPLETC IN THE
NORMAL WERIME14T NODE. INTERPRETATION OF THESE PLOTS
REQUIRES REFERENCE TO HOUSEKEEPING DATA IN DATA SET
69-044C-05B..	 DATA EARLIER THAN SEPTEMBER 14.. 1971. ARE
AVAILABLE IN HAROCOPY. CURRENTLY HELD BY THE EKPERIMENTER.
DATA SET NAME- LIST$ YV+ MASS ANALYZER AND TOTAL..IDH
DATA ON 16-NH MICROFILM. 24-SEC RES DATA
NSSOC 10­ 6£_099C_055	 - -
AVAILABILITY v^ uATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- O9%;4/71 TO 02/83/73
EAU VERIFIED BY NSSDCS
QUANTITY OF DATA- 	 37 REEL(SI OF MICROFILM
THESE EXPERIMENTER-GEHERATED 16-MM MICROFILM REELS
CONTAIN LISTINGS OF THE 2D-CHANNEL TOTAL ION SPECTRA FROM 3500
EV/0 TO 10 EV/0. THE MASS SPECTROMETER DATA FROM SIX ENERGY
RANGE$ FROM 46.6 EV TO 0.2 EV. AND IN 20 MASS RANGES OF 10 TO
1000 AMU LISTED AGAII457 FRAME NUMBER AND TIME. ALSO iNCLUDE6
ARE HOUSEKEEPING DATA NEEDED YO INTERPRET THESE LISTINGS AND
THO PLOTS IN DATA SET 69-099C-GSA. EACH SET OF TOTAL ION
SPECTRA AND MASS ANALYZER SPECTRA REQUIRES 24 SEC TO COMPLETE.
DATA EARLIER THAN SEPTEMBER 14, 1971. ARE AVAILABLE IN
HAROCOPY. CURRENTLY HELD BY THE EXPERIMENTER.
DATA SET NAME- HASS ANALYZER DATA ON TAPE
NSSOC ID- 69-0990-OSC
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 111P19189 TO 030'03/73
CAS VERIFIED BY HSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	
14 REELIS] OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE DATA ARE ON SEVEN TRACK SOD BPI ODD PARITY SUM
COMPATIBLE TAPES. WORDS ARE 24 BIT BINARY INTEGERS WITH
NEGATIVE NUMBERS REPRESENTED AS 2-S COMPLEMENT. 20 WORDS PER
LOGICAL RECORD AND X00 LOGICAL RECORDS BLOCKED INTO EACH
PHYSICAL RECORD. TMO STANDARD TAPEMARKS ARE WRITTEN APTER THE
LAST PHYSICAL RECORD TO SIGNIFY THE END OF THE DATA ON THE
TAPE. WHEN RELIABLE DATA ARE NOT AVAILABLE. -14S ARE
INSERTED. EACH 2B-WDRO LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS TIME. THE 20
CHANNELS OF ACCUMULATED COUNTS FOR A GIVEN INSTRUMENT-TG-LUHAR
SURFACE POTENTIAL. AND HOUSEKEEPING PARAMETERS FOR THE TOTAL
ION DETECTOR.
DATA SET HARE- TOTAL ION ENERGY ANALYZER DATA
NSSOC 1D- 69-D99C-OOF
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET-- DATA AT NSSDC
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- Sl/I9/69 TO 03/14/73
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	
14 REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE DATA ARE ON SEVEN TRACK 800 BPI ODD PARITY IBM
COMPATIBLE TAPES. WORDS ARE 24 BIT BINARY INTEGERS WITH
NEGATIVE NUMBERS REPRESENTED AS 2 9 S COMPLEMENT. 28 WORDS PER
LOGICAL RECORD AND 100 LOGICAL RECORDS BLOCKED INTO EACH
PHYSICAL RECORD. TWO STANDARD TAPEMARKS ARE WRITTEN AFTER THE
LAST PHYSICAL RECORD TO SIGNIFY THE END OF THE DATA ON THE
TAPE. WHEN RELIABLE DATA ARE NOT AVAILABLE. -I-S ARE
INSERTED. EACH 20-11GRO LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS TIME. THE 20
CHANNELS DF ACCUMULATED -COUNTS FOR A GIVEN INSTRUMENT-TO-LUNAR
SURFACE POTENTIAL. AND HOUSEKEEPING PARAMETERS FOR THE TOTAL
ION DETECTOR.
SNYDER. APOLLO I2 LWALSEP 	 -
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER
N550C ID- 69-0990-02
STATUS OPCPERATIDH- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/26174
PERSONNEL
PI -- C.W. SNYCER............. NASA-JPL
.	 PASADENA. CA .
DI - O.n. CLAY ........ ..... NASA-]P[
PASADENA. CA
OI - M.N. HEUGEBAUER ........ NASA-JPL
PASADENA. CA
THE SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER WAS PART OF THE APOLLO. 12
ALSEP .. PACKACE CLEF; ON THE LUNAR SURFACE, IT CONSISTED OF SEVEN
MODULATED FARADAY- CUPS 'OPENED TOWARD DIFFERENT. BUT SLI13KTLY
OVERLAPPING. PORTIONS OF THE. LUNAR SKY. THE INSTRUMENT WAS
USED TO OBSERVE THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITIES OF THE ELECTRON
16-1370 EVI AND POSITIVE 144 C15-9760 EY) C OMPONENTS UP THE
SOLAR: WIND -A240 NAGNETOTAD. PLASMA THATSTRIKE THE SURFACE OF
THE MOON. THE SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER OPERATED WELL FROM
.TURN-ON UNTIL NOVEMBER -5..1971. WHEN TROUBLE WAS ENCOUNTERED
IN TWO OF THE SPECTRAL ENERGY LXMS. .USEFUL DATA SERE
OBTAINED UNTIL MAY 16. 1974. WHEN THE DETECTOR FAILED.
99
APOLLO 72/APOLLO 14
DATA SET HARE- 2B-SEC TIME RESGLUTION
PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC to- 69-099C-02A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/19/69 TO 02/21/72
(AB VERIFIED OY HSSorl
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 13 RECLCS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE TAPES CDNTAIH THE HIGHEST TIME RESOLUTION PLASMA
DATAAVAILABLE PROM THIS E3VEp IMENT 128 SEC PER SPECTRUM).
THE TAPES ARE 7 TRACK. 000 BPI AND EVEN PARITY. AND WERE
WRITTEN IN BCDON A UNIVAC 1108. PHYSICAL RECORDS ARE BLOCKCD
TO 384 WORDS. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD COHTAINING 32 LOGICAL
RECORDS OF 12 WORDS EACH. AT 72 BCD CHARACTERS 1(; EVERY 12
WORDS. CONTAINED IN EACH RECORD ARE -- TIME. PROTON DENSITY.
ALPHA-TO-PROTOHRATIO. BULK SPEED. ANGLE OF FLOW. MOST
PROBABLE THERMAL SPEED. AND VARIOUS HOUSEKEEPING AND PIT
PARAMETERS RELATING TO THE RELIABILITY OF THE CALCULATED
PLASMA PARAMETERS. TPE FIRST RECORO(SI ON EACH TAPE CONTAINS
LABELING INFOi'.HATION TO IDENTIFY THE TAPE CONTENTS TO A USER.
EACH TAPE CONTAINS ONE FILE.
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS DN
MAGNETIC TAPE
HSSDC 10- 69-0990-028
AVAILABILITY DF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/19/69 To 92/10/72
CAS VERIFIED OY HSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	 4 REEL(S1 OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE EXPERIMEME(I-SUPPLIED TAPES CONTAIN HOURLY
AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS. THE TAMS ARE 7 TRACK. 000 UPI
AND EVEN PARITY. AND WERE WRITTEN IN BCO OR A UNIVAC tI08.
EACH SET OF AVERAGES IS IN TWO LOGICAL RECORDS. WITH TWO
LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. THERE ARE 216 ECD
CHARACTERS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. FOUR SETS OF HOURLY AVERAGED
PARAMETERS ARE COMPUTED. USING AS INPUT DATA -- It) ALL
FINE-TIKE SCALE PARAMETERS (FTSPI, C2) ALL FTSP COMPUTED FROM
SPECTRA WITH SMALL RNS ERROR OH CURVE FITTING AND THERMAL
SPEEDS LESS THAN CUE-HALF THE BULK VELOCITY. (3) ALL FTSP
COMPUTED FROM SPECTRA THAT SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF
CRITERION 2 AS WELL AS HAVING ONLY ONE FLOW ANGLE THAT CAN BE
DIRECTLY MEASURED. AND 141 ALL FTSP COMPUTED FROM SPECTRA THAT
SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF CRITERION 2 AS WELL AS HAVING BOTH
FLOW ANGLES DIRECTLY MEASURABLE. EACH TAPE CONTAINS ONE FILE.
CONTAINED IN EACH OF THE FOUR SETS OF AVERAGES ARE THE PROTON
DENSITY. ALPHA-TO-PROTCN RATIO. BULK SPEED. ANGLE OF FLOW.
NUMBER OF SPECTRA. AND RNS DEVIATIONS OF EACH AVERAGE.
DATA SET HARE- PLOTS OF HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA
PARAMETERS
NSSDC ID- 69- O"r-62C
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSCOC:
SPACECRAFT C13HI10H NAME- APOLLO I4 LM/AL5EP






STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
THE APOLLO I4 LUNAR MODULB (LM) CONSISTED OF A LUNAR
LANDING CRAFT AND AN APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
CALSEPI THAT CONTAINED SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS TO EE LEFT ON
THE LUNAR SURFACE AFTER COMPLETION OF THE MANNED PORTION OF
THE MISSION. THE LH LANDED IN THE LUNAR HIGHLANDS I3 DEG 39
KIN 1 SEC S LATITUDE. 17 DEG 27 MIN SS SEC N LONGITUDE). THE
HUCLEAR-POWERED ALSEP WAS DEW DYED AT THE LANDING SITE AND
INCLUDED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY THE SEISMIC WAVES, MAGNETIC
FIELDS. SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION AND INTERACTION WITH THE NOUN.
LUNAR ATMOSPHERE. AND IONIC ENVIRONMENT. THE LM WAS ON THE
LUNAR SURFACE FEBRUARY 5-6. 1971. IN FEBRUARY 1975. UPLINK
CONMANO CAPABILITY WAS LOST. ENGINEERING AND HOUSEKEEPING DATA
ARE STILL BEING RECEIVED AS OF APRIL 17. 1973.
FREEMAN. APOLLO 14 LR/ALSEP
C%PBRIHEHT HARE- SUPRATHERHAL ION DETECTOR
NSSDC 10- 71-OOBC-06
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
PERSONNEL
PI - J.W. FREEMAN ........... RICE U
HOUSTON. TX01	 F.C. RICHEL ............ RICE V
HOUSTON. TX
THE ALSEP SUPRATHERHAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT MEASURED
IONS GENERATED FROM ULTRAVIOLET IONIZATION OF THE LUNAR
ATMOSPHERE AND THE FREE-STREAMING SOLAR WIHOlLUHAR SURFACE
INTERACTION.. FROM THE DATA OBTAINED. FLUX. NUMBER DENSITY,
VELOCITY. AND ENERGY PER UNIT CHARGE CAN BE OETER31I1-°0. A
CURVED-PLATE MASS ANALYZER IRA1 AND AN E-CROSS-O VELOCITY
SELECTOR DETECTED IONS WITH NORMAL, VELOCITIES FROM 0.4 TO 93.3
KH/SEC AND ENERGIES FROM 0.2 TO 48.6 BY IN 20 STEPS. ENABLING
SPECIES DISCRIMINATION OF MASSES UP TO 730 AMU. A SEPARATE
CURVED-PLATE ANALYZER IToTAL ION DETECTOR SID) COUNTED PROTONS
IN 20 ENERGY INTERVALS. FROM 10. TO .35O0. EV. THE.POTENTIAL OF
ONE INSTRUMENT (FOR EACH INSTRUMENT PLATE) RELATIVE TO THE
LUNAR SURFACE IS VARIED THROUGH 24 STEPS EVERY 9.6 MINUTES.
AND FOR EACH SUCH STEP THE POTENTIAL OF THE OTHER INSTRUMENT
PLATE RELATIVE TO THE FIRST IS VARIED THROUGH 20 STEPS- DUE TO
THE ORIENTATION OF THESE DIRECTIONAL INSTRUMENTS. SOLAR Wlln
IONS WERE NOT OBSERVED DIRECTLY EXCEPT IN THE TAILWARD SHEATH.
HOWEVER. IONS PROM THE BON SHOCK WERE OBSERVED. ON APRIL S.
1971. SOME ENGINEERING DATA WERE LUST DUE TO THE PARTIAL
FAILURE OF AN ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER. . _. THE EXPERIMENT
RETURNED GOOD CONTINUOUS SCIENTIFIC DATA UNTIL OCTOBER 20.
t97i. WHEN ARCING IN THE HIGH-VULTAGE POWER aJPPLY LIMITED
OPERATION HEAR LUNAR MUCH. AFTER DECEMBER 16, 1971. 13PEMTIDN
WAS DISCONTINUED WHEN CIRSTRUMEMT TEKPERATURE EXCEEDED 63 DEG
C. ALL DATA TAKEN AFTER NARCN 29. 1972.. WERE TAKEN IN AN
ANOMALOUS STANDBY MODE. AND DATA COVERAGE WAS VERY POOR,
TIME PERIOD COVERED- IIO20/69 TO OS/I6/74	 DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF $ASS ANALYZER AND TOTAL, ION
CAS VERIFIED EY HSSDC) 	 DATA 13H - I6-HX HICROFILX. 24-SEC RES DATA
QUANTITY OF DATA- 	 1 REELISI OF MICROFILM	 NSSDC ID- 71-008C-06A
THESE EXPER18INTER-G£NERATCO PLOTS COHTAIH HOURLY	 AVAILASILM OF DATASET- DATA AT NSSDC
AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME# WITH 22 04YS
PER Pr All. CONTAINED IH EACH PLOT ARE THE HOURLY'AVERAOED 	 TIME PERIOD COVERED- Of/26/72.T0 03/03/73
PROTON BULK SPEED. HOST PROBABLE THERMALSPEED. PROTON 	 CAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) --
DENSITY. AND ANGLE OF FLOW FROM THE HOURLY AVERAGED DATAIN
DATA SET 69-099C-020- THAT SATISFIED CRITERIOK 2. I.E.. WHICH	 QUARTITY OF DATA«
	47 REEL(SI OF MICROFILM
HAD SHALL RMS ERROR ON CURVE FITTING AND THERMAL SPEEDS LESS
THAN ONE-HALF THE BULK SPEED. THESE EXPERIMEHTER-GENERATED MICROFILM REELS CONTAIN
PLOTS OF THE TOTAL ION DATA IK 20 CHANNELS FROM =OO RV/0 TO
10 EV/O. THE MASS SPECTROMETER DATA IN STX EIICRGY RANGES FROM48.6 EV TO 0-2 EV. AND IN 20 MASS RANGES. PROM '6 TO 754 AMU
PLOTTED .AGAINST . - FRAME NUMBER. -CBOT)1 SPECTRA ARE ON THE SAME.
-- -	 PLOT). EACH SET OF SPECTRA REQUIRES 24.. SEC TO-COMPLETE IN -TH2
NORMAL EXPERIMENT Moog. IHTEpPR£TATIOH OF THESE PLOTS
REQUIRES REFERENCE TO HOUSEKEEPING DATA IN DATA SET
71-6680-06S. . DATA TAKEN PRIOR TO AUGUST-26o. 19.72.- ARE
AVAILABLE IN HARLCOPT CURREMLY. HELD I:'Y THE. EXPCRIMEHTER. 	 ..	 .




DATA SET NAME- LISTS OF MASS ANALYZER AND TOTAL ION DATA
DH t6-HR MICROFILM. 24-.EC ROG DATA
NSSDC ID- 71-006C-066
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT MSSOC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/26172 TO 02/28/73
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 41 RGELCSI OF MICROFILM
THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED I6-MM MICROFILM REELS
CONTAIN LISTINGS OF THE 20-CHANNEL TOTAL ION SPECTRA FROM 350D
EV/Q TO LO EV/0. THE MASS SPECTROMETER DATA FROM SIX ENERGY
RANGES FROM 40.6 EV TO 0.2 EV. AND IN 20 MASS RANGES OF 6 TO
750 AMU LISTED AGAINST FRAME HUMBER AND TIME. EACH SET OF
TOTAL ION SPECTRA AND MASS ANALYZER SPECTRA REQUIRES 24 SEC TO
COMPLETE. ALSO INCLUDED ARE HOUSEKEEPING DATA NEEDED TD
iNYERPRET THESE LISTINGS AND T19 PLOTS IN DATA SET
71-00BC-06A. DATA TAKEN PRIOR TO AUGUST 25. 1972. ARE
AVAILABLE IN HAROCOPY CURRENTLY HELD BY THE EXPERIMENTER.
DATA SET HAMS- HAS$ ANALYZER DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC IO- 71-000C-05C
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 02/06/71 TO 04/11173
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 L4 REEL(S! OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE DATA ARE ON SEVEN TRACK 000 BPI 0O0 PARITY IBM
COMPATIBLE TAPES. WORDS ARE 24 BIT 01 -4ARY INTEGERS WITH
NEGATIVE NUNDERS REPRESENTED AS 2-S CO94-EMENT. 28 WORDS PER
LOGICAL RECORD AND 100 LOGICAL RECORDS BLOCKED INTO EACH
PHYSICAL RECORD. TWO STANDARD TAPEHARKS ARE W2 MCH AFTER THE
LAST PHYSICAL RECORD TO SIGNIFY THE ENO OF THE DATA ON THE
TARE. WHEN RELIABLE DATA ARE HOT AVAILABLE. -1 •S ARE
INSERTED. EACH 28-WORD LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS TIME. THE 20
CHANNELS OF ACCUMULATED COUNTS FOR A GIVEN INSTRUMENT-TO-LUNAR





NAME- TOTAL SON DETECTOR DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID- 71-OUBC-06F
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED+ 02/03/71 TO 040111/73
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 14 REELS) OF IIAGRETIC TAPE
THESE DATA ARE ON SEVEN TRACK 800 BPI 000 PARITY IBM
COMPATIBLE TAPES- WORDS ARE 24 BIT BINARY INTEGERS W9TH
NEGATIVE NUMBERS REPRESENTED AS 2q S CO)IPLEHEUT. 28 WORDS PER
LOGICAL RECORD AND 100 LOGICAL RECORDS BLOCKED INTO EACH
PHYSICAL RECORD. TWO STAHDARC TAM54ARKS ARE WRITTEN AFTER THE
LAST PHYSICAL RECORD TO SIGNIFY THE END OF THE DATA ON THE
TAPE. WHEN RELIABLE DATA ARE HOT AVAILABLE. -I-$ ARE
INSERTED. EACH 26-WORO LOGICAL RECORD. CONTAINS TIME. THE 20
CHANNELS BF ACCUMULATED COUNTS FOR A - GIVEN IHSTRUMENT-TO-LUNAR
SURFACE POTENTIAL. A14D HOUSEKEEPING PARAMETERS FOR THE TOTAL
ION OETECTOR.
JOHNSON. APOLLO 14 LH/ALSEP
EXPERLMENT.NAME- CCLO CATHODE 113MGAUGE EXPERIMENT.
HSSDC ID- 71-008C-07	 -
STATUIS. OF OPERATION- PARTIAL. 	 -	 -	 -
PERSONNEL
PI - R.S. JCHHWH ........... U Ufr TEXAS. DALLAS
DALLAS.:TX
OI - D.E. EVANS ............. NASA-JSC
HOUSTON. TX
THE ALSEP CCLOCATHODE CAUSE EXPERIMENT OETERi1IN
PRESSUR FROM 1 .E-5 TO I.E-12 YORR OF THE AMBIENT LUNAR
ATMOSPHERE. THZ RESULTS OF THIS EXPERIMENT, COMBINED WITP
ES
THOSE OF THE SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR. WERE USED TD MEASURE
THE DENSITY AND PRESSURE OF THE LUNAR NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE. ON
APRIL S. 1971. SOME ENGINEERING DATA WERE LOST DUE TO THE
PARTIAL FAILURE OF AN A/O CONVERTER. NOISY AND ERRATIC
NIGHTTI HE OPERATION BEGAN IN FEBRUARY 1972. AND C13NTIHUED
UNTIL NOVEMBER 1972 WHEN NIGHTTIME DATA WERE LOST. OPERATION
CONTINUED WITH LITTLE OR NO NIGHTTIME COVERAGE UNTIL APRIL 15.
1973. WHEN THE EXPERIMENT ANOMALOUSLY WENT INTO STANDBY
CONDITION. LITTLE USABLE DATA ARE EXPECTED AFTER APRIL IS,
1973.
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS [IF LUNAR ATMOSPHERE DENSITY MEASURE
RENTS VERSUS TIRE
NSSDC ID- 71-ODSC-07A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 02109/7! TO 32/37/73
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 3 REWS) OF MICROFILM
THESE EXPERIMENTER-GEHERATED 35-MM MICROFILM REELS
CONTAIN PLOTS OF LUNAR AT1409PHERE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS FROM
,.ES TO I.El1 PARTS/CC ON A LOGARITEL4IC SCALE. AND GAUGE
TEMPERATURE FROM D- TO 400-DEG K ON A LINEAR SCALE.
OUARYCR-MINUTE AVERAGES ARE PLOTTED AGAINST TIRE. WITH 15
HOURS OF DATA OA EACH FRAME. ALL TIME VALUES ARE ONT.
SPACECRAFT COMMOH NAME- APOLLO I5 CSM
ALTERNATE NAMES- 05351
HSSOC IO- 71-063A
LAUNCH DATE- 07/26/71	 WEIGHT-	 57760. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06/07/71
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORO1T TYPE- SELENOCENTRIC	 EPOCH GATE- 67/31/71
ORBIT PERIOD- 916.8 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 26. DEC
PERIAPSIS-	 93. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS-	 120. KM ALT
APOLLO IS WAS THE FIFTH SPACECRAFT (FOURTH ACCOMPLISHED)
AND THE FIRST OF THE J-SERIES APOLLO HISSI6HS DESIGNED TO LAND
HEN ON THE MOON. THE LUNAR LANDING SITE FOR THE 12-DAY
SCIENTIFIC MISSION WAS THE HA04VY RILLE-APER111HE MOUNTAIN
REGION AT 26 DEC 06 HSH 54. SEC H. 3 DEG 39 MIN 30 SEC E ON THE
LUNAR SURFACE. THE DATE OF LAUNCH WAS JULY 25. 1971. THE LUNAR
NODULE (LM) CARRYING ASTRONAUTS DAVID SCOTT AND JAMES IRWIN
AND THE LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE (LRV) LANDED ON THE NOON ON JULY
31, 1971. THE =$HAND NODULE (CH) FLL13TEU BY ALFRED WOROEH
REMAINED IN A SLZCHTLY. ELLIPTICAL. ORBIT AT AN ALTITUDE, OF.93
BY 12D KK WITH AN INCLINATION OF 23 DEG. THE PROJECTS CARRIED
CUT ON THE ,SURFACE INCLUDED THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE APOLLO, LUHAR
SURFACE -- WERIMENTS^ PACKAGE (ALSEPI. GEOLOGICAL FIELD
EXPLORATION IN THREE EVA EXCURSIONS. DOCUMCHTIHG PHOTOGRAPHY.
AMD ACQUISITION OF- SAMPLES OFTHE LUNAR TERRAIN. PHOTOGRAPHS
USING. 16-AND .70-MM FILM WERE OBTAINED FROH BOTH THE SURFACE
AND FRCK ORBIT, AND 35-HR. AND TWO KLHOS 'OF 571H. FILM
PHOTOGRAPHS WERE OBTAINED F6iON ORBIT. SPECM UV AND O1WAGHT
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS WERE PERFORMED DURING DR82T- BEFORE
LEAVING THE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT. A SUBSATELLITE WITH AM
EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE WAS RELEASED FROM THE COMMAND SERVICE
NODULE (CSM) ON AUGUST 4. 1971. INTO Ali ORBIT 135 BY91 KH.
THE LRV WAS USED TO EXPLORE REGIONS WITHIN 5 KH OF THE LH
LANDING SITE. TMSS WAS THE FIRST TIME A VEHICLE OF.TH95 TYPE
HAD BEEN USED. AND ITS FERPORRANCE 1314i THE LUNAR. TERRAIN WAS
VERY SUCCESSFUL. 711E CH AND LM VEHICLES REJOINED ON AUGUST Z.
1971. PERFORMED FURTHER PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS IN ORBIT
AROUND THE --MOON FOR .2- DAYS. THE LK WAS SEPARATED FOR LUNAR
IMPACT. AND THE. CSR-WAS-PLACED -IN - EARTNOOUND TRAJECTDRY.-
B14ROUTE THE SERVICE MODULE (SVI WAS SEPARATED, AND THE CH
RETURNED TO EARTH OH AUGUST 7. 1971. MORE INFORMATION ON THE
LR MAY BE FOUND UNDER SPACECRAFT 7I-D63C.	 -
HDFPRAH. APOLLO IS CSM
EXPERIMENT. NAME--r MASS SPECTRONETER.
NSSDC ID- 71-D63A-13
ED - STATUS-OF_OPERATSOH-.INOPERABLE
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DATA SET NAME- LISTS OF MASS ANALYZER AND TOTAL IDH DATA
ON 16-ILM MICROFILM. 24-SEC RES DATA
NSSDC ID- 71-063C-95B
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
7717E PERIC0 COVERED- OO/26/72 TO 12/8)/73
SAS VERIFIED BY HSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA- 	 SST REEL 933 OF MICROFILM
THESE E%PERINEHTCR-GENERATED 16-MM MICROFILM CONTAIN
LISTINGS OF THE 20-CHANNEL TOTAL SON SPECTRA PROM 9600 TO 10
EV/CHARGE. THE 20-CHANNEL MASS SPECTROMETER DATA FROM SIR
ENERGY RANGES PROM 48.6 TO 0.2 EV. AND IN MASS RANGES OF 1-90
AMU LISTED AGAINST FRAME "UNDER AND TIME. ALSO INCLUDED ARE
HOUSEXFEP1149 DATA NEEDED TO INTERPRET THESE LISTINGS AMU THE
PLOTS IN DATA SET 71-063C-06A. EACH SET OF TOTAL ION SPECTRA
&NO MASS ANALYZER SPECTRA REQUIRES 24 SEC TO COMPLETE.
DATA SET NAME- MASS ANALYZER DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID- 71-063C-05C
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 08103/7I TO 06102!73
CAS VERIFIED BY HSSDC)
DUANTITY OF DATA-	 SO REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE DATA ARE ON SEVEN-TRACK 60O BPI. COD PARITY. ION
COMPATIBLE TAPES. WORDS ARE 24-OIT BINARY INTEGERS WITH
NEGATIVE NUMBERS REPRESENTED AS 9-9 COMPLEMENT. 20 WORDS PER
LOGICAL RECORD AND t00 LOGICAL RECORDS BLOCKED INTO EACH
PHYSICAL RECORD. TWO STANDARD TAPEHARKS ARE WRITTEN AFTER THE
LAST PHYSICAL RECORD TO SIGNIFY THE CND OF 'THE DATA ON THE
TAPE. WHEN RELIABLE DATA ARE NOT AVAILABLE. -1 • S ARE
INSERTED. EACH 28-WORD LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS TIME. THE 20
CHANNELS OF ACCUMULATED COUNTS FOR A GIVEN INSTRUMENT-70-LUNAR
SURFACE POTENTIAL. AND HOUSEKEEPING PARAMETERS FOR THE NNASS
ANALYZER TOTAL ION OETECTOR.
DATA SET HARE- TOTAL ION DETECTOR DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID- TS-0630-08F
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
1PERATED FOR PROLONGED PERIODS DURING THE LUNAR BAY BECAUSE OF
VOLTAGERESTRICTIONS PLACED ON THE NIGH-VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
IN THE SIDE PACKAGE. HOWEVER. SUFFICIENT DAV5I13E OPERATION
WAS CARRIED OUT OVER THE INSTRUMENT LIFETIME TO ALLOW
CONSTRUCTION OF THE AVERAGE DAYSIDE DENSITY AND PRESSURE
PROFILES.
DATA SET NAME- PLOIS OF LUNAR ATMOSPHERE DENSITY
MEASUREMENTS VERSUS TIME
NSSDC ID- 71-063C-07A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/71 0171 TO 12/09/73
IAS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	
3 REELCS) OF MICROFILM
THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED. 35-HR MICROFILM REELS
CONTAIN PLOTS OF LUNAR ATMOSPHERE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS FRIV4
I.ES TO I.Elt PARTICLES/CC ON A LOCARITHMIC SCALE. AND GAVGE
TEMPERATURE PROM 0 TO 400 DEG K ON A LINEAR STALE.
QUARTER-MINUTE AVERAGES ARE PLOTTED AGAINST TIME. WITH 15
HOURS OF DATA ON EACH FRAME. ALL TINE VA I.Uh= ARE GMT.
SNYDER. APOLLO 15 LH/ALSEP
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER
NSSDC 10- 71-0680-04
STATUS OF OPERATIDH- INOPERAULE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06130172
PERSONNEL
PI - C.W. SNYDER ............ NASA-JFL
PASADENA. CA
THE SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE
ENERGIES. DENSITIES. INCIDENCE ANGLES. AND TEMPORAL VARIATIONS
OF THE ELECTRON AND PROTON COMPONENTS Of THE SOLAR WINO PLASMA
THAT STRIKE THE SURFACE OF THE NOON. SEVEN FARADAY CUP SENSORS
MEASURED ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE tO TO 14130 EV AND
PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 50 To 10.400. THE EXPERIMENT
PERFORMED WELL UNTIL NOVEMBER 3. 1971. WHEN INTERMITTENT
MODULATION DRIPPING IN PROTON CHANNELS 13 AND 14 OCCURRED.
THIS INTERMITTENT. THOUGH SCIENTIFICALLY USABLE. BEHAVIOR
CONTINUED UNTIL 1NSTRWENT FAILURE ON JUNE 30. 1972.
I
TIME, PERIOD COVERED- 08/03/7( TO 12/29/72
CAS VERIFIED BY HSSDC(
OUAHTITV OF DATA-	 10 REELCSI OF HACHETIC TAPE
THESE DATA ARE DH SEVEN-TRACK 600 BPI. DOD PARITY, IBM
COKPATIBLE TAPES. WORDS ARE 24-BIT OtNARY INTEGERS WITH
NEGATIVE NUMBERS REPRESENTED AS 2'S COMPLEMENT. 28 WORDS PER
LOGICAL RECORD AND 100 LOGICAL RECORDS BLOCKED INTO EACH
PHYSICAL RECORD. TWO STANDARD TAPEHARK5 ARE WR9TTCM AFTER THE
LAST PHYSICAL RECORD TO SIGNIFY THE END OF THE DATA DH TH£
TAPE. WHEN RELIABLE DATA ARE fNOT AVAILABLE. -I'S ARE
INSERTED. EACH 26-WORD LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS TIHE. THE 2C
CHANNELS OF ACCUMULATED COUNTS FOR A GIVEN INSTRUMENT-TO-LUNAR
SUR!-ACE POTENTIAL. AND HOUSEXEEPLyG6 PARAMETERS FOR THE TOTAL
ION DETECTOR.
JOHNSON. APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP
EXPERIMENT NAME- CCLO CATHODE ION GAUGE EXPERIWENT
NSSDC. ID-- -7I-0630«07
STATUS of OPERATION- PARTIAL
PqASONNEL	 -
DATA SET NAME- 28-SEC TIRE RESOLUTION
PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO- 71-0630-04A
AVAILABILITY OP DATA SET- DATA AT NS50C
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0713l"A TO 0",10/72
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 3 REELCSI OF 14AGNE7IC TAPE
THESE TAPES CONTAIN. THE HIGHEST TIME-RESOLUTION PLASMA
DATA AVAILABLE FROM THIS - EXPERIMENT 928 SEC PER SPECTRUM).
THE. TAPES ARE T TRACK. AT 80DBP1 AND EVEN PARITY. ANC WERE
WRITTEN IN BCD ON A UNIVAC 1108. . PHYSICAL RECORDS ARE BLOCKED
TO :364 WOROSi EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINING ZZ LOGICAL
RECORDS OF 12 WORDS EACH, AT 72 BCD CHARACTERS TO EVERY 12
WORDS. CONTAINED IN EACH RECORD ARE -- TIM. PROTON DENSITY.
ALPHA TO-PROTON RATIO. BULK. SPEED. ANGLE. OF FLOW. MOST
PROBABLE.. THERMAL SPEED. AND VARIOUS HOUSEKEEPING AMD- FIT
PARAMETERS' RELATING TO THE RELIABILITY OF THE CALCULATES
PLASMA PARAMETERS. THE FIRST RPCORDC53 ON EACH TAPE CONTAIN
LABEL;MG , INFORMATION TO .IDENTIFY THE TAPE CONTENTS TO A. USER.
EACH TAPE CONTAINS ONE FILE.' 	-
PI - F.S. JOHNSON ............ U OF TEXAS. DALLAS
	
-	 -	 -
DALLAS. TX	 -	 -	 -	 -
OI - D.C. EVANS ............. NASA-JSC
HUUSTChl# TX
DATA .SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGES PLASMA.. PARAMETERS ON
	
THE ALZMP COLD CATHODE GAUGE EXPERIMkNNT WAS DESIGNED TO
	 MAGNETIC TAPE
ILAWA£ THE DENSITY OF NEUTRAL ATOMS AND TO DETERMINE
PRESSURES OF-THE -AMBIENT LUNAR .ATMOSPHERE FROM I .E-6 To I.E:S2- - NSSDC 10- 7I-0&34-1-043
TORT. THE. DATA ARE TO.- COMPLEMENT -MEASUREMENTS MADE BY THE
	ALSEP SUPRATHERMAL -
 IDH DETECTOR.- THE INSTRUMENT WAS HOT
	




DATA !.ET NAME- MASS SPECTROMETER DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSOC 3D° 72-031A-119
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 04/20/72 TO 044124/72
SAS VERIFIED BY HSSDCI
GUARTITY OF DATA-	 4 REELI.S) DF MICRCFILM
THHE"MICROFILM RECORDS ARE FQRNAT7E0 OUTPUTS OF THE DATA
ON MAGNETIC - TAPE. THE' FORMAT PRESENTS SEQUENTIAL PAIRS W-
HASS - SPECTRA .- [HIG1i 	 AND LOW-MASS -.-CHAMWLSI .ALONG - *ITH





TIME PERIOD COVERED- OY/31/71 TO 12/06/71
IAS VERIF IEO BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE EXPERIKENTER- SUPPLIED TAPES CONTAIN HOURLY
AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS. THE TAPES ARE 7 TRACK. AT 800 BPI
AND EVYN PARITY. AND WERE WR II 1N B.0 ON A UHIVAC 1108.
EACH SET OF AVERAGES IS IN TWO LOGICAL RECORDS. WITH TVD
LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. THERE ARE 216 BCD
CHARACTERS PER PHYSICAL RECU'40. FOUR SETS OF HOURLY AVERAGED
PARAMETERS ARE CGHPUYED• USING AS INPUT DATA ---(1) ALL
FINE-TYRE SCALE PARAMETERS (FTSP). [2) ALL FTSP COMPUTED FROM
SPECTRA WITH SHALL RMS ERROR OH CURVE FITTING AND THERMAL
SPEEDS LESS THAN ONE-HALF THE BULK VELOCITY. 13) ALL FTSP
COMPUTED FROM SPECTRA THAT SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF
CRITERION 2 AS WELL A5 HAVING ONLY ONE FLOW ANGLE THAT CAN BE
DIRECTLY MEASURED. AND (4) ALL FTSP COMPUTED FROM SPECTRA THAT
SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF CRITERION 2 AS WELL AS HAVING BOTH
FLOW A6HG..ES DIRECTLY NEASUREASLE. EACH TAPE CONTAINS ONE
FILE. CONTAINED IN EACH OF THEFOUR SETS OF AVERAGES ARE THE
PROTON DENSITY. ALPHA-TG-PROTCN RATIO. BULK SPEED. ANGLE OF
FLOW. NUMBER OF SPECTRA. AND RHS DEVIATIONS UP EACH AVERAGE.
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA
PARANETERS
NSSDC 10- 71-063F-04C
AVAILABILITY OP DATA SET- DATA AT NSSBC
TINE PERIOD CDVEREO- 08/02/71 TO 00/30/72
(AS VERIFIED BY USSOCI
QUANTITY CF DATA-	 I REEL151 OF MICROFILM
THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED PLOTS CONTAIN HOURLY
AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME. WITH 22 DAYS
PER FRANS. CONTAINED IN EACH PLOT ARE THE HOURLY AVERAGED
.410TON BULK SPEED. HOST PROBABLE THERMAL SPEED. PROTON
DENSITY. AND ANGLE OF FLOW FROM THE HOURLY AVERAGED DATA IN
DATA SET 71-053C-04B THAT SATISFIED CRITERION 2. I.E.. WHICH
HAD SMALL RMS ERROR OH CURVE FITTINO AND THERMAL SPEEDS LESS
THAN ONE-HALF THE BULK SPEED.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO 16 CSN
ALTERNATE NAMES- 06000
NSSBC ID- 72-031A
LAUNCH DATE- 04/I6"2	 WEIGHT-	 40606- KG
STATUS Or OPERATION- IpCPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 04/27/72
ORBIT PARAMETERS
flRDIT TYPE- SELENOCENTRIC 	 EPQC" DATE- +14020/72
ORBIT PERIGD- 120. NIN	 INCLINATION-	 12. DEG
PERtAPS1S-	 94. KH ALT
	 APUAPSTS-	 120. KN ALT
APOLLO 16 WAS THE FIFTH MISSION tH THE APOLLO SERIES IN
WHICH HER LANDED ON THE NOON. THE 11-DAY SCIENTIFIC MISSION
BEGAN 
ON 
APRIL 16. 1972. AT 1754 UT. [THE LAUNCH WAS POSTPONED
FROM THE ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED DATE. MARCH 17, OWING TO A
DOCKING RING JETTISCN HALFUHCTlON.l NAVY CAPT JOHN Y. YOUNG
AND AIR FORCE LT CHARLES W. DUKE LANDED ONTHE LUNAR SURFACE
tN THE LUNAR MODULE- (LMT ON APRIL 21.. NAVY ITTHOMAS K. -
MATTINGLY REMAINED IN THE COMMAND MODULE ECM) PERFORMING
SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS WHILE THE CH WAS iH AN EQUATORIAL ORBIT
ABOUT THE NOON. THE LM LANDED IH THE DESCARTES REGION OF THE
MOON AT APPROXIMATELY 9 C40 S 16 DEG E. AN APOLLO LUNAR
SURFACE EXPCRIMEHtS PACKAGE (ALSCP) WAS DEPLOYED ON THE
SURFACE. TERRAIN SAMPLES WERE ACQUIRED. AND PHOTOGRAPHSWERE
OBTAINED BY THE SURFACE ASTRONAUTS AND FROM THE CM USING 16-p -
35-. 
-
AND TO-MM- FILM. - S--BY - 46-IN. PANORAMIC FILM. AND s- UY' -
5-IN. !NIPPING FILM. THE SURFACE- ASTRONAUTS ALSO TESTED THE
SECOND LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE TO DE TAKEN 70 THE HCOM BY
EXPLORING REGIONS WITHIN 4 KM DF THE. LM. LANOING SITE. A
SUBSATELI7E GRAYING AN EXPERIMENT PACKAGE WAS LAUNCHED INTO
LUNAR ORDtT ON APRIL 24. 3972. AND IMPACTED WITH THE HOOK
AFTER 425 REVOLUTIONS ON MAY 29. 1972. THE APOLLO 16
SPACECRAFT WAS LAUNCHED ON APRIL 16, 1972. AND WAS INJECTED
INTO LUNAR ORBIT ON APRIL 39. THE LM LANDED ON THE NEON ON
APRIL 21 ARE RETURNED TO THE CH ON APRIL 24. THE CH LEFT LUNAR
DRUIT ON APRIL 25 AND RETURNED TO EARTH ON APRIL 2.7. .1,972.
'.1
HOFFMAN. APDLLG 16 CSN
EXPERIMENT NAME- ORBITAL MASS SPECTROMETER
ME= 10- 72-03SA-74
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERAQLE
OATr LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 04/2t:72
PERSONNEL
PI - J.H. NOFFHA. ........... U OF TEXAS. DALLAS
DALLAS. TX
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT WAS TO USE
THE MEASURED CONCENTRATIONS To STUDY THE SOURCES. SIMS. AND
TRANSPORT MECHANISMS OF THE LUNAR AMBIENT ATMOSPHERE. THE
FLIGHT NEUTRAL MAGNETIC MASS SPECTROMETER WAS SIMILAR TO THAT
FLOWN ON APOLLO 15 (71-063A-13). IT WAS MOUNTED AT THE END OF
A RETRACTABLE BOOM. VHICH. WHEN FULLY EXTENDED. HEASUREO 7.3
H. THIS DISTANCE WAS EXPECTED TO BE OEYOHD THE 13UTGASSED
MOLECULAR CLOUD. CONTROL OF THE EXPERIMENT FUNCTIONS AND THE
BOOM MOTION WAS PROVIDED BY A SET OF COMMAND MODULE SWITCHES
THAT WERE OPERATED BY A CREW HERBER ACCORDING TO THE MISSION
TIME LINE OR BY INSTRUCTION FROM THE GROUND CONTROLLCR, A
SCOOP MOUNTED ON THE TOP OF THE PACKAGE WAS THE GAS INLET
PLENUM. THIS IHLZT WAS ORIENTED ALONG THE SPACECRAFT VELOCITY
VECTOR FOR A t K1MUN RAN EFFECT WHEN AMBIENT MEASUREMENTS WERE
OBTAINED. AND IT WAS ORIENTED IN THE WAKE DIRECTION TO
DETERMINE BACKGROUND SPECTRA AND INSTRUMENT OUTGASSING. FOR
THIS FLIGHT. THE INLET STRUCTURE WAS FITTED WITH A THERMALLY
CDNTROLLCD INNER PLENUM. WHICH WAS HEATED TO APPROXIMATELY 250
DEG C FOR I HR BEFORE OPERATION TO OUTGAS THE STRUCTURE.
SUBSEQUENTLY. THE TEMPERATURE WAS KEPT AT 70 DEG C DURING DATA
COLLECTION. TWO MASS RANGES. 42 TO 28 AND 28 TO 67 AMU, WERE
SCANNED SLNULTANEDUSLY BECAUSE THIS ANALYZER HAD TWO
COLLECTORS. IONS OF A GIVEN MASS. WHEN FOCUSED ON ONE OF THE
COLLECTORS. WERE COUNTED Fill A PERIOD OF 0.4 SEC. AND THEN THE
ACCUMULATED COUNT WAS TELENETERED. FORMATION OF THE IONS AT
THE JUNCTION OF THE GAS INLET PLENUM AND ANALYZER WAS
ACCOMPLISHED BY AN ELECTRON BEAM WIT" 70-EV ENERGY. THE FLIGHT
INSTRUMENT WAS CALIBRATED IN A MOLECULAR DEAN FACILITY TO
DETERMINE THE ABSOLUTE SENSITIVITY FACTORS. FOR MOST CASES.
ONE COUNT CORRESPONDED TO 260 MOLECULES/CC. AN IMPORTANT
EXCEPTION WAS NEON. FOR WHICH ONE COUNT CORRESPONDED TD 1100
ATOMS/CC IN THE LUNAR ATMOSPHERE. THESE SENSITIVITY NUMBERS
WERE APPLICABLE ONLY WHEN TICE INLET FACED IN THE DIRECTION OF
NOTION. OWING TD A BOON MALFUNCTION APPROXIMATELY 20D HR.
AFTER LAUNCH. THE MASS SPECTROMETER WAS JETTISONED BEFORE
TRANSEARTH INJECTION. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND MORE
EXPERIMENT DETAIL CAN BE POUND IN -APOLLO 16 - LUNAR ORBITAL
MASS SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT.- R. R. HODGES. J. H. HOFFMAN.
AND D. E. EVANS. IN THE APOLLO 16 PRELIMINARY SCIENCE REPORT.
JULY 19. 1972.
DATA SET NAME- MASS SPECTROMETER DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSBC ID- 72-071A-ttA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSBC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 04/20/T2 TO 04124/72
IAS VERIFIED BY NSSBC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 4 REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
DATA PROCESSING RESULTED IN - BLOCKING THE DATA INTO
COMPLETE MASS- SPECTRA ON.MACNETIC TAPE. REDUCED DATA INCLUDE
THE BACKGROUND COUNT LEVEL OF EACH ANALYZER CHANNEL. THE
AMPLITUDE OF EACH MASS PEAK. DECOMNUTATED HOUSEKEEPING DATA.
AND PERTINENT SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORY INFORMATION. INCLUDING
ORBIT NUMBER. LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. VELOCITY. ALTITUDE. AND
RELATIVE SUTA POSITION. THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF IBM 350.
600-BPI. -AND 7-TRACK. VARIACLE-LENGTH HECOP1 TAPES HAVING NO
LABELS. ALL INTEGERS AND REAL NUMBERS ARE INTERNAL 30 BINARY
AM FLOATING-POINT REPRESENTATION. EACH SPECTRA OF DATA IS
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GASES IN THE NATIVE LUNAR ATMOSPHERE AT THE LUNAR SURFACE AND
DETERHINtNG THEIR CONCENTRATIONS. (21 OBTAINS HG DATA TO
DETERMINE THE VARIATIONS IN THESE GAS CONCENTRATIONS OVER TWO
OR MORE LUNATIONS. AND (3) OBTAINING DATA ON SHORT-TeRM
TRANSIENT CHANGES IN THE LUNAR ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION. THE
LUNAR ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT INCLUDED A MINIATURE
MAGNETIC DEFLECTIUN ANALYZER THAT SIMULTANEOUSLY SCANNED THE
MASS RANGES (EXPRESSED IN ATONIC MASS UNITS (AMU)) 1 TO 4. 12
TO 4S. AH0 27 TO 110. THE SPECTRUM SCAN TIME WAS 1,3.5 MIN. 111E
REMAINING
CON
POFIENTS OF THE HASS SPECTRONETER UNIT WERE THE
ELECTRONICS• HEATERS. OEPLUVADLE DUSTCOVER. AND A RIBBON
CABLE CONNECTOR TD THE ALSEP CENTRAL STATION. AN ASTRONAUT
TRANSFERRED AND EMPLACED THE HASS SPECTRONCTER UNIT ON THE
LUNAR SURFACE APPROXIMATELY 15 H NORTHEAST OP THE ALSEP
CENTRAL STATION. LEVEL TO IT TO WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 15 DEG.
AND MATED THE CABLE TO THE CENTRAL STATION.
DATA SET NAME- TABLES OF MASS PEAKS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC to- 72-096E-BBD
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- Ulf02/73 TO LO/0483
SAS VERIFIED BY HSSDCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 54 REELCS) OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA SOT IS ON L6-RH FILM. PROVIDED BY THE
EXPERIMENTER. AND ALSO ON MAGNETIC TAPE (72-046E-08{l. EACH
MASS SPECTRUM PRODUCES SIX PACE$ OF DATA• TWO EACH FOR THE
LOW-. MLD-. AND HIGH-HASS RANGES. VALUES FOR SEVERAL OTHER
PAk4:=7ERS ARE ALSO GIVEN INCLUDING THE HEASURENENT DATES AND
TIMES. THE HASS RANGE. THE SUN-S ELEVATIDN. AZIMUTH. AND
ZENIIUS ANGLE. LUNAR SURFACE TEMPERATURE, AND EXPERIMENT
MONITORS.
DATA SET HAMS- TABLES OF MASS PEAKS (IN MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC 10- 72-o96C-CSC
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 01/02/73 TO 10/04/73
SAS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 10 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET. PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIMENTER, CONTAINS
9-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 1600 BPI ON AN IBH 360.
RECORD FORMAT 13 VARIABLE SPAN. THESE DATA ARE CH. FILM IN
DATA SET 72-0960-080. FLAG WORDS FILL DATA TIME GAPS TO
INSURE PROPER SPECTRA IDENTIFICATION. IN. ADOITICN-TO MASS
PEAK DATA. THERE ARE SEVERAL OTHER PARAMETERS PRESENTED
INCLUDING -- MEASUREMENT TING. AZIMUTH. ZENITH. THE SUNS
ELEVATION. LUNAR SURFACE TEMPERATURE. AND EXPERIMENT MONITORS.
SPACECRAFT COMMON HAME-ARRIL 'L
ALTERNATE HANES- S s1. UK 1
L962 OMICRON 1. 06285
NSSDC I0- 62-015A -
LAUNCH OATS- 04116162 	 WEIGHT-	 62. KG
STATUS OF OPERATIOM- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST. USABLE DATA RECORDED- Ii/09/54
ORBIT PARAMETERS
- ORBLS TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 04/26J68
ORBIT PERIOD- 101. AIR 	 INCLINATION-- S3.87C DEC
PERIAPSIS- 390.000 KM ALT 	 APDAP31f- 12I4.00 KM ALT
APRIL 1 WAS DESICRED Y0 CONTRIBUTE TO THE CURPEHT
KNOWLEDGE OF THE IONOSPHERE AND DP THE COMPLEX SUN-IONOSPHERE
RELATIONSHIPS. THE SATELLITE WAS it 62-KG CYLINDER .WITH A SS-CM
-DIAMETER AND A - HEIGHT OF .'22 CM. A TAPE RCCDPOER AND
INSTRUMENTATION - FOR ONE COSMIC-RAY.. TWO SOLAR EMISSIONS.. AND
THREE IONOSPHUIIC EXPERIMENTS WERE ON BOARD THE SATELLITE.
EXCEPT FOR FAILURE AT OF THE SCLAR. : LIMAN-ALPHA
EXPERIMENT. THE SPACECRAFT -.OPERATED. NOMINALLY .UNTIL JULY 9.
1962. BETWEEN THAT DATE AND SU:PTSMSER E. 1962. SPACECRAFT
OPERATION WAS LIMITED. THE SPACECRAFT WAS OPERATED AGAIN FROM
AUGUST 2S. L964, TO NOVEMBER .9. 1964. TO OSTPIN DATA
•CDNCURRENT IN 71ME WITH. EXPLORER'20 (64-USIA)•
SAYERS* ARRIL Ir
£XPERIMENT NAME- RADIO FREOUEHCY CAPACITANCE PROBE
MSSOC ID- 62-015A-01
STATUS OF DPERATIOH- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST "ABLE DATA RECORDED- 07/71/62
PERSONNEL
PI - J.	 SAYERS ............ U OF DIRHINCHAM
BIRMINGHAM. ENGLAND
at - P.H.M.ROTHWELL .......... U OF SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHAMPTON. ENGLANO
OI - J.H. MAGER ............. U OF BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM. ENGLAND
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A CAPACITANCE P900C USED TO
OBSERVE THE DENSITY OF THERMAL ELECTRONS IN THE TOPSIDE
IONOSPHERE. THE PROBE CONSISTED OF TWO FLAT. CIRCULAR NIKE
MESH GRIDS PLACED PARALLEL TO EACH OTHER. IT COULD OBSERVE
ELECTRON NUMBER BENSITIES FROM 0.25 TIMES IO TO THE 4 POWER ID
0.08 TIMES SO TO THE 6 POWER ON CUBED. THE PERFORMANCE WAS
NOMINAL UNTIL JULY S. I9GZ. AFTER WHICH TIME THE STARFISH
EXPLOSION CAUSED OBSERVATIONS TO BE INTERMITTENT AND OF
DEGRADED QUALITY. THE LAST USEFUL DATA WERE RECEIVED DH JULY
31. L962. JUST PRIOR TO FAILURE OF THE TAPE RECORDER.
W1111.
DATA SET MARC- ANALYZED ELECTRON DENSITY DATA q1t TAPE
NSSDC ID- 62-01SA-01A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 04/27/62 TO 07/48/62
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OP DATA-	 C REEL-1 OF MAGNETIC TAPE
TRESS ANALYZED E- LTNON DENSITY DATA ARE ON T-TRACK.
556-OPIr CBM T094. BCD 14AGUL TIC TAPE. THEY ARE MERGED WITH
STANDARD EPHEMERIDES. GEOPOTENTIAL ALTITUDE. LOCAL SOLAR T•rNE.
AND B AND L. THE VALUES ARE GLOBAL IN COVERAGE UP TO PLUS OR
MINUS 54 DEG LAT AND WERE OBSERVED FROM APRIL 27 THROUGH JULY
0, 1962.THEY COVER ALL TIMES OF DAY. THE SANE DATA ARE
AVAILABLE ON MICROFILM AS DATA SET 62-OtSA-010.
DATA SET NAME- ANALYZED ELECTRON DENSITY DATA ON
.MICROFILM
NSSDC ID- 62-D15A-010
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC	 -
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 04/27/62 TO D7/08/62
(AS YERIPIED BY NSSDC)	 -
QUANTITY OF DATA- 	 I RECL(S) UP MICROFILM
- THESE ELECTRON DENSITY DATA ARE ON MICROFILM 94ERGED.WITH
STANDARD EPHEMERIDES. GEOP13TENTIAL ALTITUDE. LOCAL SOLAR.TIHE.r
AND D AND L. THE VALUES ARE GLOBAL IN COVERAGE UP TO PLUS OR
MINUS 34 DEG LAT. AND WERE OBSERVED FROM APRIL 27 THROUGH .JULY
0. 1962. THEY 'COVER ALL TIMES DF DAY, THE. GAME DATA ARE
AVAILABLE ON DIGITAL MAGNETIC TAPE AS DATA SET 42-0IDA--OLA• .
t	 I
SPACECU:APT COMMON HAME^ APRIL 3
ALTERNATE NAMES- UK 3. UK-E
-	 02773. S
NSSDC IU- 67-0#21,
LAUNCH DATE- 05JC3I67 27.8. Kr-
STATUS OF OPERATICH- INOPERABLE
*ATE: LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 09/00/69	 _.
ORBIT - PARAMETERS	 -	 - -	
-	
-
CREST TYPES- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 03/05167
ORBIT. pERI00-.	 ..96.
	
MIN INCLINATION-	 RO.t Bt DEC.
PERIAPSIS-;494.000 M. ALT	 - APDAPSI5- 600.000 KH ALT	 -
ARTEL	 J	 WAS	 DESIGTiED TO	 FURTHCR. THE	 PREVIOUS	 UK
SATELLITE... INVESTIGATIONS 	 IN SL^ACE.-IT WAS A 	 OBSERVATIIRY-
WITH	 FIVE	 EXPERIMENTS. 	 '10L SPACECRAFT	 CONSISTEDOF-..A ^-
iARIEL 3
57-CM-HIGH. 72-SIDED PRISM WITH 69.6 CM BETWEEN ANY PAIR OF
PARALLEL SIDES. A 24.2-CH-HIGlf CONICAL STRUCTURC BEARING
VARIOUS A!IfEHHAS WAS RATED TO THE TOP DF THE PRISM. FROH THE
LDMtH ENO OF THE PRISM. FOUR PADDLES EXTENDED 09AGONALLY
DOWNWARD AT AN ANGLE OF 28 DEL FROM THE SPIN AXIS NORMAL. TWO
SETS OF ANTENNAS WERE STRUNG AROUND THE OUTER ENDS OF THESE
PADDLES. THE PADDLES ALSO SERVED AS MOUNTS FOR SCHE OF THE
1NSTRUME_ SENSORS. SOLAR CELLS FL`R POWER kERE MOUNTED ON BOTH
THE SIDES OF THE PRISM AND THE PADDLES. THE SPACECRAFT WAS
INITLALLY SPIN STABILIZED AT ABOUT 31 RPM BUT SLOWED TO ABOUT
12 RPR BY THE END OF THE FIRST YEAR IN ORBIT. ATTITUDE AND
SPIN VERE MOMITORED BY A COMBINATION OF ONBOARD SUN SENSORS
AND SY OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS OF SOLAR REFLECTION FROM A SERIES
OF SIX HIRR13M MOUNTED NEAR THE SATELLITE EQUATOR. A TAPE
RECORDER WAS INCLUDED TO OBTAIN DATA FDR GLOBAL SURVEYS OF
OBSERVED VARIABLES. EXPERIMENT OUTPUT FOR OVER ONE ORBIT COULD
BE RECORDED IN A LOW-SPEED RODE. WITH ONE CDHPLETE SET OF
SENSOR DATA EACH 0.9 SEC. A HIGH-$PEED RODE OF DBSERVATION
PROVIDED FOR PEAL-TIME TELEMETRY WITH A COMPLETE SET OF SCHSOR
SAMPLING 55 TIMES PER SECOND. THE DATA UERE DUMPED IN 740 SEC
IN THE HIGH-SPEED MODE. ALL EXPERIMENTS OPERATED WELL. A
MOLECULAR OXYGEN ExPERIMENT OETEMORAM) RAPIDLY. AS EXPECTED,
AND AFTER NOVEMBER 21. 1957. THE USEF'tiNESS OF THS DATA IS
HIGHLY QUESTIONABLE. CN GCTODER 24. 1967. THE TAPE RECORDER
BEGAN TO NALFUHCT70Ho IT OPERATED SPORADICALLY UNTIL ITS
COMPLETE FAILURE ON FEBRUARY 6, 1968. REAL-TIKC OPERATION
PROVIDED CONSIDERABLE DATA UNTIL A SATELLITE POWER FAILURE IN
DECEMBER 1968 RSBTRICYED OPERATION TO DAYLIGHT HOURS ONLY. BY
APRIL 4969. OPERATIONS HAD DECREASED TO ABOUT 15 PASSES PER
WEEK, AND OBSERVATIONS WERE RACE ONLY FROM WTNKFIELD• ENGLAND.
AT THIS TINE. THE SATELLITE SPIN HAD DECAYED 743 1 RPM. THE
Sl TEH.L7TE WAS TURNED OFF IN SEPTEMBER 1969 AND DECAYED ON
DECEMBER 14. 1970.
H'{1SER. APREL 3
EXPERIMENT NAME- VLF RECEIVER. FIXED-FREQUENCY SIGNAL
STRENGTH
NSSOC IO- 67-042A-05
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- D9/00/69
PERSONNEL
PI - T.R. KAISER ............ U OF SHEFFIELD
SHEFFIELD. ENGLAND
Al - A.R.W.IA)OHES ............ U OF SHEFFIELD
SHEFFIELD. ENGLAND
DI - K.	 BULLOUGH .......... U OF SHEFFIELD
SHEFFIELD. ENGLAND
THE -URPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO MAKE A WGRLOWIQE
SURVEY OF CERTAIN VLF SIGNALS AND-TO STUDY THE EFFECTS CIF THE
PROPAGATION PATH ON A 76-Y.HZ. GROUND-BASED VLF TRANSMITTER.
THE EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A FIXED FREQUENCY VLF RECEIVER
OPERATING ON FREQUENCIES OF 3.2. 9.5. AND I5 KNZ. BANDWIDTHS
WERE 1 KHZ OH ALL FREQUENCIES WITH AN ADDITIONAL NARROW BAND
(NB) OF 0.1 KHZ AT 16 KHZ. THE OBSERVED PARAMETERS WERE
MINIMUM. MEAN. AND MAXIMUM SIGNAL STRENGTHS. AT EACH FREQUENCY.
EXCEPT FOR THE N8 I6-KHZ CHANNEL-WHICH OBSERVED .MINIMUM SIGNAL
STRENGTH ONLY. TIME CONSTANTS WERE 30 SEC FOR THE MEAN VALUES.
4 SEC FOR THE NO MINIMUM. 0.L SEC FOR THQ OTHER THREE HIMIHUN
READINGS. AND 0.61. 3EC FOR THE THREE MAXIMA READINGS.
IMPULSIVE NOISE PROOUCED . LARGE VARIATIONS IN MINIMUM. MAXIMUM.
AND MEAN READINGS IN CONTRAST TO SMALL VARIAT70HS FOR
CONTINUOUS SIGNALS. THESE SIGNAL STRENGTH OBSERVATIONS WERE
RECORDED EACH 24 SEC (ABOUT 2 BEG) ALONG THE ORBITALPATH AND
READ OUT ON COMMAND -EACH ORBIT. THE EXPERIMENT OPERATED
NORMALLY. AFTER LAUNCH AND WAS OPERABLE UNTIL SATELLITE REENTRY
ON DECEMBER L4, L970. A. MORE EXTENSIVE DESCRIPTION OF THIS
EXPERIMENT WAS WRITTEN 07 K. UMI.DUG" ET AL, IN THE IJGURNAL OF
SCIBNTmu INSTRUMENTS. • VOL I. PP 77-43. 1900.
DATA SET NAME- MINIMUM. MAXIMUM. AND ..MEAN VLF SIGNAL
STRENGTH VALUES ON MICROFILM
NSSUC ID- 57-042A-USA	 --
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET DATA AT HsSDC
TIRE PERIOD COVERED-OS/OS/67 TO 04/36/4&7.
HAS VERIFIED BY 1IS5UC7
CUANTITY OF DATA-
	 4. RE ELM OF MICROFILM -
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS
- OF FOUR l00-FT PEELS OF 35-MM
MICROFILM PREPARED BY THE EXPERIMENTERS AND IS AN ORIGINAL
FORM OF THE..OATA. ORE. SET OF 'SIX FRAMES CONTAINS BATA FOR M'
Tt) SD KIN OF.. : SATELLITE. aPERATICN. THE :FIRST ' :. i OUR FRAMES
CONSIST OF GRAPHS. OHM EACH FOR DATA .FROM EACH OF THE THREE
FIXED-RECEIVER FA40UENCI9S AND A . MOND GRAPH FOR THE I6-KHZ
RECEIVER. ON THE LATTER GRAPH. TkHE SIGNAL STRENGTHS GF THE
NARROW-DAND -AND . WIDE-BAND .SIGNALS ARE
-PLOTTED. - ON.THE OTHER
THREE GRAPHS. HINIKVM. MEAN. AND HAXIHUR SIGNAL STRENGTHS ARC
PLOTTED IN DECIBELS ABOVE I HICROGAHMA VS TIKE AFTER START
TIME. VALUES OF INVARIANT LATITUDE. GEOGRAPHIC POSITION. LOCAL
TIME:. NAG14ETIC LATITUDE. AND SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE. WHICH
CORRESPOND TO THE TIME AFTER START TIME. ARE SHOWN SEI.DV THE
GRAPH. Tlic FIFTH FRAME CONTAINS REFEREHCE VALUES FOR ALL
OBSERVATION TIMES OF MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH. OF THE 16-KHZ
REFERENCE INDEX. AND OF THE GEOCENTRIC ALTITUDE OF THE
SATELLITE. THE LAST FRAME I5 A MAP OF THE SUBSATELLITE TRACK
WITH APPROPRIATE TIME TICKS ALONG THE PLOTTED PATH.
DATA SET NAME- MINIMUM, MAXIMUM. AND MEAN VLF SIGNAL
STRENGTH VALUES ON TAPE
NSSOC so- 67-042A-058
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05103/67 TO 04/14168
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA- 	 29 REE4151 OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF II)R TAPES PREPARED BY THE
EXPERIMENTERS AND 15 AN ORIGINAL FORM OF THE DATA. TVD
DIFFERENT TYPES OF INFORMATION APPEAR ON THE TAPES. AT THE
BEGINNING OF EACH TAPE IS AN INDEX OF THE DATA THAN' INCLUDES A
HEADER LABEL. FCLLOWInG THE INDEX INFORMATION ARE THE DATA
RECORDS. WITHIN THESE DATA RECQROS. EACH DUMP OF DATA FROM THE
SATELLITE TAPE RECORDER IS PRECCO90 BY A HEADER LABEL. PRIMARY
DATA GIVEN ARE MAXIMUM. MEAN. AHD MINIMUM SIGNAL STRENGTHS FOR
EACH OF THREE FREQUENCIES AND MINIMUM SIGNAL STRENGTH FOR THE
16-9HZ. HARROW-BAND RECEIVER. AUXILIARY DATA INCLUDED ARE UT.
LOCAL TIME. CECCRAPHIC AND CEOHAGNETIC LOCATION. INVARIANT
LATITUDE. GCGHAGNeTIC FIELD STRENGTH. SEOCENTRIC DISTANCE.
SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE. AND AMBIENT ELECTRON DENSITY. THE TAPES
ARE 7'TRACK. BCD. EVEN PARITY. WRITTEN AT 556 BPI.
SAYERS. ARIH7„ 3
EXP4RIHENT MANE- LANGMUIR PROBE
HSSDC ID- 67-042A-0I
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 09/07/69
PERSONNEL
PI - J.	 SAVERS ............ V OF BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM. ENGLAND
ELECTRON TEHPERATU0E5 WERE DETERNItHED BY EMPLOYING 'A14
EXTENSION CF THE LANGMUIR PROBE TECHNIQUE. TWO IDENTICAL
RHODIUM PLATED SPHERICAL PROBES, 3.2 CM IN DIAMETER AND MIT" A
6.4-CM CENTER-TO-CENTER DISTANCE. WERE LINEARLY SWEPT FROM
-6.0 TO 46.0 V IN 5.2 SEC. THIS SWEEP VOLTAGE WAS MODULATED BY
A LOW-LEVEL SINE WAYS SIGNAL OF 6.0 KHZ. THE TWO PROBES.
HOWEVER. WERE KEPT AT SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT POTENTIALS. WITH
RESPECT TO THE SPACECRAFT. THE DIFFEREHTM CURRENTS TD EACH
PROBE WERE COMPARED. AND AUTOMATICALLY KkPT IN A FIXED RATIO
BY ADJUSTMENT OF THIS VOLTAGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO
PROBES. UNDER THESE CONDITIONS. THE ELECTRON TEMPERATURE WAS A
FUNCTION CF THIS KNOWN RATIO AND THE VALUE OF THE VOLTAGE
DIFFERENCE AS THE PROBES WERE SWEPT THROUGH THE RETARDING
REGION. (THE RETARDING REG[OH I5 THAT VOLTAGE INTERVAL JUST
BELOW SPACE POTENTIAL DURING WHICH THE CURRENT INCREASES FROM
ALMOST ZERO TO JUST BELOW THE 'VALUE THAT WOMB EF. CAUSED BY
ANOMHT CONDITIUHS.1 THE BXPERLHCNT WAS OPERATED FOR 5.2 SEC
AND THEN TURNED OFF FOR THE SAME AMOUNT W TIKE WHILE TH8
ELECTRON CENSI7Y EXPERIMENT WAS TURN90 ON. THE EXPERIMENT
OPERATED NORMALLY. AND USEFUL DATA WAS OBTAINED.- A MORE
DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE EXPERIMENT CAN DE FOVNB IN -THE
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEER. • VOL 35. NO. 1. JANUARY 1968.
PR 35-63.
DATA SET .NAME--ELECTIM TEMPERATURE VALUES OH MAGNETIC
. .. TAPE	 .:.	 -	 ..
NSSOC ID- 57-042A-OIA
AVAILABILITY OF PAT& SET- DATA AT HSSDC	 -	 -	 -	 -
TIME PERLOO COVERED-. 05/OS/67. TO ID/12167'. -
(AS VERIFIED BY HSSOF)
QUANTITY OF DATA 	 i REELI5) BF MAGNETIC TAPE 	 - -
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PI - J.H. HOFFMAN ........... U OF TEXAS. DALLAS
DALLAS. TX
A HAGHETIC SECTOR FIELD HASS SPECTROMETER WAS USED TO
HEASURE THE ASUH.ZANCES OP THE IONOSPHERIC POSITIVE ION SPECIES
IN THE HASS OAMGE 1 TO 20 AHU. THE MASS RANGE WAS SWEPT EVERY
3 SEC BY AN EA PONENTI ALLY DECREASING ACCELERATING VOLTJV.E.
WHICH VARIED FROM -4000 TO -150 VOLTS. THE IONS WERE SEPAPATED
ACCORDING TO NASS-TO-CHARGE RATIO IN THE MAGNETIC AtI:LYZER
SECTION OF THE SPECTROMETER. A PARTICULAR ION SPECIES.
DEPENDING ON THE ACCELERATING VOLTAGE. WAS THEN PASSED THROUGH
THE ANALYSER INTO AN ELECTRON MULTIPLIER. THE OUTPUT ION
CURRENT PROM THE MULTIPLIE. "(S MEASURED BY A LOGARITHMIC
ELECTROMETER AMPLIFIER !ND CONVERTED TO A VOLTAGE. THE
;aCPERINENT OPERATED NORMALLY AND YIELDED USEFUL DATA FROM
LAUNCH ON NOVEHGER 29. 1965. UNTIL ABOUT APRIL 1967. THEN LOW
BATTERY VOLTAGE RESULIED IN A VOLTAGE REGULATOP PROBLEM. THE
EFFECT WAS THAT THE EXPERIMENT PROVIDED USEFUL DATA ONLY
INTERMITTENTLY AFTER THAT. THE EXPERIMENT FAILED IN MARCH
1960.
DATA SET HARE- ION DENSITY PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC *O- 65-00B-05A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET DATA AT HSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/01/63 TO 030103/65
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 35 RE'..-CS) OF MICRDPILR
V441S ANALYZED DATA SET* SUPPLIED B y THE EXPERIMENTER. IS
CONTAINED ON 35 REELS OF 3S-MM MICROFILM PRODUCED BY A'
STRDNOERG CARLSON SC-4020 PLOTTER. A NORMAL COMPLETE PASS OVER
A TELEMETRY STATION PRODUCED FIVE GRAPHS. EACH GRAPH, A
SEHILOG PLOT WITH A LINEAR TIHE SCALE AS ABSCISSA. COVERED A
&7.O-SEC INTERVAL. THE ORDINATE. A 6-DECADE LOG SCALE FOR ION
CONCENTRATIONS IN UNITS r^ NUMBER OFIONS PER CUBIC
CENTIMETER. RANGED FRCH 0.1 ., 100.000. THE CONCENTRATIONS DO
10 POSITIVE ION SPECIES CAN IC REPRESENTED DH THE PLOTS. THE
RATIOS OF HASS TO =MARGE H{.SURED VARIED FROM I FOR THE
HYDROGEN ION YO 20 FOR THE HEON ION. THE SPIN-MODULATED
SIGNALS PERMITTED THE MEASUR,'MP':7 OF PHASE SHIFTS BETWEEN
TIMES OF MAXIMUM VALUES FOR DIFFERENT SPECIES. IN ADDITION TD
THE TEMPORAL IDENTIFICATION OF THE HEASUREHEHTS AS GIVEN BY
THE PRINTED MONTH. DAY. YEAR. UT IN HOURS AND 11INUTES. AND
ORBIT NUMBER. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS PRINTED OH EACH
FRANC --THE HAKE OF THE TELEMETRY STATION RECEIVING THE DATA.
LOCAL SUN AND LOCAL MAGNETIC TIMES. GEOGRAPHIC AND GEOMAGNETIC
LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. HEIGHT. , MCILVATN .S L PARAMETC^. AND
SPACECRAFT VELOCITY. TitE MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN FROM 02=16ER
1965. TO MARCH I96S. NO DATA WERE OBTAINED DURING THE
FOLLOWING TIME INTERVALS -- DURING 1966. ON JANUARY 1 TO 7 AND
14 TO 24. FEBRUARY t TO 4. MARCH 37 TO 22. 29. AND 3t. APRIL B
TO 13. NAY 8 TO JUNE 0. JUNE 10 TO JUNE 20. JULY S AND 22.
OCTOBER 4 TO 14 AND 21 TO 23• NOVEMBER 10. AND DECEMBER 31 -
DURING 1957. OH JANUARY 1 TO 3 AND 12 TO 20, PESRUARY 9 AND
10. AND 12 TO 14. MARCH 1 AND 2. MAY B. 12 TO IS. 17. 29. JUNE
12. JULY 21 TO 24. SEPTEMBER a TO 14 AND I6 AND 17. NOVEMBERS
TO T AND 17, ANO DECEMBER 7 TO 25 - [HIRING 1965 ON JANUARY 31
AND FEBRUARY 1 AND 2. AND 28. THERE WAS AT LEAST ONE AMC AS
MANY AS 14 DATA-PRODUCING TURHONS DURING EACH OF THE REMAINING
DAYS.
SPECIES CONCENTRATIONS ARE DISPLAYED GRAPHICALLY IN DATA SET
55-O9BB-OSA.
SPACECRAFT IOMHDN NAME- 014SP472-DISAI
ALTURNATS NAMES- DSAPC72-010A1. DAPP172-OLS43
USAF METSAT(72-OI0A3
NSSDC ID- 72 D18A
LAUNCH DATE- 03/24/72 	 WEIGHT-	 150. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE:- 07129/72
ORBIT PERIOD- *61.8 HIM	 INCLINATION-	 90.8 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 803. KK ALT	 APDAPSIS-	 085. KH ALT
ORIGINALLY PART OF A CLASSIFIED SYSTEM OF U.S. AIR FORCE
WEATHER SATELLITES. THE SPACECRAPT-S MISSION WAS NOT REVEALED
UNTIL MARC" 1973. THE CYLINDRICALLY SHAPED SPACECRAFT CARRIED
BOTH VISUAL AND IR SENSORS FOR DAYLIGHT AND NIGHT CLOUDCOVER
SURVEILLANCE.
	
THE SATELLITE WAS MAINTAINED IN A
NOOH-MIDNIGHT.	 SUN-SYHCHRDUOUS ORBIT.	 IN ADDITION. THE
SPACECRAFT WAS ALSO CAPABLE OF TAKING INDIRECT ATMOSPHERIC
TEMPERATURE PROFILES. THE SATELLITE COULD PRODUCE
PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA WITH A HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION AT NADIR
BETWEEN 0.6 AND 3.2 KH. DATA FROM THC- SATELLITE WERE RECEIVED
AT GROUND RECEIVING SITES AHD RELAYED TO THE U.S. AIR FORCE
GLOBAL WEATHER CENTRAL WHERE THE DATA WERE USED FOR
OPERATICNAL FORECASTS AND ALALYSES. THE SATELLITE ALSO HAD A
DIRCCT READOUT CAPABILITY TO PROVIDE DATA TO VARIOUS
UN09SCLUSUD RECEIVING SITES LOCATED AROUND THE EARTH.
SN"jER. DHS13(72-DIOA)
EXPERIMENT HAHE- EARTH IMAGERY,
NSSDC ID- 72-C&SA-0I
STATUS OF OPERATION- ON"CXN
PERSONNEL
PI - L.	 SNYDER ............ GLOBAL WEATHER CTR
DFFUT AIR FORCE BASE. HB
THIS IMAGERY SYSTEM WAS SENSITIVE IN THE WAVELENGTH
RANGE PRO:. 4.000 713 13.000 A. ANO PEAKED AT ABOUT 81000 A.
TH£ FORWARD NOTION OF THE SATELLITE AND A ROTATING MIRROR
PROVIDED THE SCANNING NEEDED TO GENERATE 'THE AURORAL IMAGES.
THE INSTRUMENT RESOLUTION AT SU3TRACK WAS =TWEEN 0.6 AND 3.2
KM. THE IMAGERY WAS PRIMARILY IJSED FOR OPERATIONAL WEATHER
FORECAS.ING. HOWEVER. POLAR NIGHT PASSES WERE SELECTED FOR
THEIR CONTENT OF AURORAL EMISSION IMAGERY.
DATA SET HAKE,- AURORAL IMAGERY ON NIMFILN
HSSDC ID- 72-01OA-01A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
7
DATA SEC NAME- IOM DENSITY MEASUREMENTS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
HSSDC 3D- 65-0968-0511
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/01/65 TO 07/07168
(AS VERIFIED BY HSSDC)
•DUAHTITY OF DATA- 100 REEL(51 Oh-MAOHETIV-TAPE
THIS REDUCED DATA SET. PRE5ENTLV 70 PERCENT COMPLETE. IS
BEING COPIED FROM THE ORIGINAL TAPES BY THE EXPERIMENTER. FOR
NSSDC AND WILL CONTAIN ABOUT ONE HUMORED 7-TRACK. ,BOO-EPI•
ECO. EVEN-PARITY# IBM 360/50 PRINT FORMAT TAPES. THERE ARE 34
FILES PER RUH 'CND A MAXIMUM OF 2 RUNS PER TAPE. THESE
TIME-OROERED TAPES: WILL - CONTAIN -. DATA 08TAIHED FROX( DECEMBER
1965. TO MARCH I965. WITH SEVERAL TIME INTERVALS 134'WHICH NO
MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN. INCLUDED ON THE YAPS ARE THE
FOLLUWING PARAMETERS +- THE DATE AND UT OF THE MEASUREMENTS,
THE GROUND STATION THAT RECEIVED THE'DAYA AND THE PASS NUMBER.
THE 
MASS 
NUMBERS OF THE ION SPECIESl1EIHG )EASURE.. THEIR
CONCENTRATIONS EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF NUMBER PER CUBIC
CENTIMETER. -AID THE LOCATION OF THE HEASUREMCHTS (THE LATITUDE
AND LONGITUDE. BOTH GEOGRAPHIC AND .MAGNETIC, -THE ALTITUDE. IN
KILOMETERS, AND THE MCILYAIN -I-- VALUE IN EARTH RADIII.. THE -
TIPS PERIOD COVERED- 06/16/72 TO 03/33/75
(AS VERIFIED BY HSSDC3
DUAHTI:Y OF DATA- 	 41 REELCSI 13F MICROFILM-.
THIS DATA .SET OP 35-HR: FILM CONTAINS AURORAL IMAGES
WHICH "ld"F- TELEWFERED. FROM.. THE SATELLITE SENSORS... THE DATA
ARE' CORRECTED FDR ROLL AND ALTITUDE VARIATIONS. BUT ARE HOT
CORRCCIED FOR SHALL 'PITCH AND YAW. VARIATIONS. THE DATA FRAME
WIDTH IS ABOUT 3000 - KM- THE GEOGRAPHIC POSITIONS CF.THE
AURORAL FORMS CAN BE DETtiHINED-FROM THE EPHEMERIS INFORMATION.
AND COORDINATE GRIDS ACCOMPANYING lh4 DATA# - A ZATA-USER C
INFORMATION SHEEP AND (COTES ON THE USE OF THESE AURORAL IMAGES -
ARE ALSO.. PROVIDED WITH THE DATA. DATA ARE ARRANGED
CHRONOLOGICALLY WITH : IMAGES IHT.ERMIX.ED FROM FOUR:SATELLITES.
SPECIFIC IDENTIFICATION. OF TWO OF THESE SATELLITES 1$ STILL




DMSP (72 .089A)/FR I
SPACECRAFT CGJ41MN kANE- DNSP(72-069A)
ALTERNATE NAMES- OSAP172-089AI. CAPP172-089A)
USAF HETSAT(72-OS9AI
NSSDC 1D- 72-OaVA
LAUNCH DATE- 11/09/72	 WEIGHT-	 990. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL
CRUST PARAMETERS
ORO IT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE 1t/49/72
ORO IT PERIOD- 101.68 I49H	 INCLINATION- 98.64 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 796• KR ALT	 APOAPSIS-	 877. KM ALT
ORIGINALLY PART OF A CLASSIFIED SVSTSH OF U.S. AIR FORCE
WEATHER SATELLITES. THE SPACECRAFT'S MISSION WAS NOT REVEALED
UNTIL MARCH 1973. THE CYLINDRICALLY SHAPED SPACECRAFT CARRIED
BOTH VISUAL AND IR SENSORS FOR OAYLIGHT AND NIGHT CLOUOCOVER
SURVEILLANCE. THE SATELLITE WAS MAINTAINED IN A NOON-MIDNIGHT,
SUN-SYNCHRONGUS ORBIT. IN ADDITION. THE SPACECRAFT WAS ALSO
CAPADLE OF TAKING INDIRECT ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE PROFILES.
THE SATELLITE COMO PRODUCE PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA WITH A
HDRIZG14TAL RE56LUTIGN AT NADIR BETWEEN 0.5 AND 3.2 KH. DATA
FROM THE SATELLITE WERE RECEIVED AT GROUND RECEIVING SITES AND
RELAYED TO THE U.S. AIR FORCE GLOBAL WEATHER CENTRAL WHERE THE
DATA WERE USED FDA OPERATIONAL PGRECASTS AND ANALYSIS. THE
SATELLITE ALSO HAD A DIRECT READOUT CAPABILITY TO PROVIDE DATA
TO VARIOUS UNDISCLOSED RECEIVING SITES LOCATED AROUND THE
EARTH.
SNYDER. OMSPI72-D89AS'
EXPERSO4CW NAME- VISUAL AND IR IMAGERY
NSSDC 10- 72-009A-01
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL
PERSONNEL
PI - L.	 SNYDER ............ GLOBAL, WEATHERCTR
OFFUT AIR FORCE BASE. NO
THIS IMAGERY SYSTEM WAS SENSITIVE IN THE WAVELENGTH
RANGE FROM 4000 TO 11.600 A AND PEAKED AT ABOUT 6080 A.. THE
FORWARD NOTION OF THE SATELLITE AND A ROTATING MIRROR PROVIDED
THE SCANNING NEEDED TG GENERATE THE IMAGES. THE INSTRUMENT
RESOLUTION AT SUBTRACT( WAS BETWEEN 0.6 AND 3.2 KM. THE
IMAGERY WAS PRIMARILY USED FOR OPERATIONAL WEATHER
FORECASTING. HOWEVER. POLAR NIGHT PASSES WERE SELECTED FOR
THEIR CONTENT OF AURORAL EMISSION IMAGERY.
DATA SET NAME- AURORAL IMAGERY DN MICROFILM
NSSDC 10- 72-089A-OIA
AVAILABILITY 13F DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TINE PERtGO COVERED- 061124P72 TO 03/3185
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
OUANTI7Y OF DATA-	 41 REEL(SI OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA SET OF 35-HH FILM PREPARED BY A USAF OFFICE IN
DHAHA CONTAINS AURORAL IMAGES HHICH WERE TELEMETERED FROM THE
SATELLITE SENSORS. THE DATA ARE CORRECTED FOR ROLL AND
ALTITUDE VARIATIONS. BUT ARE NOT CORRECTED FOR SMALL PITCH AND
YAW VARIATIONS. THE DATA FRAME WIDTH " ABOUT 3000 KM. THE
GEOGRAPHIC PDSITICNS OF THE -AURQRAt..40RMS CAS BEDETERMINED
FROM THE EPHENERtS INFORMATION AND COORDINATE.. GRIDS
ACCOMPANYING. THE -DATA. 1 A.:DATA. USER.- INFORMATION .SHEET AND
NOTES ON THE USE OF THESE AURORAL IMAGES ARE ALSO PROVIDED
WITH THE DATA. DATA ARE .ARRANGED. CHRONOLOGICALLY WITH IHAGES-
INTERMIXED FROM FOUR SATELLITES- SPECIFIC -IDENTIFICATION -OF
TWO OF THESE -SATELLITES-'.IS. - STILL - CLASSIFIED. THE OTHER
IDENTIFIED SATELLITE IS . T2-01BA. TIME SPAN OF DATA IS EARLIER
THAN SATELLITE LAUNCH DATE MOUE-TO THE FACT SHAT-SCr-M DATA AREFRPX ANOTHER SATELLITE.	 ..
SPACECRAFT CONNON NAME- FR I
ALTERNATE NAMES- OIUt4. 14RANCE-9
NSSDC ID- 45-I91A
LAUNCH DATE- I2/06/6S	 WEIGHT-	 60. KG
STATUS OF 13P£RATE13N- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06/26/65
BRUIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- CEOCCNTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- I2/06/65
ORBIT PERIOD- I00. MEN	 INCLINATION- 78.9706 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 735.000 KH ALT 	 APDAPSIS- 740.600 KM AL:
THE FR-1 S^ACECRAFT WAS A SHALL SPACECRAFT CARRYING TWO
EXPERIHE.,TS. ONE WAS DESIGNED TO OBSERVE VLF SIGNALS FREYA
EARTH-BASED TRANSMITTERS. AND THE OTHER WAS AN ELECTRON
DENSITY PROBE MEASURING ELECTRON CONCENTRATION AT TKh
SATELLITE. THE SATELLITE STRUCTURE CONSISTED OF TWO TRUNCATED
OCTAGONAL PYRAMIDS. JOINED AT THEIR OASES BY AN OCTAGONAL
PRISM MEASURING 27 IN. ACROSS FROM CORNER TO CORNER. THM
BASIC STRUCTURE WAS COVERED WITH SOLAR CELLS AND MEASURED
ABOUT 28 IN. NEW. EXTENDING 19 IN. DOWNWARD FROM THE BASE .W
THIS STRUCTURE WAS THE ELECTRON DENSITY PROBE. EXTENOIh+
UPUARO FROM THE TOP WAS A STRUCTURE 28 IN. HIGH WHICH
CONSISTED OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD ANTENNA AND ITS SUPPORTING
TUBC- EXTENDING DIAGONALLY UPWARD FROM THE BASE OF THIS TUBE
WERE FOUR TELEMETRY ANTCHNAS. POUR 70-IN.-LONG ELECTRIC FIELD
ANTENNA BOOMS EXTENDED OUTWARD FROM THE BASE OF THE PRISRtTIC
P0RTIUH OF THE BASIC STRUCTURE. THE SPACECRAFT WAS
SPIN-STABILIZED. WITH ATTITUDE AND SPIN DETERMINATION MADE
FROM OBSERVATIONS BY A SUN SENSOR AND A THREE-AXIS FLUXGATE
MAGHETBNETER. THIS SATELLITE I5 BEING USED TO STUDY VLF
PROPAGATION IN THE RAGHETOSPHERE AND CRREGULARSTSES IN THE
TOPSIDE IONOSPHERE. THERE WAS ND TAPE RECORDER DHOOARD. SO
REAL-TIME DATA WERE OBTAINED AS SCHEDULED. OVER DESIGNATED




EXPERIMENT HARE- ULF RECEIVER
NSSDC ID- 65-10LA-01
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORCED- 060*26/66
PERSONNEL
PI - L.R.O.STOREY ............ SDNOSPHERIC RES GROUP
SAINT-HAUR. FRANCE
69 - C.	 RENARD ............ CHET
PARIS. FRANCE
OI - H.P. AUDREY ............ CHET
PARIS. FRANCE
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED 13F EQUIPHBHT TO OBSERVE THE
FIELD STRENGTH OF THE MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELDS. AT THE
SATELLITE.. WHICH. RESULTED FROM TRANSMISSIONS OF TWO VLF GROUND
TRANSMITTERS. THE ELECTRIC. FIELD INTENSITY WAS ODSERLED WITH
TWO - DIPOLES AND THEIR CORRESPONDING RECEIVERS. AND THE
MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY WAS OBSERVED WITH THREE LDDP ANTENNAS
AND THEIR CORRESPONDING RECEIVERS. THE OBSERVATIONS CONSISTED
OF FICLO 57RFJXGTH RECORDING VS TIME (LOCATION) IN. THE REGIONS
OVER THE GROUND TRANSMITTER AND IN THE REGION CONJUGATE TO THE
GROUND TRANSMITTER. THE EXPERIMENT FAILED ON AUGUST 26. &948.
AFTER 36 MONTHS OF OPERATION. THIS FAR EXCEEDED THE 3-HONTH
PLANNED LIFETIME. THESE .FIVE WIDE-DYNAMIC-RANGE [521351.
NARRQWBANO (260 H21. VLF RECEIVERS. RECEIVED AT FREQUENCIES OF
16.6 KHZ (ST. ASSISE. FRANCE-FU01. OR AT 24.0 KHX IOALSOA.
PANAMA NBAI. A -.MORE EKTENSIVC EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION WAS
WRITTEN BY L.R.O. STOREY IN SPACE RESEARCH. W. 7. PP 500-603.
DATA SET NAME QUICK-LOOK YLF. MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON
MICROFILM
NS50C ID- 65-202A-0IA. 	 ...
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD-COVERED-I2707^5.TD 08/0I/68
_	
- -: IAS- VERIFIED- BY NSSDCI	 -	 -
.QUANTITY OF DATA-	 2 REELCSI OF HICRCFILH ..
THIS. DATA 3ET CONSISTS OF OUICK-LOOK ANALOG DATA ON
'.3S-HN NICRDFILM. EACH FRAME SHOWS THE SATEL.I.ITE TRAJECTORY. FOR
ONE - PASS. SUPERIMPOSED. OR AN OUTLINE-MAP OF THE REGION OVER -
WHICH-.-THE SATELLITE. FLEW. ALONG -THE . OIRECTION OF SATBJ.ITE
-. MOTION. THE. VARIATION all - H CRXS VALUE - OVER . ONE PERIGD DF-
32
FR I/GEMINI 3/GEMINI 4
OSCILLATION OP THREE COMPOMEHr VLF MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH) LS
PLOTTED IN 00 TO THE RIGHT OF THE TRAJECTORY. TO THE LEFT OF
THE TRAJECTORY ON A LINEAR SCALE. THE AXISRATIO OF THE
POLARIZATION ELLIPSE IS PLOTTED. THE SATELLITE ALTITUDES ARE
INDICATED AT THE EIIO OP EACH OF THE I-MIN MARKERS THAT ARE
PLACED ALONG THE ORBIT. BREAKS IN THE FIELD STRENGTH RECORDS
CORRESPONDINGTO THE TRANSMITTER CODE APPEAR EVERY 10 SEC.
TIME. ORBIT. SCALE. FTC.. ARE INDICATED DIGITALLY TC THE LEFT
OF EACH MAP. TICE DATA ON HAND COYER 2024 PASSES-
SPACECRAFT COHHON NAME- GEMINI 3
ALTERNATE NAMES- 01304
NSSOC 10- 65-024A
LAUNCH DATE- 03123/65	 WCIGHT-	 5220. KG
STATUS OF OPORATION- INGPERAGL£
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 03/23065
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 03023/65
ORBIT PERIOD- 00.37 MIN 	 INCLINATION-	 33.0 DEG
P£RLAPSIS- 160.000 KM ALT 	 APOAPSIS- 240.000 KN ALT
GEMINI 3 WAS THE FIRST MANNED EARTH-ORBITING SPACECRAFT
OF THE GEMINI SERIES. ITS PRIMARY OBJECTIVE WAS TO DEMONSTRATE
THE MANNED QUALIFICATIONS OF THE GEMINI SPACECRAFT. A
SYNERGISTIC EFFECT DF ZERO-G AND RADIATION Olt WHITE OL000
CELLS EXPgRt Pe NT. A SEA URCHIN EGG GROWTH UNDER ZER13-4
EXPERIMENT. AN4 ONE TECHNOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT WERE CONDUCTED.
SEVERAL OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BY THE ASTRONAUTS WERE LATER
CDNSIDER£D SUITABLE FOR SYNOPTIC TERRAIN STUDIES. AFTER 5
HOURS. THE SPACECRAFT SUCCESSFULLY REENTERED THE ATMOSPHERE
AND LANDED 60 H.M. fill KHI FROM THE TARGET AREA-
LOWMAN. JR.. GEMINI 3
EXPERIMENT NAME- TO-NM HASSELOLAD EARTH PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSOC ID- 6S-024A-03
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECGPO£O- 03/23165
PERSONNEL
PI - P.D. LOWMAN. JR. ........ NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. XD
IHIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO TAKE PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE
EARTH FROU THE SPACECRAFT. A HAND-HELD 7G-HH HASSELOLAD 300-C
CAMERA WITH AN BO-34H FI2.8 LENS WAS USED TO OBTAIN THE
PHOTOGRAPHS. IT WAS LOADED WITH 70-HK EKTACHROHE FILM. OF THE
25 PICTURES TAKEN. SEVEN UERE USABLE FOR TERRAIN STUDIES.
THESE VERE OF NORTHWEST SONDRA. THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY. AND
BERMUDA.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GEMINI 4
ALTERNATE HANE9- 01390
NSSOC 10- 63-043A
LAUNCH DATE- 4"03<6S	 WEIGHT-	 3160. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
GATE UST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06!07/65
ORBIT 'PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 0601044FG5
ORBIT' PERIOD- 88.E2 MIN	 INCLINATION- 32.53 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 162.000 KH ALT	 APOAPSIS- 241.000 KN ALT
GEMINI 4 WAS THE SECOND MANNED MISSION OF THE CCMLHI
SERIES AND CARRIED J. A. MCOIVITT AND E- H. WHITE ON A 4»DAY.
62-DRDIT. 90-NR FLIGHT -RON JUNE 3 TO JUNE 7. 1465. THE
SPACECRAFT WAS CONICAL AND HAD A DIAMETER OF 3.05 M AT THE
LARGE END, WHICH WAS THE REAR OF THE SPACECRAFT AND WHICH WAS
COVERED BY A FIBERGLASS HEAT SHIELD TO PROTECT THE CRAFT
DURING REENTRY. THE OBJECTIVE OF THE MISSION '1fAS TO TEST THE
PERFORMANCE OF THE ASTRONAUTS AND CAPSULE FOR AN EXTENDED
LENGTH OF TIRE IN SPACE. THE SPACECRAFT WAS TRANSPORTER TO
SPACE WITH A TITAN ROCKET. WHITE PERFORHL'D A 23-HIM EVA (WALKI
IN SPACE ATTACHED TO THE SPACECRAFT BY AN 4-M TETHER- MEDICAL
AND EHGtNEERtti6 EXPERIMENTS WERE PERFORMED. THE SCIENTIFIC
EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED WERE VISUAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC. TW
EXPERIMENTS PERFORHED WERE ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE (MSC-11.
PROTON-ELECTRON SPECTROMETER (M5C-21. TRIAXIAL MAGNETOMETER
(MSC-3). TWO-COLOR EARTH LIMB PHOTOS CHSC-10). INFLIGHT
EXERCISER 414-31. INFLIGH7 PHONDCARDTOGRAM CM-4). DONE
DEMINERALIZATION (H-61. SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOS CS-51.
SYNOPTIC WEATHER PHOTOS IS-61. CIA AND TWILIGHT PHENOMENA
(5-20)• RADIATION ( 0-81. AND SINPLE NAVIGATION (D-9). THE
MISSION WAS SUCCCSSFUL. AND THE SPACECRAFT LANDED IN THE
PACIFIC ON JUNE 7. 1965.
LOWMAN. JR.. GEMINI 4




DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 04/07/65
PERSGNHCL
PI - P.D. LOWMAN. JR. ....... NASA-GSFC
CREENDELT• HD
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO TAKE HIGH-QUALITY COLOR
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SELECTED LAIJ1 AND NEAR-SNORE AREAS OF THE EARTH
FOR GEOLOGTC. GEOGRAPHIC. AND OCEANOGRAPHIC STUDIES. A
HAND-HELD 70-MM HASSELBLAD 500-C CAMERA WITH A ZEtSS PLAHAR
00-MM F/2.6 LENS WAS USED TO OBTAIN THE PHOTOGRAPHS. A HAZE
FILTER WAS ALSO USED TO REDUCE THE INTENSITY OF BLUE LIGHT
SCATTERING FROM THE ATMOSPHERE. FIVE MAGAZINES OF 70-MH
EKYAC(M(OME HS SG-217 FILM WERE CARRIED ON BOARD FOR THIS AND
OTHER PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS. OF THE '207 PHOTOGRAPHS
ODTAINEO DURING THE-FLIGHT. 100 WERE OF EXCELLENT DUALITY AND
WERE USEFUL FOR TERRAIN STUDIES. THESE WERE OF NORTHWEST
MEXICO, THE SOUTHWEST UNITED .STATES. NORTH AFRICA. THE BAHAMA
ISLANDS. AND THE ARABIAN PENINSULA.
1
DATA SET NAME- COLOR POSITIVE 70-149 SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOS
HSSOC 10- 65-024A-03A 	 -	 -	 -	 -
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- 	 AT ANOTHER CENTER	 04TA-SET HARE­ COLOR -POSITIVE 70-MM SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOS
TIME PORIOD COVERED- 03/23/65 TO 031=f65
CAS REPORTED BY INC EXPERIMENTER) 	 ASSOC ID- 65-043A-OIA
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 0 FRAMES	 AVAILABILITY OF DATA.SET- DATA AT ANOTHER CENTER
	
THIS DATA SET IS THE COMPLETE SET. OF GEMINI 3 	 TIME F£RIOO COVERED- 06/034'65 TO 06/07!45 	 - -
PHOTOGRAPHY. AN INVENTORY LIST OF AVAILABLE PHOTOGRAPHS. AND 	 -	 [AS REPORTED-BY THE. EXPERINENTERI
THE PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS THEHSELVES. ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE 	 -	 -
EROS DATA CENTER: "SELECTED" GEMINI- COLDO)IHD70GRAP.HS- CAN BE. 	 0,14 PITY. DF OA' -A-.4 	 D.'FRAk-ES - -d	 d	 .' -0
FOUND IN -EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS FROM CEHINI 3, A. ANO . .E! (NASA.
SP-15.91. THIS DATA SET IS THE COMPLETE SET OF GEMINI . 4
PHOTOGRAPHY. AN INVENTORY LIST OF AVAILABLE FHBTOT.RAPHS. AND
THE PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS THEMSELVES. 'ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE
_ -	 - -	
EROS DATA CENTER. SELECTED GEMINI -COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS CAN BE




GEMINI 5/GEM7;NI 6A/GEMINI 7




	 HEIGHT-	 3180. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- Off/29/65
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 	 EPOCH DATE- 08/24/65
ORBIT PERIOD- 89.4 MIN 	 INCLINATION-
	 32.4 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 197.000 KH ALT	 APOAPSIS- 303.000 KM ALT
GEMINI 5. MANNED WITH TWO ASTRONAUTS. WAS THE THIRD
EARTH-ORALTING SPACECRAFT OF THE GEMINI SERIES. THE
CONE-SHAPED SPACECRAFT WAS 3.95 H IN DIAMETER AT THE LARGEST
END, WHICH WAS THE REAR OF THE CRAFT. THE MAJOR OBJECTIVES CP
THIS MISSION WERE TO DEMONSTRATE CI) A LONG-DURAYIDN MANNED
FLIGHT USING A FUEL CELT. POWER SYSTEM. 421 RENDEZVOUS
CAPABILITIES. AND 13) RENDEZVOUS MANEUVERS. SCIENTIFIC STUDIES
INCLUDED ZODIACAL LIGHT. SYNOPTIC TERRAIN. SYNOPTIC WEATHER
PHOTOGRAPHY. AND A CLOUDTDP- SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT. IN
ADDITION. FIVE MEDICAL AND SEVEN TECHNOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
WERE PERFORMED DURING THE MISSION. THE 120-GROIT FLIGHT LASTED
0 DAYS. RETURNING TO EARTH ON AUGUST 29. 1965. THE MI5SION WAS
CONSIDERED SUCCESSFUL.
LDWMAN. JR.. GEMINI 5
EXPERIMENT NAME- 70-MM HASSELBLAD SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHS
NSSDC ID- 65.06BA-02
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 08/29065
PERSOHRMe
PI - P. D. LOWMAN. JR. ....... NASA-CSFC
GREENBELT. MD
TOO$ EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO TAKE HIGH-QUALITY COLOR
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SELECTED LAND AND NEAR-SHORE AREAS OF THE EARTH
FOR GEOLOGIC *
 GEOGRAPHIC. AND OCEANOGRAPHIC STUDIES. A
HAND-HELD 70-MN HASSELBLAO 500-C CAMERA WITH A ZEISS PLANAR
40-149 F/Z.8 LENS WAS USED TO OBTAIN THE PHOTOGRAPHS. A HAZE
FILTER WAS ALSO USED TO REDUCE THE INTENSITY OF BLUE LIGHT
SCATTERING FROM THE ATMOSPHERE. EKTACHAOHE MS SO-217 FILM AND
SUPER ANSCOCHROME 0-50 WERE USED FOR THIS AND OTHER
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS. OF THE 253 PICTURES TAXER. 173 WERE
USABLE FOR TERRAIN STUDIES. THESE INCLUDED HIGH-QUALITY
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SOUTHWESTERN UNITED STATES. THE SAHARA
ISLANDS. SOUTHWESTERN AFRICA. TIBET. INDIA. CHINA. AND
AUSTRALIA.
DATA BET NAME- COLOR POSITIVE 70-MK SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOS
NSSDC ID- 45-06SA-02A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT ANOTHER CENTER
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 08121/65 TO 6B/Z9/65
CAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMeHrERI
QUANTITY DF DATA-	 0 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET IS THE CONPLETE .SET OF GERMS 5
PHGTDCRAPHY.. OF THE 253 FIRST GENERATION COLOR TRANSPARENCIES
ON 70-MM FILM. 175 WERE DESIGNATED. AS SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHY. AN
 INVENTORY LIST of AVAILABLE PHOTOCRAPHS. AND
THE PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS THEMSELVES. ARE -AVAILABLE FROM THE
ERGS DATA CENTER- SELECTED: GEMINI COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS CAN BE
FOUND IN •EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS FROM GEMINI 3. 4. AND 5 • LHASA
SP-1291.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GEMINI 6A
ALTERNATE NAMES- .01839
NSSDC 10- 65-104A
LAUNCH DATE- I2IIS065	 -	 -	 WEIGHT-	 3800. XG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- I20'16/6S
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 12/23/45
ORBIT PERIOD- 89.64 NOR
	
INCLINATION- z0.89 DEO
PERIAPSIS- 258.000 KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 272.000 KH ALT
GEMINI 6 HAS THE FIFTH NANNED EARTH-MBITIHG SPACECRAFT
OF THE GEMINI SERIES. HAVING UCEN LAUNCHED AFTER GEMINI 7. THE
NO SSI ON PRIORITIES WERE TO DEMONSTRATE ON-TIME LAUNCH
PROCEDURES. CLOSED-LOOP RENDEZVOUS CAPABILITIES. AND
STATIONKEEPING TECHNIQUES WITH GEMINI 7. THE GREW CONDUCTED
THREE SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS -- CIO SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHY. (2) SYNOPTIC WEATHER PHOTOGRAPHY. AND (31 DIN
LIGHT FHOTOGRAPHY. THE NISSION WAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED
AFTER 25 HOURS OF FLIGHT. THE SPACECRAFT LANDED WITHIN 11 KH
OF THE TARGET POINT ON DECEMBER 16. 2965.
LOWMAN. JR., GEMINI 6A
EXPERIMENT NAME- 70-MM MASSELDLAD SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHS
NSSOC ID- 63-104A-01
STATUS W OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- I"26/65
PERSONNEL
PI - P.D. LOWMAN. JR. ....... NASA--GSFC
GREENBELT. ND
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO TAKE HIGH-QUALITY COLOR
PHOTOGRAPHS OP SELECTED LAND AND NEAR-SHORE AREAS OF THE EARTH
FOR GEOLOGIC. GEOGRAPHIC. AND GCEANOGRAPHIC STUDIES. A
HAND-HELD. 70-MM HASSELBLAD 500-C CAMERA WITH A ZEISS PLANAR
00-MN F/2.4 LENS WAS USED TO OBTAIN THE PHOTOGRAPHS. A HAZE
FILTER WAS ALSO USED TO REDUCE THE INTENSITY OF BLUE LIGHT
SCATTERING FROM THE ATMOSPHERE. EKTACHROME RS SO-217 FILM WAS
USED FOR THIS AND THE OTHER PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS. OF THE
192 PICTURES TAKEN. 60 WERE USABLE FOR TERRAIN STUDIES. THEY
INCLUDED VIEWS OF NORTHWEST. CENTRAL. AND EASTERN AFRICA.
AUSTRALIA. AND THE CANARY ISLANDS.
DATA SET NAME- COLOR POSITIVE 70-MM SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOS
NS30C ID- 65-104A-01A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT ANOTHER CENTER
TIME' PERIOD COVERS- ^I21 L5/45 TO 124-16/65
SAS REPORTED BY THE £XPERIKENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 6 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET 15 THE COMPLETE SET DF GEMINI 6
PHOTOGRAPHY. OF THE 192 FIRST GENERATION COLOR TRANSPARENCIES
OR 70-1:14 FILM. 60 WCRE DESIGNATED AS SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHY. AN INVENTORY OF AVAILABLE PHOTOGRAPHS. AND THE
PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS THEMSELVES. ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE EROS
DATA CENTER. SELECTED GEMINI PHOTOGRAPHS CAN BE FOUND IN
•EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS FROM GEMINI 6 THROUGH 22! LHASA SP-1711.
SPACECRAFT COMMON HAKE- GEMINI 7
ALTERNATE NAMES- 01812
NSSOC ID- 65-IDUA
LAUNCH DATE- 12/04/65 -.	 WEIGHT-
	
1209. KG
STATUS^Or.. gFERATION- . INOPERABLE
	
-
6ATI=. 1:AST. USABLE DATA . RECORQED^ 121118/65.
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT: TYPE- GEOCENTRIC-	 -	 EPOCH DATE- 12105165 	 -
-ORQIT PERIOD- 89.75 KIN	 INCLINATION	 28.87 OEG
PERIAPSIS 213.000 1CA LILT
	
APOAPSIS-- - 321.304- KH ALT
GEMINI 7 WAS THE FOURTH MARRED Z:ARTH-DRSITI)IG SPACECRAFT
: DF THE GEMINI. SERIES. ITS MYSSIOR PRIORITIES".WERE III: TO
OEMQNSTRATE A 2-VEEK .FLIGHT. (2) TO PERFORM STATIONKEEPING
WITH THE GEMINI' LAUNCH VEHICLE STAGE 2. C31 To EVALUATE THE
OSH[RT SLEEVE• ENVIRDNMENT. I41 .TO ACT AS -A RENDEZVOUS TARGET
FOR GEMINI 6. -AND: C51, TO-DEMONSTRATE CONTROLLED .REENTRY-T0







SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS TO PERFORM. THESE WERE SYNOPTIC
TERRAIN, SYNOPTIC WEATHER. DIM LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY. AND VISUAL
ACUITY IN THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT. FOUR TECHNOLOGICAL AND EIGHT
MEDICAL EXP£R TMENTS WERE ALSO CONDUCTED. ALL EXPERIMENTS AND
MISSION OBJECTIVES WERE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED. THE SPACECRAFT
REENTERED THE ATMOSPHERE AFTER 15 DAYS IN SPACE AND LANDED
WITHIN 11 KH OF THE TARGET POINT.
LOWMAN. JR­ GEMINI 7•
EXPERIMENT NAME- 70-I4H HASSELBLAD SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHS
NSSDC 10- 65-10OA-01
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/16/65
PERSONNEL
PI - P.D. LOWMAN. JR . .....•• NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. MD
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS OESIGNEO TO TAKE HIGH-QUALITY COLOR
PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE SPACECRAFT DF SELECTED LAND AND
NEAR-SHORC AREAS OF THE EARTH FOR GEOLOGIC. GEOGRAPHIC. AND
OCEANOGRAPHIC STUDIES. A HAND-HELD. 70-MN HASSELBLAO 500-C
CAMERA. WITH BOTH ZEISS PLANAR BO-MM F/2.B AND ZEISS SUHHAR
250-MN P,04.5 LENSES. WAS USED TO OBTAIN THE PHOTOGRAPHS. A
HAZE FILTER WAS ALSO USED TD REDUCE THE I NTENSITY OF BLUE
LIGHT SCATTERING FROM THE ATMOSPHERE. EKTACHRONP NS 50-217.
EKTACHROME INFRARED TYPE-6443. AND PARATOMIC--X TYPE-2475 FILMS
WERE USED FOR THIS AND THE OTHER PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS.
ALTHOUGH A DEPOSIT ON THE SPACECRAFT WINDOWS DEGRADED A NUMBER
OF PICTURES. 280 OF 522 PICTURES WEREUSABLE FOR TERRAIN
STUDIES. THESE WERE OF NORTHERN AFRICA. THE ARABIAN PENINSULA.
IHD[A. THE CARIBBEAN SEA. ERAZIL. AND MEXICO. PHOTOGRAPHS FROM
THE INFRARED FILM INCLUDED THE GULF COAST. THE UNITED STATES,
AND NORTHEASTERN BRAZIL.
DATA SET MAKE- COLOR POSITIVE 70-HR SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOS
NSSDr 10- 65-30DA-01A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT ANOTHER CENTER
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 12/04/65 TO 12/98/65
HAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIKEN7ER7
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 0 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET IS THE CONFLETE SET OF GEMINI 7
PHOTOGRAPHY. AN
 INVENTORY LIST OF AVAILABLE PHOTOGRAPHS.. AND
THE PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS THEMSELVES. ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE
ERGS DATA CENTER. SELECTED GEMINI PHOTOGRAPHS CAN BE FOUH0 IN
-EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS FROM GEMINI 6 THROUGH 12- (NASA SP-ITII.
PICTURES THAT DISPLAY CLOUD FORMATIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION DP
METEOROLOGICAL INTEREST WERE OBTAINED FROM THE EXPERIMENT.
DATA SET NAME- COLOR POSITIVE 7G-NR SYNOPTIC WEATHER
PHOTOS
NSSOC ID- 65-3OOA-02A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT ANOTHER CENTER
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/04/65 TO 92/18/65
(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 0 FRAMES
OF THE FIRST GENERATION 70-MN COLOR TRANSPARENCIES IN
THECOMPLETE SET OF GEMINI 7 PHOTOGRAPHY. A NUMBER WERE
DESIGNATED AS SYNOPTIC WEATHER PHOTOGRAPHY. AN  INVENTORY LIST
OF AVAILABLE PHGTOGRAPHS. AND THE PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS
THEMSELVES. ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION
CENTER ITACI. UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW
NEXtCO 87106• 59LCQTED GEMINI COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS CAN BE FOUND
IN 'EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS FROM GEMINI 6 THROUGH IZ' (NASA SP-171).
WHICH 1S AVAILABLE FROM THE U.S. GOVERHMENT PRINTING OFFICE.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GEMINI 0
ALTERNATE NAMES- 02105
NSF C lo- 66-02DA
LAUNCH DATE- 03/W6/66	 WEIGHT-	 3764. KG
STATUS OF CPERATIDN- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 03/17/66
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 0301164166
ORBIT PERIOD- 68.60 NIN 	 INCLINATION- 2591• DEC;
PERIAPSIS- I39.900 KN ALT	 APOAPSIS— 265.000 KH ALT
GEMINI 8 WAS THE SIXTH MANNED EARTH-OROITING SPACECRAFT
OF THE GEMINI SERIES. THE PRIMARY MISSION OBJECTIVES WERE TO
PERFORM RENPEZWDUS AND FOUR DOCKING TESTS WITH THE AGENA
TARGET VEHICLE AND To EXECUTE Ali EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY (EVA)
EXPERIMENT. TEN TECHNOLOGICAL. MEDICAL. AND SCIENTIFIC
EXPERIMENTS WERE .CARRIED ONBOARD. OF THE 'SIX SCIENTIFIC
EXPERIMENTS ONLY THE. AGENA HICROMETEORIT£ COLLECT10H WAS
SUCCESSFUL. THE OTHERS -- (1) ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY. (2)
FROG ECC GROWTH. (3) SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY. I4I NUCLEAR
EXULStDNS. AND 251 SPECTROPHOTDGRAPHY OF CLOUDS — WERE
IHCOKPLETE. OWING TO A LARGE LOSS OF FUEL AMU EARLY
TERMINATION OF THE MISSION. THE EVA DOCKING AND OTHER
MANEUVERS WERE CANCELED. THE SPACECRAFT REENTERED THE EARTH'S




NACLER. GEMINI 7	 -	 -	 -
EAPERtMEMT NAME SYNOPTIC WEATHER PHOTOGRAPHY 	 LOWMAN. JR.. GEMINI 8'
NSSOC ID- 43-SODA-02	 EXPERIMENT HARE- SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY 	 {^
STATUS OF OPERATIOH- INOPERABLE
	
HSSOC 10- 66-029A-0I 	 -
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECURRED--12,090/65
3TA4'U4 RT OPERATION- INOPERABLE	 -	 --
PERSONNEL	 DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 03/16/66 	 -
PI - X.	 HAGLER ••......... HATL METEOROL . CTR	 -
.	 SILVER SPRING• ND 	 PERSONNEL.
PI - P.D. LOWMAN. JR. ..•. r.• NASA-GSFC
THE SYNOPTIC WEATHER PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED 	 GREENBELT. ND
TO PROVIDE A SET. OF HIGH-RESOLUTION PICTURES OF ABROAD RAMGL' 	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
OF METEOROLOGICAL PHEMONENA, ESPECIALLY VIEWS OF -.SPECIFIC -	THIS -EXPERINCuT IfAS A03'_PNFO TO OBTAIN-HICH-QUALITY.
CLOUD SYSTEMS. AS ARESULT OFTHE. 90-MIN ORBIT. THE EXPERIMENT 	 PICTURES OFSELCCTLD AREAS OF THE -.EARTH'S SURFACE	 - -
COULD SNOW CHANGES IN THE SAME -	G-C).UUD PATTERN DURING 	 FOR GEOLOGIC* GEOGRAPHIC. AND OCEANOGRAPHIC STUDIES. A 7O-NH 	 -
INTERV" A HASSELBLA6 - 500-C: CAmntx 's'(r^ti 7D-AN EKIrACHHOI^E. RS	 ilA55ELzLAW 3p0-C, ".C{KEFlA..:.YITH A.AISS: :PLANAR B6-MM FI2lE LENS
SO-2i7 .FILM WAS USED FOR THIS AND. OTHER .PHHOTOGRAPHIC 	 AND A ^HAZE ^ FILTER•:' WASUSEp uITH FATACHROME. MS SO-217 t` ILK,
EXPERIMEHTSr ONE ROL..EACH OF PANATOMIC-X TYPE %400 AND KODAK 	 OWING To THE SHQR'I DURATION vF THE FLIGHT, ONLY 19 PHOTOGRAPHS	 li
TYPE 2475 FILM WAS ALSO EXPOSED. INFRARED .ErTACHROME TYPE 9443.	 WERE OBTAINED- THESE. PHOTOGRAPHS WERE DESIGNATED AS WEATHER
FILM• DESIGNED .PRIMARILY -..FOR: OTHER PURPOSESi YIELDED SOME... PHOTOGRAPHY AND HERE NOT SUITABLE. TO SATISFY OBJECTIVES OP-THE.
METEOROLOGICALLY INTERESTING PICTURES. A. HAZE FILTER. (HAS	 SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT.
ATTACHED TO THE STANDARD ZEISS PLANAR 80-MM FIZ..D LENS TO
REDUCE THE INTENSITY. OF THE BLUE. LIGHT SCATTERINL PROM THE
ATMOSPHERE. A ZEISS SONNAR 250-MM F/4•5 LENS WAS "0 USED.
	 ..	 .
PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN WF:EH THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN 'A NEARLY VERTICAL
POSITION COVER AN AREA APPROXIMATELY 161 KM SO. FROM OBLIQUE
.ANGLES. LARGER. AREAS. WERE: CLEARLY VISZBLE4 BUT THERE WAS
OISTORTION. -RESOLUTION LOSS, AND COLOR-FIDELITY-'LOSS IN 
THE
IMAGE. A DEPOSIT ON THE - SPACECRAFT WINDOWS EERIDUSLY cUGRADED 	 -	 -	 -	 -
A - NUMBER OF PICTURES. HOWEVER, A LARGE HUNGER DF USABLE
355
^S





DATA SET NAME- COLD( POSITIVE 70-MM SYNOPTIC WEATHER
PHOTOS
NSSDC ID- 66-02DA-OLA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET OATH AT ANOTHER CENTER
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 03/14166 TO 03/16/66
IAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
GUANTITT OF DATA-	 0 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET IS THE COMPLETE SET OF GEMINI 4
PHOTOGRAPHY. OF THE 19 FIRST GENERATION COLOR TRANSPARENCIES
ON 70-MM FILM. NOME WERE DESIGNATED AS SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHY. ALL WERE DESIGNATED AS WEATHER PHOTOGRAPHY. AN
INVENTORY LIST OF AVAILABLE PHOTOGRAPHS. AND THE PHOTO
REPRODUCTIONS THEMSELVES. ARE AVAILABLE FROM EROS. SELECTED
GEMINI PHOTOGRAPH  CAN BE POUND IN -EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS FRCM
GENIHI 6 THROUGH 12- LHASA SP-1941.
DATA SET NAME- COLOR POSITIVE 70-mm SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOS
NSSOC ID- 46-047A-05A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT ANOTHER CENTER
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/03/66 TO 06/00/66




THIS DATA SET I5 THE COMPLETE SET OF GEMINI 9
PHOTOGRAPHY. DF THE FIRST GENERATION COLOR TRANSPARENCIES ON
70-MM FILM. 160 WERE DESIGNATED AS SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHY. AN INVENTORY OF AVAILABLE PHOTOGRAPHS. AND THE
PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS THEMSELVES. ARE AVAILABLE FROM EROS.
SELECTED GEMINI PHOTOGRAPHS CAN BE FOUND IN *EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM GENIHI 6 THROUGH 12- [NASA SP-171).
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GEMINI 9
ALTERNATE NAMES- GEMIN) 9A. 02191
NSSOC ID- 66-047A
LAUNCH DATE- 06/03/66 	 WRIGHT-	 3750. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 04/06!66
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GCOCENTAKC 	 EPOCH DATE- 00/06/66
ADROIT PERIOD- 09.0 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 20.9 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 270.000 KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 272.600 KM ALT
GFJ3INI 9. MANNED WITH TVO ASTRONAUTS. WAS THE SEVENTH
EARTH-ORBITING SPACECRAFT OF THE GEMINI SERIES. THE BLUNT.
CONE-SHAPED SPACECRAFT WAS 9.048 CH IN DIAMETER AT THE REAR OF
THE CRAFT. PRIMARY MISSION OBJECTIVES VERB TO DEMONSTRATE (1)
THREE RENDEZVOUS TECHNIGUES. (2) AN EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
(EVA) TO TEST THE ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING UNIT (AMU). AND .(3)
PRECISION LANDING CAPABILITY. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES INCLUDED
OBTAINING ZODIACAL LIGHT AND AIRGLOW HORIZON PHOTOGRAPHS. TWO
MICROMETEORITE STUDIES WERE TO BE CARRIED OUT. AND THERE MERE
ALSO Ohl' MEDICAL AND TWO TECHNOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS. THE AGEHA
TARGET VEHICLE FAILED TO ACHIEVE OR81T. AND THE AGEHA
HICRDHETEORITE EXPERIMENT HARDWARE WAS LOST. OTHER EXPERIMENTS
FUNCTIONED NORMALLY. THE THREE RENDEZVOUS TECHNIQUES WERE
DEMONSTRATED. ALTHOUGH DOCKING COULD HOT BE ACHIEVED DUE TO A
FAILURE OF THEN AUGMENTED TARGET DOCKING SHROUD TO JETTISON.
THE EVA WAS CURTAILED DUE TO FOGGING OF THE VISOR AND ENERGY
EXPEMOED BY THE ASTRONAUT. REENTRY WAS ROUTINELY ACCOMPLISHED
AFTER 47 ORBITS ON JUNE 6. 1966. WITHIN 3.2 KM OF THE TARGET
POINT.
SPACECRAFT COHMON NAME- GENIHI 10
ALTERNATE NAME5- 02349
HSSOC ID- 66-066A
LAUNCH DATE- 07010/66 	 WEIGHT-	 3750. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 0702[/66
CR3IT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 	 EPOCH DATE- 07/[0/66
ORBIT PERIOD- 08.64 NIH	 INCLINATION- 28.65 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 160.000 KN ALT	 APOAPSIS- 268.000 KM ALT
GEMINI 10 WAS TtZ EIGHTH MANNED EARTH-CRSITING
SPACECRAFT OF THE GEMINI SERIES. THE CONICAL VEHICLE CONSISTED
OF A REENTRY MODULE AND AN ADAPTER NODULE. ITS PRIMARY PLRP0SE
WAS TO CONDUCT RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING TESTS WITH YHE AGEHA
TARGET VEHICLE. THE MISSION PLAN INCLUDED A RENDEZVOUS WITH
THE GEMINI B AGENA TARGET. TWO EVA EXCURSIONS. AND THE
PERFORMANCE OF 15 SCIENTIFIC. TECHNOLOGICAL. AND MEDICAL
EXPERIMENTS. THE SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS WERE RELATED TO (1)
ZODIACAL LIGHT. SYNOPTIC TERRAIN. AND SYNOPTIC WEATHER
PHOTOGRAPHY.	 IZ)	 MICROMETEORITE COLLECTIONS. 	 (3)	 UV
ASTRONOMICAL CAMERA. CO ION WAKC MEASUREMENTS* AND (5)
METEOROID EROSION. ALL EXPERIMENTS OBTAINED DATA EXCEPT FOR
THE MICROKETEORITE COLLECTOR. THE FIRST RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING
MANEUVERS WERE SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED. HOWEVER, FUEL
CONSUMPTION WAS LARGER THAN EXPECTED DUE TO A LARGE
OUT-OF-PLANE ERROR. THIS RESULTED IN MISSION REVISION. THE
FIRST EVA EKCURSION WAS NORMAL FOR 30 MIN BUT WAS THEN
TERMINATED BECAUSE BOTH CREW MEMCCRS OEVELOPED EYE IRRITATION.
A SECOND RENDEZVOUS AND EVA WERE SUCCESSFUL. THE SPACECRAFT
REENTERED THE EARTH-S.-ATMOSPHERE AFTER 43 ORBITS AND LAHDEO





LOWMAN. JR.. GEMINI 9'
LOWMAN. JR., GEMINI 90
EXPERIMENT NAME- 70-MM HASSELBLAD SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
	




ST- ATUS OF OPERATION- INCPERAELE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06/06/66	 STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 07/21/66 -- 	 -
PERSONNEL
PI - P.D. LOWMAN. JR. ....... NASA-CSFC	 -	 PERSCh71EL
GREENBELT. 14D	 PI	 P.D. LOWMAN, JR. .......  HASA-GSFC
GREENBELT, ND
AN EXPERIMENT FOR TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY WAS HOT SCHEDULED
FOR THIS FLIGHT. FROM THE PICTURES OBTAINED. HOWEVER. I6D 	 THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TR OBTAIN HIGH-QUALITY.
PHOTOGRAPHS VERB. USABLE FOR GEOLOGIC. GEDGRAPHit. AND 	 SNALL­ SCALE COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS Or - SELECTED AREAS OF THE EARTHS
OCEANOGRAPHIC STUDIES. THE CAMERAS USED WERE! S1) A HASSELBLAO	 SURFACE-- F13R USE IN. GEOLOGY. .GEOPHYSICS,. GEOGRAPHY . . _AHD
500-0 WITH A ZEISS PLANAR 450-MM F/2.6 LENS, 12.3 A HASSELBLAO - OCEANOGRAPHY- AND FOR PLANNING -..PHOTOGRAPHY FROM.--MANNED'
SRC . WITH A ZEISC- 1SICCOM 7B-A34^Y4.5 LEND AND 131 A (tAU(3 QR •	SPACECRAFJs A MA1tRCR TO-MM CAM03A WITH A XEHPTAR 80-WK F12.8 4
70-149
.
 SPACE... CAMERA: WITH . -AN .  XENOTAR IIO-KM F/2.6 .LENS.	 LENS. .AMR:-.A HASSELBLAO -SVC70-MM CAMERA WMI A XEISS 81000N
CKTACHROME MS SD-217' FILM AHD .'HAZE : 	 ENFILTERS-WERE WED . 	3B-MM F/4.5 LS' WERE USED FOR F THIS AND OTHER PHOTOGRAPHIC
THESE CAMERAS, THESE COVER THE AREAS OF SO(3TN AMERICA. WITH 	 EXPERIMENTS. THE FILM USED WAS'ErTACHROME J(S. SD-217. OF THE
GOOD PHOTOGRAPHS DF"THE ANDES MOUNTAINS. NORTH AFRICA. AND. THE 	 351 PICTURES TA)ZENe 7S WERE USABLE FOR TERRAIN STUDIES. THESE
SOUTHERN AINITED STATES	 - -	 -	 -	 COVER THE - .AREAS , OF NORTH AFRICA. CliIHA. TAIWAN.- AND







GEMINI 10/ GEMINI ll/GEMINI 12
DATA SET RARE- COLOR POSITIVE 7O-MX SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOS
NSSDC ID- 66-066A-02A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT ANOTHER CENTER
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/10/66 TO OT/2l/66
CAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIKENTERI
QUANTITY DF DATA- 	 0 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET IS THE C014PIXTE SET OF GEMINI 10
PHOTOGRAPHY.OF THE 751 FIRST-GENERATION COLLAR TRANSPARENCIES
ON 70-HM FILM. 75 WERE DESIGNATED AS SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHY. A" INVENTORY OF AVAILABLE PHOTOGRAPHS, AND THE
PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS THEMSELVES. ARE AVAILABLE FROM EROS.
SELECTED GEMINI PHOTOGRAPHS CAN BE FOUND 119 -EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM GEMINI 6 THROUGH 12* (NASA SP-1711.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GEHIHI It
ALTERNATE HAKES- 02445
NSSOC 10- 66-081A
LAUNCH DATE- 09/12/66	 WEIGHT-	 ]630. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE





ORBIT PERIOD- 00.70 MIN 	 INCLINATION- 26.80 DEG
PER IAPSIS- 144.000 XM ALT 	 APQAPSIS- 19D.000 KN ALT
GEMINI 44 WAS THE NINTH MANNED EARTH-DRBITIHG SPACECRAFT
OF THE GEMINI SERIES. THE 3-DAY MISSION WAS DESIGNED TO
ACHIEVE A FIRST ORBIT RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING WITH THE AGENA
TARGET VEHICLE. TO ACCOMPLISH TWO EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
IEVAI TESTS. AND TO PERFORM SPACECRAFT MANEUVERS. THERE WERE
ALSO EIGHT SCIENTIFIC AND FOUR TECHNOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS ON
BOARD. THE SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS WERE (11 SYNCRGISTIC EFFECT
OF ZERD-G AND RADIATION ON WHITE BLOOD CELLS. (2) SYNOPTIC
TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY. 131 SYNOPTIC WEATHER PHOTOGRAPHY. [41
NUCLEAR EMULSIONS. 151 AIRGLOM HORIZON PHOTOGRAPHY, C61 UV
ASTRONOMICAL PHOTCGRAPHY, 471 GEMINI ION WAKE MEASCIREXENT. AND
(01 DIM SKY PHOTOGRAPHY. THE EXPERIMENTS AND THE OTHER MISSION
OBJECTIVES WERE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED.: REENTRY OCCURRED AFTER
44 ORBITS USING THE FIRST CLOSED-LOOP AUTOMATIC REENTRY RUDE.
THE SPACECRAFT LARDED WITHIN 4.0 KM GF THE PLAHMEO .INPAGT
POINT OH SEPTEMBER IS. 1966-
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09112/66 YO 09/15/66
LAS REPORTED 13Y THE EAPERIMEHTER)
RVAHTITV OF DATA-	 O FRAMES
TNT  DATA SET 15 THE COMPLETE SET OF GEHIHI ll
PHOTOGRAPHY. OF THE 230 FIRST GENERATION COLOR TRANSPARENCIES
ON 70-KM FILM. 102 WERE DESIGNATED AS SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHY. AN INVENTORY OF AVAILABLE PHOTOGRAPHS. AND TIIE
PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS THEMSELVES. ARE AVAILABLE FROM EROS.
SELECTED 4L•MIHI PHOTOGRAPHS CAN BE FOUND IN -EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS
FR01R GEMINI 6 THROUGH 12- INASA SP-1711.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GEMINI 12
ALTERNATE NAMES- 02566
NSSOC ID- 66-104A
LAUNCH DATE- II/IU66	 WEIGHT-	 3630. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 11/13/66
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRICEPOCH DATE- LI/12/66
ORD IT PERIOD- 89.93 K1N	 INCLIRATIDM- 28.78 DEG
PERIAPSIS-- 243.000 KH ALT 	 APOAPSLS- 310.006 HR ALT
GEMINI 12 WAS THE TENTH AND FINAL FLIGHT OF THE GEMINI
SERIES.VHICH BRIDGED THE MERCURY AND APOLLO PROGRAMS. THIS
MISSION WAS SCHEDULED TD PERFORM RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING WITH
THE AGENA TARGET VEHICLE. TO CONDUCT THREE EXTRAVEHICULAR
ACTIVITY CEVAI OPERATIONS. AND TO CONDUCT A TETHERED
STATIGHKEEPING EXERCISE. THERE WERE ALSO 14 SCIENTIFIC.
MEDICAL. AND TECHNOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS ON BOARD. THE
SUCCESSFULLY PERFORMED SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS -;RE ill FROG
EGG GROWTH UNDER ZERO-G. (2) SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PH414GRAPHY. (3)
SYNOPTIC WEATHER PHOTOGRAPHY. 141 NUCLEAR EMULSIONS. CS)
AIRGLOW HORIZON PHOTOGRAPHY. 161 UV ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
AND (7) DIM SKY PHOTOGRAPHY. TWO MICRONETEGRLTE COLLECTION
EXPERIMENTS. AS WELL AS THREE SPACE PHENOMENA PHOTOGRAPHY
EXPERIMENTS. WERE NOT FULLY COMPLETED- THERE-WERE FUEL CELL
AND ATTITUDE CDHTROL THRUSTER PROBLEMS DURING THE MISSION.
WHICH WAS OTHERWISE HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL. REENTRY WAS
ACCOMPLISHED AFTER 39 ORUITS. WITH THE SPACECRAFT UNDER
AUTOMATIC CONTROL- IT LANDED WITHIN 4-R XM OF THE INTENDED
IMPACT POINT ON NOVEMBER 15. 1966.
LOWMAN. JR.. CPHIN2 12
EXPERIMENT RAKE- TO-MH SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHS
N55DC 10- 66-IO4A-02
LOWMAN. JR.. GEHIHI SI 	 -
STATUS OF OPERIATIOHH- INOPERABLE
EXPERIMENT NAME- TO-MM SYNOPTIC TERRAIN	 - DATE LAST USABLE 'DATA RECORDED- II/13/66
PHpl QOMAPHS
FERSQNNEL
NSSDC ID- 66-OB1A-06 	 - PI -	 P.O.	 LOWMAN. JR. .......	 NASA-GSFC
-	 -	 - CREEHBZLT. MD
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- D901S/6B THE	 PURPOSE	 OF	 THIS	 EXPERIMENT	 WAS	 TO	 OBTAIN
HIGH-QUALITY.	 59441,•-SCALk	 COLOR	 PHOTOGRAPHS OF SELECTED. LAND
PERSONNEL AND	 OCEAN	 AREAS	 FOR	 GEOLOGIC. GEOGRAPHIC. AND OCEANOGRAPHIC
P1 -	 P.D.	 LOWMAN, JR. .......	 NASR.-GSFC RESEARCH.	 A	 MAURER	 70-MM	 CANER4 WITH AN XENOTAR 90-MK F/2.8
GREENBELT. LCD LENS	 AND	 A	 HASSELOLAD	 SVC	 CAMERA WITH A ZEISS BIDGH 3B-904
_ F/4.5	 LENS-	 WERE	 USED	 FAR	 THIS	 AND	 OTHER	 PHOTOGRAPHIC
THIS	 EXPERIMENT	 WAS	 DBSICNEO	 YO	 OBTAIN HICH--QUALiITV. EXPERIMENTS.	 EKTACHROME	 RS	 SG-368	 FILM WAS USED.. OF THE 401
SMALL-SCALE
	
CCX.DR PHOTOGRAPHS OF SELECTED AREAS. OF THE EARTH-5 PICTURES
	
TAKEN.	 160WERE	 USABLE	 FOR	 TERRAIN STUDIES. THEY
SURFACE	 FOR	 USE	 IN	 GEOLOGY,
	
GEOPHYSICS.	 GEOGRAPHY.	 AND COVER	 THE AREA OF THE SOUTHERN UNITED STATES. NORTHERNACEXICO,
BCEANOLRAPHV	 AND	 FOR	 PLANNING	 PHOTOGRAPHY: -FRGN	 MANNED.	 :. NORTH6RM AFRICA. SOUTHWEST ASIA, AND THE ARABIAN PEHINSR.LA.
SPACECRAFT.	 A	 MAURER	 70-MM CAMEPA WITH-A XENOTAR -1"MM:F12.6 -
LENS	 AND	 A	 HASSELULAOSVC	 70-MM CAMERA WITH A ZEtSS SIOGON
3S-NH	 F/4.5	 LENS	 WERE	 USED	 FOR THIS AND OTHER-PHQTQGF0FHIC
EXPERIMENTS.	 THE	 FILM	 USED	 WAS EKTACHROME NS - SG-36G. CF THE --	 -	 -
238	 PICTURES TAXER. 402 WERE USABLEFOR TTJIRAIH .STUOM$. THREE:..<<.... .,-.	 . . w-	 .h	 -	 .5	 ..d	 4
COVER THE AREAS CP NORTH AFRICA. THE ARABIAN PENIHSLLA. SOUTH
INOIX. SOUTHWEST SOUTH AMERICA, AM THE GULF.CUAST . (IF TnE
UNITED STATES,	 -	 DATA SET NAME- COLOR POSITIVE 70 »MM SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
Films
NSSDC TO- 66-104A-192A	 -
-	 - -
	
-	 .AVAILAAOLI7'Y OF BATA. SET-- DATA AT ANOTHER CE.4TER 	 -	
-
.	 -	 TtME.PERTtlp, COYERFb- II211/Ri6. TO 11113466 . 	
DATA SET HARE- COLOR POSITIVE 7G-KM . SYHOPTIC: TERRAIN:
	 '.	 [AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMEN7EA7.. 	 -
PHOTOS
QUANTITY AF DATA- 	 0 FRAMES
NSSOCIO-.66-O BiA-EGA 	 -
-	
- THIS DATA - . SET -
 Lr. - YHC: COMPLETE- .SET .. (.ENLHI I2
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET—DATA  AT ANOTHER CENTER 	 -	 PHOTOGRAPHY. - OF THE 421.FIRST-GENERATION COLOR TRANSPARENCIES
37
GEMINI 12/[E-A
ON 70-RM FILM. 160 HERE DESIGNATED AS SYNOPTIC TERRAIN
PHOTOGRAPHY. AN INVENTORY LIST OF AVAILABLE PHOTOGRAPHS. AHD
TM£ PHOTO REPROOUGTIQN9 TN£MSELYES• ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE
TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION CENTER (TALL• UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO.
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO 117106. SELECTED GEMINI COLOR
PHOTOGRAPHS CAN BE FCUNO IN °EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS PROM CEMINt 6
THROUGHt2 4 (NASA SP-lTI). OBTAINABLE FROM THE U.S. GOVERNKBNT
PRINTING OFFICE.
SPACECRAFT COMMON "AMC- tE-A




LAUNCH DATE- 06/x5/64	 WEIGHT-	 44. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- L2/29/65
DRB1T PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE 03/25/64
ORBIT PERIOD- 104. MIN
	
INCLINATION- 79.903 DEG
PERIAPStS- 816.000 KU ALT	 APDAPStS- 1010.00 KM ALT
EXPLORER 20 WAS OESIGNED TO MEASURE ELECTRON
DISTRIBUTION. ION DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE. AND TO ESTIMATE
COSMIC NOISE LEVELS BETWEEN 2 AND 7 MHZ. ALL OBSERVATIONS. WERE
AT THE SPACECRAFT. EXCEPT FOR THE SOUNDING TECHNIQUE THAT
PERMITTED INFORMATION ABOUT ELECTRON DENSITY TO BE DERIVED FOR
LOCATIONS BETWEEN TrE SPACECRAFT AND THE F-2 MAXIMUM 9350 KM).
THE SATELLITE WAS A SMALL IONOSPHERIC OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTED
WITH A SIX-FREQUENCY IONDSPHERIC SOUNDER AND AN ION PROBE. A
COSMIC NOISE: EXPERIMENT USED THE NOISE SIGNAL FROM THE SOUNDER
RECEIVERS. TiZ SATELLITE CONSISTED OF A SHORT CYLINDER
TERNIHATED ON EITHER END O ltTRUNCATED CONES. THE LOU PROBE.
MOUNTED ON A SHORT EOOR. EXTENCED FROM THE UPPER CORE. THE SIX
SOUNDING ANTENNAS t3 DIPOLES) EXTENDED FROM THa SATELLITE
EQUATOR. ONE PAIR OF 18.28M ANTENNAS FORMED THE DIPOLE USED
FOR THE LOW FREOUENCIES. AND THE OTHER TWO DIPOLES CCNSISTED
OF FOUR 9.14M ANTENNAS. THE SATELLITE WAS SPIN STAOILIZED AT
1.51 RPM .JUST ALTER ANTENNA EXYEH5ION. WITH THE SPIN AXIS
INITIALLY VERY CLOSE TO THE ORBIT PLANE. AT THE END OF l YEAR•
THE SPIN HAD SLOWER TO 0.45 RPM. THERE WAS NO TAPE RECORDER.
50 DATA WERE RECEIVED ONLY IN THE VICINITY OF TELEMETRY
STATIONS. TELEHETRV STATIONS WERE LOCATED TO PROVIDE PRIMARY
DATA COVERAGE NEAR 80 DEG W PLUS AREAS NEAR HAWAII. SINGAPORE.
ENGLAND. AUSTRALIA. AND AFRICA. DATA VERE RECORDED FOR PERIODS
OF ONE-HALF HR TO OVER 4 HR PER DAY DEPENDING UPON AVAILABLE
POWER. EVENTHOUGH THERE WERE PROBLEMS WITH TELEMETRY AND
INTERFERENCE. THE EXPERIMENTS OPERATED SATISFACTORILY FOR
ABOUT to MONTHS. A LARGE SPACECRAFT PLASMA SHEATH PREVENTED
THE ION PROBE DATA FROM BEING USEFUL IN SPITS OF ATTEMPTS TO
COMPENSATE. FOR THIS SPACECRAFT. THE A-YR AUTDMATIC SATELLITE
TURNOFF WAS DISCCNNECTED JUST PRIOR TO LAUNCH. THE SATELLITE
RESPONSES TO COMMAND SIGNALS WERE NOT DEPENDABLE AFTER
DECEMBER .20. 1965. AND THE SATELLITE TRANSMITTER WAS OFTEN
SPURIOUSLY TURNED CN WITH NO RESPONSE OCCURRING TO A TURNOFF
COMMAND. TURNOFF COMMANDS WERE ATTEMPTED REPEATEDLY BETWEEN
DECEMBER 30. 1965 AND OCTOBER 11. 1966. F'f THE SATELLITE DID
NOT RESPOND. WEAK SIGNALS WERE(ICCASIOHNALLY RECEIVED IN LATE
1960.
DATA SET NAME- G5FC REFINES WORLD MAPS ON MICROFILM
NSSOD ID- 64-05LA-OGB
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET-.DATA AT HSSOC
TIM£ PERIOD COVERED- OV250'64 TO 0IIOV66
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 9 REEL(SI DP MICROFILM
-THESE DATA. PREPARED AT GSFC. ARE LISTINGS OF SATELLITE
POSITION FOR EACH MINUTE OF GMT. POSITION 15 DESCRIBED BY
GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE. LONGITUDE,
-
 AND' ALTITUDE -ABOVE AN
ELLIPSOID OF REVOLUTION - CLOSELY APPROXIMATING. THE MEAN EARTH
SURFACE. POSITION DATA FOR SPECIAL TIMES (EQUATOR CROSSINGS.
NORTHERNMOST AND SOUTHERNMOST POINTS. - SUN .EHTRANCE AND EXIT.
ETC.) ARE ALSO LISTED: LISTINGS ARECOMPUTED AND LISTED.BY,
BOOKS CORE 4099. ,:FOR EACH. EPOCH) OF - ABOUT' 2 WEEKS. - DF
POSITIOV'rtME DATA. HEADEO BY THE ORBIT ELEMENTS CONSTANTS
USED IN COI+PUTATIGN OF THE POSITIONS• THE DATA ARE CONTAINED




EXPERIMENT HARE- FIXED-FREQUENCY LONGSOHDE
NSSDC 10- 64-05IA-01
STATUS OF OPERATION- IHOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECOROEO- 12/29155
PERSONNEL
PI - R.M. KNECHT ............. HOAA-ERL
OGULDER• CO
OI - Y.-	 CALVERT ........... NQAA-ERL
BOULDER. Cal
a  - T.E. VAN HANDY ......... NGAA-ERL
BOULDER. CO
O( - R. 0. NORTON ............ NOAA-ERL
BOULDER. CO
01 - J.N. WARNOCK ........... NQAA-ERL
BDULOBR. CO
THE FIXED-FREQUENCY IONOSUNDE I5 A RADIO
TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER THAT RECORDS THE TI14E DELAY BETWEEN A
TRANSMITTED AND A RETURNED RADIO PULSE. SIX SPECIFIC
FREQUENCIES FRDH 9.5 TO 7.22 HHZ WERE SAMPLED IN SEQUENCE ONCE
EVERY 0.105 SEC. SEVERAL DELAY TIMES WERE OFTEN OBSERVED FOR
EACH FREQUENCY DUE TO PLASMA RESONANCES. BIREFRINGENCE OP THE
IONOSPHERE. NON-VERTICAL PROPAGATION, ETC. DELAY TIRE WAS
PRIMARILY A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE TRAVERSED 8Y THE SIGNAL.
ELECTRON DENSITY ALONG THE SIGNAL PATH. AND THE MODE OF
PROPAGATION. A TOTAL OF 1450 HR OF DATA WAS ACQUIRED. MOST OF
THESE DATA WERE OF ADEQUATE QUALITY TO PREPARE IONDGRANS.
SINCE OHLY TIME IS NOTED ON EACH IONCGRAH. SATELLITE POSITION
AND OTHER RELATED INFORMATION MUST BE OBTAINED FROM WORLD
MAPS. (SEE DATA SET 64-13SIA-00B.(
DATA SET NAME- TIME-ORDERED PIXED-FREQUENCY SONOGRAMS
ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID- 64-OSIA-OIA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 08,1.15.'64 TO 12129J'6S
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA- 1017 REEL(SL OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA SET WAS PREPARED BY RECORDING ALL REFLECTIONS
FOR EACH FREDUENCY IN A GIVEN PASS IN ONE SET OF IDH.OGRAMS.
DATA FOR EACH PASS CONSIST OF SIX IONOGRAMS. ONE FOR EACH OF
THE SIX FIXED FREQUENCIES (7.22: 5.47. 3.72. 2.05. 2.00. AND
1.50 MH2). THESE IONOGRAKS SHOW TIME (SUSSATELLIIE LOCATION)
VS ECHO TIME DELAY (VIRTUAL RANCE) FOR EACH FREQUENCY. THE
RESOLUTIOH ON ANY ONE IONOGRAM IS GETTER THAN i KM. THIS DATA
SET IS A STANDARD FORM OF REDUCED DATA PREPARED FROM THE
ORIGINAL TELEMETRY TAPES BYTHE OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR. THE DATA ARE AS tONPLETE.A5. PERMITTED BY .
LIMITATIONS OF POWER. LACK OF SATELLITE' TAPE RECORDER. AND
DATA SET PRDCESSIHG FACILITIES. OBSERVATIONS MADE J:RQM AUGUST
9964 THROUGH DECEMBER 1965 ARE CONTAINED ON REELS OF 35-HR
MICROFILM. MOST OF THE DATA COVERAGE IS HEAR T(IE SO DEG W
MERIDIAN. WITH SOME DATA ALSO OBSERVED IN AREAS NEAR HAWAII.
ENGLAND. SINGAPORE. AUSTRALIA. CENTRAL, AFRICA. AND SOUTH
AFRICA. TINE TICKS AND DIGITAL TIME DATA APPEAR ON THE EDGE OP
THE 10NDGRAMS. INOEX.IHG INFORMATION FOR THESE DATA IS
AVAILABLE AT NSSOC SN DATA SET 64-05tA-DID. APPROPRIATE WORLD
MAPS PROVIDING POStT(DN INFORMAT[ON APPEAR ON EACH ROLL OF
DATA SET NAME-- SINGAPORE AND YINKFSELO TIME-ORDERED.
FIXED-FREQUENCY. IDHOCRAMS-DH MICROFILM	 -
NSSpC TD- 64-0SIA-Ole
SiVAILABILITV' Ge DATI. SET- DATA 9r. NSSOC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 08/27/64. TO 12/22/85
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSOC9-
QUANTITY OF DATA- 110 RECLISI OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA' SET WAS PREPARED BY RECORDING ALL REFLECTIONS
FOR. MAW FREQUENCY DURING .:A GIVEN PASS SEQUENTIALLY IN ONE
IQNG
.
GRAM. DATA FOR EACH PASS. TKREFORE.COMSiST OF SIDS
• IONOGRAMS. • ONE FOR EACH or THESIX FIXED FREQUENCIES- THE
RESOLUTIDH ON ANY ONE I040CRAH IS BETTER 'THAN I XM. -THESE:DATA
ARE --A- STANDARD--ORIGINAL-FORM OF THE REDUCED: DATA PREPARED BY
COOPERATING INVESTIGATORS IH ENGLAND. THE DATA CONSIST v-
35-AK . MICROFILMED • TONOGRAMS' OBSERVER BETWEEN AUGUST 2T. -I96}
AND DECEMBER 22. 3965. DAY& WERE OBSERVED NEAR SINGAPORE t2"
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400 TO 50.000 DEG K. £XPERIHENT/SATELLITE SCHEDULING. A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF







DATA SET NAME- AVERAGED VALUES DF ELECTRON DENSITY AND
TEMPERATURE ON MAGNETIC TAPE
KSSDC ID- 69-009A-07A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- Ol/30/69 TD 06101/71
(AS VERIFIED BY HS50G)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 I REELS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE REDUCED DATA. PREPARED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. LIST
ABOUT 17 MONTHS OF DENSITIES AND ELECTRON TEMPERATURES
OBSERVED AT THE SATELLITE. THE DATA HAVE T CALCULATED FROH
THE TELEMETCRED RETARDING POTENTIAL CURV ► . INCLUDED IN THE
LISTING FOR EACH DATA POINT ARE TELEMETRY STATION. ORBIT
NUMBER, DATE AND TIME CUT AND LOCAL). GEOGRAPHIC AND MAGNETIC
IMCILWAIN. DIP, INVARIANT. AND DIPOLE MODCLI LOCATIONS. HEIGHT
ABOVE THE REFERENCE ELLIPSOID. SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE. SOLAR
CFIO.71 AND PLANETARY (API INDEXES. SATELLITE POTENTIAL. AHD
RECORD COUNT. TEMPERATURE DATA OCCUR ABOUT EVERY OTHER DATA
POINT. ALTERNATING WITH ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES. GAPS IN TIME
COVERAGE ARE USUALLY A FEW ORBITS OR LESS. THE DATA HAVE GAPS
IN COVERAGE CAUSED PRIMARILY BY LIMITATIONS (CR FAILURE) OF
THE TAPE RECORDER. AND LIMITATIONS OF EXPERIMENT SCHFOuLING.
THESE SAME DATA ARE AVAILABLE ON MICROFILM AS DATA SET




 AVERAGED VALUES OF ELECTRON DENSITY AND
TEMPERATURE ON MICROFILM
NSSDC I0- 69-009A-079
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- OI/30/69 TD 06/01071
CAS VERIFIED BY HSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	 2 REELS) OF MICROFILM
THESE REDUCED DATA. ON 35-HH MICROFILM. WERE PREPARED BY
THE EXPERIMENTER AND LIST ABOUT 17 MONTHS OF DENSITIES. AND
ELECTRON TEMPERATURES CBSERVED AT THE SATELLITE. THE DATA HAVE
BEEN CALCULATED FROM THE TELEMETERED RETARDING POTENTIAL
CURVES- EACH DATA PRINT REPRESENTS AVERAGED VALUES FROM ABOUT
16 RETARDING PQTEHTIAL CURVES. INCLUDED IN THE LISTINGS FOR
EACH DATA POINT ARE TELEMETRY STATION. ORBIT NUMBER. DATE AND
TINE (01' AND LOCAL). GEOGRAPHIC AND MAGNETIC (MCILWAIN. DIP*
INVARIANT. AND DIPOLE MODELS LOCATIONS. HEIGHT ABOVE THE
REFERENCE ELLIPSOID. SOLAR.,. ZENITH ANGLE. SOLAR (PLC." ANO
PLANETARY CAP) INDEXES. SATELLITE POTENTIAL. AND RECORD COUNT.
TEMPERATURE DATA OCCUR ABOUT EVERY OTHER DATA POINT.
ALTERNATING WITH ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES.. GAPS IN TIME
COVERAGEARE USUALLY A FEW ORBITS OR LESS. THE DATA GAPS IN
COVERAGE ARE CAUSED FRIBARILV BY LIMITATIONS OF EXPERIMENT
SCHEDULING. Th:.SE SAME DATA ARE AVAILABLE ON TAPE AS DATA SET
69-009A-37A•
CALVERT. ISIS I
EXPERIMENT NAME- FXXEO-FREQUEHCY SOUNDER
NSSOC ID- 69-009A-02
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL.
PM"- EL
PI - Y.	 CALVERT ...••...... NDAA-ERL
BOULDER. CO
OI - R.E. RORTON ............ NOAA-ERE.
BOULDER. CO
DI - J.H. WARNOCK ...••.•.... NDAA-ERL
BOULDER, CO
OI - G.L- HELMS ••..r....a .,. COMKUH RESEARCH CENTRE
OTTAWA. QNYARIO. CANADA
OI - G.E.K.LOCKWOOD .......... COMMUN RESEARCH CENTRE
OTTAWA. ONTARIO. CANADA
01 - J.M. WHITTEXER ......... COMRNN RESEARCH CENTRE
OTTAWA, ONTARIO. CANADA
DI - C.E. PETRIE •.•....•.... CCMAUM 4"EARCH CENTRE
OTTAWA. OIFTARIO, CANADA
OI - T.E. VAN ZANDT ......... NgAA-E)U.
OOULD£R• CG
THE FIXED FREQUENCY SOUNDER OPERATED FROM THE SAME
AHTEHNA, TRANSMITTER. AND RECEIVER USED FOR ThO SWEEP
FREQUENCY EXPERIMENT. IT NORMALLY OPERATED FOR 3 TO 6 SEC
DURING THE FREQUENCY FLYBACK PERIOD OF THE SWEEP FREQUENCY
OPERATION WHICH WAS EVERY 19 OR 29 SEC. ONE OF SIX FREQUENCIES
(0.25. 0.413• 1.00. 1.95. 4.00. OR 9.303 KHZ1 WAS CHOSEN FOR
USE BY THE EXPERIMENTER AS DESIRED. OTHER MOOS OP OPERATION
WERE AVAILABLE. INCLUDING CONTINUOUS OBSERVATION AT A SELECTED
FREQVENCY. ANO A SPECIAL t41XEO NODE WITH TRANSMISSION AT THE
FIXED FREQUENCY OF 0.02 NHL AND SWEEP RECEPTION. THIS
EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO STUDY IONOSPHERIC FEATURES OF A
SMALLER SCALE THAN COULD BE DETECTED BY THE SWEEP SOUNDER. AND
TO STUDY PLASMA RESONANCES. PARAMETERS MEASURED WERE VIRTUAL
RANGE (A FUNCTION OF PROPAGATI011 TIME OF THE REFLECTED PULSES
AND TIME (A FUNCTION OF GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION). THESE DATA
WERE NORMALLV OBSERVED ONLY WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN RANGE
OF THE TELEMETRY STATION. A LIMITED AMOUNT OF DATA WAS TAPE
RECORDED 
OUR 
TUG THE FIRST YEAR AFTER LAUNCH. THESE DATA HAVE
BEEN TAKER EGULARLY STARTIHG WITH ABOUT 7 MR PER DAY. FOR 3-
TO S-SEC PERIODS AT 19- OR Z9-SEC INTERVALS. SINCE LAUNCH IN
JANUARY 1469• OBSERVATIONS HAVE DECREASED GRADUALLY OWE TO
BATTERY CONDITION, LOSS OF SCHEpU6IPSG PRIORITY. AND FUNDING
CUTS. SPECIAL DOSERVATIONS MAY Be SCHEDULED ON REQUEST.
4
DATA SET NAME- FIXED-FREQUENCY IOHOGRAMS OH MICROFILM
NSSOC 10- 69-009A-02A
. AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERTDG COVERED- OI/3O/69 TO IO/IZ/73
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2027 REEL(S1 OF MICROFILM
THE FIXED FREQUENCY IGMOGRAMS ARE CONTAINED DIRECTLY IN
FRONT OF EACH SWEEF-FREQUENCY ION93GRAN K69-D09A7dl&)ON REELS
- DP JS..MM HICROPIL:M. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA. PREPAREDFROI TH5
TELEMETRY TAPE AT CRC IN OTTAWA# .CANABAs NDAA CH BOLLOER.
COLORADO. OR RSRS IN SLOUGH. BUCKS. ENGrANO. FREQUENCY LABELS.
DATA SET NAME- ELECTRON DENSITY ARM TEMPERATURE PLOTS IN
	 HEIGHT', MARKERS.. AMU TIME ARE HARKED DH THE-FILM. IN ORDERTO
-	
BOOKS -	 -	 -	 DETERMINE.-.-SATELLITE LOCATION AND ALTITUDE. _SATELLITE -
EPHEMERIDES MUST Be CONSULTED.
HSSDC ID- 89-009A-470
AVAILABILITY DF DATA` 'SLrT- DATA. IN PUBLISHED REPORUS) .~	 -
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0!/30/69 TD 06/05/70
SAS VERIFIED BY HSSDC)	 SAGALYN. ISIS I
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	 L BOOKIS).OR BOUND VOLUMEI91
	 -	 EXPERIMENT NARE- SPHERICAL E.ECTROS7AT.0 ANALYZER
. .,
	
	 ..THESE: REDOC m DATA .PREPARED BY .. .THE EXPERIMENTER SHOW 	 HSSDC ID- 69-G09A-00 	 .
PLOTS- OF ABOUT I-j MONTHS; D_= OBSERVATION DE EU.ECTiLON . GENSL7IES ..
AND ELECTRON! TEMPERATURE . W.jORDED AT THE SATELLITE. THE DATA	 STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL
HAVE BEEN CALCULATED FACk ANE TELEMkTCRED RETARDING POTENTIAL
CURVES. PRIMARILY FROH Tthc SOCK PROBE. FOUR SEPARATE GRAPHS
	 -PERSONNEL -	 - -	 -	 -	 -
SHOWING DIP- LATITUOE APPEAR ON EACH PAGE. AND EACH PAGE 	 PI - R.C. SACALYH ........... USAF CAMBRIDGE RES-LAO
CONTAINS 1 WEEK OF DATA. THE PLOTS COME PER GRAPH) ARE OF	 BEDFORD. MA
ELECTRON NUMBER .
	ELECTRON 7rNPERATURE, SATELLITE 	 DI - R.
	 SHIMMY.. .....rr... USAF CAMBRIDGE RES LAS
ALTITUDE. AND .SATEL.17TE, LOCAL..TIME. . GAR •.. IN TIKE. COVERAGE.. ARE




USUALLY qOT NOTICEABLE. GENERALLY BEING A FEW ORBITS OR LESS.
SUCH GAPS WERE CAUSED BY FAILURE' OF THE T; AE RECORDER.. WHICH
	 THE DBJECTl)N: -DF TUC- .SPHERICAAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
OCCURRED ABOUT I YEAR AFTER LAUNCH. AHD .c LIMITATIONS OP




























VARIATIONS lH TH£ c:IIHC!,HTRATIONS AHD IHIElOOY OISTlUDUl'IDN OF 
THE CHAROED PNlTlCl.IU' THROUGHOUl TH~ OllIlIT. SPECIFICA!.!.Y. Till! 
D8JEl:TlomS OII!RE TO HeARJrtE TilE FOI.I.OMlHG PAR~IET1!RS - ,..., Till! 
OI!NSITY Of POS,nY~ IONS IiJ.IIING THIlRIU!. EHeRGV IN THIl 
CQIlCENTAATlOH RIIHGI! FRDH t.IU TO 1.EIi lDNS PER CUBIC 




J.t!. JACKSON ............. 
..1.,.. JtIHG .......... ' ••••••• 
.I. TURNSR ................. 
.... __ ............ __ ... 
HII$A-GSFC 
GRUliDELT. HD 
... PPLETON u.s 
5LooGI ... BERII5. EIIIK.AN:) 
IIUST DEPT OF INTBRIOR 
SYOHEY. AU$TRO\l-IA 
~~QJ~!!~I> ':~QH T";OO KI~Tl~o!;I\P~~T~~f\~~ ~~~ :~~:H:to l~~:R~~ .. 01 - H. SYl.v ... m . ..... ~ ..... IPNOSPtleRIC RItS GROUP Il!ll.EANS. FRANCE 
""fCTRUII OF !'ROTOIlS IN THI! RAIlGE fROH 0 To Z P;I!V. "'ND 10. THE 
S~TE!.L1TE P!lTENTI.... "lTH RESPECT TO TIlE UHDISTURB!'D Pl-ASHA. 
TWO UHIT5 IIAOI! UP TIlE EXPERIHENT PACXAGE -- A n&-CH DoeH THAT 
SUPPIlRTEO TIlB SlINSDII AND 1I~1l1! POSS IDLE "MlnO'RECTIDNAl-
HEASURE~ENT5. AND AN El-EaROIIII:S PI.CI<AGE tcnHSIDER~D TD 
I NQ.UDE THI! SEHSD!II TO PEfIf'ORH TilE HEM,UREIII!1ITS ... ND TO PROCESS 
TI'l> DATA INTO A SUIT,l.OL£ !'IlRK FIlR Tn.EM!!TR~. THI< .!SENSIlR VAS 
MADE UP OF THREE COlicarrR~C SPHERtC~l- KESltEP GRIDS "AviliG 
!'<AD'I PF ~.la. 2.~~. AND 1.90 CM. THE IHHERMOST GRIO V~ THE 
cnu.eCTO;<. TlItSE COpIOS lIl!R1!: MACE FROII TUHGGTEH lieSH AND "AD A 
m,msPAAIiHCY IF" 80 TO .. o PERCIOIlT. TO HEASUPE '"E PARAI<Il.TCRS 
LISTED ADOVE. SUIUOl-E S'IIEEP ANti STEP VIJl..TAGeS ~ERE APPl-IeD TO 
THE CORIDS. nns .INSTRUMENT WAS OPeRnED IH SeVERAL HOgES. 
THE IDH DENSITlES 'II ERE S;\MPLED aD TIMEs ,. SI>COND. 
CORRESPONDING TO ~ SPATIAl- RESOLUTION ~ .~O HeTERS. OHC~ PER 
HI",""E THE R",TIO OF !!ASS TO tEMPERATURE \CAS SAMPLED. "'ND THE 
ENERGY DISTIUDUTIDH liAS S~MPl-ED OHCE EYERY :z IIINUTES. 
DATA SET NAHE- 1011 DENSITY 011 35-1111 I'll-II 
AVAll-AO~LtTY OF PATio SI!T- DATA ",T NSSPC 
TINE PSRIOD COYERED- Dl'31'69 TO 05'17'69 
,,0.5 VERIFIED BY N55!)!;:' 
QUAIITS'fV OF PATA- A R~!_(S' OF MIC!II)FI!.M 
TI<I5 D~T'" SET '11"5 PJlOYIOED BY 1'111> EXPER1MIlNTEfi AHD 
.. conTAINS PLots OF ION DllfiSITY YS UHIVERSA!. Tl"E ON 3!ii-Hfol PIl-I{. 
THe DENSITY SCALe CORDINATE. IS LOOo\R1THHIC. EXlehDS OYEfi 
FOUR DECO\DES FROM '00 TO 1.000.0eo. ANO l~ E~ResnED Iii UNITS 
OF NUI'IIlER Of' IONS PER <:UBIC CEIiTIKETER. 'tile L1NEMl TIllE SeA!.!! 
IO\OSCISSAI COYl!IIS A 3D-Hlf,1 TlHE lNTERYAl- "Ell ,.ll.H FRAME. "ND 
liAS TICK HARKS EVI!R'I' Z MINUTES. THE TII,e SPAN 01' tHE DATA 
PLorreD V~RIES FEIOH FR"HE TO FRAHE. OTHER PAIiAHETER:i SHO~N 01< 
EIICII FRAHE IH<:LUDE -- DATE DF III:ASUREMENT. ORBIT NUII8ER. 
GROtmD STATION THAT RECEtVED THE OAT ....... l-TtTUDE. LOCAL T1~E. 
coeOnETlC ~~TT~DE AHD LONGITUDe. lNVA~lANT l-AT1TUOE ~C1LWAIN !. 
PARAMETER. AHD HAGNETtC LOCAl- TIME. 
OUA SET HANE- ION TI::MPER"TURE ,1,/10 DEN~tTT OH f(A,"~IC 
TAPE 
NSSac ID- a9-009"..OBB 
AvAIL"BII.rTY Of 0 ... 1 ... SET- CAT ... AT NSSa.! 
11 HI! PERIDD COVl>flEO- 01131169 TO tl13Q/6~ 
IllS VER1FII!D BY NSSDC~ 
QUANTITY OF DATo\- ... flEELISI OF f(AGH6T!C T~PE 
THIS DATA SET '1"5 PROVIDeD BY THI! EXPl!Rt~NTER AND 
CONTAINS BINARY TAPES WRlTll!H O·N A CDC 6dDO COJolPUTER VITII THE 
SCOPE ;J.3 OPERATING ~YSTEH. EACIi T ... PE CONT ... tNS RESULTS /IF Tile 
ANAl-YSIS I)N 1liE ·DAT" DBSERVED IN 1 HONT"_ EAOi R~CORII IN ... 
FILe; <:<IIlT"'IN:; S'IEHf!RIS DATA AND THE RESULTS F.ROH ·ollE SWEEP. 
THE SWEEPS ... RE OBT"'INED ONC!!;·· EYERY HIN AHD "~S'l" FDFl 2 SEC. 
HI!~E THE OUTPUT PAP .... ETERS REP1tESEilT "'VER"'GeD v"'l-ues DVER 
':-SEC PElUODSAT l-HlN INtERYALS. THE OUlPUT PARAIlETI'RS 
pnESEH1EO INCLUDE ION TEMPERATURE. IDN· OEHSITT. AHD VEHICLE 
POT£WTI,t.L. 
s. 
"HITTE~ER. ISIS 1 
E~PItRIIlEHT HAME- SWl!.£P-mEaUEHC'I' SOUNtlf!R 
HSSOC 10- 69-0C9"'-0l 
STATUS 01' opERATION- NO·"M.Q.. 
PiORSONIIEI.. 
PI: - .J.-H. "~lnEKER .......... . 
O[ - G.E.K.1..DI:K:!IIOCD _~."_.II~.*. 
01'- "0.1... HEt..JiS· ..... ;. ....... ., ••. ~ 
COItIlUH . RltSEJ.RCH CEfCIRl> 
OTT......... DNTARlO. CAHADA 
C~HUN ~S~~CH CENT~E 
mAwA,. OKTARtD. eJlHADA 
·COMMLlii RI:SEAROI ·CEKTRE .. 
OTT ... W .... ·DIiTA~IO."C~H·A"A 
01 - o. llOLoT ................... AUROML oas 
TIIOIISth NORWAY 
01 - Yo OGJtTA ................ RADIO RIlSEIIRCl-I l-AB 
Teltva • .lAPAN 
01 - R. RAGHAV.-.IiAD ............. PHYSICAL RESEARC" l-AI> 
",HKEDABAO. tNDIA 
DI - 11. c,u.VEm . ............. NO"'''-ERL 
OIl\JLOOR. CO 




L. Cm.IH .. ...... ~ ....... ~ .. NASA-ARC 
·MC;=FIrrT FtEl.to. eA 
01 - 'A.s .. IiOIlTeN .............. NDAA-BIIL 
QOIlt.DER. co 
01 c.£ .. PBTRIE ...... ~ ...... CDMIIUH RS5EARc:H CaNTRE 
tlTTIWA. ONTARIO. C~HAOA 
01 - K.L. CH"" ............... NASA-MC 
HDFI'ETT "I!!L.D. CA 
01 
-
R.S .. UHYIH ............. DEPT O!' SCIHNDUST RIlS 
CHRI$1'C/lURCH. HEV ZB#.AND 
THI! ISts tOnoSDNDE. WAS II Malo TRANSMITTEfl/REC£lVI!." 
THAT RECORDED T"" TIHI! DEl-AV BET~I!EH A TRANSMtTTI!D AND A 
RETURNIlO RAOt D FREQUDfCY Put.5E. A CDtlTlNWH OF PRBOU1!HCII>S 
BETIIE£N 0.1 AND 2014HZ WAS 5AMPU!J) ONCE EVERY 19 ak ::9 SEC. 
AND OHE OP st~ SEl-ECTI'D FREQUENCIES 1/"5 A!..:;CI SDUNDED FOR A 
PeRl CD OF ;$ TO 5 SEC DURING THIS 1'1- OR 2.9-5EC PI!RIOO. lit 
ADOtTION 10 T"E :iIiEEP- AND FllIED-PREQUElIC:V HODES Of' OP~IATlOlh 
A HIllED HOOl! WAS POS:iIBl-£ ~HEnE 1"E TItAIiSHITTER PRBOUElICY ,,~ 
FIXED AT 0.112 KHZ "HILE THI! RECEIVER SIfEPT. SI>IIEAR. 1IIRTUAl-
H~lGHT IPEU.Y TIME' TRACES WE~E NORMAl-LY oeSERVED 0<11> TO 
GROUNtJ RJlFL.ECTlDN$. 1"_~5HA t>ESOtlAHCI!S. DIREfRINGI>NCl! OF T"Il 
IONOSPHERE. NON-VERVlc:.o.L PRCP"GUIOH. ETC. VIRTUAl- 1<I!lCHT AT A 
GJY!!H fREQUENCY liAS PRIMARILY A FUIICTtOl< Dt' DISTAl-jeE TRAVERSED 
BY 11111 SIGNAl-. ELECTl'IDN OEtiSlTY ",LONG T"E FRopr.GATJDlI "ATN. 
"'ID HaDe oP PI'ICI'ACATlDIIo THE STANDAIID Df\TAFDRH liAS AN 
10HDGRAM SHOWING VIRTUAL "EI<iHT liS A PUHCTI011 OF FREOIl1!NCY. 
TIIO DTI£R FORHS oP DIIT" IiE~ COMMONLV I'REPAAED FRD" TIlE 
10NaGRAMS. THEY ~ERI! IHGITAl- FREQUENCY ANO'OR VIR!UAL HIllGtiT 
VAI.UES Dr CHAR ... CTER1STIC 101lDSPliERIC FIlATUREs MID CO!'PUl"TIDNS 
DI' ELECTROH DENSITY PROFILES. THIlSE PAT" HAVE IU~EN TAKEN 
REGUl-ARLY STIIRTlNIl 'lilT" ABDUT T I1R P!1-11 O"'Y AT I. ... UN I;H ... 1<0 
GRADUALLV DtiCREASIHG IH TlKe COVERAGE DUll TO IIATTE~Y CIl'iDITIOIi 
AHO ADH1N1STRAnVE REASOHS. 
MA 
DATA SET HAME- SIia!P-PREOltlltlC'I' IDHOGR~HS ON MICIIOFII.H 
N5S0C; 10- 69-0D9~-OIA 
... VAlLABILITY ~ O"'TA SEt- DATA AT NSSDC 
TUIIl PERIDD CClVERm- OV~O/59 TD 03'2en:s 
lAS YERIFIED IIY NSSOC) 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 206~ REELlS) OF NItROI'll-M 
THISSE IDIIOCRAM:; ~flE REDUCeD DIITA PLOTS OF VIRTU .... R"HGI; 
VS I'~EDUilIiCY. THe O ... T ... ·· SET IS ON ~~-HM MICROFILH. VIRTUAl-
RAIl"E IS " l'UNCTI0li OF TI~E DEL ...... Ill' TIlE REFl-ECTED PU!.SE OF 
EA<:It l"REQUEHCY 1'II ... NSHITTEO. THESE ARE FIRST GENER""DN DATA 
PIlEP~RIl!) !'1\01l THE TELeMETRY TAPIlS. PJlDCI!SS ING HAS !lEEH CARRIED 
OUT DR SCI<EDULEO AT SEYf!R .... L f1ROCI;!ISI~~ !.OCATlDNS - CAC %H 
PTTA.j.... C ... tl.lD.... RSRS III 5l-0UGH. SI>RI<S. ENGLAND. /10M tH 
DOU!..IlER. C!l'.DRADO IBETI/UII L"'UNCN "'HI) HAY 1972.', MID AFTVl TIE 
F"'I.I. QF 1912. INDlA. JAPAN .... USTRAU .... AND IlEV ZEAL ... ND. Tl/~E 
Coo!;;S AIlE I:!ITERED IN THE· MARCOIN OF TIE MICROFILM. AND HlSlCIIT 
"'IID I'ReOUllliCy ·MAIIK~ItS· ·IlAvE BEEII PLAcEr! ·I!N eAcw IOHOGfI.\ll. 
s ... TELLITE E/lHEIIERIPES MUST BE COHSIJLTED TO PETERMINE· POS! Tum 
MiD oBSE!1VATloit Tl'!I!. TliE DATA- ARt= AV ... I ..... SLE TO THE .. ~TElrr 
P!!RI41TTED D'( Tall!lEtRY STATJDH S<:HEDut.lNG.~ LOClln:ti OF 
TELE14ETRY ST"'Tlll11S. AND TAPE RSCORDEII DPER ... TIDH AND 
$CNC:OVLIHG~ S?ACECRAfl' PolleR AVAlt.ASl!.ITT. lIHICII ,.105 M-SO AN 
IPlPDRT",HT "ACTOR IN OAT... Qt:tSEJIVATlON. !.IMtTED ;!;OUHDI9Z 
DPERATIOH TD A~OUT 7 ·11!l PEII D ... Y. al' IIHtCH M!atn' I tllI.PER DRBIT 
COULC !l£ 1'01: IIECORDElJ OAT .... THE T ... pE. IIECOIWER pA1~ ON JAN. 
30. ·t9TO. PROCessING LSHITATION$ RIlSUl.T IH .... 1II>t.AY pi< ABOUT ·6· 
MDNTUS f11:JiI ·DiI~ER\I"'T1eli. T~"·". Tf- tOHO~RJ.1C I'IUlCE5SIMG. E~RI.Y 
:~~~!HGS1~E S~~; T~~~B~SHO~~ ~~H~:~H~ON~~RA~~Z~!~~Lt~~ 
POSlTlnH AHa REL ... TED IHf'DllMATlOH 14UST BE OBT"'IN1!lO FROII AHOlIIER 
:OOUl'lce:· . Ujss~c .. OATA. SET 6!;1-QO ~A-OOC" ... N· l HDlilIC til' T"ESE 
IO~OG~iis· ts ... l.Sil "'V"'IW\BU!.).$ NS.SDC.DAT'" SET .69-0D91>-:010. 
42 
\', . -~ 
/ -. 
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DATA SET RARE- SWEEP-FREQUENCY IONOGRAKS ON MICROFILM
NSSBC ID- 71-024A-DIA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME• PER100 COVERED- 04/00/71 TO tVt9/74
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDGI
QUANTITY OF DATA- 1424 REELt$) OF MICROFILM
THESE IGNOGRAMS ARE REDUCED DATA PLOTS OF VIRTUAL RANGE
VS PREOVENCY. VIRTUAL RANGE IS A FUNCTION OF TIME DELAY OF THE
REFLECTED PULSE OF EACH FREQUENCY TRANSMITTED. THESE ARE
FIRST-GENERATION DATA PREPARED DIRECTLY FROM THE TELEMETRY
TAPES. PROCESSING IS SCHEDULED AT RITHER CRC IN OTTAWA.
CANADA. OR RSRS IN SLOUGH. BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. ENGLAND.
PROCESSING ALSO OCCURRED AT BOULDER. COLORADO INOAAI. BETWEEN
LAUNCH AND MAY 1972. AND IN INDIA. JAPAN. AUSTRALIA. AND NEW
ZEALAND BEGINNING IN THE FALL OP 1972. TIME CODES ARE ENTERED
IN THE MARGIN OF THE MICROFILM• AND VIRTUAL RANGE AND
FREQUENCY MAKERS HAVE BEEN PLACED GN.CACH IOHOGRAH. THE DATA
ARE AVAILABLE TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY TELEMETRY STATION
SCHEDULING. LOCATION DF TELEMETRY STATIONS. AND TAPE RECORDER
OPERATION AND SCHEDULING- SPACECRAFT POWER* WHICH WAS ALSO AN
IMPORTANT FACTOR IN DATA OUSSRYATIOH. LIMITED INITIAL SOUNDER
OPERATION TO ABOUT 7 HR PER DAY, OF WHICH ABOUT I. HR PER ORBIT
COULD BE FOR RECORDED DATA (THE TAPE RECORDER FAILED ON
FEBRUARY 4. 1972). PRGCESSING LIMITATIONS RESULTED In A OELAY
OF ABOUT 6 MONTHS FROM OBSERVATION TIME TO IONOGRAM
PREPARATION. THE DATA COVERAGE IS PRIMARILY NEARTHE SO DEG V
MERIDLAN FOR PERIODS UP TO B HR PER DAY. SINCE ONLY TIME IS
NOTED ON EACH IONOGRAM. SATELLITE POSITION AND OTHER RELATED
DATA MUST BE OBTAINER FRDH ANOTHER SOURCE (HSSDC RATA SET
71-024A-OOC1.
DATA SET HARE- HSSDC 9NGEX OF IONOGRAMS ON TAPE
NSSDG ID- 71-024A-010
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 0 01/06"I TO 11/30/73
CAS VERIFIED BY HSSDCt
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 I REELCS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS FILE INDEXES THE ISIS 2 IOHGGRAMS.. DATA SETS
71-024A-DIA. -02A. - AND -IBA. INFORMATION IN THE FILL- FOR
WHICH IONOGRANS CAN BE ICEHTIFIED INCLUDES IGNOGRAM CUALITY.
TELEMETRY STATION, STOP AND START DATA FORTHE PASS. (TIMES AND
LOCATIONI. LOCATION AT WHICH THE.RRIGINAL TELEMETRY TAPES ARE
STORED. AND IONOGRAMS PREPARED AND EXPERIMENT K20E OF
OPERATION. SOME INFORMATION RBLATING TO EXPERIMENTS 2. 3. AND
10 ARE ALSO INCLUDED SINCE THESE EXPERIMENTS ARE CLOSELY
RELATED TO THE SOUMDER OPERATION. E.G... OPERATING FREQUENCY OF
EXPERIMENT 2 (FIXED FREQUENCY) IS GIVEN. PRESENCE [IF AGC TRACE
(EXPERINEHT 10 DATA) IS NOTED. AND VLFOPERATION (EXPERIMENT
3) IS INDICATED. THIS INDEX IS UPDATED;MDNYHLY UNLESS FEW
DATA ARE RECEIVED. THIS INDEX 15 PREPARED- FROK PHYSICAL
INVENTORY OF FILM RECEIVED. THESE DATA ARE MAINTAINED ON
SPECIAL 'HSSDC SYSTEMS TAPES. THE DATA CAN BE PROVIOL'D IH
HARIXAPV LISTINGS. OR ON MICRCFILM. SORTED ACCORDING TOTHE
REOUIREKENTS OF THE REQUESTER. 	 -	 -	 -	 -
DATA SET NAME- NASA-ARC ELECTRON DENSITIES INTERPOLATED
TO 100-XM INTERVALS ON (PACKED) TAPE
NSSDC to- 71-324A-01C .	,	 ..	 ...
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET DATA AT NSSBC
TIME PERIOD COVERED 04J09/T1. TD 10I22"I	 -	 -	 -
	
(AS VERIFIED UV HSSDC)	 -
QUANTITY OF.DATA-
	 1 RE£LCS) OF MAGRETIC.TAPE
THESE ANALYZED DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE SUPPLIED 'BY THE
EXPERIMENTER. WERE COMPUTED FROM DIGITAL VALVES OF FREQUENCY
AND -VIRTUAL RANGE - -THAT WERE-SCALED: FRDM IGNOCRAKS+ .DIGITAL
ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES WERE LISTED FOR THE SATELLITE LOCATION
AND FOR EACH COO-KM
- FROM- SATELLITE ALTITUDE -.DOWN TO 'THE LOWEST
HEIGHT OF SIGNAL REFLECTIONS (NORMALLY - NEAR 100 K93. THESE
DATA ARE PART .DF A COLLECTION. PREPARED FRDM ALOUETTE 2..ISIS
l• AND ISIS 2 SATELLITES. FROM ALL THREE SATELLITES• THERE
AREABOUT 339000 PROFILES LISTED MR TIMES BETWEEN NOVEMBER
1t. 1965• AND JUNE 7b 1972. FROM THE VICINITY OF 10 DIFFERENT
GROUND STATIONS. THESE BATA ARE FROM A SMALL BLOCK OF THE
TOTAL IONOGRAM DATA FROM THE THREE SATELLITES (LESS THAN 1
PERCENT).BUT FORM ONE OF THE LARGEST BLOCKS OF REDUCED
SATELLITE IOHOGRANS AVAILABLE. THESE REDUCTIONS ARE OF
OPTIMUM QUALITY BECAUSE X- AND Y- AND 2-TRACE VALUES WERE
CHECKED AGAINST ONE ANDTHER DURING COMPUTATION OF THE DENSITY
VALUES. THESE DATA ARE PACKED ON ONE TAPE WRITTEN IN EXTENDED
BCD INTERCHANGE CEOCDICI CODE IN ADD PARITY. THE TAPES ARE
800 DPI. T TRACK. AND AN UNPACKING ROUTINE (CALLED •TAP£) IS
AVAILABLE F'OR THIS DATA SET. THESE DATA WILL ALSO BE
AVAILABLE ON MICROFILH.
DATA SET NAME- INDEX OF IONOGRAHS SHOWING DUCTED ECHOES
NSSDC TO- :1-Q24A-OtE
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
TIME PERI DD COVERCO- 04109/71 YO 06/22/72
[AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 I RE£LIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET. PROVIDED BY THE EXPERINENYER-S OPhsCE. IS
AN INDEX TO IONOGRAKS CONTAINING DUCTED ECHOES. THECRITERION
FOR SELECTION WAS THAT AT LEAST ONC TRACE FROM THE CONJUGATE
HEMISPHERE APPEARS ON THE IONOGRAM. THIS TRACE HAS A POSITIVE
SLOPE. AS OPPOSED TO THE NEGATIVE SLOPE OF THE NORMAL X OR 0
TRACE. EACH RECORD CONTAINS THE SATELLITE IDENTIFICATION.
GROUND STATION COUITb-S AND SINGAPORE-401. PASS START TIME
(UTI. THE NUMBER OF IONOGRAMS IN THE PASS SNOWING DUCTED
ECHOES. AND THE HUMBER NOT SHOWING DUCTED ECHOES. THE TIME
CQVEREb IS FROM APRIL 1971 THROUGH JUNE 1972. FOR 209 PASSES
CABOUT 6000 IONGGRANS). 2264 IONPGRAMS WITH DUCTED ECHOES ARE
IDENTIFIED. THE DATA ARE AVAILABLE aH 9-TRACK. DOD-DPC. ESCOIC
MAGNETIC TAPE. SIMILAR DATA FOR OTHER TIMES ARE STORCO ON THE
SAME TAPE AND ARE DESCRIBED IN DATA SETS 65-09BA-CIN.
69-009A-01E. AND 62-049A-0I0.
DATA SET NAME- CRC ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES AT SCALED
POINTS ON MAGNETIC TAPES
HSSDC IO- 71-0Z4A-0IF
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 0000/71 TD 03/23/74	 -
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
	 -
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 3 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ANALYZED 'ELECTRON DENSITY
PROFILES COMPUTED FROM DIGITAL VALUES OF FREQUENCY AND VIRTUAL
HEIGHT. SCALED FROM IONOGRAMS. THESE ARE ANALYZED DATA UN
800-8PI. 4-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE. WRITTEN IN EBCDIC AND PREPARED
BY THE COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CENTRE♦ DTTAYA• CANADA..
TELEMETRY STATIONS ARE NOT IDENTIFIED BUT SATELLITE LOCATION,
TIME OF OBSERVATTOFI. SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AT THE SATELLITE. OtP
LATITUDE. AT THE -SATELLITE. TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT DOWN TO THE
ALTITUDE - OF HTGHEST "IOHOSPHER DICALLY REFLECTE FREQUENCY. AND
OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION ARE NOTED WITH EACH PROFILE.
PROFILE DATA CONSIST OF ELECTRON DENSITY AND GEOMETRIC HEIGHT
VALUES FAR EACH -- POINT -SCALED FROM THE IOHOGRAM. FOR
INTERPOLATED VALUES OF ELECTRON DENSITY AT STANDARD INCREMENTS-
OF GEOMETRIC HEIGHT. A CRC INTERPOLATION PROGRAM (AVAILABLE AT
NSSOCI CAN BE. RUN WITH. THIS DATA SET. THESE IONOCRAMS WERE
'SELECTED FOR THEIR SCIENTIFIC INTEREST. AND COHPRI SE.DNUY A
VERY SMALL. PORTION OF REDUCTIONS POSSIBLE FRDM THE AVAILABLE
tONOGRAMS♦ 	 - -
CATA SET NAME-:CRC ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES Al' LAMINA
BOUNDARIES - tIH BOOKS)
NSSDC IO- 7I-424A-01G
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC READY fDR OISTRIBUtIGH
TIME PERIOD. COVERED- 04/00/71 TO 10Jt3/72




I BOOKIE)- OR BOUND VOLUMECS) -	 -





PROFILES, COMPUTED FROM DIGITAL VALUES OF FREQUENCY - AND
VIRTUAL HEIGHT SCALED FROM IONOGRANS. THESE ARE ANALYZED DATA
IN A BOUND VOLUME THAT WAS PREPARGD BY THE COMMUNICATIONS
RESEARCH CENTER IN OTTAWA. CANADA. WITHIN THE BOOK. THE DATA
ARE ARRANGED CHRD)ROLOGILALLY• BUT TIRE COVERAGE FOR DIFFERENT
VOLUMES 15 OVERLAPPING. TELEMETRY STATIONS ARE NOT
IDENTIFIED. BUT SATELLITE LOCATION. TIME OF OBSERVATION. SOLAR
ZENITH ANGLE AT THE SATELLITE. DIP LATITUDE AT THE SATELLITE.
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT DOWN TO THE ALTITUDE OF HIGHEST
IONOSPHERICALuv REFLECTED FREOUEHCY. AND OTHER RELEVANT
INFORHATION ARE LISTED FOR EACH PROFILE. PROFILE DATA CONSIST
OF ELECTRONDENSITY AND GEOMETRIC HEIGHT VALUES FOR EACH POINT
SCALED FROM THE CORCORAN. FOR INTERPOLATED VALUES OF ELECTRON
DENSITY AT STANDARD INCREMENTS OF GEOMETRIC HEIGHT, A CPC
INTERPOLATION PROGRAM CAN BE RUN WITH THIS DATA SET ON TAPE
I7I-024A-01P). 13ACH OF THESE RAW PROFILES OCCUPIES ABOUT FOUR
LINES OF PRINT. AND A CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX OF ALL DATA FROM ALL
VOLUMES APPEARS IN The FRONT OF THE BOOK. THESE IOHOGRAMS
WERE SELECTED FOR THEIR SCIENTIFIC INTEREST. AND COMPRISE ONLY
A VERY SMALL PORTION OF REDUCTIONS POSSIBLE FROM THE AVAILABLE
IONOGRANS. THE BOOK 15 TITLED -ISIS 2 IONOSPHERIC DATA H
(H1..
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORTS)
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/23/67 TO 09/26/67
CAS VERIFIED BY HSSDCI
QUANTITY OF DATA	 9 CAROLS) OF 8/W MICROFICHE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF REDUCED DENSITY DATA IN THE
FORK OF DENSITY-ALTITUDE PROFILES ON SEHILOG PLOTS. THERE AR°
98 PLOTS WITH ALTITUDE RANGING FROM I4D-250 KH. THE PLOTS ARE
BY ORBIT CORBITS 9 THROUGH 06 WITH CAPS IN DATA COVERAGE) AND
SEPARATED WITHIN ORBIT ACCORDING TO WHETHER THEIR NOTION WAS,
TOWARD OR AWAY FROM PERIGEE. THESE DATA ARE IN VOL 2.
APPENDIX B. OF PEARSON. -THE LOW-G ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION
SYSTEM ORBITAL ACCELEACHETER SYSTEM.- DOCUMENTATION FOR





CHID. LGGACS I. AGENA
EXPERIMENT NAME- WIND COMPONENT NORMAL TO ORBIT PLANE
BELOW 200 KH
NSSDC ID- 67-0508-02
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE.DATA RECORDED- O7/23/67
PERSONNEL
P1 - Y.T. CHIU ....•.•....... AEROSPACE CORP
LOS ANGELES. CA
01	 W.A. FEESS .............. AEROSPACE' CORP.
LOS ANGELES.. CA
THIS -EXPERIMENT - -WAS. .NOT .PLANNED. BUT ITS POSSIBILITIES
WERE. REALIZED AFTER- EXAMINATION OF 	 ACCELEROMETER
(EXPERIMENT -011. DATA. CONTROL-GAS. FIRIHO DATA AND
CALIBRATION HOOF -FOR THE ACCELEROMETER PROVIOED DATA TO HAKE
POSSIBLE THE CALCULATION OF WIND FORCES PERPENDICULAR. 70-THE
ORBIT PLANE- THIS -SENSOR. WAS THE .AGENA. SPACECRAFT
CROSS-SECTION AND THE DATA FROM THE ACCELEROMETER AND CONTROL
GAS' RECORDS. MORE DETAILS ARE GIVEN IN FEESS. -LGGACS MIND
ANALYSIS.- SUFFICIENT DATA WAS AVAILABLE::. TO 'PR12VIDE-WIND
COMPONENT DATA PERPENDICULAR TO THE TRAJECTORY. OVER.&. PERIOD
OF SEVERAL DAYS.
DI	 K.R..YOUNG ...............AEROSPACE CORP
..	 EL.SEGUNDO• CA
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS A MINIATURE ELECTROSTATIC	 -
ACCELER68ETCR CMESAl. THIS CONSISTED OF AN-ELECTROSTATICALLY
BALANCED PROOF MASS. WHICH COULD BE ELECTROSTATICALLY PULSE -
REOALANCED ALONG ITS SENSITIVE AXIS. - .COUNTS or THE	 -	 -	 -	 -
REBALANCING PULSES WERE OBSERVED AND CONVERTED IHTQ DENSITY	 DATA SET NAME -WIND COMPONENTS PERPENDICULAR TO ORBIT
VALUES.	 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. SEE FOTOU. -AN .ORBITAL 	 PLANE BELOW 200 KH. 25-27 MAY 1967, FICHE
ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION. EXPERIMENT.!-THE... EXPERIMENT.:.-
OPERATED, AS INTENDED. FOR ONLY A FEW DAYS DUE TO THE LOW	 HSSGC ID- 67-0506.02A
ORBIT PERIGEE (WHICH WAS THE LOCATION. OF MOST. USEFUL OATAI•
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET-DATA IN PUBLISHED. REPORTCSL.
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 05/25167 TO 0S027/67 - -
(AS .VERIFIED 'AY HSSOCI
pUANTLTY 9F.GATA--'.!:9 CARDIS).OFS/)f MICROFICHE
DATA SET HAKE- DENSITY PLOTS.- 146-240M. 23-26 MAY 1967
	
WIND VELOCITY COMPONENTS PERPENDICULAR TO THE ORBIT
ON MICROFICHE-
	 -	 -	 -	
PLANE -..I IHCLiHATIOH 91.5.-DEG) .WERE.CALCLLATED. USING THE
-	
- SATELLITE YAW -ANGLE OF ATTACK-DATA, THESE ARE REDUCED.DATA..139
NSSDC ID- 67-0508-CIA -
	
	
POLAR. PLOTS PREPARED BY THE EXPERIMENTER-S OFFICE. DN EACH OF
EIGHT S POLAR OIAGRAMS I" POLE ONLYIor SEVERAL ORBITS (NEAR
48
SPACECRAFT CONKON NAME- LOGACB I. AGENA
ALTERNATE MANES- 02816
NSSOC SO- 67-OZDB
LAUNCH DATE- 09/22/07 	 WEIGHT-	 870. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05125/67
ORBIT PARAMETERS
BRUIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- OS/27"7
4RSIT PERIOD- 88.42 HtH	 INCLINATION- 91.49 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 148.000 KM ALT	 APDAPSIS- 248.000 KH ALT
THIS SPACECRAFT CONSISTED OF THE AGENA SECOND STAGE.
MHICH WAS USED TO LAUNCH A CLASSIFIED PRIMARY PAYLOAD. THE
LGGACS EXPERIMENT WAS THE ONLY []ME CARRIED DN THE AGENA. IT
WAS MOUNTED IN THE AFT OF THE VEHICLE. AND INCLUDED A TAPE
RECORDER. A CLOCK. AND TELEMETRY EQUIPMENT. THE ORBIT WAS
EXTENDED BY AODITIONAL FIRING CF THE ROCKET ENGINES DURING
ORBIT 18. BOTH REAR-TIME AND TAPERECORDED DATA WERE OBTAINED.
THE SHORT SATELLITE LIFETIME OF 5 DAYS WAS DUE TO THE LOW
PERIGEE. WHICH WAS INTENDED 5I14CE THE ALTITUDE OF EXPERIMENTAL
INTEREST WAS IN THIS REGION.. MORE DETAILS OF THE SPACECRAFT
OPERATION ARE IN FOTCU. -AN ORBITAL ACCELEROMETER. CALIBRATION
EXPERIMENI.t
BRUCE, LGGACS 1. AGENA
EXPERIMENT NAME- LGGACS I. ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY SYSTEM 	 -
NSSOC ID- 67-0508-03
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORCEO- 05/25/6T
PERSONNEL	 .
PI - R.W. BRUCE ............. AEROSPACE CARP
.,	 EL SEGUHUO- CA
OI - J.A. PEARSON ............AEROSPACE CORP
EL SEGUNDO n CA
Ot - E.G. FGTDU ......4...... AEROSPACE CORP
EL SEGUNDO. CA-- 	 - -
0I - A.B. PRAG .............. - AEROSPACE CORP -	
- -
-	
EL SEGUNDO. CA	 -
DATA SET NAME- ACCELEROMETER PLOTS. 140-240 KM.
23-26 MAY t967. ON MICROFICHE
NSSOL IO- 67-OSOB-010
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORTS)
TIME PERIOD COVERED- Q5/23/6T TO 05/26/67
(AS VERIFIED BY IiSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	
9 CAROM OF B/W MICROFICHE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF REDUCED DATA. IN THE FORN OF
LINEAR GRAPHS AGAINST TIME REFERENCE O (TUG) TIME IN SECONOS.
FROM THE ACCELEROMETER EXPERIMENT. THE PARAMETERS ON ONE SET
OF GRAPHS ARE COUNTS (C) AND ON THE OTHER SET ARE IFY/SEC 50).
{NOTE (C) (SUE-7) (G1 -CA)l. THE -COUNT- GRAPHS ARE IN VOL 1.
APPBHOIX G. AND THE OTHER GRAPHS CONVERTED TO OF{ITS OF
ACCELERATION ARE IN VOL 2. APPENDIX A OF PEARSON. ET AL. -THE
LOW-G ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION SYSTEM ORBITAL ACCELEROMETER
CALIDAAYION SYSTEM.- EXPERIMENTER CORRECTIONS AND CALIBRATION
HAVE BEEN APPLIED TO THESE DATA. DOCUMENTATION FOR REDUCTION
PROCEDURES USED PAR THESE DATA ARE IN CHAPTER 2. VOL I OF THIS
REFERENCE.
LOGACS 1/MARINER 2/MARINER 4
PERIGEE) ARE TRACED WITH COMPONENT VINO VECTORS PLOTTED AT
REGULARLY SPACED INTERVALS. FOR AN ORBITAL TRACE COVERING 90
DEG LAT. ABOUT 12 COMPONENT WIHVS ARE CALCULATED. TWO OP THE
POLAR DIAGRAMS ARE P DOUBLE SCALE- AND ALSO CONSTANT HEIGHT
LINES FOR THE DATA. THESE DATA ARE DN PAGES 7-31 THROUGH 7-30
OF SECT. 7. VOL 2 OF PEARSON. -THE LOW-G ACCELEROMETER
CALIBRATION fiYSTEM ORBITAL ACCELEROMETER CALIBRAT[DH SYSTEM.*
DOCUMENTATION FOR REDUCTION OF THESE DATA ARE AL56 CONTAINED
IN THIS PAPER [SECTION 71. CRAW DATA SAMPLES ARE ILLUSTRATED
IN THE PAPER. AND MORE COMPLETE RAM DATA "AXE HP APPBNO[X C OF
VOL 27.
SPACECRAFT CD-IUON NAME- H&RINER 2
ALTERNATE Nc .- 1962 ALPHA RHO I. P 38
MARINER R-2, 00374
HSSDC IO- 62-00A
LAUNCH DATE- 68!27/62 	 WEIGHT-	 203. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 01/03/61
ORBIT PARAMETERS
DR81T TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- OO/27/52
ORBIT PERIDO- 292. DAYS	 INCLINATION-	 0. DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 0.72 AU RAD	 APOAPSIS-	 1.0 AU RAO
THE MARINER 2 SPACECRAFT WAS THE SECOND OF A SERIES OF
SPACECRAFT USED FOR PLANETARY EXPLORATION IN THE FLYGY. OR
NONLANDING. MODE. MARINER 2 WAS A BACKUP FOR THE MARINER 1
MISSION WHICH FAILED SHORTLY AFTER LAUNCH TD VENUS. THE
SPACECRAFT WAS ATTITUDE STABILIZED USING THE SUN AND EARTH AS
REFERENCES. TIE SPACECRAFT WAS SOLAR POHEAEO AND CAPAELE OF
CONTINUOUS TELEMETRY OPERATION. THE SPACECRAFT OBTAINED DATA
ON THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM DURING THE PLIGHT TO VENUS AND
OBYOUP AND OBTAINED PLANETARY DATA DURING THE ENCOUNTER OF
VENUS. THE SPACECRAFT PASSED 41.000 KK FROM VENUS ON DECEMBER
14. 1962.
AND THE THIRD IN THE SUNLIT SIDE HEAR 00 DEC; LONGITUDE• THE
ACCURACY GF THE TEMPERATURES OSTAINEO VARIES FROM 2 DEG FOR
SOURCE TEMPERATURES HEAR 500 PEG K TO 10 DEG FOR SOURCE
TEMPERATURES NEAR 200 PEG K. THE SPATIAL RESOLUTION IS I/250
FOR THE TOTAL PLANETARY AREA. THE DATA CAN BE FOUND IN •JGR.•
VOL 68. PP 6[37-6169. 1963• A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF THE
INSTRUMENTATION. OPERATION. AND CALIBRATION OF THE RADIOMETER
IS A4_S6 PRESENTED.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- MARINER 4
ALTERNATE NAMES- 00942
NSSDC 10- 64-0"A,
LAUNCH DATE- 11/25/64	 WRIGHT-	 262. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/20/67
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC 	 EPOCH DATE- 07/15/65
ORBIT FER100- 567. DAYS 	 INCLINATION-	 0. DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 t.t AU RAD	 APDAPSIS-	 1.65 AU RAD
MARINER 4 WAS THE FOURTH IN A SERIES OF SPACECRAFT USED
FOR PLANETARY EXPLORATION IN A FLYBY MODE. IT Who DESIGNED TD
CONDUCT CLOSEUP SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE PLANET MARS AND
To TRANSMIT THESE OBSERVATIONS TO EARTH. OTHER MISSION
OBJECTIVES WERE TO PERFORM FIELD AHD PARTICLE MEASURENENTS to
INTERPLANETARY SPACE IN THE VICINITY OF MARS AND TO PROVIDE
EXPERIENCE IN AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENGINEERING CAPABILITIES
FOR INTERPLANETARY FLIGHTS OF LONG DURATION. AFTER 7.5 FLNTHS
CF FLIGHT. THE SPACECRAFT FLEW BY MARS ON JULY 14. 1955. AND
RETURNED 21 PICTURES PLUS 21 LINES OP PICTURE 22. THE CLOSEST
APPROACH WAS 9846 KH FROM THE MARTIAN SURFACE. THE SPACECRAFT
PERFORMED ALL PROGRAMMED ACTIVITIES SUCCESSFULLY AT THE PROPER
TIRES AND RETURNED USEFUL DATA FROM LAUNCH UNTIL OCTOBER 1965,
WHEN THE DISTANCE FROM EARTH AND 315 ANTENNA ORIENTATION.
TCMPURAR[LV HALTED THE SIGNAL AtOU[S1TION. DATA ACQUISITION
RESUMED IN LATE 1967 AND CONTINUED UNTIL DECEMBER 20, 196Y.
NEUGEBAUER. MARINER 2
LEIGHTON. MARINER 4	 -
CTPERIKENT NAME- INFRARED RADIOMETER
EXPERIMENT NAME- MARS TV CAMERA
NSSSC I0- 52-64LA-02
NSSDC ID» 04-077A-Ot
STATUS OF OPERATION- 1NDPERADLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/14/62 	 STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECDRDEO- 07/140'65
PERSONNEL
P[ - G.	 NEUGEBAUER ......•. NASA-JPL	 PERSONNEL
PASADENA.. CA
	
- PI - R.D. LEIGHTON .......... CALIF INST OF TECH -	 -
PASADENA. CA
THE INFRARED RADIOMETER ON MARINER A WAS DESIGNED TO
MEASURE THE RADIATION TEMPERATURES OF SMALL AREAS OF VENUS IN	 THE MARS TELEVISION EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO OBTAIN
THE 8.4- AND 10.4-HICRON BANDS. OPTICALLY. :THE RADIOMETER 	 PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE MARTIAN SURFACE AND TELEMETER THEM TD
CONSISTED OF TLC SIMILAR LENS SYSTEMS WHOSE AXES WERE 	 EARTH. THE TV SUBSYSTEM .CONSISTED OF (1) -A . CASSMRA[H
SEPARATED BY 45 DEG. DHE SYSTEM. ESTABLISHING THE CHAPPING	 )[ARROW-ANGLE REFLECTING TELESCOPE WITH A 30.5-CH EFFECTIVE
REFERENCE. VIEWED DARK SPACE. AND THE OTHER VIEWED THE PLANET. 	 FOCAL LENGTH AND A 1-03-, BY I.DS-PEG FIELD OF VIE,V. 921 A
THE ENERGY THROUGH THE TWO SYSTEMS WAS COMMINED INTO A SINCLE .	SHUTTER ANO FILTER ASSEMMY THAT -HAD 0.06 AND 0.20-SEC	 -
CHOPPEO DEAR- THAT WAS IN TURN SPLIT BYA DICNROIC FILTER INTO	 EXPOSURE TIMES AND USEDRED AND GREEN FILTERS. 131 A. SLOW SCAN
TWO 'PERPEMDtCULAR BEARS THAT WERE INCIDENT ON TWO THERMISTOR	 VIDICON TUBE. WITH A 0.22 BY 0.22-IN. SD TARGET. xNICM
BOLDKETER DETECTORS. THREE SUCCESSFUL SCANS WERE ACCOMPLISHED 	 TRANSLATED THE OPTICAL. IMAGP INTO AN ELECTRICAL VIDEO SIGNAL.
DURING PLANETARY PLYSY OR DECEHBER 14. 1962.. THE ACCURACY OF	 AND (4) RELATED :.ELECTRGNICSINCLUOIH	 EG A. 	 DATA HCOOER. ON
THE RADIATION. TEMPERATURES OBTAINED VARIED FROM '2 DEG FOR 	 JULY , '.li. I943.. AT OD1B .UT.  ' THE PICTURE. RECORDING $CWENCE' .
SOURCE TEMPERATURES NEAR 200 DEG K TO . 10 DEG FOR SGURCE	 COMMENCED. VIDICON OUTPUT : UNDERWENT ANAL13G-Tp-dt6$TAL.
TEMPERATURES HEAR. 500 DEG K. A. COMPLETE DESCRIPTION - • AND - CONVERSION AND OATA WERE STORED AT 240.1200 BITS PER PICTURE . ON
PERFGAMANCE SUhSIARY FOR THE MARINER 2. RADIOMETER IS GIVEN IN _	 A TWO-TRACK. I1.4-.IN.+ 330-AFT LONG, MAGNETIC TAPE LOOP. ON THE	 --
-MARINER-VENUS 1962. FINAL PROJECT REPORT.- NASA SP-59, 1965.	 SPACECRAFT. TWO OF. EVERY THREE PICTURES TAKEN WERE RECORDEDON	 -
THE . TAPE. RESULTING IN .A CHAIN OF PAIRS OF OVERLAPPING.	 -	 - -
....	 - ....	
ALTERNATELY FILTERED PICTURES EXTENDING -ACROSS THE DISC'. OF
.. HARE	 WAWA WERE °TRANSMITTED . .AFTER. OCCUL,TATIDN OF 5S.	 E
 .
SPACECRAFT BY. MARS BY
	
THE RADIO SU6.:YSTFJt FRGM.JULV . SYSTE T	 ,
1963. AND WERE .PROCESSNP . IN. REAL TIRE BY A 7044/7094 SYSTEM
 
- TD	 -
F.ORHAT MAGNETIC TAPES OF -THE TMAGE DATA FOR PROCESSING BY THE 	 j	 -
_	
RANGER TELEVISION - PROCESSING PROGRAMS .AND FOR CONVERSION TO A
DATA SEC NAME- PUBLISHED INFRARED RADIATION TEMPERATURES 	 FILM RECORD-, COHVERSIOLI - FROM ELECTRICAL SIGNALS TO: AN OPTIC>SL..-
IMAGE WAS PERFORMED BY . THE VIDEO-TO-FILM RECORDER LISIHG 64 	 {	 _
HSSDC :10--62-041A-CZA	 SHADES... THE .P_XPERIMENT . -YIELDED 21 PICTURES PLUS . 2L LINES OF
PICTURE 22- THI$'..Fr;WORMANCE INDICATED A NORMAL.. RECORDING
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SL-T-.DATA In P_UpLISKO REPDRTCS)	 SEQUENCE. COMPUTER 'PROCESSING PROGRAMS . YIELDED - FHDTOGRAPHS".	 - 1
WITH GREATER CONTRAST THAN THE RAW IMAGE DATAe A PETAILCO	 1
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12114/62 T13IV14162 	 -	 -	 OESCRIFTEON ' OF THE_TELEVISION EXPERIMENT. DATA -PROCESSING. -.ANTI
(AS VERIFIED BY;HSSOCI ..	-	 THE VARIOUS VERSIONS (IF THE PHOTOGRAPHY CAN BE FOUND I N. THE	 I
-	 JPL -MARINER MARS 1964 - PROJECT REpDRT+ TELEVISION EXPERSMENT.
QUANTITY DF DATA- 	 T CARDISI OF B/W MICROFICHE
	
PART 1. INVESTIGATORS-. REPORT. OF 
THE 
-MARINER IV PICTURES OF
.	
.. MARS.- TR 32-804.:1967.
-.
THESE DATA CONSIST OF RADIATION TEMPERATURES 'DF, TOE 8.4- 	 . ' 	 '     	 '
AND 1O.4-KICRCH BANDS. WHICH ARE AVAILABLE FOR THREE SCANS	 ..	 +
THAT WERE ACCOMPLISHED DURING PLANETARY FLYBY OR DECEMBER 14.
1962. EACH .APPROXIMATELY MERIOIAHAL.. SCAN -CONSISTS X00 ABOUTFIVE 
TO EIGHT FRAMES. WITH THE FIRST SCAM CROSSIH:'THE DARK	 -	 -	 - --	 -	 '
SIDE NEAR 50 DEG LONGITUDE. THE SECOND HEAR THE TERMINATOR.	 '	 -	 !
iMARINER 4/MARINER 5
DATA SET HARE- ENHANCED VERSIONS OF TCLCVISIGN PICTURES
NSSDC ID- 64-077A-OIA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/14/63 TD 07!14/65
SAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA- 112 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET CONTAINS SEVERAL TYPES OF ENHANCEMENTS OF
THE 21 PICTURES PLUS 21 LINES OF PICTURE 22 RETURNED BY THE
TELEVISION EXPERIMENT. THE PHOTOGRAPHS ARE ON 4- BY S-IN.
NEGATIVE FILM SHEETS. THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF ENHANCEMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE -• TYPE A -- AERBNAUIICAL CHART AND INFORMATION
CENTER (ACICJ AIR BRUSH RENDITIONS CAN INTERPRETIVE RENDITICN
OF WHAT THE SURFACE OF MARS MAY LOOK LIKE). TYPE B -- A
CALIBRATED AND GEOMETRICALLY CORRECTED VCPSIOH ENHANCED IH
CONTRAST. TYPE C -- THE SAME AS B, BUT ALSO SHARPENED. TYPE D
^- A NEGATIVE VERSION OF THE CALIBRATED. ENHANCED PICTURE IN
THE ORIGINAL PICTURE FORMAT. TYPE C -- A CALIBRATED.
CONTRAST-ENHANCED VERSION IN THE ORIGINAL PICTURE FORMAT. TYPE
F SAME AS E VERSION* BUT ALSO SHARPENED, TYPE G —
•FLUCTUATION PLOT- IN WHICH SMOOTH AREAS ARE RENOCRCD AS DARK
AND LOCALLY ROUGH AREAS ARE RENDERED AS LIGHT. CALIBRATION
REMOVES THE SENSOR PROPERTIES FROM THE IMAGE. I.E.. VIDICON
PLATE SHADING. SHARPENING HELPS TO DELINEATE THE CRATER EDGES.
VARIANCE PLOTS ARE BASICALLY FOR PHOTOMETRY PURPOSES. THE
PICTURES ARE NUMBERED 10. IC, ETC— DENOTING PICTURE ORDER
NUMBER AND ENHANCENCNT TYPE AS DESIGNATED ABOVE. EACH OF THE
FIRST I6 PICTURES TAKEN BY THE VIDICON HAS BEEN ENHANCED BY
THE METHODS DESCRIBED. THE ACIC AIRBRUSH RENDITIONS COMBINE
TWO OVERLAPPING PICTURES ON ONE 4- BY 3-IN. FILM SHECY. THERE
ARE THEREFORE EIGHT OF THESE NUMBERED 1.2A 3.4A. ETC. PICTURE
NO. I WAS ENHANCED TO DISCERN HAZE. SINCETHE PICTURE ELEMENT
IPIACLJ RANGE WAS SPALL IN PICTURES 17 TO 22. THE PIXELS HAVE
BEEN LINEARLY STRCTCHED TO PRESENT SOME CONTRAST IN THE IMAGE,
THE LEV CONTRAST DISCERNIBILITY IN THE NEGATIVES. HOWEVER.
RESULTS IN PICTURES OF NEGLIGIBLE VALUE. IN A SEPARATE
ENHANCEMENT OF PICTURE Nor I {DESIGNATED AS 1111. PIXELS WERE
STRETCHED AND LICHIENED ONLY IN THE FUZE PORTIONS IN ORDER TO
IHDICATC CONTRASTIN THIS PHENOMENON. REPRODUCTIONS AND
FURTHER DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF THESE TELEVISION
PICTURES ARE PRESENTED IN -MARINER )TARS 1964 PROJECT REPORT.
TELEVISION EXPERIMENT. PART I. INVESTIGATORS' REPORT. OP JPL
TECHNICAL REPORT 32-084. • HARINER IV , PICTURES OF MARS.- BY
PDBERT 0- LEIGHTON. ET
 AL.. 1467.
DATA SET NAME- PICTURE ELEMENT MATRICES
NSSOC ID- 64-077A-01B
DATA SCT NAME- MARINER 4 TV PHOTOGRAPHS DP NABS ON 35-MM
MICROFILM
NSSDC IO- 64-677A-OIG
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSOC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/IA/65 TO 07!14!65
SAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIRENTEBL
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 I RCELISI OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA .SET CONSISTS OF THE COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHY OF
THE MARTIAN SURFACE FROM THE MARINER 4 MISSION RECEIVED FROM
JAL REPRODUCCO ONTO 35-MM MICROFILM. THIS DATA SET MAY DE
USED AS A CATALOG FOR THE MARINER 4 PHOTOGRAPHY. OF THE 22
FRANCS OBTAINED. ONLY 10 CONTAIN USABLE DATA. THESE FRAH95
ARE OF THE ORIGINAL. RAW. UNCORRECTED PHOTOS ONLY.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- MARINER 5
ALTERNATE NAMCS- MARINER VENUS 67. 02845
N550C ID- 67-060A
LAUNCH DATE- 06/14/67
	 WEIGHT-	 245. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- LU214167
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCEHrRJC
	 EPOCH GATE- 06<14/67
ORBIT PERIOD- 292. DAYS
	 INCLINATION-	 0. OEG
PCRIAPSIS-	 .72 AV RAO	 APOAPSIS-	 1.0 Ali
THE MARINER 5 SPACECRAFT WAS THE FIFTH IN A SERIES OF
SPACECRAFT USED FOR PLANETARY EXPLORATION IN THE FLYBY NODE.
MARINER 5 WAS A REFURDISHFD BACKUP SPACECRAFT FOR THE MARINER
4 MISSION AND WAS CONVERTED FROM A MARS MISSION TO A VENUS
MISSION. THE SPACECRAFT WAS FULLY ATTITUDE STABILIZED• USING
THE SUN AND THE STAR CANOPUS AS REFERENCES. A CENTRAL COMPUTER
AND SEQUENCER SUBSYSTEM SUPPLIED TIMING SEQUENCES AND
COMPUTING SERVICES FOR OTHER SPACECRAFT SUBSYS7ENS. THE
SPACECRAFT PASSED 4000 KM FROM VENUS ON OCTOBER 1R. .1967. THE
SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS MEASURED BOTH INTERPLANETARY AND
VENUSIAN MAGNETIC FICLPS. CHARGED PARTICLES. AND PLASMAS, AS
WELL AS THE RADIO REFRACTIVITY AHD UV EMISSIONS OF THE
VENUSIAN ATHOSPHCR:. THE MISSION WAS TERMED A SUCCESS.
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORTISI
	
ESHLERAN. MARINER 5
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 07/14/6$ TO 07.114/65	 EXPERIMENT NAME- TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER
{AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER]
NSSDC 20- 67-06DA-02
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 4 CARD(S) OF O/W MICROFICHE
STATUS GF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
	
THIS DATA 'SET CONSISTS GP MICROFICHE PAGES OF THE JET	 PATE LAST USAOLC DATA RECORDED- !1/21.167
PROPULSION LAS CJPLJ REPORT. TR32-304. PART I. THE REPORT





 FROM HARINER A.--ALONG WITH THE {NVEST[GA70RS- REPORTS.
	 P1 - V.R. ESHLEMA14 .......... STANFORD-U
	 -	 -
REDUCED DATA AREPRESENTED IN NUMERICAL AND PICTORIALFORM,
	 STANFORD. CA
AND PROCEDURES FOR CORRECTING THE ORIGINAL DIGITAL DATA ARC
	 OK - T.A. CROFT ............. STANFORD U
DESCRIBED. CALIBRATED AND .
 ,CONTRAST-ENHANCED PICTURES SHOW
	 STANFORD. CA
MUCH MOVIE. .DETAIL THAN THE. UNCORRECTED'. PICTURES. CIN WHICH 300 
	 "
DISTINCT AND POSS{RLY 300 MORE CAN BE DISCERNED) IN CONTRAST
	 BOTH 423.3-MHZ AND ITS ZZ17 SUGHARMOH[C 49.O-MH2 SIGNALS
TO THC 100 DETECTED 024 THE PRELIMINARY PHOTOS'. BACKGROUND
	 WERE TRANSMITTED FROM A 4.6-H STEERADLE PARABOLIC ANTENNA AT
INFORMATION ON THE .PHOTOS IS GIVEN IN APPENDIXES.. VARIOUS	 STANFORD - UNIVERSITY TO THE TWO-FREQUENCY RADIO RECEIVER DN-THC
RENDITIONS OF THE I9 USABLE PHOTOGRAPHS ARE PRESENTED. THESE
	 SPACECRAFT: THE HIGH-FREQUENCY- - SICHAI- SERVED - AS.A REFERENCE
PHOTOS RANGE FROM -THE -MARTIAN LIAM TO THC TERMINATOR. - OF	 SIGNAL SINCE ITS PRDPAGATIDN - TIME WAS NOT APPRECIABLY DELAYED.
THESE PHOTOS. 16 HAVE BEEN CALIBRATED, ENHANCED IN CONTRAST.
	 THE LOW-FRCQUENCY SIGNAL WAS DELAYED IN PROPORTION TO THE
SHARPENED -
 IN RESOLUTION. AND GEOMETRICALLY CORRECTED. THESE
	 TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT IN THE PROPAGATION PATH. ON^: THE
16 . . - PHOTOS 'ARE PRESENTED _.IN 'THE STATED VERSIONS.. PLUS.AN 	 SPACECRAFT, A PHASE LOCKED RECEIVED- COUNTED THE BEAT FREQUENCY
AIRBRUSH DRAWING AS INTERPRETED ELY AX .RONAUTICAL CHART AMC;
	 ZERO CROSSING$ OF THE RECEIVED SIGNALS TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS
INFORMATION CENTER [ACIC) PERGONNEL. FRANCS 17-22 ARC	 OF PHASC-PATH DIFFERENCES. DIFFERENTIAL DELAY Cr THE GROUP
PRESENTED IN ONE VERSION .ONLY. EACH PICTURE APPEARS IN THE 	 VELOCITY WAS ALSO 08SERVED. AND THESE. VALUES WORE TELEME[ERED
FOLLOWING' FORKS -- CAI THEACIC AIRBRUSH.-CE)-.A CALIBRATED ANDTO THE GROUND STATION. PROM CALCULATCD TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT
GEOMETRICALLY CORRECTED VERSION ENHANCED. IN CONTRAST. -IC],AS	 VALUES. THE IONOSPHERIC' EFFECT Y1fP TO A SELECTED ALTITUDE
[(i] BUT SHARPENED, (OJ :A NEGATIVE VERSION OF THE CALIBRATED.	 OBTAINED FROM OTHER EXPERIMENTAL .TECHNI000$) CAN OE SUBTRACTED
ENHANCED PICTURE .IH :THE. ORTGTHAL T+ORNAT. .IE)'A. CALIBRATED. 	 TO PRODIUCE DATA DESCRIBING THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON CUNTEHT
CONTRAST ENHANCED: .
 VERSION -
 OF THU.. ORIGINAL FORMAT. .CFI As tev 	 WTHE "SOLAR WIND ANP ITS VARIATIONS. THE E'XPERIPENT NAP
CUT SHARPENED* AND.' {GJ THE PICTURES ARE PRESENTED IN PAIRS.'
	 OPERATED NOMINALLY' FROM LAUNCH To NOVEMBER 1967. FOR SIMILAR
WITH A •FLUCTUATION. PLOT 
IN 
WHICH SMOOTH. AREAS ARE REMOERED
	
EXPERIMENTS. COVERING.. 12THER TIME PERIODS. SEE 68-100A-03.
AS- .DARK
	
.- AND LOCALLY . Hour" AREAS_ARE RENDERED AS :LIGHT.-'THE	 67-123A-03. 66-075A-041 'AND-. 65-I05A-04..- J40RC DETAILED--
ACIC - RENDITIONS - INCORPORATC TWO OVERLAPPINC - .PICTURES CF.A PAIR -	 DESCRIPTIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT CAN BE 'FOUND IN THE +JGR. • VOL
IN A. SINGLE VIEW. OUT THE PHOTOGRAPHS' ARE PRESENTED	 17. PP 3325-3327. AND IN 'RADIO SCIENCE. • VOL 6. PP 35-63.
SEPARATELY.
	 TECHNICAL INFORkATION IS ALSO PRGVI0E0 AND - 	 -
INCLUDES. -- I1) —FILTER .USED..[21.PHOTO. CENTER . LOCATION. C3I
.	 ..O[MENSIONS OF 7ryE'PHO7D FIELD IN 9M. M. LOCAL, 	 TIME AND 	 -- 	 --
ZENITH ANGLE, 951 BRIGHTNESS RANGE AHD. I61 - CONNENTS,
CAPTIONS DESCRISC EACH VERSION. THIS DATASET IS -FOUND IN .
 TAP	 -
002970.- PHOTO OIIALIETY- IS VERY GOODAND NAY BE USED IN SQNC-
	 - - -	 - - -	 -
13CIE7RTIFIC STUDIES. -
so
MARINER S/MA rINER 6
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT DATA ON PUNCHED CARDS
NS5DG 10- 67-06DA-02A
AVAILABILITY OP DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 06/14/67 TO 12121/67
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTt,lY OF DATA-	 I REEL(S2 OF MAGNETIC TAPE
T41S DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED HOURLY VALUES OF
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND THE SOLAR
WIND. THESEARE RECUCED DATA CALCULATED FROM MEASUREMENTS OF
THE DIrFEREUT UAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCIYV- THE HOURLY DATA
ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED FROM ANALOG
RECORDS. EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE PORTION OF THE
DAY LAODUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE; SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW PROM
THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON ONE 556-EPI•
T-TRACK. BCD MAGNETIC TAPE GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM PUNCHED
CARDS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE TAPE ALSO CONTAINS
IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TINE PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6
165-205A-04A). 7 166-075A-04A2• 8 (47-123A-03A). AND 9(66-IOCA-03A).
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT DATA DN MICROFILM
NSSDC ID- 67-06DA-0213
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- OVt4/67 TO ZU22/67
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	
1 REELLS) OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED AND PLOTTED HOURLY
VALUES OFTOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE. AND
THE SOLAR WIND. THUS. ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED PROM
MEASUREMENTS QF THE DIFFERENTIAL .DELAY OF THE CROUP VELOCITY.
THE HOURLY DATA ARE REPRESSENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED
FROM ANALOG RECGRDS. EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE
PORTION OP TIE DAY IABOUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT
WAS IN VIEW PROM THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SETT I5 ON
35-KH MICROFILM GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM DATA SUPPLIED BY THE
EXPERIMENTER. THIS MICROFILM ALSO CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR
OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6 (55-105A-0461. 7
t66-975A-0491. 0 (67-t23A -03131. AND 9 968-tUOA-1330)t AND SOLAR
WIND ELECTRON DENSITY PLOTS FROM PIONEERS 6 165-904A-04E). 7
906-075A-04E). 8 167-223A-0301. AND 9 466-100A-9301.
DATA SET NAME- Ozalr}I, VALUES DF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO LAO[
USSOC ID- 67-060A-02C	 -
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT PSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/0I<6T TO I0/.16167(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA- 	 I REELS) OF MAGNCTIC TAPE
THESE DATA WERE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG
RECORDS BY THE EXPERIHENTER-S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST
OF HOURLY VALUES OF NORMALIZED ELECTRON -NUMBER DENSITY IN THE
SOLAR WINO. TO DETAIN THESE DATA.. THE IONOSPHERIC .TOTAL
CONTENT WAS REHO yC6 FROM THE OSSERYBD TOTAL . CONTENT VALUES.
AND THE TOTAL CONTENT PATH LENGTH WAS USED TO CONVERT TOTAL
CONTENT TO DENSITY. THIS RESULTING VALUES WERE THEN NORMALIZED
TO I AU ASSURING DENSITY TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE
SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SOLAR OISTANCE. VALUES RESULTING -FROM
INTERPOLATICH ARE FLAGGED. NO INTERPOLATED VALUES WERE
RECORDED WHEN DATA GAPS EXCEEDED -4 DAYS. THIS DATA .SET IS ON
ONE 006-11PI. T-TRACK..ODD-PARITY. BINARY.MAGNETIC TAPE WRITTEN
ON AN TCM 7094. COMPUTER..AUXILIARY DATA ON THE TAPE INCLUDE VT
AND CARRINGTON ROYAT30N NUMBER. DATA ARE AVAILABLE FOR ABOUT
t2. HR PER DAY WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM THE
STANFORD -TRANSMITTER. IDENTICAL. DATA PER OTHER. TIME- PERIODS
FROM PIONEERS 6- t65-IOSA-0403. 7 (6S-07Uh-040). . -B
(67-123A-0301. AND 9 (60-10QA-63C) ALS13 APPEAR ON THIS TAPE.
T
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- MARINER 6
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-691E• MARINER MARS 69A
03759
NSSDC ID- 69-014A
LAUNCH DATE- 02024/69	 WEIGHT-	 700. KG
STATUS OF CPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 00/30/69
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 02/24/69
ORBIT PERIOD- 517. DAYS	 INCLINATION-	 0. DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 1.0 AU RAD
	
APDAPSIS-	 I.S2 AU RAO
MARINER 6 WAS THE SIXTH IN A SERIES OF SPACECRAFT USED
FOR PLANETARY EXPLORATION IH. THE FLYBY NODE. MARINER 6 WAS
ATTITUDE STABILIZED IN THREE AXES (REFERENCED TO THE SUN AND
THE STAR. CAHOPUSI. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SOLAR POWERED AND
CAPABLE OF CONTINUOUS TELEMETRY TRANSMISSION. 17 WAS FULLY
AUTOMATIC IN OPERATION ALTHOUGH IT COULD BE REPROGRAMMED PROM
EARTH DURING THE MISSION. THE SPACECRAFT WAS ORIENTED ENTIRELY
TO PLANETARY DATA ACOUtSITLON. AND NO DATA WERE OBTAINED
CURING THE TRIP TO MARS OR BEYOND MARS. MARINER 6 PASSED 3431
XN FROM MARS ON JULY 3t. 1969. THE SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS TOOK
TV IMAGES OF MARS AND MEASURED THE RADIO REFRACTIVITY AND UV
AHD IR EMISSIONS OF THE MARTIAN ATHOSPHERE. THE HISSI13N WAS A
SUCCESS. AND DATA FROM IT WERE USED TO PROGRAM MARINER T.
GARTH. MARINER 6
EXPERIMENT NAME- UV SPECTROMETER
NSSDC 9O- 69-014A-04
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 07/31/69
PERSONNEL
PI - C.A. BARTH ............. U GP COLORADO
BOULDER. CO
01 - C.Y. HORD .............. U OF COLORADO
BOULDER, CO
OI - J.O. PEARCE ............ U OF COLORADO
BOULOCR. CG
SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE OF THE UV RADIATION
EMITTED FROM THE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE DUE TO -- RESONANCE
SCATTERING OF $04AR RADIATION FROM THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE*
RESONANCE RERADIATICH. FLUORESCENCE. AND PHOTOELECTRON
EXCLTATION OF NEUTRAL AND IONIC CONSTITUENTS FOUND LH THE
LOWER PART OP THE ATMOSPHERE. THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS WERE
DETERMINED -- THE PRESENCE OF CERTAIN. ATOMS. IONS AND
MOLECULES IN THE UPPER AND LOWER ATMOSPHERE, THEIR RESPECTIVE
SCALE HEIGHTS. THE DEGREE OF ATMOSPHERIC RAYLELGH SCATTERING
DUE TO CARBON DIOXIDE, AND SURFACE REFLECTIVITY IN THE UV.
THE INSTRUMENT WASAN EBER7 FASTIE SCANNING HONOCHROMATOR WITH
DUAL PHOTCMULTIPLIER DETECTORS. USED IN THE FOCAL PLANE OF A
REFLECTINGPLANETARY CORDHOGRAPH. INCOMING LIGHT PASSED
THROUGH 'A BAFFLED LIGHT S11AOEAND STRUCK THE PRIMARY TELESCOPE
MIRROR. WHICH 'FOCUSED THE LIGHT THROUGH A PRCSLIT ONTO .A
SECONDARY -MIRROR. FROM THREE, THE LIGHT WAS FOCUSeD . ONTO THE
ENTRANCE SLIT DF THE SPECTROMETER. ENTERING THE 5PEC7RDNETER,
THE RADIATION WAS COLLLRATED BY THE FIRST-HALF OF THE EBERT
MIRROR- ONTO A DIFFRACTION GRATING.. DIFFRACTED LIGHT WAS THEN
FOCUSED ONTO EXIT SLITS BY THE SECOND HALF OF THE EBERT
HIRROR. - A SEPARATE EXIT SLIT WAS PROVIDED FOR EACH OF THE TWO
DETECTORS. THE POSITION OF THE SPECTRAL IMAGES WITH RESPECT
TO THE E9IT SLITS WAS CONTRCLLEU 13Y CYCLICALLY SCANNING THE
GRATING. WITH A SCAN FROM LOW-- TD HIGH-WAVELENGTH TAKING 2.6Z
SEC. AND THE GRATING. RETURN.YAXIHG O..LB.SEC THE WAVELENGTH
REGION FROM t90U A TO 4]00 A WAS COVERED IN FIRST ORDER AS
SEEN BY ONE OF THE TWO SLITS. AHD-THE- RANGE FROM ItOO A-TO
2100 A MEASURED IH SECOND ORDER BY THE .OTHER. THE
PHOTDHULTIPLIER DETECTOR USED. , FOR THE LONC-WAVELEHG . TH RANGE
OPERATED .I" 'TVA GATN NODES.: SG THAT VALID AEASUREMENYS COULD
BE MADE EVER THE ENTIRE DYNAMIC RANCE FROM Ioo To 16.000
RAYLEIGHS. THE SPECTRAL RESOLUTLON . OF THE INSTRUMENT WAS 20 A
AT 2950 A. -IN FIRST ORDER. A SPECTRUM WAS PRODUCED EVERY 3
SEC, AHD CONTAINED 600 VALUES.. FROM. EACH OP THE TWO .DETECTORS.
THIRTY-SIX VALUES WERE USED AS FIDUCIAL - PERIOD 'MEASUREMENTS
AND Sd4 PER SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS. MEASUREMENTS OF
LYMAN-ALPHA. - RADIATION - AT .1226 A MERE. ALS3.. TAKEN AFTER
ENCOUNTER- :.LESS' THAN 76 :MINUTES OF OAVA WERE. OBTATfED:FROM
BOTH CHAHNELS DURING THE MARIHErl 6NEAR-ENCCUNTISR EOUATORIAL
SCAN ON -JULY 31, 1969. THE 'QUALITY OAFTHE DATA WAS.GOMPARASLE
TO THE BEST. OBTAINED. BY ROOCETSIN THE. 130-KM-ANO N-ABOVE REGION
OF THEEARTHS ATMOSPHERE. MORE .EXPERIMENT-DETAILS-CAN OE
FOUND IN. 'MARINER 6 AND 7 ULTRAVIOLET SPECYRORETERS.Y J. G.
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RECTIFICATION. IMPROVEMENT OF IMAGE RESOLUTION AND SHARPENING
OF FEATURES WAS A RESULT OF RICH PASS PILTERIHG. THIS
PROCESSING OF THE TELEVISION DATA ACHIEVES MAXIMUM QUALITY
IMAGE DISPLAY FOR PHOTO INTERPRETATION.
DATA SET NAME- NEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOMETRICALLY
DECALIBRATED PHOTOS
NSSDC ID- 69-014A-OlE
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/31/69 TO 07/71/69
LAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 50 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF TWO DECALIORATED VERSIONS OF
THE 25 MGR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOGRAPHS OF MARS FROM THE MARS
TELEVISION EXPERIMENT. THESE VERSIONS ARE ON 70-HR NEGATIVE
FILM AND WERE DIGITALLY PROCESSED TO REMOVE THE EFFECTS OF THE
TV SYSTEM AND YO DEPICT THE ACTUAL SCENE LUHIhANCC AND
LARGO-SCALE ALSEDO VARIATIONS. NOT SRALL-SCALE DETAIL. THE
REPRESENTATION IS RATHER FLAT IN CONTRAST FOR AFL THE MARTIAN
TERRAIN TONAL CHARACTERISTICS. THE SPACECRAFT VIDICONS MERE
CALIBRATED TO DETERMINE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INPUT
LUMINANCE AND THE CAMERA OUTPUT SIGNAL AS A FUNCTION OF
POSITION tie EACH FRAME. EACH PICTURE ELEMENT WAS THEN TREATED
AS A TINY PHOTOMETER WITH UNIQUE TRANSFER PROPERTIES. THE
RECORDED OUTPUT SIGNAL WAS CONVERTED TO THE ACTUAL SCENE
LUMINANCE. AND THE RESULT WAS STORED IN THE CORRECTED OUTPUT
IMAGE FOR THESE PHOTOMETRICALLY DECALIBRATEO PHOTOGRAPHS.
PIMENTEL, MARINER 6
EXPERIMENT NAME- IR SPECTROMETER
NSSOC ICI- 69-014 A-QZ
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 07/31/69
PERSONNEL
DATA SET NAME- NEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS 	 PS. - G.C. PIMENTEL .......... U OF CALIF.. BERKELEY
BERKELEY, CA
NSSOC I0- 69-014A-011	 01 - K.C. HERR .............. U 13. CALIF. BERKELEY
BERKELEY. CA	 -	 1
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC	 -	 - -	 -	 ^,
SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE THERMAL (IRI EMISSION BY
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/31169.10 07/71169 	 THE MARTIAN SURFACE AND ATMOSPHERE WERE OBTAINED TO DETERMINE
OAS RE-PuFmD BY THE EXPERIMENTER)	 11) THE ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION. INCLUDIHG POLYATORIC 	 1
LIFE-RELATED MOLECULES. 121 THE SURFACE TEM"ERATUPE ALONG THE
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 2 FRAMES	 -	 TRACK OF VIEW. (3) THE SURFACE COMPOSITION:, 441 THESURFACE	 q
TOPOGRAPHY* (5) THE COMPOSITION OF THE POLAR CAP. AND (6). THE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF. TWO 4w_ 13Y 5-IN. MOSAICS -	 BRIGHT LIRS- IR -EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS. - THE EXPERIMENT,.
ASSEMBLED FROM THE NEAR-ERCOUNTER,. PHOTOGRAPHS OF MARINER 6- 	 MOUNTED ON THE BDTTCM OF THE OCTAGONAL SCAN PLATFCRC OF THE
THE FIRST MOSAIC WAS ASSEMBLED FROM FRAXE'J I TO 4 AND SHOWS	 SPACECRAFT. USED AN - IR SPECTROMETER THAT CO21SISTEO OF A
THE AURORAE SINUS AREA, THE SECOND MOSAIC WAS ASSEMOLED FROM	 TELESCOPE. OPTICAL.; . - FOCUSING LENSES AND .MIRRORS. .A
FRAMES 9 TO 24 AND SMCWS THE MEPIDIANI SINUS AREA. 	 VARIABLE-WEDGA ..INTERFERENCE FILTER.. THAT SELECTED ^^THE 	 -
COLLECTIVELY. THESE MOSAICS C1311TAIN ALL THE HARTHER 6 	 WAVELENGTHS REACHING THE DETICTORS, AND. COOLED 1R.DETECTORS. 	 .
NEAR-ENCOUNTER PICTURES EXCEPT THAT TAKEN RIGHT AT THE 	 THE SPECTRA OBSERVED COVERED THE WAVELENGTH REGION OF 1.9 TO




- MICRONS). WHICH OPERATED CN EMITTED-LIGHT-FROM THE PLANET ANO
CONTINUED.. To OBTAIN 'MEASUREMENTS ONE THE - DARK SIDE OF THE
PLANET. AND: CHANNEL. 2 (1.9 TO 6.0 MICRONSI. WHICH. OPERATES ON 	 }
REFLECTED :.SOLAR RADIATION. THE .14STRUMENT:-YE.Z=DP1: HAD.A	 I -	 -
FIELO OF VIEW OF .E.PEG AND. .THUS * AT: CLOSEST.. APPROACH (ABOUT...
3100 KM) THE GEGGRAPHICAL. RESOLUTIONF WAS ABOUT 120 Kit fl y 3. .KH	 1
AND. DURING A' SINGLE SCAN. ABOUT 120 KN By 120 K14. THE	 I





QBTAtNEA -- _DURING THE '  6 NEAR-EHCCM)NTER
EQUATORIAL . SCAH . SH JULY 31. 1969. HOWEVER. - DUETO THE FAILURE
DF. THE, CHANNEL -I CRYOSTAT, ONLY.CHAHHEL.2 MEASUREME NTS WERE
j
53
DATA SET HAKE- NEAR-ENCOUNTER ENHANCED PHOTOGRAPHS ON
TAPE
NSSOC 70- -9-014A-OSJ
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
TINE PERICO COVERED- 07131/69 TO 071311f69
tAS VERIFIED BY HSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 2 REELCS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET CONTAINS THE COMPLETE SET OF MARINER 6
HEAR-ENCOUNTER ENHANCED PHOTOGRAPHS ON TWO IBM 360. 7-TRACK.
BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. WITH CUD PARITY AT 600 UPI. EACH FILE
CONTAINS A SINGLE PICTURE. AND EACH RECORD IN A FILE
CORAESPON05 TO A LIKE OF TV PICTURE$. A PICTURE ELEMENT IS
WRITTEN IN BINARY AS AN EIGHT-BIT BYTE. PREC£OIr1G THE BINARY
PICTURE DATA OF EACH FILE ARE SEVERAL LABEL RECORDS WRITTEN IN
EOCOIC. THESE RECORDS. WHICH CONTAIN FIVE 72-BYTE LOGICAL
RECORDS EACH. PROVIDE INFORMATION SUCH AS THE NUMBER OF LINES
AND SAMPLES IN THE FOLLOWING FILE. Tait PICTURE IDENTIFICATION.
AND A HISTORY OF THE COMPUTER PROCESSING TO WHICH THE PICTURE
HAS BEEN SUBJECTED.
DATA SET NAME- NEAR-ENCOUNTEA PHOTOMETRIC PHOTOGRAPHS
ON TAPE
NSSOC ID- 69-014A-DSK
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT MSSDC
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 07/31/69 TO D7/31/69
CAS VERIFIED BY HSSDCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 2 REELS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET CONTAINS THE COMPLETE SET AF MARINER 6
NEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOMETRIC PHOTOGRAPHS ON TWO .ISM 360.
T^TRACK. BINARY MACCIETIC TAPES. WITH COD PARITY AT 400 DPI.
EACH FILE CONTAINS A SINGLE PICTURE. AND EACH RECORD IN A FILE
CORRESPONDS TO A LINE OF TV PICTURES. A PICTURE ELEMENT IS
HRITTEN IN BINARY AS AN EIGHT-BIT BYTE. PRECEDING THE BINARY
PICTURE DATA OF EACH FILE ARE SEVERAL LABEL RECORDS WRITTEN IN
EBCDIC. THESE RECORDS. WHICH CONTAIN FIVE 72-BYTE LOGICAL
RECORDS EACH. PROVIDE INFORMATION SUCH AS THE NUMBER OF LINES
AND SAMPLES IN THE FOLLOWING FILL. PICTURE IDENTIFICATION. AND
A HISTORY OF THE COMPUTER PROCESSING TO WHICH THE PICTURE HAS
BEEN SUBJECTED. DOCUMENTATION THAT DESCRIBES THE GENESIS AND
SCALING AF THE NUMERICAL .PHOTOMETRIC DATA IS AVAILABLE IN
HARDCOPV AND LS SENT-TO REQUESTERS ALONG WITH THE TAPES.
DATA SET NAME& NEAR-ENCOUNTER MAXIMUM DISCRININAEILITV
ALTERNATIVE CONTRAST ENHANCED PHOTOS
NSSOC 10- 69-014A-DIG
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 07/31/69 TO 07/31/69
CAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 72 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF UP TO SIX ALTERNATIVE VERSIONS
OF 24 CONTRAST ENHANCED NEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOGRAPHS OF MARS.
(FRAME 61425 WAS NOT PROCESSED.) THESE VERSIONS WERE PRODUCED
ON 70-KH NEGATIVE FILM BY DIGITALLY PROCESSING THE ORIGINAL
RAN ANALOG DATA. THE .PROCEDURE DIVIDED THE 256-LEVEL GRAY
SCALE INTO THREE GROUPS, THE LOWER. MIDDLE. AND LIPPER DATA
NUMBER RANGES. AND STRETCHEIr. ONE RANGE. EACH SPECIALIZED
VERSION WAS PRODUCED FROM ONE OP THESE GRAY-SCALE STRETCHES.
VIDEO RECONSTRUCTION ANO RECTIFICATION PROCESSES. AS. IN DATA
SETS -01C AND -OLD. WERE APPLIED TO OBTAIN THE FINAL VERSIONS.
MARINER 6/MARINER 7
OUYAINED. THE OUALI7V OF THE DATA IS EXCELLENT.
DAIA SET NAME- IR SPECTROMETER DATA
NSSOC to- 69-014A-02A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 07/31/69 TO 07/31069
CAS VERIFIED BY IISSOCI
QUANTITY DF DATA-	 6 CARP(S) OF B/W HECRCFICHE
THE IR SPECTRAL DATA FROM THE MARINER 6 SPECTROMETER
EXPERIMENT ARE CONTAINED ON BIX 4-IJBm DY S-7/e-I N. MICROFICHE
CARPS THAT WERE GENERATED FROM THE JET PROPULSION LAEORATORY•5
RASTER DATA RECORD TAPES. THE CARD$. WHICH ARE ATTACHED TO VIE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY DATA FORMAT REPORT. EACH
SHOW SEPARATE PLOTS DF THE ABSORPTION INTENSITY FOR CHANNEL 2
WS WAVELENGTH FOR I0-SEC INTERVAL'S. ALSO INCLUDED ON THE PLOTS
ARE THE SPECTRUM NUMBER. TIME OF EACH SPECTRUM. SPACECRAFT
NUMBER. AND AN INDICATOR DESIGNATING WHETHER THE SPECTRA WERE
HIGH OR LOW GAIN. THE DATA COVER THE TIME PERIOD FROM 95 HR 02
MIN 55 SEC TO 05 HR 32 MIN 19 SEC SPACECRAFT UI ON JULY 3I,
1969. TaIE QUALITY OF THE DATA IS GOOD. A SUPPLEMENT TO THE
DATA FORMAT REPORT CONTAINS THE SPECTROMETER CALIORATCON DATA
ON FOUR MICROFICHE CARDS.
OVAL PHOTCHULTIPLIER DETECTORS USED IN THE FOCAL PLANE OF A
REFLECTING PLANETARY CORDHOGRAPH. INCOMING LIGHT PASSED
THROUGII A BAFFLED LIGHT SHADE AND STRUCK A PRIMARY TELESCOPE
MIRROR THAT FOCUSED THE LIGHT THROUGH A PRE-SLIT ONTO A
SECONDARY MIRROR*THE THERE. THE LIGHT WAS FOCUSED ONTD THE
ENTRANCE SLIT OP THE SPECTROMETER. ENTERING THE SPECTROMETER.
THE RADIATION WAS mi.IRATEO BY THE FIRST HALF OF THE EBERT
MIRROR ONTO A DIFFRACTION GRATING. DIFFRACTED LIGHT WAS THEN
FOCUSED ONTO EXIT SLITS BY THE SECOND HALP CP THE EBERT
MIRROR. A SEPARATE EXIT SLIT WAS PROVIDED FOR EACH OF THE TWO
BETBCTDRS. - THE POSITION OF THE SPECTRAL IMAGES WITH RESPECT
TO THB EXIT SLITS WAS !^CHTROLLED BY CYCLICALLY SCANNING THE
GRATING. WITH A SCAN FRCM LOW- TO HIGH-WAVELENGTH TAKING 2.S2
SEC. AND THE ORATING RETURN TAKING 0.10 SEC. THE WAVELENGTH
REGION FROM 1900 A TO 4300 A WAS COVERED IN FIRST ORDER AS
SEE" BY ONE OF THE TWO SLITS. AND THE RANGE FROM 1100 A TO
210D A MEASURED IN SECOND ORDER BY THE OTHER. THE
PHOTOHULTIPLtER DETECTOR USED FOR THE LONG-WAVELENGTH RANGE
OPERATED IN TWO GAIN NODES SO THAT VALID MEASUREMENTS COULD BE
MADE OVER THE ENTIRE DYNAMIC RANGE FROM 100 TO 14.000
RAYLEIGHS. THE SPECTRAL RESOLUTION OF THE INSTRUMENT WAS 20 A
AT 2950 A IN FIRST ORDER. A SPECTRUM WAS PRODUCED EVERY 3
SEC. AND CONTAINEO 600 VALUES FROM EACH OF THE TWO DETECTORS.
THIRTY-SIX. VALUES WERE USED AS FIDUCIAL PERIOD MEASUREMENTS
AND 564 FDA SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS. MEASUREMENTS OF
LYMAN-ALPHA RADIATION AT 1216 A WERE ALSO TAKEN AWAY FROM
ENCOUNTER. LESS THAN 30 MINUTES OF DATA WERE OBTAINED FROM
BOTH CHANNELS DURING THE MARINER 7 NEAR-ENCOUNTER SCAN OF HIGH
LATITUOE AND POLAR REGIONS IH THE MARTIAN SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE
ON AUGUST S. 1969. THE DUALITY OF 711E DATA WAS COMPARABLE TO
THE BEST OBTAINED BY SOUNDING ROCKETS IN THE 170-KN AND ABOVE
REGION OF THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE. ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENT
DETAILS CAN BE FOUND IN -MARINER 6 AND 7 ULTRAVIOLET
SPECTRDMEYERS. • J. B. PEARCE. ET AL. APPLIED OPTICS. VG. 10.
NO. 4. APRIL 1971.
DATA SET HARE- UPPER ATMOSPHERE PAR-UV. MIDDLE-UV. AND
LYMAN-ALPHA SPECTRA
NSSOC ID- 69-03OA-04A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD CDVEREO- 00105/69 TO QS/05/69
(AS VERIFIED BY N5500
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 2 REELES) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS OF
TWO REFORMATTED 7-TRACK. 1300-OPI. AINARY 1000 PARITY) MAGNETIC
TAPES GENERATED ON A CDC 6400 COMPUTER. THESE TAPES WERE
DERIVED FROM THE EXPERIMENTER'S ORIGINAL DATA TAPE. WHICH
COhTAINED 110TH THE MARINER 6 AND 7 ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER
CUVSI DATA. THE DATA SET CONTAIN$ LESS THAN 30 MIN OF UY
SPEC79A OBTAINED BY THE MARINER 7 UY SPECTROMETER EXPERtHENT
ON AUGUST S. 1469. THE FIRST TAPE CONTAINS FOUR FILES tlF UV
SPECTRA. FILE 1 CONTAINS UNPROCESSED DATA BETWEEN I9OO AND
W.OBO A- FILE 2 CONTAINS THE SAKE DATA AS FILE I CALIBRATED IN
RAYLE'.HSFA. FILE. 3 CONTAINS UNPROCESSED DATA BETWEEN 9100 AND
1500 A.FILE 4 CONTAINS THE SANE DATA AS FILE 3 CALIBRATCD IN
RAYLEIGHS/A- THESE SPECTRA REPRESENT" ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS
FROM THE 90- TO -`D-Kk AL.T MOE REGION. THE FORMATS FOR THE
FOUR FILES ART: =6r''ITICAL. THE FIRST RECORD OF EACH FILE
PROVIDES A SIX-VORD JESCRIFTION OF THE FILE CONTENTS INCLUDINL-
INFORMATION ON WHETHER THE DATA ARE PROCESSED OR UNPF:0CDS5ED.
WHETHER THE SPECTRA ARE MIDDLE UV (1900 TO 4060 Al CA: FAR UW
(1100 TO I800 A1. WHAT UNITS THE DATA ARE IN. A19D THE RECORD
SIZE.. THE SUBSEQUENT RECORDS .COHS(ST OF A 70-WORD DE9CRIPTIC4
OF DUE SPECTRUH:ITME SPECTRAL HUMBER. SPACECRAFT IDi ALTITUDE
AT FIRST WAVELENGTH. ALTITUDE AT LAST WAVELENGTH. SLIT HEIGHT.
SOLAR INCIDENT ANGLE. SOLAR EMISSION ANGLE. AND PHASE ANGLE)
AND THE DATA FROM THAT SPECTRUM. EACH -SPECTRUMIS PRESENTED AS
ALTERNATING -WORDS OF WAVELENGTH AND RELATIVE AMPLITUDE. THESE
FOUR FILES Or DATA. ARE UNIQUE IN THAT NO TIMES OF OOSERVATPOM
AREGIVEN- THE SECOND TAPE IH THIS DAYA SET CONTAINS ONE FIL a
OF LYMAN=ALPHA (1$16 - .AI-DATA DERIVED FAUN EMISSIONS DBSCRV%D
NEAR THE PLANETARY SURFACE TO 30.000 KM ALTITUDE. THE FILE
CONSISTS OF A SERM 9F THREE-WORD SEQUENCES THAT GIVE LI1 THE
IMTEGRi.TED- VALUE. OF -THE.LYRAN-ALPHA, SIGNAL IN RAYLEIGHS.. 921
THE 02STANCE OF THAT SIGNAL IN KM.-AND. :C3) THE-ACTUAL TIME THE
SIGNAL. VAS TAKEN EXPRESSED INUNITS OF GMT (IN DECIMALFORMI
TIMES ID `TO THE , * POWER. 7ME QUALITY Or THE DATA IS EXCELLENT.-
pm 	 mmillmll"m
	SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS WERE MADr OF" THE UV- RADIATION	 KLIORE.. MARINER - 7
EMITTED FROM- THE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE DUE TO -- RESONANCE
SCATTERING DP SOLAR RADIATION FROM THE UPPER ATMDSF}tERE.	 EXPERIMENT NAME- $-HAND OCCULTATION
RESONANCE -RERADIATION.-_ FLUORESCENCE,-%NO ANOTOELECTAOH
EXCITATION OF : NEUTRFL AND IONIC CDHSTITUENTS^' FOUND IN THE . NSSOC .ID- 69-03011-06
LOWER PART 13P THE ATMOSPHERE:. THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS WERE
DETERMIHEO	 THE PRESENCE OF CERTAIN ATOMS. 113NS AND 	 STATUS UP OPERATION- INiOPERADLE
MOLECULES -'_Id THE UPPER AN13 tOWER'.ATHOSPHERM. THEIR RESPECTIVE-- DATE LAST USABLE DATA, .RECORDED- 09/DO/69 	 -	 -	 -
SCALE HEIGHTS.. THE DEGREE OF ATMOSPHERIC. RAYLEIGH SCATTERING 	 - -	 -
DUE TO CARBON- DIOXIDE.. AND SURFACE. REFLACTIVITY - IH THE ITV.
THE .INSTRUMENT WAS AN EBERT-FASTIE-SCANNING 140NOCHR13NATOR WITH -
54
SPACECRAFT COMMON hAME- MARINCR 7
ALTERNATE NAMES- FL-691F. MARINER MARS 69B
03037
HSSDC ID- 69-030A
LAUNCH DATE- 03/27!69	 WEIGHT-	 380. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- Ie1OPCRA0LE
MTE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- Q9/90/69
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 03027/69
ORBIT PERIOD- S17. DAYS	 INCLINATION-	 4). DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 1.0 AU RAP	 APOAPSIS-	 t.62 AU PAD
MARINER 7 WAS THE SEVENTH IN A SERIES OF SPACECRAFT USE.0
FOR PLANETARY EXPLURATIDN IN THE FLYOY MODE- IT WAS IDENTICAL
TO THE MARINER 4 SPACECRAPT. MARINER 7 WAS ATTITUDE STABILIZED
IN THREE AXES IREFEAENCED TO THE SUN AND THE STAR. CANOPUSI-
THE SPACECRAFT WAS SOLAR POWERED AND CAPABLE OF CONTINUOUS
TELEMETRY TRANSMISSION. AND IT WAS FULLY AUTOMATIC IN
OPERATION ALTHOUGH IT COULD DE REPROGRAMMED FROM EARTH DURING
THE MISSION. THE SPACECRAFT WAS ORIENTED ENTIRELY TO PLANETARY
DATA ACOUISITION, AND All DATA WERE OBTAINED DURING THE TRIP TO
MARS OR BEYOND MARS. MARINER 7 PASSED. 3430 KH FRCM MARS ON
AUGUST 5. 1969. THE SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS 7,70K TV IMAGES CF
MARS AND MEASURED THE RADIO REFRACTIVITY AND UV AND IR
EMISSIONS OF THEMARTIAN ATMOSPHERE. THE N1SSI.CN 71-9 A
SUCCESS.	 --
DART". HARINER 7
EXPER12MHT NAME- UV SPECTROMETER
NSSOC ID- 69-07011-44
STATUS OF OPERATION(- IHCPEkAOLE 	 -
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 00/05/69
PERSONNEL
PI- C.A. BARTH-........4.... U OF COLORADO
BOULDER. CO
CI - C.W. HORD .............. U. OF COLORADO
BDULDER.'.CO	 ..




PI - A.J. KLIDRE .......•.... NASA -JAL
PASADENA. CA
	 DATA SET NAME- RAW-ANALOG NEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOS
	
IN THIS EXPERIMENT. THE CHANGES IN THE FREQUENCY. PHASE.	 NSSDC 10- 69-03OA-01A
AND AMPLITUDE OF THE S-GAND [2700 HHZI TRACKING AND TFLEMEIRV
	
SIGNAL [IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO AND FOLLOWING THE OCCULTATION OF 	 AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT N5SDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
THE SPACECA F,F7 BY THE PLANE) WERE USED :O DERIVE THE
	
TEMPERATURE. PRESSURE. AND DENSITY OF THE LOWER GASEOUS
	
TIME PERIOD COVERED- OV 05169 TO 00/05/69
	
ATMOSPHERE OF MARS. AND THE OSHSITY OF CHARGED PARTICLES IN
	
CAB REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTERS
THE MARTIAN IONOSP)+BRE.
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 33 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 33 UNENHANCED PHOTOGRAPHS ON
70-XH POSITIVE FILM. THESE ARE SECONO GENERATION COPIES, OF
THE PHOTOGRAPHS TAXEN BY BOTH THE NARROW-ANGLE AND THE
WIDE-ANGLE CAMERAS. THE FILM WAS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER
TEAM AT JPL. EACH PHOTOGRAPH CONTAINS A LIMITED VIEW OF THE
MARTIAN SURFACE.
DATA SET NAME- NEAR-ENCOUNTER MAXIMUM DISCRIHIHABILITY
OPTIKAL PRESENTATION PHOTOS
NSSDC ID- 09-0304-OtC
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05/05/69 TO 08/05/09
[AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTERS
QUAITITY OF DATA-	 32 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET IS AN ENHANCED VERSTGN OF 32 CF THE
NEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOGRAPHS OF MARS RETURNED BY THE TELEVISION
EXPERIMENT. THIS VERSION IS THE SECOND GENERATION
COMPUTER-ENHANCED 70-14H NEGATIVE. PRODUCED FOR OPTIMAL
PRESENTATION. SMALL-SCALE DETAIL WITHIN EACH FRANE WAS
EMPHASIZED. CONTRAST WAS ENHANCED. SYSTEM NOISES WEPE
SUPPRESSED. AND GEOMETRIC DISTORTIONS WERE CORRECTED DY
DIGITAL PROCESSING OF THE IMAGES OH THE SPACECRAFT AND ON THE
GROUND DURING VIDEO RECONSTRUCTION AND RECTIFI.LATIOH.
IMPROVEMENT OF IMAGE RESOLUTION AND SHARPENING OF FEATURES WAS
A RESULT OF HIGH AMASS FILTERING. THIS PROCESSING OF THE
TELEVISION DATA ACHIEVES MAXIMUM QUALITY IMAGE DISPLAY FOR
PHOTO IHTERPRETATIQN.
PI - R.D. LEIGHTON .......... CALIF IhST OF TECH
PASADENA. CA
TWO TELEVISION VIDICON CAMERAS. ONE EF MEDIUM RESOLUTION
tWIOB ANGLE) AND THE OTHER OF HIGH RESOLUTION [MARROW ANGLE).
WERE PART OF THE MARINER 7 SCIENTIFIC INSTRURENTATIOP THE
v V9­ANGLE CAPERA. WHICH HAD A FOV OF 11 DEG BY I4 DEG AND A
	
-,:.AL LEHGTO OF 6D MM. ENCOMPASSED 1400 TINES MORE SURFACE AREA 	 DATA SET NAME- NEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOMETRICALLY
",TAN	 THE	 NARROW-ANGLE	 CAMERA	 AND	 WAS	 USED	 ONLY
	
FOR DECALIBRATED PHOTOS
= ­_AR-EHCOUNTER	 PICTURES.	 THE	 HARROW-ANGLE	 CAMERA. WHICH WAS i
USED	 FOR	 BOTH
	
NEAR-	 AND FAR-ENCOUNTER PICTURES. HAD A FOCAL NSSDC to- 69-U36A-OIE k
LENGTH	 OF	 908	 HH AND PROVIDED t0 TINES THE LINEAR RESOLUTION -	 --	 -	 -	 a
OF	 THE
	
WIDE-ANGLE CAMERA. CAMERA SHUTTERS VERB ALTERNATED AND AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSGC -
TIMED	 TO	 PROVIDE	 OVERLAPPING	 OF	 THE	 WIOE-ANGLE	 AND
HARROW-ANGLE	 PICTURES.	 PRGVIDING	 126. PICTURES	 FROM THE TWO TLME PERIOD COVERED- OkVOS/69 TO 0B/Q5/69	 -





TAKEN	 BETWEEN	 20	 HIH
	
26 SBC
BEFORE	 CLOSEST APPROACH AND 2 MIN 6 SEC APTER CLOSEST APPROACH OUAHTITY DF DATA- 	 62 FRAMES	 -
ALONG	 --- A 	 ROUGHLY	 NORTH-SOUTH	 COURSE	 THAT	 INVERSECTEO	 THE
MARINER
	
6	 TRACK AND INCLUDED THE MARTIAN SOUTH POLAR CAP. THE THIS	 DATA	 SET	 CONSISTS OF A DECALIERATED VERSIGN OF 31	 z
FAR-ENCOUNTER	 PICTURES	 WERE	 OBTAINED	 IN	 THREE	 SERIES	 OF OF	 THE	 NEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOGRAPHS OF MARS FROM THE TELF-VISI13H
OPERATIONS	 BETWEEN 65 HR AND S HR BEFORE CLOSEST APPROACH. TWO ITV)	 EXPERIHBHT.	 THIS	 VERSION	 IS ON 7G-MN NEGATIVE PT" . AND
FRACTIONAL	 PICTURES	 WERE OBTAINED AT THE END OP THE FIRST TWO WAS	 DIGITALLY PROCESSED TO REKGVE THE EFFECTS OF THE.7V SYSTEM' 	 -
SERIES.	 THE	 PICTURE DATA WERE ENCODED AND RECORDED WITHIN THE AND	 TO	 OEPiCT	 THE	 ACTUAL	 SCENE	 LUMINANCE	 AND LARGE-SCALE
ONODARO	 TELEVISION	 AND	 DATA	 STORAGE	 SUBSYSTEMS.	 FOR	 EACH ALUE40	 VARIATIONS. HOT SMALL-SCALE DETAIL. THIS REPRESENTATION 	 J
PICTURE
	
PRODUCED	 BY	 THE	 CAMERAS	 THREE	 SEPARATE	 ENCODED IS	 RATHER	 FLAT	 IN CONTRAST FOR. ALL THE MARTIANTERRAIN TONAL.
VERSIONS
	
WERE TRANSMITTED TO EARTH -- A COMPOSITE ANALOG VIDEO CHARACTERISTICS.	 THE	 SPACECRAFT VIDICONS--WERE CALIBRATED TG --
ICAVS
	
PICTURE.	 A	 DIGITAL	 VIDEO	 [OV)	 PICTURE. AND AN EVERY DETERMINE	 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INPUT LUMINANCE AND THE
TWENTY-EIGHTH	 [ETEI	 DIGITAL	 PICTURE.	 VIDEO	 RECONSTRUCTION CAMERA	 OUTPUT	 SIGNAL AS A FUNCTION OF P431TION IN EACH FRANC.
CONSISTED	 OF
	
COMBINING	 THE	 THREE DATA STREAMS [CAV. BY. AND EACH	 PICTURE	 ELEMENT	 WAS	 THEN	 TREATED AS A TINY PHOTOMETER
ETEI.	 THIS	 GENERATED VIDEO DATA AS THEY EXISTED COMING: CUT OF WITH UNIQUE	 TRANSFER 	 PROPERTIES..	 THE RECORDED OUTPUT SIGNAL
THE	 CAMERA	 HEADS.
	
THE	 TELE::ETERED VIDEO NACMP.TIC TAPES WERE - WAS	 CONVERTED	 TO	 THE	 ACTUAL SCENE LUMINANCE. AND THE RESULT
DISPLAYED





THEY WERE ALSO DIGITALLY PROCESSED. BY AN IBM PHOTOMETRICALLY OCCALIDRATED PHOTOGRAPHS. 	 -
360/44	 COMPUTER PER ENHANCEMENT AND BY Aft IBM 360f75 FOR NOISE -	 --	 -	 -	 -	 -
REMOVAL	 TO	 OBTAIN	 THE	 VERSIONS	 CONTAINED IN DATA SETS-BIC -	 -	 -	 --	 -
THROUGH
	
-01H.	 DETAILED	 INFORMATION ON THE DIGITAL FROCBSSIHG
PROCEDURES
	
CAN	 BE FOUND AN -.OIGtTAL. PROCESSING DF THE MARINER
AND  PICTURES,* T. C+ R[NDFLE.ISH ET AL. •J. GEOPHYS. RES• a.  `	 -     
VOL	 76.	 PP	 394-417.	 JANUARY	 1971.	 ACCUPATE TRAJECTORY AND -
RELATED	 GEGHETRICAL	 DATA CAN	 BE FOUND IN -MARINER MARS 1969 -
SIMU-AYBD	 TV PICTURES. .(FINAL]. • J. K. CAMPBELL 1970. - YHLCH-VAS DATA SET. NAME- NEAR-ENCOUNIER-MAXIMUM DISCRININABILITY
ISSUED Or JPL.	 -	 _	 -	 - -- ALTERHATIVE CONTRAST ENHANCED PHOTOS
-
NSSDC 10-69-030A-0140
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET" :DATA AT -NSSDC
r
DATA SET NAME- S-BAND DOPPLER RESIDUALcs REFRACTIVITY
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO- 69-DSOA-06A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 08f00/69 TO 013/00169
IAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTERS
QUANTITY BP DATA-	 2 REELISI UP MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DOPPLER RESIDUALS AND
REFRACTIVITY DATA ON TWO 7-TRACK, BOO-EPt. UNIVAC 7168. BINARY
MAGNETIC TAPES. DATA ON BOTH ENTRANCE AND EXIT OCCULTATIONS
FROM MARINER 6 169 -01443 AND MARINER 7 369-030AS ARE INCLUDED




{	 EXPERIMENT NAME- MARS TV CAMERA
j	 NSSDC to- 69-030A-01
t	 STATUS DP OPERATION- INQPE q AELE





THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF UP TO SIX ALTERNATIVE VEriSiOttS
OP THE 33 CONTRAST ENHANCED HEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOGRAPHS CP
MARS. THESE VERSIONS MERE PRODUCED ON 70-HM NEGATIVE FILM BY
QIG ITALLY PROCESSING THE ORIGINAL RAW ARA40G DATA. THE
PROCEDURE DIVIDED THE 255-LEVEL GRAY SCALE INTO THREE GROUPS,
THE LOWER. MIDDLE. AND UPPER DATA NUMBER RANGES. AND STRETCHED
cue RANGE. 'ACM SPECIALIZED VERSION WAS PRODUCED FROM ONE OF
THESE GRAY-SCALE STRETCHES. VIDEO RECONSTRUCTION AND
RECTIFICATION PROCESSES. AS IN DATA SETS -OIC AND -to. VERE
APPLIED TQ OBTAIN THE FINAL VERSIONS.
DATA SET NAME- HEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS
NSSOG ID- 69-03OA-OLI
AVAILABILITY OP DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIDUTIOH
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 08/OS/a9 TD 06/05/69
(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	 3 FRAMES
THIS OAT^ SET CONSISTS OF FIVE MOSAICS ASSEMBLED FROM
THE NEAR-ENCCUNTER PHOTOGRAPHS OF MARINER T. THE PtRST MOSAIC
CDRPROM"nS FRAMES 1 TO 3 AND SHOWS THE LIMB. THE SECOND
MOSAIC INCLUDES FRAMES 4 TO 9 AND SHOWS THE MERIDIANI SINUS
AREA. THE THIRD HCSAIC. FRAMES It TO I9. SHDWS THE POLAR CAP
(PHOTOMETRIC VERSION). THE FOURTH MOSAIC. FRAMES to TO 20.
COVERS THE POLAR CAP (MAXIHUH DISCRIHZNAEILIIY VERSION). AND
THE LAST MDSALC. FRAMES 21 TO 3I 9 COVERS NOACHIS-HELLAS-
COLLECTIVELY. THESE MOSAICS CONTAIN ALL THE 14APINCR 7
NEAR-ENCOUNTOR PICTURES EXCEPT THOSE TAKEN RIGHT AT THE
TERMINATOR.
DATA SET NAMC- NEAR-ENCOUNTER ENHANCED PHOTOGRAPHS ON
TAPE
NSSDC ID- 69-03OA-013
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSpC
TIRE PERIOD CDYEREO- 06,1E-3/69 TO 081105/69
LAS VER1{^IED BY NSSDC)
WAHTITY OF DATA-	 7 RECLISI OF HAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET CONTAINS THE COMPLETE SET DF MARINER 7
NEAR-ENCOUNTER ENHANCED PHOTOGRAPHS ON THREE ION 360. 7-TRACK.
BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. WITH Coo PARITY AT 800 DPI. EACH FILE
CONTAINS A SINGLE PICTURE. AND EACH RECORD IN A FILE
CORRESPONDS TO A LINE OP TV PICTURES. A PICTURE ELEMENT I5
WRITTEN IN BINARY AS AN E(GN7 BIT STYE. PRECEDING THE BINARY
PICTURE DATA OF EACH FILE ARE SEVERAL LABEL RECORDS WRITTEN LN
ESCOIC• THESE RECORDS. WHICH CONTAIN FIVE 72-BYTE LOGICAL
RECORDS EACH. PROVIDE INFORMATION SUCH AS THE NUMBER OF LSNES
AND SAMPLES IN THE FDLLQWLNG FILE. PICTURE IDENTIFICATION. AND
A HISTORY OF THE COMPUTER PROCESSING To WHICH THE PICTURE HAS
BEEN SUBJECTED.
PINENTEL. MARINER 7
EXPERIMENT NAME- IR SPECTROMETER
HSSOC ID- 69-03OA-02
STATUS 13F OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- OB/05/69
PERSONNEL
PI - G.C. PINENTEL .......... U OF CALIF. BERKELEY
BERKELEY • CA
01 - K.C. HERR ............•• U OF CAL Ps BERKELEY
BERKELEY. CA
SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE THERMAL IR EMISSION FROM
THE MARTIAN SURFACE AND ATMOSPHERE WERE OBTAINED TO DETERMINE
III THE ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION. INCLUDING POLYATOHIC
LIFE-RELAYED MOLECULES. (2) THE SURFACE TEMPERATURE ALONG THE
TRACK OF VIEW. I31 THE SURFACE COMPOSITION. (3I THE SURFACE
TOPOGRAPHY. (5) THE COMPOSITION OF THE POLAR CAP. AND (6) THE
BRIGHT LIMB In EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS. THE EXPERIMENT.
HOUNTPL ON THE OrTTOR OF THE OCTAGONAL SCAM PLATFORM OF THE
SPACCLRAFT. USED AN ER SPECTROMETER CONSISTING OF A TELESCOPE.
OPTICAL FOCUSING LENSES AND MIRRORS. A VARIABLE-WEDFE
INTERFERENCE FILTER THAT SELECTED THE WAVELENGTHS REACHING VIC
DETECTORS. AND COOLED IR OETECTORS. THE SPECTRA OBSERVED
COVERED A WAVELENGTH REGION OF 1.9 TO 14.3 HICRONS AND WERE
PROVIDED BY CHAHNEL I (4.0 TO 14.3 MICRONS). WHICH OPERATED ON
EMITTED LIGHT FROM THE PLANET AND CONTINUED TO OBTAIN
NEASUREMENTS ON THE DARK SIDE OF THE PLANET. AND CHANNEL 2
41.0 TO 6.0 MICRONS). WHICH OPERATED ON REFLECTED SOLAR
RADIATION. THE INSTRUMENT TELESCOPE HAD A FOY OF 2 DEG AND.
THUS, AT CLOSEST APPROACH (ABOUT 340D KNI• THE GEOGRAPHICAL
RESOLUTION WAS ABOUT 120 RN BY 3 KM ANO. DURING A SINGLE SCAN.
l20 KH BY 120 KH. THE SPECTRAL RESOLUTION DETAINED WAS 0.5 TO
I PERCENT. ASDUT 34 MIN 12F DATA WERE OBTAINED FROM BOTH
CHANNELS DURING IHE MARtNCR Y NCAR-ENCOUNTER SCAN OF
HIGH-LATITUDE AND POLAR REGIONS OF THE MARTIAN SOUTHERN
HEMISPHERE ON AUGUST S. 1969. THE QUALITY DF THE DATA 15
EXCELLENT.
DATA SET NAME- IR SPECTROMETER DATA ON M)CROFICHE
NSSDC 20- 69-03DA-02A
AVAILA,1141TY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME FER190 COVERED- 08/05/69 TQ OB/D5/69
LAS VERIFIED BY HSSOC)
QUANTITY Of DATA- 	 E4 CAPDIS) OP 0/W MICROFICHE
THE IR SPECTRAL DATA FROM THE MARINER 7 SPECTROMETER
EXPERIMENT APE ON 4-115- BY 5-7/B-x(t. MICROFICHE. CARDS
GENERATED FROM THE JET PROPULSION LABORATORY-S MASTER DATA
RECORD TAPES. THE CARDS. WHICH ARE ATTACHED TO THE UNIVERSITY
OF CALIFORNIA ATOERKELEY DATA FORMAT REPORT. EACH SHOW
SEPARATE PLOTS OF THE AESORPTI+-`Y INTENSITY FOR CHANNELS I AND
2 VS WAVELENGTH FOR x0-SEC INTERVALS. ALSO INCLUDED ON .THE.
PLOTS ARE THL SPECTRUM NUMBER.. TIHB OF EACH SPECTRUM.
SPACECRAFT NUMBER. AND AN INDICATOR DESIGNATING WHETHER THE
SPECTRA WERE HIGH OR LOW GAIN. THC DATA COVER. THE TIME PERIOD
FROM 04 HR 39 MIN 49 - SEC TO 05 MR 13 MIN 23 SEC SPACECRAFT OT
ON AUGUST 5, 1959, AND ARE OF GOOD QUALITY. A SUPPLEMENT TO
THE DATA FORMAT REPORT CONTAINS THE SPECTROMETER CALIBRATION
DATA ON FOUR HICROFICHE CARDS.
DATA SET NAM'- NEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTDMETRIC PHOTOGRAPHS
ON TAPE	 - -.	 -
HSSOC ID- 69-03DA-CLK
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- OB/05169 To 08,03/59--
	 -
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 3 REELS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET CONIAIHS THE COMPLETE SET OF MARI:= 7
NEAR-ENCOUNTER PHDTDNETRIC PHOTOGRAPHS ON THREE IBM 360.
7-TRACK. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES.o WITH 4300 PARITY AT Boo BPI.
EACH FILE CONTAINS. A. SINLE PICTURE. AND EACH RECORD IN A FIL(.
CORRESPONDS TV A LINE OF TV.PICTURES.
-A- .PICTURE ELEMENT 15
WRITTEN IN BINARY AS A14 EIGHT-BIT BYTE. - PRECEDING THE BINARY
PICTURE DATA OF EACH FILE ARE SEVERAL LABEL RECORDS WRITTEN jN
EBCOIC. THESE RECORDS. WHICH CONTAIN -FIVE 72-BYTE LOGICAL
RECORDS EACH'
 PROVIDE ZNFORMATION: 9UCH.AS THE 7FUHSE9. OF.LIN£S
AND SAMPLES IN THE FOLLOWING FILE. PICTURE ICENTIFICATION. AND
A HISTORY. OF THE COMPUTER PROCESSING TO WHICH-7fX.PICTURE. HAS
SEEN SUBJECT¢D....S000HENTATIDH- .IHAT DESCRiBES THE GENESIS AND
SCALING OF THE MHIERICAL PHOTOMETRIC DATA IS-AVAILABLE-IN
HARDCDPY AND IS PROVIDED TO RLOUESTERS ALONG WITH THE TAPES.
SPACCCRAFT COMMON HAKE- MARINER 9





LAUNCH MATE- 06ADO/71 
	 ,WEIGHT-
	 907- KG.
STATUS OF DPERATIOH- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 10,27/72
ORBIT FARAMETCRS	 -	 -	 -
QRSI.T TYPE- MARSCENTRtC
	 EPOCH DATE- 114116/71
ORBIT PERIOD- 714. HIM	 INCLINATICH-64.37 BEG-
PERIAPSIS- : 12SO. KM ALT	 APGAPSIS 1716S..KR ALT
THE MARINER MARS 7t MISSI01i WAS PLANNED To CONSIST OF
TWO SPACECRAFT DR COMPLEMENTARY MISSIONS. BUT DUE TO THE
FAILURE OF MARIf£R. 8. TO LAUNCH PROPERLY. ONLY DHE SPACECRAFT - -
-VAS AVAILABLE. MARINER 9 COMBINED MISSION OBJECTIVES OF BOTH
HAMNER B [MAPPING 70 PERCENT OF THE MARTIAN SURFACE) AND
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TIME PERIOD COVERED- 1"14/91 TO E4.116.172
(AS VERIFIED 15T NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 5 REELCSI OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATASET CONSISTS OF 1600-BPI BINARY DATA TAPES.
PRODUCED ON AN IBM 360. THE TAPES ARE 9 TRACK. EACH CONTAINS
ONE FILE OF DATA. THE RECORDS HAVE A PHYSICAL RECORD SIX£ CF
6498 BYTES AND A LOGICAL RECORD SIZE OF 6404 BYTES. EACH TAPE
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING SEVEN TYPES CF RECORDS -- [I) TAPE
SUMMARY. t21 COLD REFERENCE CALIBRATION• $31 WARM REFERENCE
CALIBRATION. 141 AVERAGE NORMALIZED RESPONSIVITY. (S) NOISE
EQUIVALENT RADIANCE. I63 AVERAGE INSTRUMENT TEMPERATURE. AND
(7) CALIBRATED MARTIAN SPECTRA. APPROXIMATELY 21.000
CALIBRATED SPECTRA ARE INCLUDED IN THIS DATA $£T. FOR A MORE
COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF THIS DATA SET. INCLUDING CALIBRATION
PROCEDURES. SEE HANEL. 'MARINES 9 INFRARED INTERPEACUETER
SPECTROMETER (IRIS) REDUCED DATA RECORDS DOCUMENTATION.-
OCTOBER 1975. GSFC X-622-73-305.
KLIDRE. MARINER 9
EXPERLMENT NAM[ S-BAND OCCULTATION
4SSDC ID- 71-USIA-OD
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- [0/2072
PERSONNEL
PI - A.J. KLIDRE ............ I)ASA-JPL
PASADENA. CA
OI - D.L. CAIN .............. NASA-JPL
PASADENA. CA
al - G.	 FJELDOO ........... NASA-JAL
PASADENA. CA
DI - D.L. SEIDEL ............ NASA-JPL
PASADENA. CA
THE OOPPLER SHIFT OF THE S-BAND TELEMETRY SIGNAL DURING
OCCULTATION OF TIE SPACECRAFT BY MARS PROVIDES THE'VERTICAL
DISTRIBUTION OF THE INDEX Cr REFRACTION OF THE MARTIAN
ATHOSPHERE. THESE Df6TA YIELD THE VERTICAL DZSSRtOUYION OF
NEUTRAL AND IONIZED SPECIES.
DATA SET NAME- REDUCED AND ANALYZED MARTIAN OCCULTATION
DATA (TABLES AND PLOTS) ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID- 71-051A-08A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD CGVEREC- LI.1 [4/71 TD 10/26/72
LAS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 11 REBUS) OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA SET. CONTAINS BOTH REDUCED AND ANALYZED DATA ON
16-MM MICROFILM. THE REDUCED DATA ARE TABLES AND PLOTS OF
OBSERVED FREQUENCY AND RESIDUALS (BOTH RAW AND SMOOTHED.)
VERSUS TIME.. THE ANALYZED DATA INCLUDE TABLES AND PLOTS OF
DERIVED ELECTRON DENSITY. PLASMA SCALE HEIGHT._ PLASMA
TEMPERATURE. MASS DENSITY. NUMBER DENSITY. TEMPERATURE LAPSE
RATE. PRESSURE SCALE HEIGHT. PRESSURE. AND TEMPERATURE VERSUS
RADIUS FROM THE CENTER OF MASS OF THE FLAHET MARS. MOST OF
THESE LTEMS ARE ALSO LISTED AND PLOTTED VERSUS ALTITUDE FROM
THE SURFACE. THE SPACECRAFT ORBIT HUMBER. DAY OF YEAR, AND
START-STOP TIMES ARE ALSO .GIVEN FOR EACH OCCULTATION.
GEDGETIC COORDINATES [LATITUDE. LONGITUDE• SURFACE RADIUS.
PARAMETERS REFERENCED TO A REFERENCE ELLIPSOID). ARE ALSO GIVEN
FOR EACH OCCULTATION. DATA ARE INCLUDED FROM THESTANDARD
MISSION (ORBITS 0 TD 79). THE FIRST EXTENDED VISSIGN [ORBITS
352 TO 4501. AND THE SECOND EXTENDED J4ISBION tORSITS 638 . TO
696).
MASURSKY• MARINER 9
EXPERIMENT NAME- TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID- 71-05[A-04
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
	 -





	 MASUFSKY .. . .......  US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
FLAGSTAFF. AZ
DI	 G.	 BE VAUCOULEURS	 U 13F TEXAS. AUSTIN
AUSTIN. Y'X - 	




THOMPSGN .......... DELLCOMM. INC
WASHINGTON. CC
THIS EXPERIMENn CONSISTED OF A 2-IN. VIDICON TELEVISIGN
CAMERA WHICH TRANSMITTED PHOTOGRAPHY FROM MARS. IT WAS A
PHOTGHETRYCALLV CALIBRATED INSTRUMENT PROVIDING OVERLAPPING.
SELECYIVPLV FILTERED. LOW-RESOLUTION PICTURES AND BROADBAND
EUNFILTCRED) HIGH-RESOLUTION PICTURES. EACH NESTED IN A
LON-RESOLU190N OVERLAP. BOTH TYPES OF PICTURES HAD
APPROXIMATELY A TOO- BY 300-CLEMENT FORMAT. AND AN
DROER-OF-MAGNITUOE DIFFERENCE IN RESOLUTION BETWEEN THEM.
RESOLUTION OF 500 H/YV LINE AND 50 H/TV LINE RESULTED FROM LOW
III BEG BY 14 DEG) AND HIGH (1.1 DEG BY 1.4 DEG) RESOLUTION
PICTURES TAKEN AT A PERIAPSIS ALTITUDE OF 2000 KM. THE
OFFICIAL ORDERING SYSTEM OF IDENTIFICATION OF PICTURES WAS BY
A 9-DIGIT NUMBER CALLED DATA AUTOMATION SET [OAS) WHICH IS
CHRONOLOGICAL AND A KIND OF TIME, ROSE THAN 7300 PICTURES GP
THE MARTIAN SURFACE. THE MARTIAN SATELLITES. SATURN. AND STAR
FIELDS WERE ACQUIRED DURING THE MISSION. A VARIETY OF PICTURE
ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES HAVE BEEN APPLIED TO THE ORIGINAL DATA
RESULTING IN MORE THAN 30.000 PHOTOGRAPHS BEING AVAILABLE
THROUGH NSSDC. THESE OIFFERENT VERSIONS OF THE ORIGINAL
IMAGERY WERE PROCESSED USING YHE MISSION TCST VIDEO SYSTEM
4)7TVS) AND THE IMAGE PROCESSING LABORATORY (1PL1 AT JPL.
DATA SET MANE- HTVS RAW PHOTOS ON D/W POSITIVE 70-MM
FILM
NSSDC IO- 71-05LA-04A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11113/7I YD 10/27/72
(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTCRI
GUANTIYY OF DATA- 0461 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET WHICH CONSISTS OF 70-MM D1N FILA, IS OHE
OF THREE VERSIONS REPRODUCED FROM THE DIGITIZED. IHAC£S
TRANSMITTEO FROM CAMERAS ON HARINER 9. THESE PHOTOGRAPHS.
REPRODUCED BY THE HTVS LABORATORY HAVE HAD NO ENHANCEMENT.
STRETCHING. OR FILTERING. AND HENCE ARE RAW DATA. THE OTHER
TWO VERS10145 APPEAR NEXT TO THE RAW VERSION. FOLLOWED BY A
DATA BLOCK CONTAINING THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION -- MISSION
OESIGMATICN. PLAYBACK NUMBER. ORBIT (OFTEN NOT GIVEN). SET
(OFTEN HOT GIVEN) ♦ TIME FROM PERIAPSIS. SLANT RANGE, VIEWING
ANGLE* PHASE ANGLE, LIGHTING AHGLE ♦ LATITUDE AND 6011GITLOF OF
CORNERS AND CENTER OF FRAME. PICTURE NUMBER. CAMERA. FILTER.
EXPOSURE TIRE. DAS NUMBER. RATE, PH ERRORS. FIX SPIKES. FRAME
NUMBER. STRETCH CONTROL. TRANSLATION. AND PICTURE VERSION.
BELOW THE PACT = ARE TWO GRAPH CHARTS. ONE SHOWING DATA
OUTPUT AND THE OTHER SHOWING FILM OUTPUT.
DATA SET NAME- HTVS ALUEDD PHOTOS ON O/W POSITIVE 7G-MM
FILM
NSSDC ID- 73-0510k-048
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/13.171 TO 10/27.172
ILLS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
QUANTITY OF RATA- 8461 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET IS THE ALBEDO VERSION OF DATA SET -DIA.
IN -THESE FRAMES,. YHE ORIGINAL .DATA HAVE BEEN .COMPUTER-ENHANCED
(SHADING CORRECTED) ANDSTRETCHED ' . TD BRING our THE MANGE OF
BRIGHTNESS OF DETAILS THAT ARE CONTAINED IN THE SRIGINALS.
THIS VERSION NAY BE USED FOR MORE MAGNIFIED DATA ON RAHGE OF
ALUEODS OR THE LIGHT REFLECTANCE RANGE.OP THE MARTIAN SURFACE.
THE- ACCOMPANYING DATA BLOCK, CONTAINS. THE FOLLOWING. IHF.ORMATION
— MISSION DESIGNATION. PLAYBACK CUMBER.. 13RB1T OFTEN NDT
DIVEHI. SET (OFTEN NOT GIVEN). TIME FROM PERIAPSIS. SLAMS
NANCE. VIEWING. - ANGLE..-PHASE. ANGLE. LIGHTING ANGLE. LATITUDE
AND LONGITUDE. OF CORI4ERS- AND-CENTER OF PHOTO,.. PICTURE NUMBER*
CAMERA FILTER, EXPOSURE TINE. OAS HUMBER. RATE• PH ERRORS. FIX
SPIKES. .FRAME NUMBER. STRETCH - CONTROL, TRANSLATION. AND
PICTURE VERSIGN. BELOW THE PICTURE ARE'TW GRAPHS. ONE. SHOWING
THE --DATA DUTPUT.^^ AND.  THE OTHER .SHOWING: FILH OUTPUT. THE QUALITY
IS GENERALLY G060 AFTER THE FIRST 40, REVOLUTIONS. IN THE FIRST
FEW 'WEEKS. OF PHOTOGRAPHY, A PLAHET--WIDE OUST.57ORM OBSCURED
NEARLY... ALL SURFACEDETAIL. AFTER TI DE DUST SETTLED. EXCELLENT
DETAIL - ':WAS RECORDED. 	 -	 -- 	 --
(DIU,
	 T PAG






AVAILABILITY OP DATA SE T- DATA AT NSSDC
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 21/I3/71 TO I0/27/72
IAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER) DATA SET NAME- PANORAMIC MOSAIC PHOTOGRAPHS OH A- BY
5-IN. B/W FILM SHEETS




PHOTOGRAPHS	 ARE	 ALBEDO	 VERSIONS OF THE CRIGINAL
70-MM	 FRAMES	 PROCESSED	 BY	 THE	 IPL	 LABORATORY.	 THE ALBEDO AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
VERSIONS	 HAVE
	
BEEN	 £hHANCEG	 BY	 STRETCHING - OUT ALSEOGS FOR -	 -
CONTRAST.	 THUS ENCOMPASSING THE ENTIRE BRIGHTNESS RANEE OFTHE TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/14/71 TO I0/27/72
EXPOSED	 REGIONS.	 A DATA BLOCK INCLUDED ON THE FRAME GIVES THE LAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)









FILTER USED. GUANTtTY OF DATA-	 96 FRAMES
ALTITUDE	 OF	 SPACECRAFT.	 VIEW	 ZENITH	 ANGLE.	 LONGITUDE	 AND -
LATITUDE	 OF	 CENTER	 OF PHOTO, APPROXIMATE HORIZONTAL DISTANCE THIS	 DATA	 SET	 CONSISTS OF 4- X $- IN. NEGATIVES FILMED
(WIDTH)	 ON	 SURFACE.	 VERTICAL	 DISTANCE	 (HEIGHT) ON SURFACE. FROM	 JPL-FREPAREO	 MOSAIC. BOARDS - CONTAINING-THE - MARINER 9 B
SOLAR	 ZENITH	 ANGLE.	 FRANC CORNER COORDINATES. CORRECTION FOR CAMERA CNARROY-ANGLE. 	 HIGH-RESELUTION7 - PHOTOGRAPHY	 IN WHICH
RESIDUAL .IMAGE.	 CONVERSION	 FACTOR	 FOR LUMINOSITY(TD FT-L). FRAMES	 IN	 A GIVEN QUADRANGLE OF THE MARTIAN SURFACE ARE SHOWN
AND	 STRETCH	 FACTOR.	 THIS	 VERSION	 HAS	 HAP	 FIRST-DRDER TOGETHER-	 THIS	 DATA	 SET WAS FILMED BY JPL FROM JAL-PREPARED
CORRECTION	 FOR	 ERROR AND ORTHOGRAPHIC CORRECTION. THE QUALITY MOSAIC	 -BOARDS.	 FRAMES	 OF	 ADJACENT	 AREAS . ARE. ARRANGED
OF	 THE	 FRAMES	 IN GENERALLY GOOD. VERY LITTLE DETAIL IS FOUND TOGETHER. 	 PRBOUCING A. KIND OF MOSAIC. 	 . THE LAST 'FO(JR. - OIGI TS. OF
ON	 THE	 FRAMES	 TAKEN EARLY IN THE MISSION (NOVEMBER-DECEMBER. THE	 GAS	 TIME' ARE	 GIVEN	 BESIDE EACH FRAME. THE JPL-ASSIGNED
1971)
	
UWlHG	 TD THE PLANET-WIDE DUST STORM IN PROGRESS AT THAT BOARD	 NUMBER	 AT	 THE -LOWER	 RIGHT CORNER. AND THE CAMERA -'AND






CHAGCII	 IN	 THE UPPER RIGHT CORNER.	 THE REVOLUTION NUMBER AND
FULL	 OAS	 TIME	 ARE	 GIVEN	 IN- EACH	 NOW.	 THE	 QUALITY	 IS
EXCELLENT..	 AND	 THESE, PHOTOS	 CAN' BE. USED, FCR.SOME SCIENTIFIC
PURPOSES.' BUT„-THEIR `MAIN
	
IS FOR USE AS A CATALOG. 	 AN.PURPOSE
IMOEX.	 TOGETHER WITH REDUCED-SIZE COPY OF EACH OF THE MOSAICS.
IS AVAILABLE IN MICROFORM LSEE 71-OStA-04MS:
	 -
DATA SET MANE- IPL MAXIMUM OtSCRIMINATION PHOTOS ON -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
FLACK/WHITE POSITIVE 7O-M8 FILM - -
NSSDC ID- 71-051A-04E
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET-. DATA AT. HSSOC	 -
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11113/71. TO 10027/72 DATA SET NAME- TELEVISION. PHOTOGRAPHY SUPPORTING DATA CIA
_	 IAS. FIRPBRTEO BY THE EXPERIMENTER)	 -	 -- -	 -	 -	 16-NM -MICROFILM--	 -	 -	 - -
OUAHTITT OF DATA-
	
8410 FRAMES `	-	 -	 - NSSDC ID- 7I-OBIA-04H
THESE	 .PHOTOS ARE EHHANt. ;D . VERSIONS Or' 771E ORIGINAL' 70-mMM: AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET-"OATA.AT 4455DC	 ..
FRAMES. ,PROCESSEO^ 8Y'TH ,E:,. IPL LABORATORY. IH .TlE[S,VERSIGN THE
ORIG(HAL	 HAS	 BEEN	 FILTERED TO PRODUCE MAXIMUM 'DISCRIMINATION TIME P£RI OD COVERED- I1114177 TO 10127172
FOR	 SURFACE	 'DETAIL	 ALAI	 HAS	 HAD	 SOME	 FIRST-ORDER	 ERROR 4AS.REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER) 	 -	 -	 -
CORRECTION	 AND ORTHOGRAPHIC CORRECTION.,-INCLUDED ON EACH FRANE'
IS	 A	 DATA	 BLOCK	 CONTAINING THE	 FOLLOWING - INFORMATION, --	 - - QUANTITY - OF DATA-	 1 REELISI OF _MICROFILM
.
	--	 -
- MISSION 	 -DESIGNATION.
	 DATE.	 TIME.	 GAS - NC-, PICTURE. EXPOSURE -
TIH_	 (IN	 MILLISECONDS).	 FILTER USED. ALTITUDE OP -SPACECRAFT. ..THIS, DATA SET CONSISTS OF . 46-MM.. MICROFILM CONTAINING THE
VI20	 ZEHITH. AINOLE.	 LONGITUDE
	
AND. '.LATITUDE' OF 'PHOTO CENTER. SUPPORTING	 DATA ; FDA;	 THE 	 COMPLETE '70-MM .FHOTOGRAPHY'LF'-rhe,
APPP49tMATE	 HORIZONTAL. DISTANCE COVERED ON THE MARTIAN "SURFACE MARINER	 9	 HISSION. EXPLANATORY TABLES AND DIAGRAMS. 
ARE 
AT THE
IN	 THE - FRAME (WIDTH). VERTICAL DISTANCE ON SURFACE COVERED BY OEGINNING	 OF	 THE ROLL AND PERTAIN TO THE FOLLOWING SUPP.DRTING-
THE	 FRAME	 (HEIGHT). SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE. CORNER COORDINATES OF DATA
	 -	 .REVOLUTION -NUHOER.- DAS T'IMEt: CAMERA. SHUTTER 'TIME IN-
THE
	
rRAMB.	 CORRECTION	 FOR	 RESIDUAL IMAGE. 	 FACTOR CKT .DAY	 OFYEAR.	 'FILTEFL AND EXPOSURE TIME.. "CAL TIME FROM
-	





I— - -- --
MARINER 9
DATA SL:T NAME- MTVS MAXIMUM DISCRIMINATION PHOTOS ON B/W
POSITIVE 70-99 FILM
NSSDC (0- 7I-CSIA-04C
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
TIME PERIOD COVERED- It/l3171 TO 70/27/72
CAS REPORTED 4Y THE EXPERIMENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA- 6461 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET IS THE ENHANCED VERSION OF DATA SET -Q(A
AND IS THE THIRD VERSION OF THE ORIGINAL DATA AS PROCESSED BY
THE HTVS LABCRATORY. THIS VERSION CONTAINS THE PHOTOS THAT
RESULTED AFTER THE DIGITAL DATA HAD .BEEN PASSED THROUGH A
FILTERING PROCESS THAT GIVES MAXIMUM DISCRIMINATION OF DETAILS
BUT IN WHICH THE ALBEDO I5 NOT AS APPARENT AS IN THE ALBEOO
VERSION. EACH FRAME IS ACCOMPANIED BY A DATA BLOCK THAT GIVES
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION -- MISSION OESIGNATION. PLAYBACK
NUMBER. ORBIT (OFTEN NOT DIVENI. SET (OFTEN NOT GIVEN)• TIME
FROM PERIAPSIS. SLANT RANCE, VIEWING ANGLE. PHASE ANGLE.
LIGHTING ANGLE. LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF CORNERS AND CENTER
OF PHOTO. PICTURE NUMBER, CAMERA FILTER, EXPOSURE TIME, OAS
NUMBER. RATE. PN ERRORS, PIK SPIKES, FRAME NUMBER. STRETCH
CONTROL. TRANSLATION. AND PICTURE VERSION. BELOW THE PICTURE
ARE TWO GRAPHS, ONE SHOWING DATA OUTPUT AND THE OTHER SHOWING
FIEK OUTPUT. THE QUALITY IS GENERALLY GOOD AFTER ABOUT
REVOLUTION 40. BEFORE THAT TIRE THE CAMERA WAS OPERATING
DURING A PLANET-WILE DUST STORK WHICH OBSCURED hEARLY ALL
DETAIL. AFTER ABOUT THE FIRST 3 WEEKS OF THE MISSION. THE OUST
SETTLED AND FXCELLENT,DETAIL WAS RECORDED.
DATA SET NAME- IPL ALBEOO PHOTOS DN BLACK/WHITE POSITIVE
GENERALLY GOOD. VERY LITTLE DETAIL IS SEEN ON THOSE FRAMES
TAKEN EARLY IN THE MISSION (NOV=HOER-DECEMBER 19713 OWING TO
THE PLANET-WIDE DUST $TORN IN PROGRESS AT THAT TIME.
DATA SET NAME- COMPLETE 70-M9 PHOTOGRAPHY ON 4- BY 6-IN-
O/W MICROFICHE
U550C 20- 71-051A-04F
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 11/13/7I TO 20/27172
IAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA- 771 CARO(S) OF O/W MICROFICHE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 4- X 6- IN. U/W MICROFICHE
CONTAINING ALL VERSIONS OF THE MARINER 9 TV IMAGERY REPRODUCED
BY THE HTVS LABORATORY. THE VERSIONS ARE (I) RAW. (21 ALOEDO.
(3) MAXIMUM DISCRIMINATION (HORIZONTALLY FILTERED) AND. IN
SOME CASES. (4) ;4hiiRUM DISCRIMINATION VERTICALLY FILTERED.
THESE VERSIONS APPEAR SIDE BY SIDE. FOLLOWED BY THE DATA BLOCK
WITH THE DATA COMMON TO ALL VERSIONS. UP TO GO FRAMES APPEAR
ON EACH CARO. UP TO FOUR SUCCESSIVE CARDS CONSTITUTE THE
IMAGERY FROM ONE OROIT. THE LAST CARD CONTAINS ADDITIONAL
SUPPORT DATA. THE CARDS ARE ORDERED BY ROLL AND FILE HUNGERS
AND ARE ALSO OAS SEDUENTIAL. (THE OAS HUMBER IS THE CQHMON
DATUM TO ALL VERSIONS OF THE SAME PICTURE.) EACH CARD I$
HEADED BY THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE MISSION PHOTO LABORATORY
AND ROLL NUMBER. THE LAST CARD FOR EACH ORBIT CONTAINS
UPDATING OF SOME OF THE PARAMETERS CONTAINED IN 771E DATA
BLOCKS THAT CONTAIN PREDICTED VALUES THAT MAY BE IN ERROR.
THESE MICROFICHE CONSTITUTE THE NSSDC CATALOG OF MARINER 9
MTVS PHOTOGRAPHY. IHCLUDEO ARE 45 CARDS CONTAINING THE




PLANET tRHAGI. TRUE ANOMALY OF THE SPACECRAFT t5C"A1• SUNS
LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. SPACECRAFTS LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.
PRINCIPAL POINT'S LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE (O LAT AND O LONG).
PICTURE HEIGHT AND WIDTH. NORTH DIRECTION ON THE PLANETARY
SURFACE MEASURED IN THE IMAGE PLANE AND PIXEL $(1:£. AND SUN
ANGLE [WHICH IS THE SUNS DIRECTION ON THE PLANET MEASURED IN
THE IMAGE PLANE]. THESE SUPPORT DATA ARE EARLY DATA THAT
CONTAIN SOME ERRORS. THC S£OR SUPPORT DATA (DATA SET
71-9SIA-D4K) ON MAGNETIC TAPE CONTAIN THE FINAL BEST DATA.
DATA SET NAME- TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY INDEX DATA ON
;6-MM MICROFILM
NSSDC IO- 71-OSIA-041
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- II/14/71 TO 101'27/72
t45 REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTERS
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF THE COMPLETE INDEXES OF MTVS
AND tPL VERSIONS OF THE MARINER 9 741-MM PHOTOGRAPHY.
REPRODUCED AT NSSDC ON Id-Mg MICROFILM FOR CATALOG PURPOSES.
THE INDEXES ARE ARRANGED IN SIX DIFFERENT SORTS -- (11
PRINCIPAL POINT LATITUDE. 12) PRINCIPAL POINT LONGITUOE. (7]
OAS TIME. (41 HTVS ROLL AND FILE NUMBER. ( S] IPL ROLL AND
PROCESS TINE, AND (6) COMMENTS. EACH SORT CONTAINS THE
PARAMETERS LISTED ABOVE AND. IN ADDITION. GIVES THE RCVCLUTIOh
NUMBER.
THIS, DATA SET CONSISTS OF THE CORPLETC MARINER 9 MTVS
PHOTOGRAPHY ON 16-XH FILM FOR CATALOG PURPOSES. GENERALLY.
THREE RENDITIONS OF EACH FRAME ARE GIVEN — (A) RAN. IOI
ALUEDO RECTIFIED. AND IC] HIGH PASS FILTERED (FOR MAXIMUM
DISCRIMINATSONS. THE QUALITY IS VERY GOOD. AND THE PHOTOS CAN
BE DIRECTLY USED FOR SOME SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES.
DATA SET NAME- MOSAIC PHOTOGRAPHS AND INDEX CATALOG ON
16-MM MICROFILM
NSSDC IO- 71-OSIA-04N
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT N5SDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/13171 TO I0/27/72
[AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER]
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 I REELt S] OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF $PL-PREPARED MOSAIC BOARDS OF
SELECTED AREAS OF THE MARTIAN TERRAIN TOGETHER WITH AN INDEX
ON Id-NM MICROFILM. THE PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS ARE GROUPED
ACCORDING TO SPECIFIC GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS AND WERE FILMED FROM
4- X 5-IN. NEGATIVES (DATA SET 71-OSSA-046). THE INDEX
CONSISTS OF TWO LISTINGS WHICH ARC IDENTICAL IN CONTENT. THE
FIRST IS GROUPED By MOSAIC NUMBER AND THE SECOND BY OAS TIME.
THIS MOSAIC CATALOG ENABLES USERS TO IDENTIFY TNDSE MOSAICS
FOR WHICH THEY REQUIRE HIGHER QUALITY REPRODUCTIONS.
1
DATA SET NAME- LIMB PHOTOGRAPHY INDEX DN BIW MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID- Tt-OSIA-4340
DATA SET NAME- :PL. NICRCFICHE CATALOG DF SELECTED
PHOTOGRAPHY
	
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
NSSDC IO- 71-OSIA-C4J	 TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/130'71 TO 10/27/72
[AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIRENTERI
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
OQANT97Y OF DATA-	 16 CARO[SI OF B/W MICROFICHE
T114E PERIOD COVERED- 11/14171 TO 06/06/72
(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER] 	 THIS DATA SET CONSISTS DF D/W POSITIVE MICROFICHE- CARDS
INDEXING THE COMPLETE SET OF LINO PHOTOGRAPHY FROM THE MARINER
QUANTITY OF DATA- 279 CARDISI OF BIW MICROFICHE	 9 LPL REDUCEO DATA FOUND INDATA SET 71-05tA-04P. EACH FRAME
CONTAINS THE SUPPORT DATA THAT ALL MARINER 9 PHOTOGRAPHY
	
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF THE BEST MARINER 9 PHOTOGRAPHY 	 POSSESSES. THE LISTINGS ARC ORDERED BY IPL ROLL NUMBER AND
ON MICRDPICHE FROM .THE IPL/MDR. THE FIRST CARD CONTAINS 	 SEOR/OAS TIRE.
EXPLANATIONS OF CATA FOR THIS MICROFICHE CATALOG. THE QUALITY
OF REPRODUCTICH IS SUFFICIENT FOR SOME SCIENTIFIC STUDIES TO
BE MADE DIRECTLY FROM THEM.
DATA SET HAND- LIMO PHOTOGRAPHY CATALOG ON D/W
MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID- 7t-OSSA-04P
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- CATA . AT NSSDC
TIME PER100 COVERED- II/17!71 TO 10/27172
.(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTERS
QUANTITY OF DATA- 166 CARD(Sl OF. SIX MLCROPdCHE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS. OF MICROFICHE OF THE. MARTIAN_ LIMB.
PHOTOGRAPHY. - IH ADDITION. TO THE PHOTOGRAPHIC 2MAGCRY. THERE-
ARE PLOTS OF- LIMB PROFILES. SUPPOR71NG.11ATA OLOCKS FOR THE
PHOTOGRAPHS. AND SUPPORTING DATA FOR THE PLOTS.. THE DATA
13—KS FOR THE PHOYOG RAPMY CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION 	 -	 -
--PICTURE. HUMSER. FAS::.TINE.. : ALTITUDE. VIEW ZENITH .  ANGLE.
CENTER AND. CORNER.. COORDIhXTES'- YEAR y DAY. MONTH, GMT TIME,
.FILTER. PICTURE HEIGHT. . ANO V %DTH IN KH ON. THE SURFACE. PHASE
ANGLE. PROCESS DATA+ AND, IPL. NUMBER. THE DATA . BLOCKS -ONTHE -
	
_	 -
- LIND- PROFILE- PLOTS CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION — DAS -
TINE. FILTER. LINE- ABSCISSA. .PLOT LINE NUMBER.. LOCAL TIME,
LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE.. LINE SAMPLE. ILLUMINATION ' -ANGLE. PHASE
ANGLE,-- SUN AZIMUTH. 5CA LE—START ..LINE.. START -SAMPLE; ENO LINE.
AND ENO . : .SANPLE4 THE IMAGERY YS'.GEHERALLY. VERY.000Dr INCLUDING.
THE 'PLOTS. AND THE DATA ULOCKS. .00CASIONALLY . BONE OF THE
LETTERS OLEEO . A LITTLE. IN THE DATA BLOCKS BUT EVEN T1495C




	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -.	 -
NSSDC. ID- Ti-OVIA-.04L_
..AVAILABILITY OF DATASET— ,DATA AT NSSDC 	 ..	 ... 	..	 ..	 ,.
-	
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 1140917 .1 TO 10/2T/72	 -
. ` CAS REPORTER BY'THE-E%PERIMEHTERS-
QUANTITY 13FDATA-
	
20 REELISI OF MICROFILM .
i
GE	 i
DATA SET NAME SEDR FINAL SUPPORT OAYA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC tD- 71-OStA-04K
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET-- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- t(/I2/71 TD IC/1E/72
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSU0
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 (-RCCLCSI OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF THE FINAL AhD MOST CORRECT
SUPPORT DATA TAPE FOR THE MARINER 9 PHOTOGRAPHY. THE TAPE WAS
WRITTEN. IN 7-TRACK. BINARY CODE AT. 354 BPI 13H AN. IBM 360. THE
CONTENTS : . OF THE. TAPE SUPERSEDE ANY OTHER SUPPORT DATA ♦ SUCH AS
THE RECORDS ON THE DATA B R.LOCKS ON THE IMAGERY. O THCSE ON THE
REDUCED DATA RECORDS (11021.. THE INFORMATION - GIVEN Is SIMILAR




DATA SET NAME- SELECTED HTVS AND IPL PHOTOGRAPHY ON
HICROFICNa PROM CAL TECH
HSSDC ID- 71-051A-040
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AV NSSDC
TINE PERIOD CGVEREG- 11/13/71 TG 10/27/72
tAS REPORTED DY THE EXPER IHENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA- 465 CARD(SI OF B/W MICROFICHE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF MICROFICHE. SELECTED BY CAL
TECH PERSONNEL REPPESENTING THE BEST FRANCS FROM THE HTVS AND
IPL REPRODUCTIONS. HOST OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS ARE THE
ALGEDO-STRETCHED AND RAXINUR-DISCRLHINATICH VERSIONS OF THE
ORIGINAL IMAGERY, INCLUDED WITH THE PHOTOGRAPHS ARE GRAY
SCALES• DUAORAHT MAPS. AND SUPPORTING DATA FOR THE IMAGES THAT
APPEAR ON EACH CARD. THE SUPPORTING DATA CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION -; . PICTURE IDENTIFICATION. OAS TIME. ORBIT NUMBER.
CAMERA. FILTER. ROLL AND FILE UVRUER 4141VS1. DATA PICTURES
FOOTPRINTS CRAP 'S CORNER COORDINATES• 51-AUT RANGE. VIEIIIHG
ANGLE. RES13LUTI OH. SOLAR LIGHTING ANGLE. PHASE ANGLE• LOCAL
TIME OF THE CENTER FROM N41ONIGHT. SUN DIRECTION IN THE IMAGE.
DIRECTIONOF NDRTH 1N THE IMAGE. AND EXPOSURE INTERVAL. THE
TIRE PT 100 COVEAEB IS FROM NOVEMBER 12. 1971 (FAR-ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS).. TO OCTOEER 27. 1979. THE SUPPORTING DATA IN THESE
CARDS ARE EQUIVALENT TO THE SEOR DATA, WHICH I5 THEREFORE THE
MOST CORRECT. THE PHDTGGRAPNtC IMAGERY IS GENERALLY VERY GOOD.
THE FOOTPRINTAND SUPPORTING DATA IMAGERY VARY FROM FAIR TO
POOR. THESE MI CROF ICHE ARE FOR CATALOG PURPOSES. 8UT THE
IMAGERY MAY DE USEFUL'IN SOME AREAS OF RESEARCH.
DATA 5ET NAME- BOA PRODUCTS STATUS INDEX OF MARINER 9
PHOTOGRAPHY ON 16-HH HICROFILM
NSSDC lo- 7t-05tA-04V
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERCOD COVEREC- LL/0917t TO 10/27/72
(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
OUANTITY OF DATA-	 I REEL(SI OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA SET IS AN INDEX OF THE PRESENT STATUS OF THC
REDUCED DATA RECORD (RDRI FOR MARINER PHOTOGRAPHY COPIED ON
16-9M HICROFIL14 FROM COMPUTER LISTIHG JIAROC13PY SUPPLIED DY
JPL. THE INDEX IS ORDERED IN TWO WAYS, BY IPL ROLL NO. AND SY
OAS TIME. AND CCHTAINS TIIE FCLLOWL14G INFORMATION (CROSSED BY
ROLL NNO.1 IN COLUMNS -- (1) ROLL NO.. (2) PROCESSING TIME. (31
OAS TIME. C4I REVOLUTICN Na.. 151 CAMERA. (d) NO. OF FRAME IN
REVOLUTION. (7) TOTAL PICTURES IN REVOLUTION. C6) DSFL. (93
CUMULATIVE PICTURE NO.. (10) ENHANCEMENT 1. 1111 ENHANCEMENT
2. AND (LEI RDR STATUS. THE LtSTLN6 BY DAS TIME IS PRECEDED-
OY AN EXPLANATION OF TERMS IN THE STATUS COLUMN.
DATA SET HAKE- IPL MARINER 9 PHOTOGRAPHY ENHANCEMENT
INDEX ON 16-RH MICROFILM
NSSDC 10- 71-USIA-04W
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT N:)9DC
TIME PERIOD COVERED 1"094'7I TO &0/27172	 -
CA$ REPORTED BY THEEXPERIMENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 t REELIS) OF MICROFILM-
.THIS DATA SET IS AN INDEX CATALOG OF THE IPL ENNHANCEKEMT
PROCESSING OP MARINER '9 PHOTOGRAPHY -SUPPLIED 6Y JPL IN THE
FORM OF A COMPUTER PRINTOUT REPRODUCEDONTO. I6-9M HICROFILM.
THE INDEX LISTING. ORDERED BY PROCESSING TIME -CONTAINS'. THE
FOLLOWIN4. INFORMATION - - C1) PROCESSING TIME. I2) DAS TIME.
IM PROCESSING DATE. (4) ROLL NO.. (5).ENHANCEMENY 1. I6)
ENHANCEM E NT 2. I7) ENHANCEMENT 3. (8) ENHANCEMENT 4. (9)
ENHANCEMENT S ♦ f1D9.. ENHANCEME.HY 6. (1L), ENHANCEMENT 7._112)
OUTPUT TAPE. (131 TAPE FILE. AND C14) REMARKS. NO EXPLANATORY
NOTES ARE INCLUDED- YHC MATERIAL IS GENERALLY LEGIBLE.
`I
OF MR QUALIR,',
SPACECRAFT COMMOH NAME- MARINER 16
ALTERNATE NAMES- MARINER 73. PL-732A
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY ♦ MARINER VENUS/MERCURY
6919
NSSDC 1D- 73-OSSA
LAUNCH GATE- 11/03/73	 WEIGHT-	 504. XG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 03/24/75
THIS SPACECRAFT WAS THE FIRST DNE TO USE THE
GRAVITATIONAL FULL OF ONE PLANET IVENUS) TO REACH ANOTHER
1NERCURYI. THE SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE WAS AN 10.25-KG.
EIGHT-SIDED FRAMEWORK WITH EIGHT ELECTRONICS COMPARTMENTS. IT
MEASURED 1.39 M DIAGONALLY AND 0.457 H IN DEPTH. TWO SOLAR
PANELS. EACH 2.7 H LANG AND 0.97 H WIDE. WERE ATTACHED AT SHE
TUN, SUPPORTING $.1 SO M DF SOLAR CELL AREA. Tile ADOKET
ENGLNC WAS LIQUID-FUELED. WITH TWO SETS OF REACTION JETS USED
TO STABILIZE THE SPACECRAFT ON THREE AXES. IT CARRIED A
LDW-GAIN DKHI DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. COMPOSED OF A HONEYCOMB-DLSC
PARABOLIC REFLECTOR. 1.37 M IH DIAMETER. WITH FOCAL LENGTH 55
CM. FEEDS ENABLED THE SPACEC$Z440T TO TRANSMIT AT S-BAND AND
A-BAND FREQUENCIES. THE SPACECRAFT CARRIED A CANOPUS STAR
TRACKER. LOCATED ON THE UPPER RING STRUCTURE OF THE OCTAGONAL
SATELLITE. AND ACQUISITION SUN SENSORS ON THE YIP5 OF THE
SOLAR PANELS. THE INTERIOR OF THE SPACECRAFT WAS INSULATED
WITH NULTILAYER THERMAL BLANKETS At TOP AND BOTTOM. A
SUNSHADE WAS DEPLOYED AFTER LAUNCH TO PROTECT 
THE SPACECRAFT
ON THE SOLAR-ORIENTED SLOE. INSTRUMENTS ABOARD THESPACECRAFT
MEASURED THE ATMOSPHERIC, 	 SURFACE, AND PHYSICAL
CHARAOTERISTI CS OF MERCURY AND VENUS. EXPERIMENTS INCLUDED
TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY. AND MAGNETIC FIELD. PLASMA, INFRARED
RAOLOMETRY• ULTRA-VIOLET SPECTROSCOPY. AND RADIO SCLENCE
DETECTORS. AN EAPERINENTAL X-OAND HIGH-FREQUENCY TRANSMITTER
WAS FLOWN FOR THE FIRST TIME ON THIS SPACECRAFT. MARINER 10
WAS PLACED IN A PARKING 01BIT AFTER LAUNCH FOR APPROXIMATELY
25 MINUTES• THEN. PLACED IN ORBIT AROUND THE SUN EN ROUTE TO
VENUS. THE ORBIT DIRECTION WAS OPPOSITE TO THE NOTION OF THE
EARTH AROUND THE SUN. HIP-COURSE CORRECTIONS MERE MADE. THE
SPACECRAFT PASSED VENUS ON FEBRUARY G. 1974. AT A Ot STANCE OF
4200 
K". 
IT CROSSED THE ORBIT 13F MERCURY ON MARCH 29. 1974.
AT 2046UT. AT A DISTANCE OF ABOUT 704 KM FROM THE SURFACE.
THE TV AND ULTRAVIOLET EXPERIMENTS WERE TURNED ON THE COMET
KOHOUTEK WHILE THE SPACECRAFT WAS ON THE WAY TO VENUS. A
SECOND ENCOUNTER WITH MERCURY* WHEN MORE PHOTOGRAPHS WERE
TAKEN. OCCURRED ON SEPTEMBER 21. 1974. AT AN ALTLTUDC OF ABOUT
47.000 MR. A THIRD AND LAST MERCURY ENCOUNTER AT AM ALTITUDE
OF 327 AN. WITH ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY OF ABOUT 300 PHOTOS AND
HAGNSTIE FIELD MEASUREMENTS DCCU BRED ON MARCH 16. 1975.
ENGINEERING TESTS WERE CONTINUED UNTIL MARC" 24, L97/. WHEN







EXPERIMENT NAME- TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSOC ED- 73-DOSA-01
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 03/1T/75
PERSONNEL	 -
PI - B.C. MURRAY ............ CALIF IHST OF TECH
PASADENA, CA
OL - H.J.S•BELTON ............  KITT PEAK NATL. CBS
TUCSON,-AZ
GI - G.P. KUIPER ..........•. U OF ARIZONA
TUCSON. AZ
DI - V.E. SUGHI ---- 	 11°CF-WISCONSIN
MADISON. WI
OI - N.J. TRASK. JR.	 .... US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
NENLD PARK. CA.	 -
OI-	 D.E. GAULT .	 .HASAnkRC :'
HOFFETT FIECO. CA
DI - B.W. HApKE •	 •........ 'U OF-PIYY58N1RGH -
PLTTSDURGH. PA
OI - M. E. AAYIES ............  RAND CORP .._	 -	 -
SANTAMONICA. CA
01.- D.T. D •LEARY ...•....... CORNELL-U
.	 -	 ITHACA. NY_
THIS EXPERIMENT TOOK TELEVISION-VIDEO -PhDTOCRAPHY OF
BOTH VENUS AND MERCURY. THE OBJECTIVES OF THE EXPERIMENT WERE
Cl) TO MAP AND IDENTIFY THE MAJOR'_PNYS[OGRAPMSC PROVINCES
OF MERCURY.----(2)' TU DETERMINE .THE;DRIENTATION`-OF .THE-SPIN - AXIS-
OF MERCURY. (3) TD - COMBINE ALL OF ' THE MERCURY DATA TO-
ESTABLISH A:CARTOGRAPHIC COORDINATE SYSTEM. (4)- T12 INVESTIGATE
THE - TINE=DEPENDENT PROPERTIES OF. THE VENUS ULTRAVIOLET
.CLDU05.-. AND - . C51, .TO. OUTATH -.HIGH-RESPLUTLON . IMAGERY Or THE
MAIN CLOUDS OF VENUS.. TF£ INSTRUMENT WAS A GEC 1- •VIDICON
TUBE.- IT HAD A 42-SEC FRAMING RATE AND--A 0.48- BY G:37-DEG
FIELD- OF VIEW 
AND USED TWO SPHERICAL TELESCOPE ISO-MM -OPTICS. .-
APPROXIMATELY 6700 Pi_CTUAES- k17N1 k REVOLUTION OF 100 -R.-WERE	 .
OBTAINED.
62
MARINER 90 NIMBUS 4
DATA SET NAME- MARINER ID PHOTOGRAPHY GF .VENUS
ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO- 73-08SA-01G
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 02/05/74 TO 02/OS/Y4
(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPFRZNENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA- 120 CARDIS) BF 8/W MICROFICHE
THESE NUMBERED MICROFICHE CARDS CONTAIN THREE VERSIONS
OF THE MARINER ID FIRST-ENCOUNTER VENUS PHOTOGRAPHY. EACH
FpAHE HAS A PERT TOOL AND HORIZONTAL (O TO 700 ON THE OPCINATE
AND O TO 800 ON THE A5SCI5SA) AMC CONTAINS ONE VERSION OP
IMAGERY IN ORDER — ll) RAN PHOTOGRAPH (R). l21 HIGH-PASS
FILTER (11). THEM (31 VERTIC.a ACC tV). WHICH I9 GENERALLY THE
MOST DETAILED VERSION. THE THREE VERSIONS HAVE THE SANE
Y-DIGIT FRAME NUMBER. WHICH IS PRECEDED BY A CAMERA ID LETTER
IA --VICE ANGLE. B --NARROW ANGLE) AND FOLLOWED BY A LETTER
'CENT IFYi N.. IMAGERY VERSION. BELOW EACH FRAME ARE TWO GRAPHS
-- ONE (LEFT) INDICATING DATA INPUT GRAY SCALE. AND THE OTHER
,RIGHT) INDICATING FILM OUTPUT GRAY SCALE.
SPACECRAFT COMPON NAMC- NIMBUS 4
ALTERNATE NAMES- NIMEUS-O. PL-701E
04362
NSSDC ID- 70-02SA
LAUNCH GATE- 044'GB170	 WEIGHT-	 620. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
ORBIT PARAMETERS
GREET TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 05/OSI.3
ORBIT PERLOD- 107.12 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 99.89 Dec;
PERIAPSIS- 1091, KH ALT 	 APOAPSIS- 1496. KH ALT
NIMBUS 4. THE FOURTH IN A SERIES OF 5CCOND-GENERATION
METEOROLOGICAL R AND D SATELLITES. WAS DESIGNED TO SERVE AS A
STA82LIZED. EARTH-ORIENTED PLATFORM FAR THE TESTING OF
ADVANCED SYSTEMS FOR SENSING AND COLLECTING METEOROLOGICAL
DATA. THE POLAR QITING SPACECRAFT CONSISTED OrTHREE MAJOR
STRUCTURES -- ll1 A RING-SHAPED SENSOR MOUNT. l21 SOLAR
PADDLES. AND (3) THE CONTROL HOUSING UNIT• WHICH WAS CONNECTED
TO THE SENSOR MOUNT BY A TRUSS STRUCTURE. SHAPED SOMEWHAT LIKE
AN OCEAN BUOY. NIMBUS 4 WAS NEARLY 3.7-M TALL. 1.45 H IN
DIAMETER AT THE BASC. AND ABOUT 3 M ACROSS WITH SOLAR PADDLES
CXTCNDED. THE TORUS-SHAPED SENSCR MOUNT. WHICH FORMED THE
SATELLITE BASE. HOUSED THE ELEC -ONI[S EQUIPMENT AND BATTERY
MODULES. THE LOWER SURFACE OF THE TORUS RING PROVIDED 4
MOUNTING SPACE FOR SENSORS AND TELEMETRY ANTENNAS. AN H-PR 1HE
STRUCTURE MOUNTED WITHIN- THE CENTER OF THE TORUS PROVsDFO
SUPPORT FOR THE LARGER EXPERIMENTS ANO TAPE RECORDERS. Mrjp'VD
ON THE CONTROL HOUS P.G UNIT. WHICH WAS ON TOP 1,F THE
SPACECRAFT. WERE SUN SENSORS. HORIZON SCANNCRS. GAS .NOZZLES
FCR ATTITUDE CONTROL. AND A CCHIIAND ANTENNA. USE t'F AN
ADVANCED ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM PERMITTED THE SPACECRAFTS
ORIENTATION TO BE CCNTROLLED TO WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 1 DEG FOR
ALL THREE AXES (PITCH. ROLL. AND -YAM). PRIMARY EXPERIMENTS
CONSISTED OF tll AN IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA SYSTEM (LOGS) FOR
PROVIDING DAYTIHC CLOUDCOVER PICTURES- BOTH IN REAL-TIME AND
RECORDED NODES. [21 A TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY INFRARED RAOICMFTFR
CTHIR1 FOR . MEASURING DAYTIME... AND NIGHTTIME SURFACE AND
CLGUDTOP TEMPERATURES AS WELL AS THE WATER VAPOR CONTENT OF
THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE. (3) AN INFRARED t11TERFEROMETER
4nECTROHETER (IRIS) FOR MEASURING THEEMISSION SPECTRA DF THE
(JARTWATNOSPNERE SYSTEM. (41 A SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTRGHF7£R
(SIRS) FOR DETERMINING THE - VERTICAL PROFILES OF TEMPERATURE.
AMD WATER VAPOR IN THE ATMOSPHERE. - (5) A NCNITGR OF
ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR ENERGY (MUSE) 
-
FOR DETECTING SOLAR UV
RADIATION. 961 A. BACKSCATTER .ULTRAVIOLET [BUVI. SPECTROMETER
FOR A041TORING THE VERTICAL ^ OISTRIBUTIDH AMC TOTAL. ANGUNT OF .
ATMOSPHCRIC OZONE ON A GLOBAL SCALE. 971 A FILTER WEOGE
SPECTROMETER tFWS) FOR ACCURATE NEASURSMENT OF IR RADIANCE AS
• FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH FROM THE EARTWATMOSPHCRE SYST£N. (8)
• SELECTIVE CHOPPER - RADIOMETER (SC(() FOR DETERMINING. THE
TEMPERATURES OF SIX SUCCESSIVE 10-KM LAYERS IN THE ATMOSPHERE
FROM ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS IN THE L5-MICRON CARBON DIOXIDE
SAND.. AND C91 AN INTERROGATION• RECORDING. AND LDCATIUH SYSTEM"
[IRLS) FOR LOCATING.	 INTERROGATING. RECORDING. AND
REiRAHSNITTING METEOROLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL DATA . FROM REMOTE
-COLUCTION STATIONS. THE SPACECRAFT OPERATION WAS -A SUCCESS.
AND IT PERFORMED- NORMALLY - UNTIL APRIL S. 1971. WHEN THE YAW.
GYRO FAILED. CAUSING THE SPACECRAFT TO FACE BACKWARDS IN
ORBIT. IT WAS SUCCESSFULLY TURNCD AROUND. ON MAY 12, 1971. YAW
PRO13LUAS CONTI,AIED TO AFFECT THE SPACECRAFT THEREAFTER.
HEATH. NIMBUS 4
EXPERIMENT NAME- DACKSCATIER ULTRAVIOLET COUv)
SPECTROMETER
NSSDC 10- 70-02SA-05
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL CIFF
DATE LAST DATA RECDRDEP- 06/02/75
PERSONNEL
PI - D.P. HEATH ............. NASA-GSFC
GREENEELT. RD
OI - J.V. GAVE .............. NATL CTR FOR ATHOS RES
BOULDER. CO
DL - A.J. KRUEGER ........... NASA-GSFC
GREENPELT, M0
O[ - C.L. MATECR ........I— 14ATL GTR FOR ATHOS RES
BOULDER. CO
THE HIHBUS 4 BACK5CATTER ULTRAVIOLET [BUV1 SPECTROMETER
EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MONITOR THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION
AND TOTAL AMOUNT OF ATMOSPHERIC OZONE ON A GLOBAL SCALE BY
MEASURING THE INTENSITY OF UV RADIATION BACKSCATTERFO BY THE
EARTWATHOSPHERE SYSTEM DURING DAY AND NIGHT IN THE 2500- TO
3400-A SPECTRAL CARD. THE PRIMARY IISTRVMENYAYION CONSISTED OF
A DOUBLE MONOCHROMATOR CONTAINING ALL REFLECTIVE OPTICS AND A
PHOTOHULT IPLIER PETCCTOR. THE DOUBLE MONDCHROMATOR WAS
COMPOSEb OF TWO FASTIB-.: pER7 TYPE HONBCMROHATORS IN TANDEM.
EACH HONOCHROMATOR HAD A W - or 64-HM GRATING WITH 240D LINES
PER NM. LIGHT FROM A O.4L-STER SOL10 ANGLE ISUBTEHD[NG
APPROXI HAT ELY A 222-KM_56UARE AREA ON THE EARTH • 5 SURFACE FROM
LIA SATELTE HEIGHT OF APPROXIMATELY LI00 KHI ENTERED THE
NADIR-POINTING INSTRUMENT THROUGH A DEPOLARIZLNG FILTER. A
MOTOR DRIVEN CAN STOP ROTATED TNB GRATINGS 70 MONITOR THE
INTENSITY OF 12 DZOUP ADSORPTION WAVELENGTHS. THE DETECTOR WAS
A PHOTCHULTIPLIER TUBE. FOR BACKGROUND READINGS. A FILTER
PHOTOMETER MEASURED THE REFLECTED UV RADIATION IN AN OZONE
FRCS ABSORPTION AREA NEAR 3000 A. SIGNALS FROM BOTH UNITS WERE
READ BY SEPARATE RANGE-SWITCHIHD ELECTROMETERS WITH SEVCH
RANGES. THE BUV EXPERIMENT CYCLE REQUIRED 6144 SEC. EACH
CYCLE. IN TURN. WAS DIVtOED INTO 192 BUY FRAMES OF 32-SEC
DURATION. CALIBRATION BY ONBDARD LIGHT SOURCES WAS PERFORMED
IN 20 OF THE 192 FRAMES. THE OTHER FRAMES WERE USED FOR
EXPERIMENTAL DATA. CURING EACH OF THESE DATA FRAMES. THE
NONOCHROMATOR MEASURED THE INTENSITY OF THE UY RADIATION IH
EACH OF THE 12 WAVELENGTH BANDS WHILE THE PHOTOMETER MEASURED
THE UV INTENSITY IN A SINGLE WAVELENGTH CAW. THE OVELL TIME
AT EACH ►AVELENGTH WAS 1.8 SEC. AND. DURING THIS INTERVAL.
FOUR ANALOG UV INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN AT 400-NSEC
INTERVALS IN ADDiTI ONTO AN INTEGRATED PULSE COUNT MEASUREMENT
OF THE UV INTENSITY AND ENERGETIC PARTICLE FLUX. ONCE EACH
ORBIT, THE FIELD OF VIEW WAS CHANGED TD MONITOR THE SUN OR
MOON DIRECTLY. THE MEASUREMENT RANGE GF THE SIGNAL CURRENT WAS
FROM 0.2 TO 3000 MICROAHPS. THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF DZONE
WAS OBTAIN`D BY MATHEMATICAL INVERSION TECHNIQUES. FOR A
COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF THE OUV EXPERIMENT, SEE SECTION 7 IN
-THE NIMBUS IV USER'S WIDE.-
DATA SET NAME- BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET ATMOSPHERIC OZONE
DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC IO- TO-02SA-OSA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 04/tI/70 TO 12/3l/70
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 94 REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS PATA SET CONSISTS CP 7-TRACK, BINARY ♦ 800-DP1
MAGNETIC TAPES OF RAW DATA FRDH BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET tOUV)
SPECTROMETER INSTRUMENT WAVELENGTH :SCANS.- THESE DATA MAY
REFER TO 8UV OR DIFFUSER PLATE MEASUREMENTS Ult ONE OF THE
CALIBRATION SCANS. THE SCANS ARE NUMBERED CONSECUTIVELY
WITHIN EACH DROIT.REGARDLESS OF TYPE. .TAPES CONTAIN SCAN.UME
AND LOCATION.. SUMMARIZED . CALIBRATIONS. HOUSEKEEPING
tWDRMATLGN. AND PHOTOCATHODE CURRENTS (AMP)WHtvN HAVE BEEN
CONVERTED FROM MONOCHROMATOR AHD PHOTOMETER STGHALS. EACH
PHYSICAL. - RECORD CONSISTS OF THREE. 200-WORD LOGICAL ROCORDS. -
AN -- END-OF-FILE NARK -15 ' WRITTEN AFTER THE 'LAST --ItECORO
PERTAINING TO A GIVEN SATELLITE ORBIT. TIME TAPES. GENERATED
ON AN 16M 7094 COMPUTER. EACH CONTAINS SEVERAL ORBITS. FOR A
MORE COMPLETE DESCRIPTION. OF THE: TAPE.. FDRMATr SEE SECTION
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OI - L.H. BORDEN ............ STANFORD U
STANFORD. CA
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF FOUR VLF RADIO RECEIVERS TO
DE USED FOR STUOT OF NATURAL VLF NOISE OCCURRENCE$ AT ORBITAL
ALTITUDES. THE RECEIVER SYSTEMS CONSISTED OF AN INFLATASLE
2.9-7 LOOP ANTENNA. A PROAHPLIF(ER STAGE AT THE END OF A LONG
DOOM. AND THE RECEI^,CR ELECTRONICS PACKAGES IN THE MAIN BODY
OF THE SATELLITE. THREE STRO-FREQUENCY RECEIVERS. COVERING
FREQUENCY RANGES OF 0.2 TO 1.6 KHZ. t.6 TO 12.5 KHZ. AND 12.5
TO 100 KHZ. EACH OBSERVED A COMPLETE SPECTRUM OF 256 SIGNAL
STRENGTH VALUES ONCE EVERY 2.3. tB.4. OR 147.2 SEC DEPENDING
UPON THE SELECTED MODE OF OPERATION. OBSERVATIONS FROM THESE
THREE RECEIVERS WERE TAPE RECORDED AT L K85 OR OBSERVED IN
REAL TIME AT 1, Be DO 64 KB PER SEC. THE TAPE 15 READ OUT
UPON COMMAND AT THE 64 KB RATE. THE OTHER RECEIVER IS A
BROADBAND RECEIVER OBSERVING SIGNALS FROM 0.3 TO 12.5 KHZ.
THESE DATA WERE NOT TAPE RECCROEO. OUT OBSERVED ONLY IN REAL
TIHE ON THE SPECIAL PURPOSE TELEMETRY CHANNEL. DATA FROM THE
THREE RECEIVERS (CALLED PCH OATAJ WERE RECORDED FOR OVER HALF
THE TIM£ IN ORBIT WITH HIGH BIT RATE CHUB) USUALLY USED WHEN
THE SATELLITE WAS NEAR PERIGEE. AND LOW BIT RATE (LORI NEAR
APOGEE. BROADBAND RESOLUTION DEPENDED UFCH THE SPECTRUM
ANALYZER USED TO PROCESS THE TAPE. THIS RAYSPAN EQUIPMENT CAN
PROVIDE UP TO 10 MSEC TIME RCSOLUTION AND UP TO 30 HZ
FREQUENCY RESOLUTION. THE BROADBAND DATA WERE AVAILACLE ONLY
FOR RELATIVELY SHURT PORTIONS OF THE SATELLITE OPERATING
LIFETIME SINCE THEY WERE RECEIVED ONLY WHEN THE SATELLITE WAS
SCHEDULED TO TRAhSRIT IN RANGE OF A TELEMETRY STATION. THIS
EXPERIMENT OPERATED NOMINALLY DURING THE ACTIVE SATELLITE
LIFETIME. SATELLITE OPERATION WAS RESTRICTED TO SPRING
(APPROXIMATELY MARCH. APRIL. AND RAVI AND FALL CAPPROXIMATELY
SEPTEMBER. OCTOBER. AND NOVEMBERJ DUE TO SPACECRAFT POWER
SUPPLY LIMITATIONS. THERE WERE It OF THESE 3-MONTH PERIOD$
PRIOR TO SPACECRAFT TURH»OFF ON NOVEMBER 28, 1969• AFTER
22.631 HOURS OF EXPERIMENT OPERATION. A MAY L96(3, SRI
INSTRUMENT REPORT BY L. H. BORDEN, ET AL.. GIVES A COMPLETE
DESCRIPTION OF THIS EXPERIMENT.
DATA SET NAME- VLF SPECTRQGRAMS. LOW-RESOLUTION ON
35-14H PAPER
NSSDC IO- 64-054A-DOA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT N5SOC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- It/10/69 TO L2/I54165
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 39 ROLLIE) OF STRIP OR BRUSH CHAT.TCS)
THESE SPECTROGRAMS ARE REDUCED DATA PLOTS PRODUCED BY
RAYSPAN EQUIPMENT DN 3S-MM PAPER SHDWIHG TIME DF SIGNAL
OCCURRENCE Vy FREQUENCY OF RECEIVED VLF SIGNALS- RELATIVE
SIGNAL INTENSITY CAR BE QUALITATIVELY JUDGED ONLY BY CONTRAST
BETWEEN THE CACKGRCUND AND THE SIGNAL TRACES. THESE DATA ARE
IN AN ORIGINAL FORM THAT WAS PREPARED - DIRECTLY FROM THE FIRST
TWO CHANNELS OF THE SPECIAL PVRPDSE TELEMETRY TAPES. THEY ARE
RECORDS OF SIGNALS RECEIVED BY THE 0.3- TO 12-5-KHZ SROADOAHD
RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTED IN REAL TIME WHEN THE SATELLITE WAS
IN RANGE OF A TELEMETRY STATION. DATA SET REQUIREMENTS. BASED
UPON DATA ANTICIPATED TO BE MOST USEFUL, WERE MESHED WITH
SPACECRAFT POWER AND ORBIT CHARACTERISTICS IN ORDER TO
SCHEDULE DBSERVATIUM TIMES.. THESE DATA REPRESENT ALL VLF
BROADBAND OBSERVATIONS NADE PRIOR TO DECEMBER 1S, 1965.
SUBSEQUENT GOSERYATIChS HAVE NOT BEEN PROCESSED AHD/OR
RELEASED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE DATA CONSIST OF 35-MM
POSITIVE PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER ON 100-FT REELS- THEY 'ARE
LOW-RESOLUTION DATA. HAVING BEEN PHOTOGRAPHED WITH LOW PAPER
TRANSPORT SPEEDS. A PRIMARY USE FOR THIS DATA FORM IS IN
IDENTIFICATION OF DATA THAT MAY PROVIDE INTERESTING CASES TO
STUDY WITH HIGII-RESOLUTION PROCESSING OF THE SANE DATA. THE
ORIGINAL TAPES AND PROCESSING AT VARLOLa. TRANSPORT SPEEDS ARE
AVAILABLE THROUGH THE DATA SET CONTACT, DR. J. KATSUFRAKIS. AT
STANFORO UNIVERSITY- SINCE ONLY TIME IS - }TOTED ON THE
SONOGRAMS. SATELLITE. POSITION AND . OTHER RELAYED. INFORMATION
MUST BE OR'AINED FROM WORLD MAPS. SSEE DATA $ET 64-_054*-000.1 :'
DATA SET NAME HIGH-RESOLUTICH VLF-SPECTROGRAM$
NSSDC ID- 64-074A-BBB
AVAILABILITY Or DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 	 - -	 -
TIME PERIOD. COVERED- O]/2l/55 TO 11!24/65
10.5 VERIFIED BY. N9$DC3
QUANTITY OF DATA.
	
IG R£ELCS1 OF MICROFILM
THESE - SPECTROGRAMS ARE .REDUCED DATA PLOYS PROCUCED BY
RAYSPAN EQUIPMENT ON 35-MH FILM , SHOWING TIHE or zzGNAL
OCCURRENCE VS FREQUENCY OF RECEIVED VLF 'SIGNALS. RELATIVE
SIGNAL INTENSITY CAN BE ONLY QUALITATIVELY JUDGED BY CONTRAST
GETWEEII THE BACKGROUND AND THE SIGNAL TRACES. THESE DATA ARE
IH All ORIGINAL FORM THAT 15 PREPARED DIRECTLY FROM THE FIRST
TWO CHANNELS OF THE SPECIAL PURPOSE TELEMETRY TAPES. THEY ARE
RECORDS OF SIGNALS RECEIVED BY THE 0.3- TO 12.S-KHZ 13ROADBANO
RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTED IN REAL TIME WHEN IN RANGE OF A
TELEMETRY STATION. THESE DATA ARE THGSB OF PARTICULAR INTEREST
TO THE INVESTIGATOR AND MERE SELECTED FROM THE IOM-RESOLUTION
DATA 464-054A-05A). THESE DATA ARE GH 100-FT ROLLS OF 35-MN
FILM AND ARE PRODUCED FROM THE ORIGINAL TELEMETRY TAPES AT
HIGHER FILM TRANSPORT SPEEDS THAN THE LOW-RESOLUTION DATA. THE
HORIZONTAL ITIMEI AXIS 15 THUS STRETCHED BY AT LEAST A FACTOR
OF 2 OVER THE LOW-RESOLUTICN DATA. THESE INCLUDE LESS THAN 0.2
OF THE LOW-RESOLUTION DATA. SINCE ONLY TIME I5 NOTED GN THE
SONOGRAMS. SATELLITE POSITION AND OTHER RELATED INFORMATION
MUST Be OBTAINED FROM WORLD MAPS. [SEE DATA SET 64-054A-OOC.)
DATA SET NAME- VLF SIGNAL STRENGTH VS FREQUENCY ON
16-MM CIHE FILM
NSSDC t0- 64-054A-08C
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 5ET- DATA AT N55DC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/O70'64 TO Mf29/63
SAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 L6 FRAMES
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF
VLF SIGNAL STRENGTH VS FREQUENCY. THEY ARE ARRANGED
CHRON OLDGI CALL Y ON REELS OF L6-MM CtRE FILM. THESE DATA HAVE
BEEN THROUGH CONSIDERADLE PROCESSING IN ORDER TO PROVIDE
CONVENIENT REFERENCE TO ORBIT AND OTHER SELECTED GEOPHYSICAL
INFORMATION THAT MAY BE USEFUL. EACH DATA FRAME CONSISTS 13F
TWO PARTS. ON THE LEFT SIDE ARE THREE GRAPHS. EACH PERTAINING
TO A PARTICULAR RECEIVER AND COVERING ONE OF THE RANGES
BETWEEN 0.2.. 4.6. 12.5. AND 100 KHZ. THE GRAPHS SHOW
FREQUENCY VS MAGNETIC FIELD INIEHStTV IN DECIBELS (REFERENCED
TO I GAKMA RMS). FGR FIXED-FREQUENCY OPERATION. FREQUENCY IS
REPLACED BY A TIME SCALE. THE RIGHT HALF OF EACH FRAME SHOWS
PICTORIALLY THE SATELLITE POSITION Ili ORBIT LOOKING BOTH
PERPENDICULAR TO AND - PARALLEL TO THE EQUATORIAL PLANE. TIHE,
ILLUMINATION. L. X. AND GThER DIGITAL DATA FOR THE TIME ANU/OR
POSITION CF OBSERVATION ARE INCLUDED ON THE FRAME IN DIGITAL
PORN. DATA PRESENTLY AVAILABLE INCLUDE ALL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN
PRIOR TO DECEMBER 1965. SUBSEQUENT OBSERVATIONS HAVE NOT BEEN
PROCESSED ANO/OR RELEASED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THESE DATA
INCLUDEBOTH REAL TIME AS WELL AS OBSERVATIONS TAPE KECORDED
ON THE SPACECRAFT. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS OF
THESE DATA ARE IN A JULY 1967 SRI REPORT BY BLAIR AND FICKLIN.
rPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OGO 2
At TERNATE NAMES- OGO-C. POGO I
S 50. 01620
NSSDC IO- 65-06IA
LAUNCH DATE- IQ/14165	 WEIGHT-	 $20. KG
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST.USADI.2 DATA RECORDED- 0,2/00/68
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE-.L0/I5/65
ORBIT PERIOD	 204.- MIN -	 - INCLINATION- 87'.396 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 41,4.006 KM ALT- 	 -	 APOAPSIS--ISID•00 KH ALT
OGO. 2 WAS A LARGE OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTED WITH 20
EXPERIMENTS DESIGNED TO . MAKE SIMULTAHCOUS. CORRELATIVE,
OBSERVATIONS. OF "AURORA AND A.IRCLOW 'EMI5SI13115. -ENERGETIC
PARTICLES. MAGNETIC FIELD' VARIATIONS. IONOSPHERIC PROPERTIES.
CTC.. -ESPECIALLY OVER THE POLAR AREAS. CGO 2 COHSISTEO.OF A
MAIN --BDOYi -GENERALLY PARALLELEPIPED - 1N FORM. TWO RECTANGULAR
SOLAR PANELS. EACH WITH "ASOLAR-ORIENTED EXPERIMENT PACKAGE--
tSQEP). AND TWO OR8ITAL PLANE EXPERIMENT PACKAGES (OPEP). IT
ALSO INCLUDED . SIX EXPERIMENT .PACKAGES CEP) HOUHTED ON.SOOMS
'EXTENDINCi GENERALLY. , FORE AND AFT' OF THE SPACECRAFT ALONG _THE
Y-AXIS. ANTENNA AND ATTITPDE CONTROL FIXTURES ALSO EXTENDED
FROM SEPARATE AHD/OR EP. DOOMS. THE MAIN BODY WAS
ATTITUO E-CONTROLLED, BY^ ULE OF ,HORIZON SCANNERS AND GAS JETS.
_ AND WAS - DESIGNED TD'P=t.T TDVARD 7NE EARTH-CZ-AXIS)^'THE.AXIS-
CQHNECTIMG THE TWO SOLAR PANELS SX-AXIS1 WAS DESIGNED TO -
OSCILLATE - IN ORDER TO REMAIN PERPENDICULAR TO THE
EARTH-SUN-SPACECRAFT PLANE.- THE SOLAR PANELS.ACTIVATEO BY SUN --
SENSORS' COULD.` ROT.ATE ABOUT' THIS X-AXISIN"ORDER, TO OBTAI N
MAXLMUN RADIATION FOR THE 504AR CELLS AND CONCURRENTLY GAIENT
THE SDEP PROPERLY.^THE DPEP s S WERE TLEGRIENTED OM EITHER END OF
AN AXSS - THAT 'WAS. PARALLEL TO THE Y^AXIS-AND ATTACHED To THE
FORWARD END'OF THE MAIN HQOY.. -THESE-OPEP SENSORS NORMALLY WERE
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SERIES OF SIX ORBITING GEOPHYS',CAL COSBRVATORIES. WAS TO
CONDUCT MANY 0IVERSCFIED G£OPHI3CCAL EXPERIMENTS TC OBTAIN A
BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE EARTH AS A PLANET. AND TO DEVELOP
AND OPERATE A STANDARDIZED OBSERVATORY-TYPE SPACECRAFT. OGO 6
CONSISTED OF A MAIN OCGY THAT WAS PARALLELEPIPED IN FORM. TWO
SOLAR PANELS. EACH WITH A SOLAR-ORIENTED EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
CSOEPI. AND TWO DREITAL PLANE EXPERIMENT PACKAGES ICPDPI. ONE
FACE OF THE MAIN EDGY WAS EARTH POINTING CZ-AXIS). AND THE
LINE CONNECTING THE TWO SOLAR PANELS {X-AXIS! WAS
PERPENDICULAR TO THE EARTH-SUH-SPACECRAFT PLANE. THE SOLAR
PANELS WERE ABLE TO ROTATE ABOUT THE X-AXIS. THE OPEP'S WERE
MOUNTED ON ANC COULD ROTATE ABOUTAN AXIS THAT WAS PARALLEL TO
'THE Z-AXIS AND THAT WFS ATTACHED TO THE MAIN DORY. AT LAUHL..
THE INITIAL LCCAL TIME OF AFOGCE WAS 0944 MR. OGO S CARRIED 25
EXPERIMENTS. IT OP SHICH WERE PARTICLE STUOTC.S. TWO. MAGNETIC
FIELD STUDIES. IN ADDITION. THERE WAS ONE EACH OF Till.'
FOLLOWING TYPES 09 EXPERIMENTS --- RADIO ASTRCNOMY. UV
SPECTRUM. LYMAN-ALPHA. SOLAR X RAY, PLASMA WAVES, AND ELECTRIC
FIELD. REAL-SINE DATA WERE TRANSMITTED AT 1. B. AND 64 KBS
DEPENDING ON THE DISTANCE FROM THE SPACECRAFT TO THE EARTH.
PLAYBACK DATA WERE YAPP RECORDED AT 1 KOS AND TRANSNITYEO AT
64 KBS. TWO WIDE-RAND TRANSMITTERS. ONE FEEDING INTO AN
OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA AND THE OTHER FEEDING INTO A
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. WERE USED TO TRANSMIT DATA. A SPECIAL
PURPOSE TELEMETRY SYSTEM. FEEDING INTO EITHER ANTENNA. WAS
ALSO USED TO TRANSMIT W(DE-BAND DATA IN REAL TIME ONLY.
TRACKING WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY USING RADIO BEACONS AT,O A RANGE
AND RANGE-RATE, S-BAND TRANSPONDER. THE SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE
C13HTRUL FAILED ON AUGUST 6. I971. AFTER 41 MONTHS OF NORMAL
OPERATION. THE SPACECRAFT WAS PLACED IN A STAN08Y STATUS OH
OCTOBER S. 1971. FOUR EXPERIMENTS IHEYER. OLAMOHT. TNCMAS, AND
SIMPSONI WERE REACTIVATED FOR THE PERIOD FROM JUNE 1 TO JULY
13. 1972.AFTER WHICH ALL OPERATIONAL SUPPORT TERMINATED.
SPACECRAFT OHBCT PARAMETc115 CHANGED SIGNIFICANTLY OVER THE
LPACECRAFT LIFE. BY APRIL 1971. SPACECRAFT PERIGEE HAD
I14CMASED TO 26.400 KM AND INCLINATION HAD INCREASED TO 54
DEG.
BARTH. OGG S
EXPERIMENT NAME- U,'.TRAVIOLET AIRGLOW
NSSDC ID- 60-014A-21
STATUS OF OPERATION- IhMPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 0610017'
PERSO.NEL
PI - C.A. DART$. ............. U OF COLGRADO
08ULDER. CO
01 - G.E. THOMAS ............ U OF COLORADO
BOULDER. CO	 -
RI - J.B. PEAFICF ............ U OF COLORADO
ODOLDER. CD
OI - E.F. MACKEY ............ PACKARD-BELL CORP
NEWBERRY PARK. CA
THE UV PH07ONETER EXPERIMENT ON OGO 5 WAS FLOWN TO
MEASURE THE DISTRIBUTION OF TERRESTRIAL AIROLO), IN THE
HYDROGEN LINE AT 1216 A-AND THE ATOMIC OXYGEN LINE AT 1304 - A- -
THREE-AXIS EARTH STABILIZATION CIF THE MAIN SPACECRAFT B13DY
DURING HOSHAL OPERATION PERMITTED THE PHOTOMETER TO VIEW THE
AIFLGL13W IN -:HE LOCAL ZENITH. THE FIELD. OF VIEW WAS 3 DEC AT
HALFMAXIMUM. RADIATICN MEASUREMENTS BETWEEN 1050 AND 1000-A
WERE DETAINED WITH THIS TWO-CHANNEL PHOTOMETER EXPERIMENT. -a-
CHANNEL DATA !FROM .1250 TO 1800 A) WERE USED TO REMOVE THE
GONTR1DUTtON OF HON-LYRAN-ALPHA RADIATION PROMTHE 'A F- CHANNEL -
(9050 - -TO I800 AS DATA. - EACH - PHOTOMETER HAD ITS OWN AMPLIFIER
AND .HIGH-VOLTAGE SERVO CONTROL SYSTEM. THE HIGH VOLTAGE ACROSS
THE PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE WAS LOGARITHMICALLY PROPORTIONAL TD
THE UV SOURCE INTENSITY. INFLIGMT .CALIBRATION CHECKS SAND
AUTOMATIC DRIFT CORRECTIONS MERE INCORPORATED IN THE FLIGHT"
EXPERIKENT. A LENS COVER4 HCUNTED AT THE EDGE OF 'THE
PHOTOMETER APERTURE. AND OPERA71213 ON GROUND COMMAND. 11OT`ONLY 	 -	 -
FULFILLED. THE ORIGINAL DESIGN GD:ECTIVE Or-Px.TVIDIhG INCREASED - -	 --
PROTECTION OF THE PHOTDMULTIPLIER SURFACES iRGM INCIDENT-
SUNLIGHT. BUT ON - SEVERAL OCCASIONS.:, ENABLED THECXPERIM£NTER
TO IDENTIFY SPURIOUS SIGNALS SUCH AS THOSE RECEIVrO WHEH THE.	 BLAMONT. OGG 5
SPACECRAFT 'PASSED THROUGH THE' RADr4TjOM DELI'+ SOT,4 CHANNELS., 	 -
HAD .A N09114AL SENSITIVITY OF ID. RAYLEIGrzs. IN THIS EXI--cRIMENT,	 EXPERIMENT HAMS GET:CORONAL LYMAN-ALPHA14EASUREMENT
-THII EARTH-S 1216-A AIRGLOW WAS . ACASUREO AGAINST THE
EXVRATCRRESTRIAL BACKGROUND -RADIATION. THST:CFORET TA-e SPATIAL:	 NSSDC [D- E07014A-22
Ydd IATION Or THIS -LYMAN-ALPHA BACKGROUND _'NEE')ED TO BE
DETERMINED TO DGTAIN - 'A - DESCRIPTION -- OF' THE ALTITUDE'	 STATUS. OF OPERATION- DPERAYIDNAL OFF- 	 -
DISTRIBUTION OF THE 1216^A'EMISSION. TO ACHIEVE THIS SURVEY OF	 DATE - LAST DATA RECORDED- 09/00/T2
THE BACKGROUND RADIATION. .THE 060.5 SPACECRAFT WAS PUT INTO A
SPINNING MODE WHEN IT WAS AT DISTANCES BEYOND TNE.GECCORONAL 	 PERSONNEL
SCATTERING REGION. T.E.. AT ALTITUDES GREATER THAN 80.000 KIl. 	 P1,- J.E+ SLAMONT	 CURS-LPSP
TIME INTERVALS IH 'WHICH THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPIHNXNG TO OBTAIN	 VPRRIERES-AJ:-31UISSOM. FRANCE
-BACKGROUND MEASUREMENTS INCLUDED SEPTEMBER -1X TO 14 AND 	 -
DECEMBER -15 TD ST7.__1969, APRIL I TO. 3-AND SEPTEMBER I. TO 6: -	THE -.OBJECTIVE OF THIS -EXPERIMENT WAS TO DETERMINE THE -
1970. AND MARCH 16 TO 22. 197t- HYDROGEN -.(H1 DISTRIBUTION IN THE GEOCOROHA AND THE GEOCDRONA'S
TEMPERATURE FROM THE MEASUREMENT: OF THE INTENSITY AND LINE
SHAPE OF .. THE EMERGING LYMAN-ALPHA RADIATION. 3K . ADDITION. THE
EXPERIMENT .. PR13VIOCO DATA 011" ,EXTRA. TERRESTRIAL .SOURCES OF
LYHAITALPHA, SUCH AS INTERSTELLAR WINO. 6OMCT5. PLANETS. AND
	
ORIGINAL PAGE .
	NUMEROUS STARS. THE SENSCR WAS .A PHOTOMETER WITH -A FOY OF 40{1
LiJl..LLLLAIG  
	
KIN -OF .ARC AND A BANDWIDTH OF ISO 4 CENTERED AT LYMAN-ALFMA
^^ 
POOR
	47	 _	 II21B.. A7.- SPECIFICALLY. A PLANE MIRROR WHICH COULD-WDTATF
QUALM?	




DATA SET NAME- AEBCLOW INTENSITIES AT 1304 A AND 12$6 A
ON MAGNETIC TAPES
NSSDC TD- 60-014A-21A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03104165 TO 06120/12
IAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC!
G1IANTITY OF DATA- 455 REELCSI OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS REDUCED DATA SET, WHICH WAS GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM
TAPES SUPPLIED IIY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS OF REFORMATTED
7-TRACK. 880-PARITY. MAGNETIC TAPES RECORDED AT 556-91PI AND
GENERATED IN I09 7094 FORMAT. EACH TAPE CONTAINS DHE ORStT OF
EXPERIMENT DATA AND CONSISTS OF ONE FILE OF INFORMATION
COMPOSED OF ONE 22-WORD ORBIT INFORMATION RECORD. ONE 78-WORD
ATTITUDE/ORBIT DATA RECORD AND APPROXIMATELY THIRT:-ZCVEN
HUNDRED AND FIFTY 430-WORD RECOROS EACH CONTAINING 78 WORDS OF
ATTITODE/ORBIT DATA AT 1-14IN INTERVALS. AND 360 WORDS OF
EXPERIMENT DATA AT 1-SEC INTERVALS. ALL WORDS ARE 36-DITS
LONG. THE CHANNEL A AND O OUTPUTS ARE PRESENTED AS DATA
HUNBERS THAT RANGE IN MAG14IT11DE FROM 0 TO 299. CONVERSION
VALUES ARE AVAILABLE TO TRANSFORM THESE DATA NUMBERS INTO
KILGRAYLEIGHS. PARACETERS PROVIDED INCLU0e (I) TIME AND (2)
POSITION RELATIVE TO THE EARTH, THE SUN. AND THE EARTH'S
MAGNETIC FIELD.
DATA SET NAME- CALCOMP PLOTS OF AIRGLOW AT 1216 A ANP
I304 A
.SSDC ID- GE-OL4A-PLO
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/27/68 TO 05/20/69
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA- _	 I REELCSI OF H1CRCFILK
SOME OF TIA£ OGO S TWO-CHANNEL PHOTOMETER EXPERIMENT DATA
ARE PRESENTED DIi CALCOMP PLOTS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER.
THESE 'PLOTS WERE COPIED ONTO . 35-MM FILM AT NSSDC. ALTHOUGH
BASICALLY THE SAME DATA PARAMETERS ARE PRESENTED THROVaHOUT
THE FILM, VALUESFROM THE EARLY ORBITS AND SHOWN IN ONE
FORMAT. AND THOSE OF LATER -ORBITS ARE DISPLAYED TH A DIFFERENT
FORMAT. TN THE EARLY FORMAT. THE DATA FROM EACH ORBIT ARE
DISPLAYED ON THREE GRAPHS. EACH CONTAINING TWO CURVES. AND ALL
PLOTS SHAR[HG A COMMON LINEAR ABSCISSA SCALE. TRUE ANOMALY
CDES:GNATED AS 'ETA-1. SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AND MAGNETIC
LATITUDE VALUES ARE PLOTTED ON THE TOP r:APH. SPACECRAFT
POSITION (RIGHT ASCENSION AND CECL9RXT1Qni +ALUES ARE SHOW" ON
THE RIDDLE GRAPH, AND THE EXPERIMENT G:.'CPUTS IN KILORAVLEICHS
AT WAVELENGTHS OF 12t6 A AND L304 A COMPRISE THE BOTTCM GRAPH.
BENEATH THE ABSCISSA SCALE ARE PRINTED VALUES FOR GEOCENTRIC
RADIAL DISTANCE. CALENDAR DATE, AND GREENWICH MEAN TIME. THE
ORBIT HUMBER IS PRINTED BEHEATH THESE VALUES. FOR THE LATER
ORBITS. THE PARAMETER VALUES ARE DISPLAYED ON TWO GRAPHS EACH
CONTAINING FOUR CURVES, AND AGA711 PRESENTED. SO  T11AT'ALL PLOTS
SHARE A COMMON LINEAR AESCISSA -TRUE ANOMALY. THE DETECTOR
OUTPUTS EXPRESSED IN K14GRAYLE16413 AT WAVELENGTHS OF 1216 A
AND 1304 A ARE 'SHOWN CN THE - TOP'GRAPH-ALONG WITH VALUES FOR
THE SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AND SPACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE VALUES
FOR THE FOLLOWING FOUR PARAMETERS ARE PLOTTED ON THE BOTTOM
GRAPH -^' SPACECRAFTRIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION,
LONGITUDE.. AND` MAGNETIC LATITUDE. THE ORBIT NUMBER IS.PRINTED.
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MOST PASSES CONSIST OF SPECTROGRAMS COVERING THE FOUR
FREQUENCY BANDS OF 0.02 TO IS. 15 TO 30. 92.3 TO L07.5. AND
200 TO 295 KHZ IN TINE SEQUEMCf. THE SAMPLING TIME IS 1B.4 SEC
FUR EACH BAND. THESE RECORDS WERE PREPARED BY THE EXPERIMENTER
FROM ANALOG DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE THAT WERE RECORDED AT
TELEMETRY STATIONS IN REAL TIME. IDENTIFICATION INFORNATION 15
NOTED ON THE HEADER OF EACH ROLL. AND STANDARD -DDT- TIME
CODES APPEAR ON YHE EDGE OF THE SPECTROGRAMS. THE GATA WERE
OBSERVED FROM REGIONS NEAR EIGHT TELEMETRY STATIONS .BETWEEN
JUNE t0. 1969 AND MARCH4. 1979. SPECIFIC TINE PERIODS FOR
SfHICH DATA ARE AVAILABLE CAN BE IOONTTFIED FROM RECORDS AT
NSSDC GR AT THE DXPERIMENTER-S OFFICE. ALL ANALOG DATA CSEE
GATA SET 69-OSIA-25C1 HAVE BEEN MADE INTO SPECTRDGRAMS. THESE
SPECTROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE ON 30-DAY LOAN IN SMALL QUANTITIES
(UP TO FIVE RCILLS) AT NO COST. AND ARRANGEXEHTS CAN BE MADE TO
PROVIDE LARGER QUANTITITES OR TO PROVIDE SPECTROGRAMS PREPARED
AT FILM TRANSPORT SPEEDS OTHER THAN 15 IN. PER MIN. -0N LOAN'
DATA IF NOT IN USE. CAN BE PROVIDED PROMPTLY. SPECIALLY
PREPARED SPECTRDGRAMS CANNOT NORMALLY BE PROVIDED IN LESS THAN
2 WEEKS, AND THEIR AVAILABILITY DEPENDS ON THE QUANTITY
REQUIREO AND ON THE EXPERIMENTERS TIME. THESE DATA ARE
AVAILABLE FROH THE EXPERIMENTER. OR. T. LAASPERE, RADIO
PHYSICS LABORATORY. THAYER SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING. DARTMOUTH
COLLEGE. HANOVER. NEW HAMPSHIRE. 03755. (PHONE 603-646-22321.
DATA SET NAME- VLF WHISTLER WAVE LAND RELATED TWO
COMPONENT GROUND) SONQGRAMS
HSSDC tD- 69-05tA-250
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 10/06/71 TD D1/II/72
CAS VERIFIED BY N55093
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 45 B/W PRINTC$J
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A COLLECTION OF SONAGRAHS.
EACH COVERING A PR£9UENCY RANGE OF 0 TO 8 KHZ AND A TIME
PERIOD OF ABOUT 2 MINUTES. EACH SONAGRAN 15 ABOUT 2.5 A 6
INCHES. EXPANDED TIME SCALES CAPPROX S SEC PER 6-INCH PLGTI
ARE USED TO SUPPLEMENT 3 RECDRO», BELOW EACH OGO SVNAGRAM.
ARE THE VLF GROUND OBSERVATIONS FROM E-W AND H-5 LOOP ANTENNAS
FOR CORRESPONDING TIMES. FROM THE SUGAQAIRA SPACE RADIO WAVE
OBSERVATORY AT 3603tN N AND 13BD19R .^ TIME CODES OCCUR AT




DATA SET NAKE- ULF AURAL RECORDING t.02 TO 30.
92 TO 107. AND 280 TO.29S - KHZI ON TAPE
lissuc 10- 69-0ZIA-25C
AVATLABILXT'V GP DATA SET- DATA AVAILABLE FROM EXPERIMENTER
TIKE PERIOD ♦'UVEREO- 06/10/69 TO 03104/70
CAS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
QUANTITY UP DATA-	 O REELCS) DF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 1376 ANALOG MAGNETIC TAPES
THAT CONfAIH RECORDED VLF SIGN LS RECEIUED IN FOUR FREQUENCY
BANDS. 0.42 TO 15. IS TD 3D. 92.2 TV .107.3 AND 260 T43-295 KHZ.
FUR MOST TAPES ALL FREQUENCY BANDS APPEAR IN THE RANGE O.D2:T0
15 KHZ AND MUST DE PLAYED THROUGH A TA-KHZ DISCRIMINATOR. MOST
OF THE TAPES ARE STANUArm .TAPE. BUT A FEW. OF.THE TAP.ES.. ARE
OUAMTER-INCH AND CAN BE USED DIRECTLY ON AN ORDINARY OPEN XEF_L
TAPE RECORDER. IF A LIMITED QUANTITY OF DATA 15 HEEDED. THE
9UARTER•-INCH TAPE- CAN Be PREPARED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THESE
DATA ARE .RECORDINGS Or THE ORIGINAL. VLF -SPACECRAFT RECEIVER -
OUTPUT. THE CATA WERE OBSERVED IN THE VICINITY OF EIGHT -
TELEMETRY STATIONS UETVEEN JUNE t0. L969, AND MARCH A. 1970-
SPkCIFTC TINE. .PERIODS FOR .WHICH DATA - .ARE AVAILABLE CANGE
IDENTIFIED . FR*: RSCORO5 AT NSSDC. UVE AT ,,THE EXFERIMENTER-S
GPP:CE. ALL -wr 
DATA 
ATE ALSO -AVAILABLL• . A5 5PECTRCGRA7f.S )SEE
DATA SET 69-051A-25A). THE TAPE$ ARE AVAILABLE. .FIR NO MORE
THAN -THE-'COST-.OF THE TA- :AND.-CCPVIHG. FROM THC EXPERIMENTER._.
DR. T. - LAASPERE.._RADIO PHYSIf.5 LAUURATCRY..THAYER SCHOOL OF -




EXPERIMENT NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION
NSSDC to- 69-•OS1A-04
STATUS OF GFERATION- [HUPERABLE
GATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 06/26/71
PERSOtrAfl.
PI - C.A. RCUER ............. NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. RD
US - D.N. HARPOLD ........... HASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. HD
9I - G.R. CARIC14AN .......... U GF MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR. HI
O[ - D.R. TA01SCH ........... U OF MICHIGAN
ANN ARDOR. MI
THE IRLHARY OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO STUDY.
BY GBTAINIL'JG - APPROPIIIATE DIRECT IN SITU - COMPOSITION
MEASUREMENTS. THE VARU,TION OF THE CONCENTRATIONS OF THE MAJOR
CONbttTU£NTS [H[YRGGEN, OXYGEN. HELIUM, AND HYDROGENI OF THE
EARTH-S NEUTRAL UPPER ATMOSPHERE DURING CHANGING SOLAR AND
MAGNETIC ACTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TIME AND LOCATION. THE
SPECTROMETER SYSTEM CONSISTED OF A QUADRUPOLE ANALYZER, IN
WHICH MASS SEPARATION OCCURRED WITHIN A DIRECT CURRENT AND A
RADIO FREGUENCY ELECTRIC FIELD. AN ENCLOSED DUAL-FILAMENT
ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT ION SOURCE. AN ELECTRON MULTIPLIER.
SUPPORTING ELECTRONICS FOR OPERATING THE ANALYZER AND SOURCE.
AND A BRSAK-OFF. DEVICE FOR EXPOSING THE EVACUATED MASS
SPECTROMETER TO THE ATMOSPHERE AFTER THE SPACECRAFT ACHIEVED
ORBIT. ORIENTED CONTINUALLY INTO THE ORBIT PLANE. THE
SPECTROMETER-S ENTRANCE APERTURE NORMALLY FACED INTO THE
DIRECTION OF NOTION. ENTERING GAS PARTICLES INTERACTED WITH
THE °-URFACES OF AN ANTE:NAHBER BEFORE BEING 90NEZEU BY A 9D-V
ELECTRON BEAM. AFTER PASitN. THROUGH ELECTRIC FIELDS. THE
SELECTED )DNS STRUCK THE FIRST DYNODE OF A NULTIPLIER. THE
RESULTING MULTIPLIER OUTPUT PULSES WERE .COUNTED. AND. THE
MEASURED COUNT WAS PRB pGRTIDNAL TO THE NUMBER DENSITY CK THE
SELECTED MASS IN THE ANTECHAMBER. THIS VERSATILE EXPERIMENT
WAS DESIGNED. To OPERATE IN ANY ONE OF THREE MOPES, DEPENDING
ON THE CCMHAND GIVEN. IN.MODE •C-"THE SPECTROMETER WAS TUNED
TO A PARTICULAR NEUTRAL SPECIES - MASS AHD - MEASURED ITS
CONCENTRATION ONLY. IN THE - OTHER TWO MODES., BOTH PRETUNED
STEPPING . ARE . . MASS SWEEPING - APPROACHES WERE USED. THE
EXPERIMENT WAS AUTOMATICALL'r PLACED. IN MODE -A- EACH TIME . IT
WAS TURNED ON. AND THE DJLK aF THE TRANSHITTEO DATA WAS
OBTAINED IN 40DE A. HERE. THE ANALYZER WAS FIXED -- TONED
SEQUENTIM,LY T6 THE MASSES GP PRINCIPAL INTEREST. 2. 4, 16.
28. AND 32. THERE kERE.24 - STEPPING SEQUENCES. EACH LASTING 9-2
SEC! IN ADDITION. - THERE WERE TWOSWEEPING SEDUENCES. EACH OF
55.2-SEC DURATION. SD THAT A COMPLETE NCASUREHENT CYCLE LASTED
368 SEC.:: IN THE SWEEPING HGOE. THE ANALYZER . WAS TUNED . OVER THE
MASS. RANGES 2 TO 142.4 TO 2.2. t6 YG 9, .20 TQ 15. E.. 32 TO, Ia.:
AND .43 TO 25.3 . AHU. A COMPLETE MEASUREMENT CYCLE IN. MOVE 4
ALSO TOOK 360 SCC:AHU CONSISTED OF SEX SWEEPING SEQUENCES AND
FOUR -STEPPING -SEQUENCES.. MCRE. DETAILS , CAN'_-OE FOUND IN
-NEUTRAL - COMPOSITION VARIATION'ABOVE 401. Kk DURING .A MAGNETIC
STORM.- D -.
-
ft. TAVJSCH.. G. R. - CARIGNAN. AND_(. A. REBER, -JGR.- -
VOL 76. ND. 34. PP 831^8-A325. I4TI. 	 -
DATA SET HARE- ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION AND TEMPERATURE	 -
.	 : .	 ON MICROFICHE	 ..
NSSDC ID- 69-OSIA-04A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA - SET--DATA IN. PUBLISHED-REPGRTCSI
DATA SET MANE- SUMMARY PRINTOUTS OF 0.2-1900 KHZ WB
AND NO E200 + $DO KHZI VLP NOISE INTENSITY
NSSDC ID- 69-OSLM-250
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TINE PERIOD COVDRED- 12130/69 TD 12.131170
CAS VERIFICO BY HSSDCJ
QUANTITY OF DAYs4-
	
a REELCS) OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA SET, SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS OF
TIKE-DRDEREO. CALIBRATED LISTINGS OF ALL YAPS-RECUROCO NOISE
INTENSITY DATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT. DATA INTERVALS ARE AT
0.3t KIN 520.4 SECI. NARROW-RAND END.) INTENSITIES AT 200 AND
540 KHZ ARE GIVEN IN VOLTS TIMES 10 TO THE -T. AND WIDE-BAND
CWBI INTENSITIES IN VOLTS TIMES 10 TO THE -4. THE LISTING
CONTAINS (1) SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE POWER CODES. (2) TIME. C31
AVERAGED (OR iNSTANTANEOUSJ INT ENSITY VALUES FOR NB AND WD
RECEIVERS. C41 EXPERIMENT STATUS CODES CCOLUMNS PHI. L. AND Z.
CONTAIN DATA PERTINENT ONLY TO THE IMPEDANCE OBSERVING PORTION
CF THE EXPERIMENT). AND t5) MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM INTENSITY
VALUES OF 128 OBSERVATIONS BY EACH NS RECEIVER. TO THE RIGHT
OF THESE LISTINGS THE DATA ARE MACHINE PLOTTED WITH A LIHCAR
HORIZONTAL SCALE OF INTENSITY AND A VERTICAL LINEAR SCALE OF
TIME. WHEN A SAWTQOTH PATTERN HEADS THIS CRAPM. THEN THE
AVERAGED NO DATA LISTED AND PLOTTED RESULT FROM THE 128
OBSERVATIONS TAKEN DURING THE 18.4^ZXC SUBCOHMUTATDR INTERVAL-
WHEN THE SAWTOOTH IS HISSING. THE NO DATA ARE INSTANTANEOUS
VALUES RATHER THAN AVERAGE VALUES. THERE WERE 261 PASSES FROM
JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 1970 WITH INSTANTANEOUS DATA VALUES.
SINCE ONLY THE OBSERVATION TIRES ARE LISTED. LOCATIONS REQUIRE








TIME PERIOD COVERED- 04/47069 'TD 05/13/Tt
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 I CARDIS) OF S/W MICROFICHE
THIS ANAI.YZEP DATA SET 15 IN -EMPIRICAL MODEL OF GLOBAL
THTHOSPN$RIC TEMPERATURE AND COMPOSITION BASED ON DATA FROM
THE OGO 6 QUADRUPOLE MASS SPECTROMETER.- A. E. HEDIN. H. O.
MAYA. C. A.. REBER, N. Y. SPENCER. AND G. R. CARIGNAN. -JGR.-
VOL 79. NJ. A. JANUARY 1974- THE SPECTROMETER MEASUREMENTS
PRESEi14TEO HERE WEkE OBTAINED WHEN STRONG MAGNETIC ACTIVITY WAS
ADS ENT, THE PAPER BEGINS WITH AN INTRODUCTION THAT INCLUDES A
DESCRIPTIOV OF The DATA SELCCTION. COVERAGE. AND ACCURACY.
FOLLOWED BY A PRESENTATION OF THE HOVEL FORMULA AND DATA
FITTING. A DISCUSSION OF THE MEASUREMENTS AND OF THC MANY
DATA COMPARES CNS I5 ALSO UICLUDEO• TWENTY-SEVER DATA GRAPHS
SHOW THE VARIATIONS WITH MANY PARAMETERS INCLUDING LOCAL TIME.
GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE. AND SOLAR ACTIVITY.
DATA SET NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERIC COHPOSITION DATA
ON TAPE
NSSOC ID- 49-D51A-04D
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 04/060'69 TO 04/24/71
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 6 REEL(S1 DF MAGHETIC TAPE
THIS TIME-GRCER40 9-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE.
EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED DATA SET WAS WRITTEN AT 1600 BnI.
INCLUDED WITH THE NEUTRAL SPECIES IDENTIFICATION ARE VALUES
FOR THE MEASUPEO CONCENTRATION AND ERROR. ALONG WITH MANY
OTHER PERTINENT PARAMETERS.	 SPECIFICALLY.	 EACH R£CDI(D
CONTAINS 2Z WORDS OF DATA IDENTIFIED AS FOLLOWS -(;1 YEAR AND
DAY GF THE MEASUREMENT. t2) UNIVERSAL TIME OF THE THE
MEASUREMENT. (3) HASS IDENTIFICATION. (4) AMBIENT DENSITY. t51
AMBIENT DENSITY	 ERROR. (6) ALTITUDE. 171 LATITUDE. I8J
LONGITUDE. IS) LOCAL TIME. 1107 MAGNETIC LATITUDE. III)
VELCCITY ANGLE. ILZJ SUN ANGLE. (.131 INVARIANT LATITUDE. C14)
MAGNETIC INDEX (AP). (15) F10.7 FLUX (DAILY). {161 MEAN F10.7
(3-MONTH AVERAGE). (17) TEMPERATURE CALCULATION SJ65).. [IBI
DENSITY CALCULATION. [191 MAGNETIC LOCAL TIME. (201. MODIFIED
LATITUDE. (21) ORBIT NUMBER * AND (22) TIME FROM PERIGEE,
SHARP. OGG 6
EXPERINENT NAME MICROPHONE ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY GAUGE
NSSDC 10--6.1-OSIA-01
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST .USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/04/71.
PERSONNEL
PI - G.W. SHARP ............. NASA HEADQUARTERS
VASHINGTON.. OC.
DI - T.J. CROWTHER	 LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
PALO ALTO, CA
THE MICRGPHONE ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRAL.. OEHSLTY GAUGE
EXPERIMENT MEASURED THE SPATIAL AND TEKPORAL VARIATIONS OF
DENSITY IN YHE ALTITUDE RANGE FROM .ZSO TO 700 KM. THE
INSTRUMENTATION .CONSISTED GF A THAN METAL RIBBON SUSPENDED 114
A MAGNETIC FIELD - LOOKING ALONG THE SPACECRAFTS VELOCITY
JECTOR AND EXPOSED T13THE MOVING-AAR STRAY. THE AIR ENTERING
THE APPARATUS WAS MECHANICALLY CHOPPED 50 THAT.THE RIBBON WAS
FORCED To DSCILLATE - .IN THE MAGNETIC FIELD. TNE.AMPLITUDE OF
FHE OSCILLATIONS -BEING . AR9PORT ZONAL TO THE APPLIED PRESSURE,
THE ELECTRICAL VOLTAGE' GENERATED BY THC MOTIDH OF THE RIBBU2I
THROUGH THE MAGNETIC FIELD. WAS AMPLIFIED AND RECTIFICD TO
PROVIDE A DC, SIGNAL-FOR TELEMETRY. FRON.THE. PRESS URE.. VALUES,
AND	 M- KNOWLEDGE OFFRO. TH  VELOCITY - AF THE AlR..STREAM -
tEPFECrAVE SPACECRAFT VELOCITY] -. ATMOSPHERIC..DENSITY - COULD BE
DEDUCED. ONCE EVERY 2 MIN. THE AIR FLOW WAS STOPPED FOR 20. SEC
TO ESTABLISH A ZERO REFERENCE VALUE FOR. INFLIGHT CAL IBRATI ON..
FOR MORE 9ETAALS OF EXPERIMENT OPERATION, SEE • JGR:* VOL. 67r
PP 1775-A70Z. AND '(NO 'AUTHOR] -FINAL REPORT FOR MtCRQPHQNE
DENSITY RANGE EXPERIMENT FOR OGO F.- THE EXPERIMENT WAS A
SUCCESS. AND GOOD DATA WERE DETAINED FROM LAUNCH UNTIL THE
SECOHO WEEK IN FEBRUARY 1970. WHEN THEME OCCURRED AN
UNEXPECTED PHASE SHIFT IN THE SENSOR OUTPUT. THE EXPERIMENT
OPERATED IN THIS RANKER UNTIL THE SPACECRAFT WAS -DEACTIVATED
ON JUNE 2B...L971..	 ..	 -
DATA SET NAME- HICROPHONE DENSITY GAUGE DATA TAPES
HSSOC ID- 69-OZIA-OLA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 96/11/69 TO 01/710'70
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY OF,DATA-	 8 REEL(SI OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THE MICROPHONE ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRAL DENSITY GAUGE
EXPERIMENT MEASURED THE SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL VARIATIONS OF
DENSITY IN THE ALTITUDE RANGE FROM 251) TO 700 KM. THE
INSTRUMENTATION CONSISTED OF A THAN METAL RIBBON SUSPENDED IN
A MAGNETIC FIELD LOOKING ALCNG THE SPACECRAFT 4 5 VELOCITY
VECTOR AND EXPOSED TO THE MOVING AIR STREAM. THE AIR ENTERING
-HE APPARATUS WAS MECHANICALLY CHOPPED SO THAT THE RIBBON WAS
FORCED TO OSCILLATE IN THE MAGNETIC FIELD. THE AKP[.ITUDE OF
THE OSCILLATIONS BEING PROPORTIONAL TO THE APPLIED PRESSURE.
THE ELECTRICAL VOLTAGE GENERATED BY THE MOTION OF THE RIBBON
THROUGH THE MAGNETIC FIELD WAS AMPLIFIED AND RECTIFIED TO
PROVIDE A OC SIGNAL FOR TELEMETRY. FROM THE PRESSURE VALUES
AND FROM KNOWLEDGE OF THE VELOCITY OF THE AIR STREAM
(EFFECTIVE SPACECRAFT VELOCITY). ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY COLD 15E
DEDUCED. ONCE EVERY 2 Alt'. THE AIR FLOW WAS STOPPED FOR 20
SEC TO ESTABLISH A LER/ REFERENCE VALUE FOR INFLIGHT
CALIBRATION. GOOD DATA WERE OBTAINED FROM LAUNCH UNTIL
SPACECRAPT OEACTtVATION ON JUNE 28. 197I. HOWEVER, THE RAW
DATA COLLECTED AFTER FEBRUARY 1970 [WHEN PHASE SHIF° IN SENSOR
OUTPUT OCCURRED) WAS NOT REDUCED. THESE DATA ARE ON 7-TRACK.
BINARY. 000 EPE. MULTIFILE. TAPE PREPARED ON AN IBM 7094.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OSO 5
ALTERNATE NAMES- GSO-F, PL-6B4A
03663
NSSOC 10- 59-006A
LAUNCH DATE- 01/22/69 	 WEIGHT-	 645. KG
STATUS OF OPERATIOH- PARTIAL
ORBIT PARAMETERS
GREAT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 01/22/69
ORBIT PERIOD- .95.77 MIN	 INCLINATION- 32.965 DEG
PERIAPSLS- 532.000 - XH AI.T	 APUAPSIS- 570.000 KN ALT
TN6 OUJBCTIVES OF .THE GSO. SATELLITE SERIES WERE TO
PERFORM SOLAR PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS ABOVE THE ATMOSPHERE DURING
A COMPLETE SOLAR CYCLE AND TO HAP THE ENTIRE CELESTIAL SPHERE
FOR DIRECTION AND INTENSITY OF UY LIGHT. X RAY. AND GAMMA
RADIATION- THE OSO 5 -PLATFORM CONSISTED OF A • SAIL • SECTION
THAT POINTED TWO EXPERIMENTS CONTINUALLY TOWARD THE SUN AND A
'WHEEL • SECTION THAT SPUN. ABOUT AN AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO THE
POINTING DIRECTION OF THE SAIL AND CARRIED SIX EXPERIMENTS.
ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENTS WERE PERFORMED BY GAS JETS AND A HAGNETIG
TORQUING COIL. POINTING CONTROL PERMITTED THE POINTED
EXPERIMENTS TO SCAN THE REGION OF THE SOLAR DISK. IN A 40- BY
40-ARC-.MIN RASTER PATTERN. IN ADDITION. 'Stir; POINTED SECTIDH
COULD. BE COMMANDED -T0. SELECT AND SCAN A 7.5- 13Y-7-ARC-01N
REGION NEAR THE SOLAR DISK. DATA WERE SINULTANEOUSLY. RECOROEU
ON TAPE AND TRANSMITTED BY PCN/PM TELEMETRY- A COWHAND SYSTEM
PROVIDED FOR 155 GROUND-DASED .COMMANDS. THE SPACECRAFT WAS
COMRANDED OFF ON DECEMBER 31. 1972-AFTER THE RSENTRY OF DSO 7
IN JULY 1974. THE OSO 5 SPACECRAFT WAS COMMANP11:1 BACK DN IN
JULY 2914.
NEV. DSO 5	 .
EXPERIMENT NAME-- ZODIACAL-.LIGHT MONITOR
NSSOC IO- 64-OObA-OT
STATUS OF CPERATIOM-.PARTIAL
PERS DHNIy 	 ..	 .
Pt - E.	 NEY ............... ] OF MINNESOTA
	
.MINNEAPOLIS. MN.	 .
THIS EXPERTMEHTL - A MODIFIED VERSION OP AN 0S0-. 2 --
EXPERIMENT. (6S-007A-04J. .WAS DESIGNED TD MEASURE THE 1NTENSLTY
AND.. DEGREE. OF POLARIZATION . . OF. ZODIACAL LIGHT AS A. FUNCTION OF
ECLIPTIC :LATITUDE. AHD TG.SEARCN FOR CHANGES IH.ZODIACAL: LIGHT
RESULTING" -FROM SOLAR .DISTURBANCES. IT WAS ALSO. INTENOEO TO .
STUDY THE INTENSITY OF THE AIR"Ok. CONTINUUM' LAYER AND TO
STUDY. THE :OASTRIBUTION .OF - .NIGHTTIME LICKITWNG.'-.STORMS.-SIX
PHOTOMULTIPLIER/FILTER .PHOTOMETERS WERE USED - MITI: :VARIOUS
Apr.dr 7RFS - AHD. 6R2EHTATIONS. 7Y,ESE PHDTO»-`'TERS WERE. F[S" L. PH-2.
PH-:r . PM-4. - PM-S. AND PK-6. PM-1 WAS 041ENTED PARALLEL TO THE








PASSpAND- PH-2 WAS ORIENTED ANTIPARAL .LEL 7O THE SPIN AXIS WITH
A 9.25- BY 57-DEG FIELD OF VIEW AND A BLUE 0500 TD 5000 A)
PASSUA14 WAS ORIENTED PARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS WITH AN
I]-OLG^D10.METER CONICAL FIELD OF VIEW AND A BLUE CSSOO TO SOOO
A) PASSBAND. PH-4 WAS ORIENTED PARALLEL TO T,T' SPIN AXIS WITH
A 10.5-0116 OFFSET, A 9.5-DEC-DIAMETER CONICAL FOV. AND A BLUE-
[3500 TO 5000 AS PASSBAND. PM-S WAS ORICHTEO ANTIPARALL£L TO
THE SPIN AXES WITH A 9-BEG-DIAMETER CONICAL FIELD OF VIEW AND
A RED (6000 TO 8500 A) PASSDANO. PH-6 WAS ORIENTED
ANTIPARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS WITH A 9-DEG CFFSET. A
9.5-DErrDIAMETER FOV ARD A VISUAL/RED PASSUAND. PM-1, PH-2.
AND PH-3 WERE READ OUT THREE TIMES DURING EACH SPACECRAFT MAIN
FRAME (TELEMETRY]. AND PH-4. PM-5. AND PM-6 WERE ROAD OUT
TWICE DURING EACH SPACECRAFT MAIN FRAME. THESE PHOTONUYERS
MEASURED LIGHT INTENSITY UP TO AUDUV 1000 TIMES THAT OF A
TENTH MAGNITUDE STAR. ON A SCALE FROM 0 TO 4096. PR-3. PM-4.
AND PM-5 WERE EOUIPPEO WITH FIXED POLAROID FIe TERS- IN
ADDITION. TWO PHOTOOIODES, EACH WITH A SENSITIVITY AQGUT
ONE-SIXTEENTH THAT OF THE PHOTOMETERS. FUNCTLDHED AS MONITCR
EYES AND WERE SAMPLED ONCE EVERY 5 SEC. EYE-1 WAS ORIENTED
PARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS WITH A 10.S-CEG OFFSET AND HAD A
21-DEG-OIAM6TER COMICAL FIELD OF VIEW. EYE-2 WAS ORIENTED
ANTIPARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS. OFFSET BY 5 DEC. AND HAD A
17.5-DBC-DIAMETER FDV.
DATA SET NAME- ZODIACAL LIGHT AND AIRGLOW PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC JD- 69-OC6A-07A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC PROCESSING OEPERREO
TIME PERIOD COVERED- Ol/27/69 TD 03/15/71
(AS REPORTED BY VW-' EXPERIMENTER)
OUANT]TY OF DATA- 400 REELLSI OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF SETS OF PLOTS OF 20-SEC
MAX/MIN VALUES FOR FOUR OF THE SIX PHOTOMETERS AND TWO MONITOR
EYES IPHOTODIOOES] PLOTTED VS TIME. THIS DATr1 SEY
O
 IS A SUBSET
OF 69-0O6A-07A- AFPROXIMATELY 40 ME; OF DADA ARE H EACH PLOT.
AND A SET OF FOUR PLOTS COVERS A GIVEN TIME PERIOD. ONE PLOT
CONTAINS THE INTENSITIES MEASURED BY PHOTOMETERS 3 AND 5.
ANOTHER CONTAINS THE INTENSITIES REASURED BY PHOTOMETERS 4 AND
0. AND THE LAST CONTAINS THE INTIINSLTIES MEASURED BY THE
PHDTOOICDES. THE INTENSITY SCALES ARE 0 TO 4000 FOR THE
PHOTOMETERS. AND 0 TO 256 FOR THE PHOTODIOOES. THE DATE OF
OBSERVATION IS GIVEN ON THE PLOTS. THE DATA ARE PARTLY REDUCED
DATA SUPPLIED BY THE 'EXPERIMENTER AND ARE C6NTALNEO ON 16-HM
MLCROFILH.
DATA SET NAME- ZODIACAL LIGHT AND AIRCLDW TABLES ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID- 69-006A-070
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC PROCESSING DEFERRED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 01/27/49 TO 0y11517L
(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
QUANTITY OF DATA- 30D REEL($) OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF PHQIOMETER AND MONITOREYE.
DATA IN SASULAR FORM ON MICROFILM.. ALL PHOTOMETER OUTPUTS ARE
LISTED AS A FUNCTION OF MAIN-FRAME TIME FOR EACH PERIOD OF
SPAC6CRAFT NIGHT. EACH PAGE CONTAINS DATA FROM 15.J6 SEC OF
TIRE. AT THE TOP OF EACH PALE, IN THE HZAGEV* THE OUTPUTS.. FROM.
THE MONITOR EYES. 5UNRISE/5UN5EY.YIME5. iPAC0CRAFT.PDSITXON.
AND SPACECRAFT ORICNTATIONS ARE GIVEN. THESE DATA ARE PARTLY
REDUCED DATA SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER AND ARE CONTAINEDON
16-MM HICROFILH. A SUBSET OF THESE PAT* APPEARS ON PLOTS AS
DATA SET. 59-006A-D7A. TH8 DATA IN THIS DATA -SET ARE READABLE
BUT ARE NOV REPRODUCIBLE. USERS MAY HAVE ACCESS To THE DATA ON
THE PREMISES OP NSSOC.
DATA SET NAME- REDUCED PHOTOMETER DATA PH MAGNETIC TAPE
Nr'JSC ID- G9=006A-07(9
AVAILABILITY OF DATA .SET-- DATA A7-HSSIK
TM PERIOD COVnr;G- 91126/E9 TO 07112- 	 --^
CAS VERIFIED BY NI -A.	 -
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 78 REEL S) 0!0 MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET. RECEIVED FROM THE EXPERIMENTER, IS
CONTAINED ON D00-PARITY.7-TRACK. 860 BPI. BINARY MAGNETIC
TAPES WRITTEN ON A CDC 6600. DATA COVER ONLY NIGHTTIME
OPERATION OF THE SPACECRAFT, ANO EACH NIGHTTIME PERIOD COVERED
INCLUDES CONPLETE SPACECRAFT ALTITUDE. ASPECT. AND EPHEMERIS
INFORMATION ALONG WITH RELEVANT HOUSEKEEPING INFORMATION. AND
THE COUNT RATES OF THE SIX TELESCOPES. THE DATA FROM THE
INDIVIDUAL TELESCOPES APE PACKED AS 12-BIT WORDS, YIELDING A
COUNT RATE RANGE OF FROM ZERO TO 4095. THE THIRD WORD OF
TELESCOPE 3 
15 
INCOMPLETE. CONTAINING ONLY 8 BITS. AND SHOULD
NOT BE USED FOR DETAILED ANALYSIS. Q=TIONAGLE OR MISSING
DATA WERE &ET TO ZERO, WHEN TURNED OFF BECAUSE CF EXCESSIVE
LIGHT. THE TELESCOPES READ A SMALL NUMBER OF COUNTS [LESS THAN
20).
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OV1-IS
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-682F, SPACES 1900-059A
033LB. ARSP 60-1
NSSDC IO- 60-059A
LAUNCH DATE- 0T11 ]L/60	 WEIGHT-	 ZLS. KG
STATUS ;F OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECDROEO- LI/O6/6U
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 	 EPOCH DATE- 07/12/65
ORBIT PERIOD- L04.6 MIN	 INCLINATION- 89.90 OEG
PERIAPSIS- 154.000 KH ALT	 APOAPSIS- 1010.00 KH ALT
OV1-J5. ALSO REFERRED TB AS SPADES 95DLAR FERTLRUATION
OF ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITEI. WAS DESIGNED
TO STUDY SYNOPTICALLY THE FLUCTUATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY,
COMPOSITION. AND TEMPERATURE IN THE REGION FROM 150 TO 500 KM
AS A FUNCTION OF SOLAR MAONETO5PNERIC DISTURBANCES. THE
CYLINDRICAL SPACECRAFT. 27 INCHES IN DIRHCTER. WAS 54 INCHES
LONG.. ELECTRICAL POWER WAS SUPPLIED BY SOLAR CELLS MOUNTED ON
MULTIFACETEO DOMES OH EACH END OF THE SPACECRAFT. OVI-15 WAS
SPIN-STABILIZED. INSTRUMENTATION CONSISTED OF A MICROPHONC
DENSITY GAUGE.	 DON GAUGE. MASS SPECTROMETERS. ENERGETIC
PARTICLE DETECTORS, SOLAR X-RAY AND UV FLUX MONLT,7' 	 AN
IONOSPHERIC MONITOR. AND A TRIAXIAL ACCELEROMETE- THE
SPACECRAFT PERFORMED NORAILLY AFTER LAUNCH. REENTERING THE
EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE ON NGVEMDER 6. I96$, AFTER SUCCESSFULLY
COHPLETING THE MISSION OBJECTIVES.
CHAMPION. OVL--1S
EXPERIMENT )TAME- TRIAXIAI, ACCELEROMETER
H5SOC IO- d8-OS5JA-Ol
STATUS.OF OPERATION- LNOPERABLE
D4TE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED-'1I/06/68
PERSONNEL
PI	 K.S.W.CHAMPION •	 USAF CAMBRIDGE RES LAS
BEDFORD.: MA	 - -
OI - F.A. MARCOS ............ USAF CANURIDGE RES LAB.
OE01`0110, RA
THE ACCELEROMETER S EXPERIMENT U.I
.
J. 6V1^-15 WAS DESIGNED TU
DETAIN ATMOSPHERIC. DENSITIES BETWEE 160 AND .200 . %M. THE
ACCELEROMETER SYSTEM CONSISTED OF THREE MUTUALLY PERPENDICULAR
ELEf, TA%JST.ATICALLY SUSPENDED AND ELECTROSTATICALLY
PULSE-RroALANC£0..- UN ITS - -_ MOUNTED NEAR THE CENTER OF THE
SPACECRAFT AND ALIGNED ALONG ITS NOMINAL SPIN AXIS. THE
1.]ISTRUMENT MEASURED THE ELECTROSTATIC FORCE P;EOUXRED . TO
RESTDFE - A . uoLLOW . CYLINDRICAL MASS . UNDER ACCELERATION.
FROM THESE DATA. ATMOSPHERIC DENSITIES WERE CALCULATED. THE
EXPERIMENT WAS' A SUCCESS. AND GOOD DATA WERE OBTAINED UNTEL
VEHICLE REENTRY ON NOVEMBER 6. 196B.
DATA SET NAME TRIAXLAL ACCELEROMETER ATMOSPHERIC
OCHSITY PLOTS
	 -	 - -	 -
,NSSDC 10- 6B-059A-PEA
AVAILABILZTY 'OF DATA.. SET' DATA IN. PURLL$HEO RECORTISJ:.	 .
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/14i6D TO 09/28!66
(A$ VERIFIED BY HSSOC]
CUAHTITY OF DATA-	 I BOOKiSl DR BOUND VULUME(SI	 -
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF NEUTRAL. ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
75
O►V145/PION EER f
PROFILES IN HARDCOPY OETERMINED FROM ACCELEROMETER
MEASUREMENTS OF SATELLITE DECELERATION INOUCE13 OY AERIIAYNAMIC
BRAG. EACH PROFILE REPRESENTS ONE ORBIT AND CONSISTS OF
HUME^¢US MEASUREMENTS TAF'.EN BETWEEN SATELLITE PERIGEE (150 KMJ
Up TO - `E ICRT OF 240 KM ABOVE THE EARTH'S SURFACE. THE DATA
ARE FOR SELECTED ORBITS OETWEEN JULY L4 AND SEPTEMBER 28.
19611.iHERE IS ONE SIGIIIFICANT GAP IN DATA FROM AUGUST 9 TO
AUGUST 28 WHEN THE ACCELEVCHETER WAS NOT PUNCTIG4ING PROPERLY.
THE GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE AND TIME OF PERIGEE IN
BOTH LOCAL AND UNIVERSAL TIME 15 GIVEN FOR EACH PROFILE. THE
DATA CAN BE FOUND IN APPENDIX A OF AFCRL 72-0608. 'ATMOSPHERIC:
DENSITY RESULTS DERIVED FROM THE SPADES SATELLITE
ACCELEROMETER DATA,' OCTOBER 1972. ALSO PRESEHTED IN THE
DOCUMENT IS A OESCRIPTTON OF THE SPACECRAFT OPERATION. THE
INSTRUMENTATION. AND THE DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURE. IN
ADDITION. THESE DATA INCLUDE DENSITY VALUES COMFAFIED WITH
THOSE CALCULATED USING • JACCHIA-5 1971 MODEL ATMOSPHERE.-
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME PIONEER 6
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-A. OLE41
NSSDC IQ- 65-105A
LAUNCH DATE- 12/16/63
	 HEIGHT-	 145. VG
STATUS CP OPERATION- PARTIAL
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- HELIGCBNTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 12/16/65
ORBIT PERIOD- 3L1.3 DAYS	 INCLINATION-	 .1639 DEG
PERIAPSIS- ,BL43 AU MAO	 APDAPSIS-	 .936 AU RAD
PIONEER 4 WAS THE FIRST IN A SERIES [IF SOLAR-ORBITING.
SPIN-STABILIZED. AND SOLAR-CELL AND BATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES
DESIGNED TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS ON A CONTINUING BASIS OF
INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA FROM UIOELY SEPARATED POINTS IH
SPACE. ITS EXPERIMENTS STUDIED THE PDSITTVE CONS AND ELECTRONS
IN THE SOLAR WIND. THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON DENSITY (RADIO
PROPAGATION EXPERIHENT]. SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS. AND
THE INTERPLANETARY NAGH£TLC FIELD. ITS MAIN ANTENNA WAS A
HIGH-GAIN DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT WAS
SPIN-STABILIZED AT ABOUT 60 TLNH. AND THE SPINAXIS WAS
PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED TOWARD THE
SOUTH ECLIPTIC POLE. BY GROUND COMMAND. GNE OF FIVE BIT RATES.
ONE OF FOUR DATA FORMATS. AND ONE OF F011R OPERATING MODES
COULD BE SELECTED. THE FIVE BIT RATES NZRE 51:. 256. 64. 16.
AND 8 UPS. THREE OF THE FOUR DATA FORMATS CONTAINED PRIMARILY
SCIENTIFIC DATA AND CONSISTED OF THIRTY-TWO 7-BIT WORDS PER
FRAME. ONE SCIENTIFIC DATA FORMAT WAS FOR U59 AT THE TWO
HIGH95T BIT RATES. ANOTHER WAS FOR USE AT THE THREE LOWEST SIT
RATES. THE THIRD CONTAINED DATA FROM ONLY THE RAOID
PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE FOLRTH DATA FORMAT CONTAINED
MAINLY ENGINEERING DATA. THE FOUR OPERATIhG MODES WERE REAL
TIRE. TELEMETRY STOILE• DUTY CYCLE STORE. AND MEMORY READOUT.
IN THE REAL-TIME MODE. DATA WERE SAMPLED AND TRANSMITTED
DIRECTLY CWLTHOUT STGRFGE) AS SP£ClP1ED BY THE DATA FORMAT AND
BIT RATE 6ELECTED. IN THE TELt.!ETRY STORE NODE. DATA WERE
STORED AND TRANSMITTED SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE FORMAT AND AT THE
BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE DUTY CYCLE STORE MODE, A SINGLE
FRAME OF SCIENTIFIC DATA WAS COLLECTED AND :1TORED AT A RATE GF
512 UPS. THE TIME INTERVAL 891WEEN THE COLLLT CTION AND STORAGE
OF SUCCESSIVE FRAMES CCLLD 0E VARIED BY GROUND COMMAND BETWEEN
2 AND L7 HIM TO PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA - COVERA6E , FOR PERIODS UP
TO 19 HR. AS LIM'ITEO BY THESIT STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE
MEMORY READOUT MODE. DATA WERE READ OUT AT WHATEVER BIT RATE
WAS APPROPRIATE TO THE SATELLITE DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH. THE
BIT RATE WAS 5L2 BPS FROM DECEMUER 16. 1965. TO .FEBRUARY 28.
1946. 256 BPS FROM MARCH 1. 1965. TO MARCH 17. 4946. d4 BPS
FROM MARCH L9, 1946. TO APRIL 13, 1966, AHD 16 OR 0 BPS FOR
ALL SUSSEOU,ENT .PERIODS, THE REAL-TINE- TRAhEMISSIGN MODE WAS
USED PREDOMINANTLY THROUGHOUT THE FLIGHT WHEN TRACKING
STATIONS.. WERE AVAILABLE. -
 IIE7kEEN - TRACKING PERIODS. THE-OUT4
CYCLE STORE MCDE WAS GENERALLY USED. DATA COVERAGE AMOUNTED TO
ALMOST 100 PERCENT, FUR THE FIRST 23 I?£EKS.AFTER LAUNCH.., THEN
THE COVERAGE DROPPED TO BETWEEN 10 . AND 20 .PERCENT UNTIL
hOVEMBRR. 1959, . AT WHICH TIME THE DATA COVERAGE ROSE TO
BETWEEN 20 AND 60 PERCENT. THOSE HAS OEEN ALMOST NO TRACKING
SINCE JULY. 1972. A LEAK IN THE ATTITUDE GAS SYSTEM PREVENT -cO --
FURTHER ATTITUDE .CORRECTIONS FOLL43UING AN ADJUSTMENT MADE DN
JUNE 9, 1965. HOtIlUER, THE SENSORS THAT DETERMINED THE
SPIN-A%LS DIRECTION CONTINUED TO WORK ANO INDICATED THAT THE
SPIN-AXIS DIRECTION REMAINED CLOSE TO NOMINAL DURII:G THE MAJOR
PERIODS OF DATA ACQUISITION.
PERSONNEL
PI - V. R. ESHLEMAN .......... STANFORD U
STANFORD. CA
OI - T.A. CROFT ............. STANFORD U
STANFORD. CA
Of - R.L. LEADABRANO ........ STANFORD RES INST
MENLO PARK. CA
DI - U.L. GARC<IDTT .......... STANFORD U
STANFORD. CA
Di - A.M. PETERSON .......... STANFORD U
STANFORD. CA
BOTH 423.3-RNZ AND ITS 2/17 SUDHARMONIC 49.0-NHZ SIGNALS
WERi TRANSMITTED 'ROM A 46-M STEERAOLE PARABOLIC ANTENNA AT
STANFORD UNIVERSIT TO THE TWO-FREQUENCY RADIO RECEIVER ON THE
SPACECRAFT. THE HIGH-FREQUENCY SIGNAL SERVED AS A REFERENCE
SIGNAL SINCE ITS PROPAGATION TIME WAS NOT APPRECIABLY
LENGTHENED BY MLD:TRONS ALONG THE PATH. THE LCW-PN£QUENCY
SIGNAL WAS DELAYED IN PROPORTION TO THE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT
IN THE PROPAGATION PATH. ON THE SPACECRAFT, A PHASE-LOCKED
RECEIVER COUNTED THE BEAT FREQUENCY ZERO CROSSINGS OF THE
RECEIVED SIGNALS TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF PHASE-PATH
DIFFERENCES. DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY WAS ALSO
OBSERVED. AND THESE VALUES WERE TELEMETERED TO THE GROUND
STATION. FROM CALCULATEO TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT VALUES• THE
IONOSPHERIC EFFECT CUP TO A SELECTED ALTITUDE OBTAINED FROM
OTHER EXPERIMENTAL. TEURNIGVESf COULD BE SUBTRACTED TO PRODUCE
DATA DESCRIBING THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON CONTENT DF THE
SOLAR WINO AND ITS VARIATIONS. FOR SIMILAR EXPERIMENTS
COVERING OTHER TIME PERIODS SrE 6B-IDOA-03: 67-123A-D3.
66-07SA-04,
 
AND 67-06OA-02. MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF THE
EXPERTME14T CAN BE FOUND IN -JOURNAL OF GBOPHYSJCAL RESEARCH.-
VOL 71. P 3325-3327. AND IH 'RADIO SCIENCE. • VOL 6 P
 P 55-63.
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID- 65-IOSA-04A
AVAILABILITY OP DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDG
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/16/65 TO 07/I1/66
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	 I REELCS] OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS. DF DICITIXCD HOURLY VALUES OF
TOTAL ELECTRON - CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND THE SOLAR
WIND. THESE - ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FRDN MEASUREMEhTS OP
THE DIFFEfteNTIAL CELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY -; t SIGNALS FROM
EARTH TO THE SPACECRAFT. THE HOURLY DATA ARE REPRESENTATIVE
VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED FROM ANALOG RECORDS. EACH SET CF
HOURLY VALUES I5 FOR THE PORTION CF THE DAY (ABOUT 12 HR PER
DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM THE STANPORD
TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON ONE SS6-UPI. 7-TRACK. BCD
MAGNETIC TAPE GENERATED AT 149SOC FROM PUNCHED CARDS SUPPLIED
BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE TAPE ALSO CONTAINS IDENTICALDATA FOR
OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 7 146- 071A-04A). 8
(67-123A-D3A).
	 AND 9 (6C-I00A-634). AND MARINER 5
Cd7-g60A-D2A).
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY VALUES i'= REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT DATA Ury MICROFILM
15SOC ID- 65-I05A-045	 -	 -	 ---	 --
AVAILAOILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED 1211.6/6S.T0 07/11I60 .	-
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSOCS
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	
1 REEL(S) OF MICP,3FILM
THIS..BATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGSTIZED-AND PLDTYEB HOURLY -
VALUES OF TOTAL - ELECTRON CONTENT - THROUGH- THE IDN08PH£RE AND
THE SOLAR WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CAL.CIB.414D FRDN
MEASUREMENTS DF THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE : GROUP VELOCITY




REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED FROM ANALOG RECORDS.
EACH SEC OP HOURLY VALUES 15 FOR THE PORTLOH Ce Th: DAY (ABOUT
	 -
12- HR PER DAYI- WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VI£V.FRGN,THE -	 -
-	 -	 STANFORD'' TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA - SET IS ON ORE REEL OF 35-MM
MICROFILM GENERATED ' Ay­
 
NSSDC FROM DATA SUPPLIED. BY THE
	 -
ESIMZMAN. PIONEER 6	
-	 EXPERIMENTER. THIS REEL OF MICROFIW. ALSC,.CONTAINS . IDENTICAL
BATA : POR'._QTHER TI?lE PER3GDS. FROM _PTVNCER .T.. C64-075A-046)....8
EXPERI]LNT HAMS- TWA-FRL'g US11CY EEACON RECEIVER
	 C67-I23A-0381• S [c8-L00A-8367. AN13 MARINER - S [67-060A-020Sr
	 .
AND SOLAR WIND ELECTRDN DENSITY PLOTS FROM PIONEERS 5
NSSDC 1D- 65-10.°+A-04	 _	 L65-10SA-04$1. - It	 C66-075A-04E).--- 0 C67-123A-CLW.: AMP , 9 - -




DATA SET RARE- DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WLHtl ELECTRON
DENSITY VS TIHE NORMALIZED TO L AU ON TAPE
NSSDC LO- 65-IOSA-040
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- Ot/09/66 To 05/25/66
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
QUANTITY DF OATA-	 1 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THE 5E DATA ACRE PREPARED FROM INC ORIGINAL ANAI.QG
RECORDS BY THE EXPERINENTER'S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST
OF HOURLY VALUES OF NORMALIZED ELECTRON NUMBER DENSITY IN THE
SOLAR MIND. TO OBTAIN THESEDATA. THE IONOSPHERIC TOTAL
CONTENT WAS REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT VALUESs
AND THE TOTAL CONTENT PATH LENGTH WAS USED, Tt1-CtlNYERT TOTAL
CONTENT TO DENSITY. THE RESULTING VALUES WERE THEN NORMALIZED
TO 1 AU ASSUMING DENSITY TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE
SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SOLAR DISTANCE. VALUES RESULTING FROM
INTERPOLATION AREFLAGGED. NO INTERPOLATED VALUES WERE
RECORDED WHEN OAT" GAPS BACEEDEO 4 DAYS. THIS DATA SET 15 ON
ONE 800-BPI, 7-TRACK. 000 PARITY. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE
GENERATED ON A SIGMA 5 COMPUTER. AUlXIL'_ V DATA ON THE TAPE
INCLUDE UT AND CARRINGTON ROTATION NUMBER. DATA ARE AVAILABLE
FOR ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM
THE- NFORO TRANSMITTER. IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TIME
PERIODS• FROM PIONEERS 7 (66-075A-04D). 8 167-123A-DJC). AND 9
(60-I0OA-030). AND MARINER 5 167-06CA-02CI ALSO APPEAR ON THIS
TAPE.
DATA SET NAME- DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON
OEH5YTY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO LAU (MFJLM)
NSSDC 10- 65-105A-04E
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT N"91C
TINE PERIOD COVCRED- 01110/66 TO 060'01/66
[AS VERIFIED BY RSSOCI
QUANTITY tlF DATA-	 L REELC51 OF MICROFILM
THESE DATA WERE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG
RECORDS BY TIE EXPERI14ENTER-5 STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST
aF PLOTS CP ELECTRON DENSITY VS TIME IN THE SOLAR MIND. TO
OBTAIN THESE DATA# THE IONOSPHERIC TOTAL CONTENT FOA THE SAME
TIMES AT A NEARBY LCCATICH WERE. RERBVED hRDK THE OBSERVED
TOTAL CDHTENT VALUES. THEN THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT PATH
LENGTH WAS USED TO.. CONVERT TOTAL CONTENT TO DENSIT.Ya THE
RESULTING VALVES 
WERE 
NORMALIZED TO I AU. ASSUMING OEHSITY TO .
BE PROPORTIONAL TD THE INVERSE SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SOLAR
DISTANCE. THIS DATA SET I5 ON ONE REEL. OF 35-MM MICROFILM.
THIS REEL DF MICROFILM ALSO CEL4TAINS IDENTICAL-DATj. FOR OTHER
TINE PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 7-[66-07SA-04E1. D I67-123A-030).-
AND 9- (08-100A-070). AND HOURLY VALUES OF TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT FROM PLOHEERS 6 I65-105A-04BJ.- 7 I66-0750-0403. B
(67-123A^030).	 AND	 9.	 i68-1004-03B3.	 AND: '. MARINER -:'5
[67-060A-OR15I. THIS DATA SET IS ALSO -AVAILABLE ON TAPE
[65-10SA-0401.
NODES COULD BE SELECTED. TH-s FIVE DIT RATES WERE 512. 256. 64.
L6. AND 8 .BPS. THREE OF THE FOUR DATA FORMATS CONTAINED
PRIMARILY SCIENTIFIC DATA AND CONSISTED OF 32 SEVEN-OIT WORDS
P£R .FRANC. ONE SCIENTIFIC DATA FORMAT WAS USED FUR THE TWO
HIGH;Sr BIT RATES. ANOTHER WAS USED FOR THE THREE LOWEST BIT
RATES. THE THIRD CONTAINED DATA FROM ONLY THE RADIO
PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE FOURTH DATA FORMAT CONTAINED
MAINLY ENGINEERING DATA. THE FOUR OPERATING NODES ACRE (1)
REAL IINC. .I2) TELEMETRY STORE. (3) DUTY CYCLE STORE. AND (4)'
MEAD RY SEADOUT. IN THE REAL-TIME MODE, DATA WERE SAMPLED AND
TRAM5MITTE0 DIRECTLY (WITHOUT STORAGE) AS SPECIFIED BY THE
DATA FORMAT AND ELT RATE SELECTED- IN THE TELEMETRY STORE
NODE. DATA WERE STORED AND TRANSMITTED SIMULTAHE13U5LV IN THE
FC'IMAT AND AT THE BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE DUTY CYCLE STORE
RUDE. A SINGLE FRAME OF SCIENTIFIC DATA WAS COLLECTED AND
STORED AT A RATE OF 512 BPS. THE TIME PER100 BETWEEN WHICH
SUCCESSIVE FRAMES WERE COLLECTED AND STORED COULD BF .VARIED BY
GROUND COMMAND BETWEEN 2 AND 17 MIN TO PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA
COVERAGE FOR PERIODS UP TO 19 HR. AS LIMITED BY THE BIT
STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE.HEKORY READOUT MODE. DATA WERE READ
OUT AT WHATEVER OLT RATE WAS APPROPRIATE TO THE SATELLITE
DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH. THE BIT RATE FOR THE 14AJDRIYY CF THE
DATA WAS 512 UPS FROM AUGUST L7. 1966. TO OCTOBER 23. 1966.
256 BPS FROM OCTOBER 25. L966. TO NOVEMBER 6. L966. 44 .BPS
FRCM NOVEMBER 9. 1466. TO DECEMBER 16. 1966. 16 UPS FROM
DECEHOER 16. 1966. TO MAY 15. 1967. AND 8 BPS FROM MAY I5.
1467. AND THEREAFTER. HIGHER BIT RATES WERE POSSIULE WHEN THE
SPACECRAFT WAS BEING TRACKED BY THE 64-M ANTENNA. BUT THE DATA
COVERAGE AT THESE TIMES WAS LOW. BY FEBRUARY 1968. ALL
REAL-TIME DATA WERE BEING RECEIVED AT B BPS. DATA COVERAGE
AVERAGED BETWEEN $O AND 100.PERCERT COVERAGE FOR THE FIRST 30
WEEKS AFTER LAUNCH. THE DATA COVERAGE THEN "ILL TO BETWEEN 20
AND 30 PERCENT UNTIL SEPTEMBER 1968. A[ 11 THIS TIME. IT
DROPPED TO OETWEBN 0 AND 20 PERCENT THROIX-H AAHUARY 1971.
ONLY AN INSIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF DATA HAS BeVR H i!TALNED SINCE
JANUARY 1971. REAL-TIME TRANSMISSION %AS GENelt:L14Y USED WHEN
TRACKING STATIONS WERE AVAILABLE. OTHERWISE. THE DUTY CYCLE
STORE MODE WAS USED. SOMETIME BETWEEN FEBRUARY 9. 1969. AND
FEBRUARY I6.. 1969. THE SUN SENSOR THAT GENERATED THE
SPACECRAFT SUN. PULSES FOR DNODARD SECTORING OF EXPERIMENTS
FAILED. HOWEVER. THE REMAINING -SUN SENSORS CONTINUED TO
FUNCTION. THUS PERMITTING DETERMINATION OF THE BVIN AXIS
DIRECTION UNTIL. ABOUT JANUARY 1972.
ESHLEMAN. PIONEER 7
EXPERIMENT NAME- TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER..
Irssoc to- 66.075A-04
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/20/69 	 -	 -
PERSONNEL
PI - V.R. ESHLEMAN .......... STANFORD U
STANFORD. CA	 ...
CI - T.A. CRAFT ............. STANFORD 
STANFDRD. CA
BOTH 423.3-MHZ AND ITS 2/17 SUBHARMONIC 49.8-MHZ SIGNALS
WERE TRANSMITTED FROM A 4.6-H STEERABLE PARABOLIC ANTENNA AT
STANFORD UNIVERSITY TO THE TWO-FREQUENCY RADIO RECEIVER ON THE
SPACECRAFT- THE.. HIGH-FREQUENCY . SIGNAL .. SERVED '.[S A REFERENCE
SIGNAL SINCE ITS PROPAGATION 
TIME 
WAS NDT APPRECIAS4V OELAYEO.
THE LDW-FREQUENCY SIGNAL . WAS DELAYED IN PAOPORTIBN TO THE
TOTAL	 -ELECTRON	 CONTENT 	 IN	 THE	 PROPAGATION	 PATH-	 ON	 THE
SPACECRAFT,	 A PHASE LOCKED RECEIVER COUNTED THE BEAT FREQUENCY. 	 -
-	
-




RECEIVED-SIGNALS TO. VBTAIN MEASUREMENTS
DF	 PHASE-PATH	 DIFFERENCES-	 DIFFERENTIAL	 DELAY	 OF THE GROUP
VELOCITY.. WAS. ALSO OBSERVER. AND THESE VALUES WBRE.TELEMETERED
T@ .THE	 GROUND._-TATION.: FROM CALC'JLATED. T07AL-ELECTRON CONTENT
VALUDS.	 =HE	 iONDSPHERIC.	 EFFECT'	 CUE+	 TD	 A SELECTED'ALTITUDE
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER
*
. UBTAINEO	 FROM OTHER EXPERIMENTS. TECIHLOUESI WAS StrBTRACTcD TO
 - PREPUCE. DATA DESCRIBING .THE. INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON:CONTENT -CIF.
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-B. 11239U THE 	 SOLAR	 WIND	 AND	 ITS _.VARIATIONS. THE - EXPEREMENT .OPERATED -.
- NOMINALLY	 FROM LAUNCH 
TO 
HAY 20, 1969- FOR SIMILAR EXPERIMENTS
N5StlC I0- 66-0750
	 -
COVERING	 OTHER	 TIME	 PERIODS.	 SEE.	 6i5-LOOA-03.	 67-1230-03. 
6S+•SOSA-04...AND	 67-060A-02. MORE DETAILED. .DESCRIPTIONS CP.THE
LAUNCH .QATE- OV17J6C- WEIGHT_	 -. 138. KC EXPERIMENT	 RAN'. EE"F.oUNO IN -JGR. F ' VOL: TI. 'PP '33x5-3327. L466.
ARM IN •WADI] SCIENCE6- VOL 6. PP 55-63. 1971.
STATUS OF OPERATIDtr PARTIAL -
-
ORBIT -.PARAMETERS ..-. -
-	 - ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH GATE- 08/17/66 -	 -	 --	 -
ORBIT PERIOD-	 402.9 DAYS INCLINATION-	 .09767 DEG -
PERIAPSIS-	 1.0100 AU RAE APDAPSIS-	 ;.1250 AURAD ILK
PU]N£ER	 7	 WAS THE SECOND IN A SERIES Cr SOLAR-ORBITING. OA7A SET NAME-.HOURLY VALUES-OF REDUCED TOTAL ELE m4
SPIN-STABILIZED. 	 AND SOLAR-CELL AND BATTERY-PONEREo SATELLITES .. CoMTENT DATA ON TAPE
r
1
RESIGNED- TO GOTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANETARY PNENONEHA 	 --	 --	 -
FROM WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS IN SPACE UP A-CONTINUIRM BASIS.,.-_ -NSSDC.ID- 66-07SA-04A
THE- SPACECRAFT CARRIED EXPERIMENTS YD STUDY POSITIVE IONS AND 	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -^
ELECTRONS IH THE SOLAR WIND. THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON 	 AVAILABILITY GF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
DENSITY 'IRAGIG PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT). SOLAR'. WAND. GALACTIC''
..COSMIC' RAYS. AND. THE INTERPLARETARY.)SAGHETIC- FIELD. ITS MAIN:	 TIME PERIOD' COYEREO^- OB/1B/66 TO 11/29/67
ANTENNA WAS A HIGH-GAIN DIR ECTIONAL ANTENNA: THE SPACECRAFT 	 ('AS VERIFIED BY.NSSOCJ
5105 SPIN-SYASMIZCD AT ASCUT 60 RPM. AN0 THE SPIN AXIS WA.
PERPENDICULAR TO YHE 'ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POLN%E9 APPROr.IMATELY	 OUAMfITY OF DATA-	 I NBELCS ) .OF MAGNETIC - TAPE' --	 -	 -	 ,
TOWARD THE SOUIrt ECLIPTIC POLE-. BY GROUNDCCWMAMO.. ONE flF FIVE
BIT RATES. ONE OF FOUR DATA FORMATS. AND ONE OF FOUR OPERATING	 THIS DATA SET CONSISTS GF DIGITIZED HOURLY VALUES CO 	 -
I
PIONEER 7/PIONEER 8
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE ICNOSPHERE, AND THE SOLAR
D. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FWIND. MEASUREMENTS OF
THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY 13F THE GROUP VELOCITY. THE. HOURLY DATA
ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED FROM ANALOG
RECORDS. EACH SET OF HOURLYVALUES IS FOR THE PORTION CF THE
DAY -(ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM
THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON ONE 5S6-EPI
7-TRACK. 11CO MAGNETIC TAPE GEH£RATEG AT NSSDC FROM PUNCHED
CARDS SUPPLIED: BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE'TAFF ALSO CONTAINS
IDENTICAL' DATA FOR OTHER TINE : PERIODS FROM PIONEEPS '6
t6S-14)SA-04A). 	 8 t67-123A-03A). AND 9 C60-IDOA-03A1. AND
MARINER 5 W-06DA-02A),
RECORDS BY THE EXPERIMENTER'S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST
OF PLOYS OF ELECTRON DENSITY VS TINE IN THE SOLAR WIND. TO
OBTAIN THESE DATA. THE IQND5PHERIC TOTAL CONTENT FOR THE SANE
TINES AT A NEARBY LOCATION WERE REMOVED FROM THE DBSERVED
TOTAL CONTENT VALUES. THEN THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT PATH
LENGTH WAS USED TO CONVERT TOTAL CONTENT YD DENSITY. THE
RESULTING VALUES WERE NORMALIZED TO 1 AU. ASSUMING DENSITY TO
BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SOLAR
DISTANCE. THIS DATA SET tS ON ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM.
THIS REEL OF MICROFILM ALSO CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER
TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6 I65-lOSA-04E). 8 (l7-123A-v3D} ♦
AND 9 C68-100A-0301. AND HOURLY VALUES CF TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT FROM PIONEERS 6 (6S-IOSA-04B). 7 (66-07SA-04D). 8
(67-L23A-0311)• 9 168-1013A-0381. AND MARINER 5 167-060A-1320}.
THIS DATA SET IS ALSO AVAILABLE ON TAPE 966-075A-0407.
DATA SET NAME- MCURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
- -	 - CONTENT DATA ONMICROFILM
NSSDC ID- 66-075A-040	 SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER- 8
AVAILABILITY DF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC	 ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-C: 03066
TIME PERIODCOVERED- 08!18!66 TD 11/29!67 	 NSSDC to- 67-I23A	 -
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) LAUNCH DATE-- 12!17!67	 -	 WEIGHT-	 146. K6
OUAHTITY DF DATA-	 1 REEL S) OF MICROFILM	 -	 -	 -
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED AND PLOTTED HOURLY
VALUES OF 'TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT' THROUGH THE 'IONOSPHERE ATID 	 ORBIT PARAMETERS
THE SDLAR WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FROM	 ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- I2/I3/67
MEASUREMENTS OF THE DIF)'AEHTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY. 	 ORBIT PERIOD- 586.6 DAYS 	 INCLINATION- .0578 DCG
LHE HOURLY DATA ARE R£P8£S£NTATLVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED 	 PERIAPSIS- .9U92 AU FAD	 APOAPSIS- 1.080D AU RAD
FROM ANALOG FECOROS. - EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE
PORTION OF TNF_ DAY (ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY)XHEN THE SPACECRAFT 	 PIONEER 8 WAS THE THIRD IN A SERIES OF SOLAR°ORBITING,
WAS IN VIEW FROM THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON	 SPIN-STAUILLZED, SOLAR-CELL. AND BATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES
ONE REEL OF 35-NM MICROFILM GENERATED AT NSSOG FROM DATA	 DESIGNED TO OBTAIN MEASUREHENTS. OP INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA
SUPPLIED BY - THE . EXPER%M£HTER. THIS ROEL OF MICRCFLLM ALSO	 FROM WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS IN SPACE ON R CONTINUING BASIS.
CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6'	 THE SPACECRAFT CARRIED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDYTHE POSITIVE IONS 	 -
(65-105A-0481.
	
B 167-I23A-040). AND 9 (68-100A-030). AND 	 AND ELECTRONS' IN THE SOLAR WIND. THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON
MARCHER S (67-06DA-02B). AND SCLAR-Wlta$ ELECTRON DENSITY PLOTS 	 DENSITY. (RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT). SOLAR AND GALACTIC
FROM PIONEERS 6 L65-IOSA-D4EJ. 7 (60-075A-04E). e.	 COSMIC RAYS. THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD. COSMIC DUST. 	 !
(67-123A-03D). AND 9 168-IOOA-0701.	 AND ELECTR".0 FIELDS. ITS MAIN ANTENNA WAS A HIGH-GAIN 	 JE
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. THE -SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN-STABCLI3£0 AT 	 1
	
., ,.	 ...	 -	 ABOUT 60 RPM. AND THE SPIN AXIS. WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE
ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED TOWARD THE SOUTH ECLIPTIC POLE. BY 	 k:
	




	 FORMATS. AND ONE OF FOUR OPERATING MODES COULD EE SELECTED•
	
F	 >^	 THE FIVE BIT RATES WERE 5I2.'254. 64.'14 AND it BpS.-THREE DF -	 Iii
THE FOUR DATA FORMATS MERE USED PRIMARILY. FOR' SCIENTIFIC DATA	 +
	
•	 DATA SET NAME- DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON 	 AND CONSISTED DF THT 14TY-TWO T-SIT WORDS PER FRAME. ONE	 S
DENSITY VS TINE NORMALIZED TO I AU ON TAPE 	 SCIENTIFIC DATA FORHAY WAS USED AT THE TWO.HIGHBST BIT RATES.
--	 -	 -	
ANOTHER WAS USED AT THE `THREE LOWEST BIT RATES. THE `THIRD WAS
NSSDC ID- 65-07SA-040	 -	 -	 USED FOR  DATA FROM 'ONLY THE IIA13213 PRDPAGATIDN EXPERIMENT. THE
FOURTH -'OATA' FORMAT WAS USED- - MAINLY FOR ENGINEERING DATA. THE'	 I
AVAILABILLTY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC	 FOUR OPERATING NODES WERE (I) REAL, TLME. -12) TELEMETRY STORE.
	
"	 (3) DUTY CYfYB STORE, AN6 10 MEMORY READOUT.; IN .THE REAL-TIME
	
'	 TIME PERIOD COVERED- OBIt7/66 TD 1Q/Z6l67	 MODE'. DATA tirm SAMPLED AND -TRANSMITTED DIRECTLY (WITHOUT' 	 -
	
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI	 STORAGE4 AS SPECIFIED BY THE DATA FORMAT AND 111T 'RATE
SELECTED. IN THE - TELEMETRY. STORE MODE. DATA WERE STORED AND
QUANTITY OF DATA 1 REELS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE	 -	 vRANsMdTIEa- SIMULTANEOUSLY --IN. THE FORMAT ANP AT Th)E BIT RATE -	 - -
	
-	 -	 SELECTED - IN - THE  DUTY CYCLE STORE MODE. A SINGLE FRAME 	 >
	
THESE- DATA' WERE :PREPARED. FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG 	 SCIENTIFIC DATA WAS COLLCCTED. AND STORED AT -A RATE OF 5L2 BPS.
RECORDS BY THE EXPERIMENTERS STAFF. THE,PRIMARY DATA CONSIST 	 THE TIME 'INTERVAL BETWEEN THE COLLECTION AND STORAGE' OF
OF HOURLY VALUES OF NORMALIZED ELECTRON . NUMBER: DENSITY' IN THE 	 SUCCESSIVE:: FRAMES COULD OF VARIED BY GROUND-CDMMANC-BETWEEN:Z
SOLAR .'WIND. TO OBTAIN' THESE DATA. THE. IONOSPHERIC -TOTAL 	 AND IT MIN TO PROVIQE PiRTIAL DATA COVERAGE FDR PERIODS UP : It-
CONTENT WAS 'REMOVED FROM. THE OBSERVED TOTAL,CONTENT VALUES." 	 19 HR.' AS LIMtT£D BY THE BIT STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE AENORY
AND THE -TOTAL :CONTENT-- PATH .LENGTH: WAS USED TO CONVERT : TOTAL. 	 READOUT -MODE. DATA WERE READ OUT AT. WHATEVER OL7 RATE WAS
CONTENT .'TO DEt)SITY.; THE RESULTING . VALUES :- WERE THEN NORMALIZED APPROPRIATE T43 THE SATELL/TE DISTANCE PROM THE EARTH- THE BIT
TO -I - AU ASSUMING" DENSITY TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE-. - RATE FORTNE MAJORITY 13F THE -DATAWkS -S 12 0P5 t'gOM. DECEMDER
SQUARE.. OF'. THE SATELLITE-SO(.AR .DISTANCE. VALUES RESULTING FROM - 13.' 196T, YD MARCH 20. 1968. 256 BPS FROM MARCH _20 TO MAY 6.
.INTERPOLATION ARE - FLAGGED.. NO -INTERPOLATED VALUES WERE
	
1968. 64 BPS FROM MAY 6 TO . A000ST 29, 1966, AND .16.QR 8 BPS
.WRECORDED .^' HPN: DATA GAPS EXCEEDED. 4"..OkYS. THIS . D	 TATA .SE IS ON. 	 TNEREAFYEI)L ry1GHER .^ ^BIT RATES. kEREUSED ,-r'HEN . THE; SPACECRAFTWAS.
CN£' BUD-BPI. 7-TRACK, GOD-PARITY.' BINARY .MAGNET.IC^ TAPE WRI7TEN^ ^. TRACXE0 ^^BY^ THE 54-N "ANTENNA. BUT THE DATA. -COVERAGE 9Y'THIS
ON AN IBM 7094 COMPUTER. AUXILIARY DATA ON THE TAPE INCLUDE UT' 	 ANTENNA WAS LOW. DATA COVERAGE AVERAGED CLOSE TO LOO PERCENT
	
--	
AND - -CARRINGTON. ROTATION'.-:NUMBER-:.DATA ARE AVAILABLE-FCR: ABOUT 	 FOR THE FIRST YEAR A"ER LAUNCH. AFTER THAT. THE DATA CDVERA4E
12 `NR PER 'DAY WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW. FROM THE	 AVERAGED BETWEEN 50-AND 80 PERCENT UNTIL HUVEMBER 1970 WHEN}}
STANFORD TRANSMITTER. IDENTICAL DATA FOq OTHER TINE PERIODS	 'COVERAGE - DROPPED TO BETWEEN 50 AND 0 ` PERCENT.. ALMOST NO . DATA	 -	 1
FROM -P104EERS - 6	 (65-LOSA-040). 8. 167-223A-03C). AND 9	 HAVE BEEN ACQUIRED SINCE MAY. 1971. DURING A-REORIENTATION
(6Q-1 DOA-03C). AND . .MARIHER,S.(67 060A-020 AL.SO..APPEAR ON THIS	 :MANEUVER IN MARC" 1968.. ONE DF THE FOUR..SUN SENSORS-LWHICh1 WAS
TAPE..	 CONNECTED Tll THE "TITATUDE GAS SYSTEM USED TO KEEP.YNE.SPIN.
AXIS POINTED) WAS FOUND TO BE INOPERATIVE.. IT WAS NOTED AT
THIS TIME THAT THE SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE 'WAS OFF 4 DEC. .ANOTHER	 ?
.	 -	 -	 -	 DRIEHTATIOM WAS ATTEMPTED IN JUNE 1968.. - AND IT. WAS :POUND THAT -
	
-	 -
--	 -	 -	 -	 -	 THREE OF- THE FOUR .ATTITUDE - SUN SEHSORS.WERE - INOPERATIVE:	 -	 !
DATA SET NAME- DIGITAL VALUES DF SOLAR: WIND. : ELECTRON	 -
.. ' .DENNI-71; .VS . TZME NORMALI7ED IAU :SMICR43FILM7 .,
	
.	 -	 ESHLEMAN. PILHEER S 	 .'
. (NSSDC- ID- 66-075A•-04E'	
.'.	
_	 . ;	 V
_-	
.EXPERIMENT NAME^TWD-FREaUENtY' b.ACDN RECEIVER, 	 -	 -	 -.
AVAILAOSLITY DF DATA SET- DATA . -AT HSSDC	 -	 `	 -
NSSDC ID-67-123A-03 -	 - -	 -	 -
' TIME;PERLODCOVERED- D91I2166.70.. "C50120/64
..
	
(AS .. VERIFIED.. BY HSSDC)	 :_:	 .::	 STATUS . OF OPfbf ATION-, .-NORMAL	 -	 -
-	 aUANTITY OF DATA-	 I.REBLpS)-.OF MICROFILM.










PI - V.R. ESHLEMAh .......... STANFORD U
STANFORD, CA
DI - T.A- CROFT ............. STANFORD U
STANFORD. CA
(3I - H.T. HOWARD ............ FTAHFOR13 U
STANFGRD. CA
DI - R.L. LEADABRAND ........ STANFORD-RES INST
MENLO PARK. CA
OI - R.A. .LONG .............. STANFORD RES INST
MENLO PARK. CA
DI - A.H. PETERSCR ..... ... STANFORD U
STANFORD. CA
GOTH 423.3-14MZ AND ITS 2YI7 SU&HARM0NIC 49.0-MHZ SIGNALS
WERE TRANSMITTED FROM A 46-9 STEERABLE PARABOLIC ANTENNA AT
STANFORD UNIVERSITY TO THE TWO-FREOUENCY RADIO RECEIVER ON THE
SPACECRAFT. THE HIGH-FREQUENCY SIGNAL SERVED AS A REFERENCE
SIGNAL SINCE ITS PROPAGATION TIME WAS HOT APPRECIABLY DELAYED.
THE LOW-FREQUENCY SIGNAL WAS DELAYED IN PROPORTION TO THE
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT IN THE PHOPAGATIONPATH. OH THE
SPACECRAFT. A PHASE-LOCKED RECEIVER COUNTED THE BEAT FREQUENCY
ZERO CROSSINGS OF THE RECEIVED SIGNALS TO OBTAIN MEASUREMONTS
OF PHASE-PATH DIFFERENCES. DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP
VELOCITY WAS ALSO OBSERVED. AND THESE VALUES WERE TELEMETERED
TO THE GROUND STATIGN. FROM CALCULATED TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT
VALUES. THE IONOSPHERIC EFFECT IUP TO A SELECTED ALTITUDE
OBTAINED FROM OTHEREXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES). COULD BE
SUBTRACTED TO PRODUCE DATA DESCRIBING. THE INTERPLANETARY
ELECTRON CONTENT OF THE SOLAR WIND AND ITS VARIATICHS. FOR
SIMILAR EXPERIMENTS COVERING OYHLR TIME PGRIODS, SEE
60-100A-03. 66-075A-04. 65-J05A-04. AND 67-06OA-02. A MORE
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT CAN DE FOUND IN • JGR '.
VOL 17. PP 3323-3327. Ahi) IN -RADIO SCIENCE.- VOL 6, PP 55-63.
PIONEER 8/PIONEER 9
DATA SET HAKE- DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR 10IHO ELECTRON
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO I ALL ON TAPE
NSSDC ID- 61-123A-D3C
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/1916T TO 03/07171
tAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REELLS7 OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THESE DATA WERE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG
RECORDS BY THE EXPERIMENTER'S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST
OF HOURLY VALUES OF NORMALIZEDELECTRON HUMBER DENSITY IN THE
SOLAR WINO. TO OBTAIN THESE DATA, THE LONOSPHERIC TOTAL
CONTENT WAS REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT VALUES.
AND THE TOTAL CONTENT PATH LENGTH WAS USED TO CONVERT TOTAL
CONTENT TO DENSITY. THE RESULTING VALUES WERE THEM NORMALIZED
TO i AU ASSUMING DENSITY TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE
SQUARE OF THE DISTANCE OF THE SATELLITE FROM TUC SUN. VALUES
RESULTING FROM INTEAPDLATION ARE FLAGGED. NO INTERPOLATED
VALUES WERE RECOROEO WHEN DATA GAPS EXCEEDED 4DAYS. THIS DATA
..ET IS ON 000-BPI, 7 TRACK. OOD-PARITY. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE
CREATED ON A XEROX SIGMA 5 COMPUTER. AUXILIARY DATA ON THE
TAPE INCLUDE UT AND CARRINGTON ROTATION .NUMBER. DATA ARE
AVAILABLE FOR ABOUT LZ HR PER BAY WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS )H
VIEW FROM THE STANFORD TRANSH[TTrcR. IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER
TIRE PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6 t6S-IOSA-04D). 7 (66-07SA-0413).
9 t60-1L60A^030.7. AND MARINER 5 [67-06CA-02C) ALSO APPEAR ON
THIS TAPE.
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT DATA ON PUNCHED CARDS
NSSDC ID- 67-123A-03A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/14167 TO Oa/25169
(AS VSRtPIED By NSSnCI
QUANTITY DF DATA-	 1 REELtSI OF MAGNETIC TAPE
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED HOURLY VALUES OF
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT- THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE. AND THE SOLAR
WIND. THESE ARE- REDUCED DATA CALCULATED. FROMNEASUREM£HTS OF
THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY. THE HOUPLT DATA
ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED FROM. ANALOG
RECORDS. EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE PIIQTLON. OF THE
DAY CAODUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM
THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON 556-BPI.
7-TRACK. BCD MAGNETIC TAPE .GENERATED AT NSS0:7 FROM PUNCHED
CARDS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE TAPE ALSO COhTAtHS
IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6
CGS-10SA-04A). T C60-07SA-04A). AND 9 t6a-tDOA-0]A1. AND
MARINER 5 (67-060A-02AJ.
DATA SET NAME- MICROFILM PLOYS OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON
G=NSITY VS TIME NORHALIZED TO I AU
HSSOC ID- 67-I23A-030
AVAILABILITY GF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 02/20/66 TO 00/30/70
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSUCI
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 RE£L(S1 OF MICROFILM
THESE DATA WERE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG
RECORDS BY THE EXPERIMENTER'S STAFF- THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST
OF PLOTS OF ELECTRON DENSITY VS TIME IN THE SOLAR WIND. TO
OBTAIN THESE DATA. THE -IGNOSPHERIC TOTAL CONTENT FOR THE SAME
TIMES AT A NEARBY LOCATION- WERE REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED
TOTAL CONTENT VALUES. THEN THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT PATH
LENGTH WAS USED TO ..COY i 5RT TOTAL CONTENT TO DENSITY. THE
RESULTING VALUES WERE.NORNALIZED TO I AV. ASSUMING DENSITY TO
HE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SOLAR
DISTANCE. THIS DATA SET I5 ON ONE REEL OF 3S-MM MICROFILM.
THIS REEL OF MICROFILM ALSO CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER
TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS - 5 (65-105A-04E). 7 (.66-075A-04E),
AND 9 (6B-IODA^030). AND - HOURLY VALUES OF TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT FRGN PIONEERS 6 (6S-105A-040). 7 166-DT5A-Q4U3. a
C67-I23A-0381.. 9 - t6E7L00A-0301. ANDMARINER 5 167-060A-02U).







DATA SET NAME- HOURLY.VALUES OF-PLOUC£D TOTAL ELECTRON
	 ..
.	 CONTENT. DATA ON MICROFILM 	 '... ..
SPACECRAFT COMMON HARE= PIGHEER, 4
NSSOC to- 67-123A-030 	 -
-	 -	 -	
-	
ALTERNATE NRMCS- PIONEER-O. PL=fi54K
AVAILABILITY OF DATA -SET-.DATA AT NSSDC	 _	 -	 03533_
TIMEPERIOO COVERED- 12114/67 TO OB/251'69 	 NSSDC. Id- 60 :.1I00A	 -
CAS VERIFIED EY.NSSQC7
	 -	 -
LAUNCH DAT.E 1I/O8/bS .;	rEIGH7 -	 I4T. KG....
QUANTITY. OF DATA-	 1 REELS) OF MICROFILM	 -	 -	 -
STATUS GF OPERATION- .FART M.
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS : OF DIGITIZED AND PLOTTED.. HOURLY	 -
VALUES. OF TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT, THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND	 ORBIT PARAMETERS	 -
THE - SOLAR WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA - CALCULATED FROM
	
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC	 EPOCH 13AT£- 11/aa/6a -
MEASUREMENTS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY. 	 ORBIT PERIOD- 297.6 DAYS 	 INCLINATION- .0665D9 DEG
THE HOURLY DATA ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MAelPALLY SELECTED. 	 PERIAPSIS- . 0-7542 AU RAD	 APOAPSIS- 0.99135 AU RAD
FROM ANALOG RECORDS. EACH SLY - OP HOURLY.. VALUES . . IS. FDA: THE
PORTION OF THE DAY (ABOUT. 12 HR PER DAYS WHEN THE SRAC £CpAFT	 PIONE-°.R 9 WAS. THE FOURTH IN A. SERIES OF `SOLAP.-ORBITING.
WAS IN VIEW PROM THE STANFORD . TRANSMI7YER. .THIS DATA SET :IS .. DM	 SPIN-STABILIZED. AND SOLAR-CELL AND BALTTERY-PbOREO SATELLITES.
ONE REEL - - OF -35-MM MICROFILM GENERATED - 'AT_,_NSS13C FRt{M DATA -- DESIGNED TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS" OF. INTERPLANCTARY . PHENOMENA
SUPPLIED BY THE - EXPERIMENTER. THIS REEL OF MICROFILM ALSO 	 FROM WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS 10 SPACE ON'A CONTINUING BASIS.-
CONTAINS. IDENTICAL 	 FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS - FROM. PIONLEAS 6 	 THE: SPACECRAFT CARRIED EXPERIMENTS TD. STUDY THE POSITIVE IONS -
(65-LO5A-040). 7 t66-075A-048)..9 ( 6a-IOOA-0]E1.. AND MARINER S-	 AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WIND. THE INTERPLANETARY - ELECTRON
C67-06OA-0201.. ANO SDLAT- MIND ELECTRON : ,.: :DENSITY. ?LOTS . vl'N3h: .. DEHSITY.... ( RADIO .PROPAGATION EXP,ERIMEHT). SOLAR AND . GALACTIC
PIONEERS 6 .65-1a5 hQ#E 	 T' t66-07SA 04E1. " B :t S7.-.127A-030): .. COSMIC.. FlAYSj THE .INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD COSMIC .DUST
AND 9 (6E-100A-OED7 . .	 AND ELECTRIC FIELDS. 	 ALSO. .A NEW CODING . PROCESS .WAS
IMPLEMENTED FCR PIONEER 9. ITS . MAIH. ANTENNA . WAS A : HIam-GAIN
-	
-	 -	 DIRECTIONAL .ANTENNA. THE' SPACECRAFT WAS " SPIN-STABILIZED AT
' ABOUT 60.- RPM. AND THE _SPIN "_AXIS. WAS PERPENOICULAR TO THE








CROUNO COMMAND. ONE OF .FIVE SIT RATES. ONE OF FOUR DATA
FORMATS. AND ONE DF FOUR OPERATING MOCES COULD BE SELECTED'.
THE FIVE SIT RATES WERE SC2. 256. 64. 16. AND B BPS. THREE OF
THE FOUR DATA FORMATS CONTAINED PRIMARILY SCIENTIFIC DATA AND
CONSISTED OF THIRTY-TWO 7-BIT WORDS PER FRAME. ONE SCIENTIFIC
DATA FORMAT WAS USED AT THE TWO HIGHEST BIT RATES, ANOTHER WAS
USED AT THE THREE LOWEST DIT RATES. AND THE THIRD CONTAINED
DATA FROM ONLY THE RADIO PRDPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE FOURTH
DATA FORMAT CONTAINED MAINLY. ENGINEERING OATA.. THE FOUR
OPERATING MODES WERE REAL TIME. TELEMETRY STORE. DUTY CYCLE
STORE, AND MEMORY READOUT. IN THE READ TIME MODE. DATA WERE
SAMPLED AND TRANSMITTED DIRECTLY (WITHOUT STORAGE) AS
SPECIFIED OY THE DATA FDRMXT AND BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE
TELEMETRY STORE M00E. DATA WERE STORED AND TRANSMITTED
SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE FORMAT AND AT THE [ITT RATE SELECTED. IN
THE DUTY CYCLE STORE RODE. A SINGLE FRANC OF SCIENTIFIC DATA
WAS COLLECTED AND STORED AT A RATE OF 512 BPS. THE.TIME PERIOD
BETWEEN WHICH SUCCESSIVE FRAMES WERE COLLECTED AND STOPEO
COULD BE VARIED BY GROUND COMMAN9 BETWEEN 2 AND 17 MIN TO
PROVIDE PARTIAL
 DATA COVERAGE FORPERIODS OF UP TO 19 HR. AS
LIMITED BY THE BIT -STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE MEMORY READOUT
MODE. DATA WERE READ OUTAT WHATEVER OLT RATE WAS.APPROPRIATE
TO THE SATELLITE DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH- THE OJT RATE FOR THE
MAJORITY OF THE DATA WAS 512 BPS FROM NOVEMUCR G. '195B. TO
JANUARY 15. 1969. 256 BPS FROM JANUARY I6. 1969. TO JANUARY
29. L969. 64 BPS FROM JANUARY 30. 1969. TO MARCH 27. 1969• AND
L6 OR B BPS THEREAFTER. HIGHER BIT RATES WERE USED WHEN THE
SPACECRAFT WAS TRACKED BY THE 64-CM -
 ANTENNA. CUT THE -DATA
COVERAGE BY THIS ANTENNA WAS LOW. THE DATA COVERAGE AVERAGED
CLOSE TO 100 PERCENT FOR THE FIRST 29. WEEKS AFTER LAUNCH.
AFTER THIS. DATA COVERAGE DROPPED TO CLOSE TO 50 PERCENT UNTIL
DECEMBER 1969• AND IT VARIED BETWEEN 16 AND 30 PERCENT THROUGH
JULY 197(. ALMOST NO DATA HERE ACQUIRED QPTLCEN JULY 1971 AND
JUNE 1972• FOR THE NEXT 1D MONTHS COVERAGE WAS TYPICALLY
BETWEEN 10 AND 30 PERCENT. WITH 100 PERCENT COVERAGE FOR THE
MAJOR SOLAR ACTIVE PERIOD OF AUGUST 1972. FROM APRIL 1973
THROUGH AUGUST 1974 COVERAGE AVERAGED 5 PERCENT.
CROFT. PIONEER 4
EXPERIMENT NAME- TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER
Nc SDC To- 68-1r0A-03
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED HOURLY VALUES or
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND THE SOLAR
WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED CATA CALCULATED FROM MEASUREMENTS OF
THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY. THE HOURLY DATA
ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED FROM ANALOG
RECORDS. EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE! PORTION ON THE
DAY [ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW PROM
THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET 1S ON ONE 3S6-RPI.
7-TRACK, BCD MAGNETIC TAPE GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM PUNCHED
CARDS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE TAPE ALSO CONTAINS
IDENTICAL OATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 4
(65-105A-04A). 7 [66-075A-04A1. AND D (67-123A-03A). AND
MARINER 5 (67-060A-0241.
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC
- ID- 68-100A-939
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AY NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 1I0 109/68 TO 07/14/69	 -	 --
(AS VERIFIED BY-NSSOC1
allANTITY OF DATA-	 I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS 13F bIOITtZE p AND PLOTTED HOURLY
VALUES OP TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND
THE SOLAR WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FROM
MEASUREMENTS OF THE OIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY.
THE HOURLY DATA ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED
FROM ANALOG RECORDS. EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE
FORTI13N OF THE DAY (ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE .SPACECRAFT
WAS IN VIEW FROM THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS .DATA SET 15 ON
ONE REEL DF 35-NM MICROFILM GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM DATA
SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER: THIS REEL OF MICROFILM ALSO
CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOROTHER-TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6
(6S-I05A-1340). 7 166-07SA^-040)• 6 (67-1274-0361. AND MARINER 5
967-060A^0281. AND SOLAR WIND ELECTRON DENSITY PLOTS FROM
PIONEERS 6 (65-105A-04E). 7 166-075A-04E1. 8 967-123A-0301.






STATUS OF OPERATIDh- NORMAL
PERSONNEL
P.I -	 T.A.	 CRaGY .............
	 sTANFOAD U -
STANFORD. CA
01 -	 V.R.	 ESHLEMAN .......... 	 STANFORD U
STANFORD. CA
	 - DATA - SET NAME DIGITAL VALUES 13FSOLAR WIND ELECTRON
01 -	 H.T.	 HOWARD ,............
	
STANFORD U --	 DENSITY VS T'ME NORMALIZED TO - I AU ON TAPE
'	 STANFORD. CA -	 -
01 -	 R.L. .LEADAORAND .....	 STANFORD RES IHSY NSSDC ID- 60-IODA-03C-	 -	 -
MENLO PARK. CA .. ...	 -
01 -	 R.A.	 LONG ...	 .......




	 A.H.	 FETERSON ........... 	 U
•
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/11/66 TO 03/07/7L	 -	 -
STANFORO• CA (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
BOTH	 422.3-MHZ AND ITS 21117 SUBRARNONIC 459-0-M1Z SIGNALS' OUANTITY-OF DATA-
	 -	 1 REEL(SJ OF MAGNETIC TAPE
WERE	 TRANSMITTED	 FROM
	 A 4.0^M STEERABLE. PARAOCLIC ANTENNA, AT
STANFORD	 UHIV.ERSI7Y TD THE TWO-FREQUENCY RAOrG . RECEIVER ON THE THESE	 DATA	 WERE.. PREPARED .FROM	 THE	 ORIGINAL	 ANALOG
SPACECRAFT.	 THE	 HIGH-FREQUENCY	 SIGNAL
	 SERVED AS 'A REFERENCE RECORDS	 BY	 THE EXPERIMENTER'S STAFF- THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST
SIGNAL	 SINCE ITS PROPAGATION TIME WAS NOT APPRECIABLY CELAYED- OF	 HOURLY	 VALUES OF NORMALIZED ELECTRON HUNGER DENSITY IN THE
THE	 LOW-FREQUENCY .SIGNAL 	 WAS	 DELAYED	 IN	 PROPORTION TO THE SOLAR	 WIND--:TO. OBTAIN
	
THESE
	 DATA•	 THE	 IONOSPHERIC	 TOTAL
TOTAL	 ELECTRON - CONTENT 	 IN	 THE	 PROPAGATION- PATH-
	 ON	 THE CONTENT	 WAS	 REMOVED FROM	 THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT-VALUES.




TOTAL	 17NTENT	 PATH LENGTH WAS USED 'TO CONVERT TOTAL
ZERO	 CROSSINGS
	 OF THE RECEIVED SIGNALS TO OBTAIN. MEASUREMENTS CONTENT
	
TO	 DENSITY. THE RESULTING VALUES WERE . THEN NORMALIZED
of	 PHASE-PATH	 DIFFERENCES.	 DIFFERENTIAL.	 DELAY ` OF ThE GROUP TO 	 AU	 ASSUMING	 DENSITY- To RE PROPORTIONAL-TD'THE -INVERSE.	 .
VELOCITY	 WAS 	 ALSO. OBSERVED: AND THESE VALUES WERE Te"METERCP SOU ARE .. OF	 THE SATELLITE-SOLAR -DISTANCE..VALUES RESULTING FROM
TO	 THE GROUND STATION AND USEp TO CALCULATE THE TOTAL ELECTRON INTERPOLATION
	
- ARE
	 -FLAGGED.	 NO	 INTERPOLATED
	 VALUES	 WERE
CONTENT..	 THE	 IONOSPHERIC	 CONTRIOUTIGN	 [UP	 TO	 A	 .SELECTED RECORDED	 WHEN	 DATA	 GAPS EXCEEDED A DAYS. THIS DATA SET IS 'ON
ALTITUDE	 OBTAINED FROM. OTHER EXPERINENTAL TELCWNTQUESI COULD 5E--






	 THE 'INTERpL:ANETARY Oft	 AN IBM. 7094 COMPUTER. AUXILIARY DATA ON THE TAPE INCLIA E OT-'
ELECTRON	 CONTENT	 OF	 THE




ROTATION - hLMBER. DATA ARE AVAILABLE FOR ABOUT
SIMILAR	 EXPERIMENTS	 FOR	 OTHER	 TIME	 PERIODS-SEE '67-L23A"03. 12'. HR. PER	 DAY	 WHEN
	
THE 	 SPACECRAFT	 WAS	 IN	 VIEW FROM THE
E6-DI'SA-04.. 	 05-IOSA-04.
	
AND	 677060A-02...	 MORE... DETAILED . ..STANFORD. TRANSMITTER. -'IOENTICAI_, DATA
	 FOR:, OTHER TIME PERIODS




RE6£ARCH. • 	VOL	 IT.	 PP	 3325-3327., AND IN. • RADIII -	 -[47-3234-03C).
	
AND MARINER 9 IIST-06QA=020 ALSO APPEAR UK THIS
SCIENCE.- VOL 6. PP 55^63.	 - TAPE.
IIIIIIIIIE
DATA SET NAME= HOUPLY.VALUES OF REDUCED .TOTAL ELECTRON.	 _ DATA SET. NAME- :MICROpmm PLOTS OF SOLAR , WIND. ELECTRON	 .
CONTENT DATA ON PUNC640 CARDS
-.







HSSDC : ID-'68-IQOA-030	 .	 ..
AVAILABILITY. of DATA SET-:DATA `AT , NS50 &',, .-AVAILA99LI7Y.OFPATA ]SET
TIME.PERIOO COVERED- lI/08 1'65 TO 070[6/69: 'FINE PERI00 COVERED- 04/D4I69 ' TO 08/27/7-0
	 -.
LAS VERIFIED. BY.NSSOC)
- - CAS-VERIFIED -BY.NSSDC)
	
-




THESE DATA WERE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG
gEGOgtlS BY THE EXPERIMENTER-S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST
OF PLOTS OF ELECTRON DENSITY VS TIME IN THE SOLAR WIND- TO
OBTAIN THESE DATA. THE IONOSPHERIC TOTAL CONTENT FOR THE SAME
TIMES AT A ItEARBY LCCATION WERE REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED
TOTAL CONTENT VALUES. THEN THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT PATH
LENGTH WAS USED TO CONVERT TOTAL CONTENT TO DENSITY. THE
RESULTING VALUES WERE NORMALIZED TO 1 AU. ASSUMING DENSITY TO
BE PROPORTIONAL TO T3E INVERSE SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE—SOLAR
DISTANCE. THIS DATA SET LS ON ONE REEL OF 35—MM MICROFILM•
THIS REEL OF MICPCFILN ALSO CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER
TIME PERIODS FROM PICHEERS 6 (65—I05i4-04E). 7 C66-073A-04EI.
AND B 167—I23A-0.307. AND HOURLY VALUES [IF TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT FROM PIONEERS 6 (65-105A-0403. 7 166-075A-0481. B
167-I.t3A•U3 B). Ah0 9 C66-IOOA-0781. AND MARINER 5




BRACE. TIROS 7	 -	 --
EXPERIMENT NAME LANGMUIR PROBE
N5SOC to— 63-02406-03	 13.
STATUS OF - OPERATION— INOPERABLE
DATE-LAST' USABLE. 13AI-A RECORDED— OT/14/43
PERSONNEL	 -	 _I
PL	 L.H. ERACE. ...... ..... NASA-GSFCC.
GREENBELT. MO'.
OI — H.Y. SPENCER ........... NASA—GSFC	 -	 !`.	 ..	 1
GREENBELT. MD
A CAHGMOIR PROBE WAS USED TO .MEASURE ELECTRON DENSITY
AND  TEMPERATURE. THE CYLINDRICAL PROOF CONSISTED OF TWD 	 -
CONCENTRIC ELECTRGOES. THE INNER ELECTRODE. WHICH WAS 0-056 CM 	 -	 -	 -
IN DIAMETER AHD '27 CM LONG.. _.WAS USED: AS., A. COLLECTOR. YHE, OUTER.	 -	 -
ELE:CTRODE SERVED AS. 'A GUARD ELECTRODE' AND WAS 0.161^CM:AN
DIAMETER AND 10 CM LONG. THE PROBE WAS SWEPT..THR4i H THE
VOLTAGE RANGE 0 . : 70 1-5 V IN 2 SEC. THE CURRENT 'ATTHE
COLLECTOR. WAS MEASURED AS. THE -VOLTAGE WAS.VARIED. - AND THE 	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 v
SIGHAt. WAS STORED S OW A TAPE. RECORDER AND PLAYED BACK. UPON
INTERROGATION BY A GROUND -5TATION.' THIS EXPER.IAWT AND THE
INFRARED .EXPERIMENT TIME SHARED A . SUBCARRIER OSCILLATOR♦ AND -




!	 DATA AND '1 SEF:IR.PATH: VHF .EXPERIMENT OPERATED NORMALLY'	 `	 l
FROM LAU(JCH UNTIL JULY 14, 1963.. VHEH AN ELECTRICAL FAILURE 	 -
- PREVENTED THE TAPE RECORDER FROM OPERATING_ NORMALLY- ALTHCIUGH'
- THE - -`EXPERIMENT	 WAS "DESIGNED TO: ALLOW	 FOR	 COMPUTER...-
- -	 -	 DETERMINATION- OF	 ELECTRON TEMPERATURE -VALUES.. ld ir4S - WAS	 -	 -	 - - -_	 --	 -	 -
IMPRACTICAL BECAUSE OF THE MARGINAL PESOLUTIOH OF THE DATA AND - 	 -	 -	 -	 -
	
-..:; _.. ...: i	 'THE .LOW INFORMATION RAT.E.OF THE SURCARRIER. I.E.. ' . THERE XIRE
SPACECRAFT CONMON NAME— TIROS 7
ALTERNATE NAMES- A S2. 00604
MSSDC ID— 63-024A
LAUNCH DATE— 06/39/63	 WEIGHT—	 13S. KG
STATUS OF GPERATION— IHCP£RAULE
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RBCDRPED— l2/3L/6S
ORBIY PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE— OB/19/63
ORBIT PERIOD- 97.42 MIN 	 IHCLINATION— 50.236 OEG
PERIAPSI5— 621.000 KM ALT	 APOAPSIS— 649-000 KM ALT
TIROS 7(TELEVISION AND INFRARED OSSEPVATION. SATELLITE)
WAS A SPIN-5 TAU ILIZED NETEOROLOGICAL SPACECRAFT DESIGNED TO
TEST E%PErIMENTAL TELEVISION TECHNIQUES AND INFRARED
E13U!P4EN7. THE SATELLITE WAS IN THE FORM OF AN 18—SIDED RIGHT
PRISM. 107 CM IN DIAMETER AND 56 CH HIGH. THE TOP AND SIDES OF
THE SPACECRAFT WERE COVERED WITH APPROXIMATELY 9000 1 — DY 2—CM
SILICON S^_LAR CELLS. IT WAS EQUIPPED WITH TWO INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION CAMERA SUBSYSTEMS FOR TAKING CLOUOCOVER PICTURES.
PLUS AN DRNIDIRECTICHAL RADIOMETER AND A FIVE—CHANNEL SCANNING
RADIOMETER FOR MEASURING RADIATION FROM THE EARTH AND ITS
ATMOSPHERE. THE SATELLITE SPIN RATE WAS MAINTAINED . BETWEEN B
AND 12 MPH BY THE USE OF FIVE DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSED PAIRS OF
SHALL. SOLID-FUEL THRUSTERS. A ICAGHETEC ATTITUDE CONTROL
DEVICE PERMITTED THU SATELLITE SPIN AXIS TO BE ORIENTED TO
WL'IHIN L TO 2 DEG OF A PREDETERMINED ATTITUDE. THE FLIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEM ALSO CPTIMIZEO THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SOLAR
CELLS AND TV CAMERAS. AND PROTECTED THE FIVE—CHANNEL INFRARED
RADIOMETER FRU14 PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT. THE
SPACECRAFT PERFORMED NORMALLY UNTIL DECEMEER 33.. 1945. AND
SPORADICALLY. UNTIL FEBRUARY 3. 1967. THE SPACECRAFT WAS
OPERATED FOR AN ADDITIONAL 1.5 YEARS TO COLLECT ENGINEERING
DATA, IT WAS DEACTIVATED ON JUNE 3.-1968- A. MORE COMPLETE
DESCRIPTION OF THE SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATIONS
ARE PRESENTED IH THE -JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH INTERPLANETARY
SOCIETY.- VOL. 19. PP 3BE-409. 3.963-64.
HOT ENOUGH DATA DINTS PER SECOhO-
DATA SET NAME— TAELE OF ELECTRON DENSITIES ON MICROFILM
HSSOC 10— 43-024A-03A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET— DATA AT NSSDC
TIME PERIOD COVERED — 06/I9/63 TO 07/09043
LAS VERIFIED BY NMCJ
QUANTITY OF DATA—	 I REEL(S3 OF MICROFILM
THE ANALYZED DATA SET. WHICH WAS RECEIVED FROM THE
EXPERIMENTER. PRES£HIS ELECTRON DENSITY DATA IN TABULAR FORM
ON 35—HM MICROFILM. OTHER TYPES OF INFORMATION GIVEN ARE TIME
(UT AND LOCAL). PASS IA:!-BBR. STATION. LOCATION (GEOGRAPHIC AND
GEOMAGNETIC). ALTITUDE. 13ECTRGv CURRENT. YDL75. MAGNETIC
LATITUDE. BYP ANGLE. AND SOLAR AND MAGNETIC INDICES- THERE IS
APPROXIMATELY ONE DATA POINT PER MINUTE. A DESCR;PTIDN OR THE
DATA LS CONTAINED I  A DATA USERS NOTE (NSSDC 6T-243. 'TIROS 7




This section comprises five different indexes thzt con-
tain additional information and cross-referencing items
to assist the user in finding specific information he
may require.
^
	 3. 1  SPACECRAFT N AM E INDEX
This index contains information on spacecraft, experi-
ments, and data sets and is sorted by spacecraft name,
principal investigator's name, and data set ID. The sort
is the same as in the body of the report (section 2.3),
ex::ept spacecraft alternate names have been inter-
spersed with common names. For a given data set, this
index enables a reader to readily determine data form,








INDEX TO NSSDC DATA HOLDINGS BY SPACECRAFT NAME/ PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR LAST HAKE
• ~^« SPACECRAFT. EXPERIMENT. DATA SET NAME «_-^ 	 s NSSOC l0 * Time COVERAGE t 4UANTIYY« *PAGE*
•	 !	 rt	 * AND FORM s	 9
1962 ALPHA RHM 1	 r«^^ SEP RARINER 2
	
4 62-04IA	 # 	1	 s«49*
1962 OETA ALPHA l ««« SEE ALOUETTE L ^- «
	
s 42^0444	 #	 « --«^- s	 r	 ! 9•
1962 OMICRON 1wr««^^«-«I--SEE ARLEL 1 	 «	 •	 -s 62-OL5A^--+R««1111-_^«-r-«^ ««~^-! 27*
197 2-03 ^  i ?2-032A 	 t ^—# T!
CARTER - NEUTRAL DENSITY [MAGNETRON) GAUGE 0 72-032A-OT	 *	 # * 7*
q	 DENSITY OBSERVATIONS FROM 160 TO 360 KH • s












/	 AE-A * 65-D09A	 #	 * s 7*
C	 BRACE - LANG14UIR PROBES • 63-009A-02	 *	 s i 7*
TABLES OF ELECTRI3 11 TEMPERATURES AND ION t	 M	 k • s!	
DENSITIES ON TD ;F.OPII_H i 63-009A-02A *04/04/63 - 04/04/63* L M/PILH	 • 7*
1LWT13H - PRESSURE GAU,i, s 63-009A-03	 !	 * * 7s
NEUTRAL DENSITY DATA IN TABULAR FORM ON
MICROFICHE • 63-009A-03A *04/D3/63 - G6/OO/63* 1 FICHE	 ! B*
REBER - MASS 5PECTROMETER ♦ 63-009A-01	 ;	 t k 8*
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION DENSITY DATA IN *	 #	 a # i
TABULAR FORM ON HICROFICHE * 63-009A-OIA !041031#63 - Q6/OI/63* 2 FICHE	 0 B*
AE-G 66-0444 04
BRINTON - ION MASS SPECTROMETER • 66-044A-01	 0	 ! * B*
ION MASS SPECTROMETER DATA OH MAGNETIC *	 !	 •
TAPE * 66-044A-DIX #06/'094 106 - O1/17.167* 1 TAPECS) f 94-
ION MASS SPECTROMETER DATA ULI MICROFILM * 66-04441016 *06/09/66 - 01/17/67# 1 M/FILM	 ♦ 9*
REBER - NEUTRAL PARTICLE MAGNETIC MASS *	 t	 • * #
f	 SPECTROMETER • 66-044A-02	 0	 M t 9s
NEUTRAL PARTLCL E-QEf/5IT1ES IN TABULAR
FORM
N«««_-^^--
-^	 /31/66!s	 95126/66	 0966-044 A-02A #
_« *
1 B OUX(s)DGKI'S1	 *« 9*-90
ALOUETTE I s 62-949A*	 • s 9t
G5FC REFINED WORLD MAPS ON HICA6FILH * 62-049A-600 *09/29/62 - 06/20/Ili 27 H/PILN
	
* 1O*
GSFC EXTENDED MONLO MAPS.OH HICRGVILH * 62-049A-OOC *07/09064 ^ 02/28/72* TO N/FILH	 * 100
I	 CRC INDEX OF EXPERIMENT -DATA AL'A1LA8LE • 0	 41s ! i1	 DH TAPD s 62-049A-OQG *01JOI/66 - 12/31/67* 2 TAP9t S) 4 100
CRPL EXTE)AED WORLD RAPS ON MICROFILM M 62-049A-06H *09/2Q/62 - 96/30/64* 16 M/FILH	 f SOa1	 CRC PUBLISHED INDEX OF FXPERIMBNT 'DATA *	 •	 • * k
AVAILABLE' * 62-049A-009 *01/01/66 - 12/31/6Bf 0 B07KC $1 * 10•
OELROSE - VLF RECEIVER * 62-0494-03	 *	 * * 10*L	 VLF SPECTROGRAMS 0 62-049A-034 *11100,062 - 09/OD/7Z ♦ 0 N/FILM	 * SI*
NHITTEKfR - SMECP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER * 62-049A-OI
	
#	 f * 1^•_
SHEEP-FREOUENCT REDUCED 10210GRANS ON *	 !	 * k
HICRPPILM * 62-04941014 *09/29/62 - ll/30/70* 9067 N/F)LM 	 * I1i
r	 ALDP5TTE SYNOPTIC IALDSYN) SCALED DATA s	 *	 # * !
ON TAPE t 62-049A-DIC *09129/62 - 06/30/67* 6 TAPECS) * SL*
RSRS ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES AT 10-KM *	 *	 • R
1NT£PVALS ON MICROFICHE. * 62-049A-016 *11/264162 - O7/31/63* T FICHE	 * II•
CAC ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES AT LAMINA *	 s	 .# i
BOUNDARIES IN 110OKS ! b2-0494-01F '*09/30/62 - 67/28/68* 11 00005) # 12*
NASA-ARC ELECTRON PEP LTY YALUES AT s
ZO-KH INTERVALS IN BOOKS i 62-049A-01H 711/OI/6Z - 01I2B.164* 6 OOOK(SI	 it 12*
'	 NASA-ARC. ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES AT f	 *	 t * #1	 100-KM INTERVALS f 62-049A-611 *10/:11162 - 9I4 ,27J6 1t* 1 TAPECS) # l2*
ALOUETTE SYNOPTIC (ALOSYNI SCALED DATA ON i	 i	 * -	 !
MICROFICHE * 62-069A-OtK •09/29/62 - 12/31/66* 4 OOOK(5) • I2*
'	 CRC ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES AT 50-KM •	 *.	 • 4
INTERVALS ON MICRLIFSCNE * 62-049A-OIL *09/30/62 - Q7/28/66* 47 FICHE	 # l2*
CRC ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILE! AT LAMINA *	 *	 *. }
- E11UHVARtES ON TAPE • 62-049A-01H *01/22/63 - 67/20!68* 1 TAPECS) k 12•
CRC ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES AT 5O- KM a	 *	 • * s
INTERVALS ON TAPE • 62-0494-01H *090'29/62 - 03/30/66* 3. TAPECS) -*_13s
993N3GRAN INVENTIERY ON TAPE a 62-049Aw010. *09.129/42 - 11130/70* 6 TAPECS) # 134F
'	 UCLA INTERPOLATED ELECTRON DENSITY	 . *	 *	 * * *
.PROFILES AT 25-K9 INTERVALS .
 ON TAPE -* 62-O4yA-01P *091300 152 - .E5/02/44* 2 TAPECS) * l3*
INDEX OF IONOCRANS SHOWIN9 DUCTED ECHOES 9 62-0494-010. f1Z/Ol/62 - 12/31768* 1 TAP£(S)• 33¢.
RSRS . ELECTRON DENSITY (AND SCALE HEIGHT) *	 *	 . * • W
PLOY$ AND LISTINGS WITH PASS SUMMARY PLOTS
- _—
f 62-049A-01R k1O.103/62 - 094FO4/66*
-«Mr•
7 M/FIrM	 a 13s
ALOU£TTE 2	 ---" 	 -- * 65-09BA	 !	 * rt 14*
GSF^ VXTCN13EI WORLD MAPS OR HICRCPILM * 65-09BA-00C *11/29/C3 - 03/3I773* 69 M/FILM	 # 14*
CRC IHP£X OF EXPERIMENT 'DATA . AVAILABLE' t	 * 	 w.. - •
'	 ON TAPE * 65-09BA-011E *11/29/65 - WaLf66k I TAP£(S) * 14* .
CRC PUBLISHED INDEX OF EXPERIMENT 'DATA *	 . ♦ `..	 +.... *
AVAILABLE • * 65-09BOA-00F V W22/65 - 12/311604 0 INVOKES)	 # .14*
-	 BELk6SE - VLF RECEIVER • 45-098A-OZ	 *	 * LAM
-	 VLF SPCCTRDGRAHS	 -	 -	 - L 65-098A-02A *12/00165..- 06/4)G/73* 0-H/FILM	 i 14*
BRACE - CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE -	 * 65-09BA-05	 *-	 _	 !^ -	 -A. 15*
ELECTRON DENSITY AND : TERPERATUAE. ON TAPE # 65-098A-BIA &'02/21/66 - 111131670 1 TAPECS) • 15*
ELEC'IRC" . OENSIYY AND TENP£RATURE ON --. *	 *	 * .(c.
MICRCPILM	 .. * 43-09BA-D IES *42/ZtA6.- 11/I3/67*. 1 MTILH * 15w
ELECTRON DENSITY AND TEMPERA'TUAE PLOTS * -
_	 ON MICROFILM -.	 * 65-098A-135C *02!21/66 -: 03!0]/67* .I M/FILM	 # 15*
_	 WHITTCKER.- SWEEP- FREQUCNCY SOUNDER *-65-Q'38A 01	 s M 1S*
-	 ^	 -	 SVEEP-FREQUENCY IOHGORANS ON MICROFILM -	 - -	 k 65-098A-CIA *11/29/65 - 04/23/73* 2554 H /FILM .* .15*
RRL. PUBLISHED- ELECTRON. DENSITY AND SCALE *	 *	 -	 - *
-	
* -*-
HEIGHT PROFILES ON HICRDFICHE * 6S-098A-010 *101131166 - IZJ27/68* 20 FICHEM 16*
.. LNMf-IHG. INFORMAT. .ION 60R SWEEP-FREQUENCY... *	 'A ^	 -	 'F  Ir i_
-	 .IONOGRAHS WITH OUGTSO ECHOES.	 q * 65-09BA101E *1710I/55 - 08J13I60s. 2 TAPECS) ^k 16*
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS OF SWEEP-FREQUENCY M	 #	 ..	 ': * * 0
--	 -	 _	 IDNOGRAAS WITH. DUCTED. ECHGEC.
	 -.	 -
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LNOEX To NSSOC DATA H6LoINGS BY SPACECRAFT NAME/PkINCiPAL INVESTIGATOR LAST NAME
•	 SPACECRAFT, EXPERIMENT. DATA SET NAME :	 NSSOC ID s	 TIME COVERAGE	 P QUANTITY :PAGE:
• • • * AND FORM •	 •
APOLLO 16 CSM 72-031A i  r«_---s«24:
HOPFRAN - OR8I TAI. MASS SPECTROMETER • 72-031A-IL s s s	 24:
MASS SPECTR .4RTER DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE • 72-03&A-11A 006/20/72 - 04/240r72* 4 YAPL'I51 s	 240
MASS SPECTROMETER DATA ON MICROFILM • 72-03LA-130 •G4/2O/72 - 04/24/720 4 M/FILM s	 240
APOLLO 96 LH/ALSEP 	 »T_	 --^» • 72 031C  i_-«—_---_fr 26:
CARRUTHERS - FAR-ULTRAVIOLCT CANERAISP'-CTRO5CDPE • 72-031E-L6 • s #	 25s
2ND GENERATION COPY OF ULTRAVIOLET • • s s	 :
IMAGERY ANO SPECTRA ON FILM # 72-0310-LOA 00*/21/72 - 04/23/72* 209 NEG451 s	 250
DLGITI ZED SCANS OF THE FAR-UV s • : #	 s
CAMERA/SPEC7RO5COPE FRAMES ON NAG TAPE • 72-031C-100 •04/21/72 - 04/23/72• 3L TAPE(S) •	 25s
CATALOG OF INFORMATION ON NI SSION FRAMES O 0 • s	 s
AND hOW THEY nERE MICROOENSLTOMETERED 0 72-031C-IOC *04/21/72
_
- 04/23/72* 1 H/FILM 0	 250
APOLLO 96C»«»T«—^-«T- SEE APOLLO 16 LM/ALSEP * 72-03LC	 -a  s -• 250
APOLLO 17 CSN »«---	 «-	 ---W^»	 -» s T2-0464 ^  »R #	 26s
FAS*IE - FAR-ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER i 72-096A-02 s # 0	 26:
PAR-UV SPECTROMETER DATAON MAGNETIC s • t s	 s
TAPE • 72-096A-02A !12/10072 - 12/19/72* 5 TAPEIS) #	 26*
FAR-VLTRAVIQLE7 SPECTAGRETgR DATA ON 0 ^M 0 P	 •
MICROFILM • 72-096A-626
»......---..........-..--..-..--..-_-..-..-«--««-««--..--..-...-..-»----'-
•92110/72 - 12/19/72* 5 M/FILM
------- -- ---------
•	 26:
APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP # 72-096C • • •	 250
HOFFMAN - ATMDEPHERIC COMPOSITION s 72-006C-OB s • •	 260
iAALES OF MAS5 PEAKS ON MLCROFILII + 72-8960-689 *9[/02173 - [0/04/77• 81 11/FILM •	 27*
YA et E9 QF MA95 PEAKS ON MAGNETIC TAPE • 72-096E-OBC •01/02173 - 10/04/73• 10 TAP£9S) A	 273
APOLLO I7A	 SEE APOLLO 17 CSM • 72-096A s f :	 263
APOLLO I7C	 SEE APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP • 72-096C * • •	 26*
ARIEL 1 f 62-015A # * •	 27*
SAYERS - RADIO FREQUENCY CAPACITANCE PRODS 0 62 O1SA-01 • • P	 270
ANALYZED ELECTRON OEM'.ITY DATA ON TAPE A 62-015A-DLA *04/27/62 - 07/08/620 L TAPE159 0	 27•
ANALYZED ELECTRON OEN_[TY DATA ON f # 0 •	 i
MI CROP (LM 0 62-GISA-038 :04/27/62 - 07/08/62* L N/FILM i	 273
ARIFL 3 0 67-042A • s n 	 27:
KAISER - VLF RECEIVER. FIXED-FREQUENCY SIGNAL • • • •	 :
STRENGTH : 67-042A-05 # P O	 20:
MINIMUM. MAXIMUM. AND MEAN VLF SIGNAL 0 i 0
STRENGTH VALUES ON MICROFILM 4 67-642A-064 495/031167 - 1)9/30/67# 4 H/PILM 0	 2Ds
MINIMUM. MAXI MLR. AND MEAN VLF SIGNAL * a • •	 r
STRENGTH VALUES ON TAPE : 67-042A-050 :05/05/67 - 04/l4/68: 29 TAPE151 •	 20:
SAYERS 	 LANGNUIR PROBE s 67-0424-1)L # • #	 28:
.L;,TRCN TEMPERATURE VALUES DN MAGNETIC # * * *	 *
TAP • 67-6424-OlA :6'.S/OSI67 - 30/12/67• L TAPE(S) i	 28*
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PLOTS ON MICROFILM • 67-042A-010 *05/05/67 - 04/14/680 11 N/FILM a	 29:
ELECTRON DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE PLOTS ON 0 0 0 #	 $
MICROFILM c 67-042A-D1C *05/O50167 - 04/35/68: 6 M/FILM #	 29+
ELECTRON DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE LISTINGS • # • #
ON MICROFILM • 67-OOZA-010 *03/064167 - 12/31/670 3 14/FILM #	 29F
SAYERS - RADIO FREQUENCY CAPACITANCE PROBE # 67-042A-00 * 0 •	 290
PLASMA FREQUENCY VALUES ON MAGNETIC TAPE # 67-042A-COR 005/05/67 - 04/14/68* 53 TAPE(S) •	 290
PLASMA FREQUENCY PLOTS ON MICROFILM s 67-64RA-06B *85/06/67 - 04/14/60* 11 M/FILH #	 293
AR.P 6B-)---« 	»w SEE DVl-15	 ---»w-^-----»»# 68-0594-^-0 «»-»-»«-«-»:-«--«-«--s«75•
ATMgSPNERE EXPLORER-A	 T	 SEE AI:-A-	 -  s 63-000A # ^-  # #	 7s
AT90SPHERE EXPLORES-0	 -»------ SEE AE-5  * 66-044A	 +0 -- s ^^ #	 -40
GE-8 64-064A
311*BRACE - LANGMUIR PROBE s 64-064A-02 s s •	 0:
TABULATIONS OF ELECTRON DENSITY DATA ON # • • s	 s
MICRCP ILM : 64-064A-02A *SO/10/64 - 05/32/65• 1 M/FILM
~
*	 30:
OAPP ( 72-018A)	 «W 	 SEE 0M$P(72-018A1
----
 * 72-OLBA s - «»-^»i *T 31*
r--^--r- SEE OMSP(72-059A)DAPPI72-009A) s 72-0894 a
»-
s
-W n 	 32#
ONE-.1 T	 a 65-0968 0 s  31)*
HOFFMAN - MAGNETIC 113N MASS SPECTROMETER • 65-0980-9S • • *	 38*
ION DE 	 ITY PLOTS OM MICROFILH # 65-0980-05x. #12/01/65 - 03/03/65: 30. M/FILM s .31#
ION DENSITY MEASUREMENTS ON MAGNETIC TAPE 0 611-09BB-058 *12/01!65 - 03/83/680 100 TAPEIS) 0	 39*
DKSP(72-018A)	
«	
-^-^-  4 72-018A # T» * •r31*
-	
SNYOER - EARTH IMAGERY * 1--OIBA-1)L s I *	 3l*
-	 AURORA!- IMAGERY ON MICROFILM • 72-D1BA-OlA *06/I6/72 - 03/31/T8* 41 H/FILM s	 310
I	 I
OMSP(72-089x1 0 72-0894 0 • s 32:
SNYOER - VISUAL AND IR IMAGERY a 72-0894-01 s s : 320
AURORAL IMAGERY ON MICROFTLM 6 72-089A-OLA : 06/I2/72 - o3t3i/75* 44 H/FILN	 * 320
D$AP1T2-0LBA1  ^- SEE DHSPI72-01BA) - * 72-GIBA f # 0«31:
OSAP172-G89A1	
»
SEE ONSPI72-OS9A1 0 72-069A s -	 Ts * 320
EGO S SEE` OZ. 3 68-014A #	
«
-	 # * 68#
OOGO I Ww^»-------»-^- SEL' OGD 1 • 64-CS4A # * R 640
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INDEX TO NSSDC DATA HOLDINGS BY SPACECRAFT MARE/PkINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR LAST NAME
• -^-	 SPACECRAFT. -EXPERIMENT. DATA SET MARE 	 •f NSSDC ID • TIME COVERAGE ^NQUANTITY *PAGE*
♦ 	 s	 •	 f AND FORM •
INJUN IE-C	 SEE INJUN S s 68-0660 • • •	 39s
ImUN-C W-^--'T—ter«^-SEE INJUN 3« f ba-0668 #	 -rr----lam--^—T rtr39•
ISIS L • 69-009A # • •	 406
GSFC EXTENDED WORLD MAPS ON MICROFILM • 69-009A-OOC •02/O"69 - 06/30/75• 78 M/FILM s	 40*
BARRINGTON - VLF RECEIVER • 69-009A-03 ♦ t •	 40:
VLF SPECTROGRAMS • 69-009A-03A *01/30/69 - 00/00/75: 0 M/PILM •	 40+
MACE - CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE 0 69-009A-07 * +• *	 40:
AVERAGED VALUES OP ELECTRON DENSITY AND # + rt s	 s
TEMPERATURE ON MAGNETIC TAPE s 69-609 A-074 •01/30/69 - 06/0t/71* 1 TAPE[SI s	 41*
AVERAGED VALUES OF ELECTRON DENSITY AND # • • +	 :
TEMPERATURE ON NICROF ILK • 69-009A-078 *01/30169 - 06/01/71• 2 H/FILM •	 490
ELECTRON DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE PLOTS IN t f •
BOOKS • 69-009A-07D •01/30/69 - 06/05/78: 1	 8130KC 9) s	 41*
CALVERT - FIXED-FREQUENCY SOUNDER # 69-009A-02 * 0 0	 41*
PLXED-FRCQUENCY IONOGRANS ON MICROFILM s 69-OOVA-02A *01/30/69 - 10/12/73* 201!7 M/FILM *	 41•
SAGALYN - SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER * 69-009A-68 * s ♦ 	 4I*
ION DENSITY ON 35-MM FILM a 69-009A-08A *01131/69 - 05/17/69• 4 H/FILM 0	 42*
ION TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY ON MAGNETIC * • • #	 •
TAPE * 69-009A-DOB •01/31169 - 1!/30/69* 4 TAPE(S) •	 42•
WHITTEK£R - SWEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER s 69-009A-01 • : •	 420
SWEEP-PREOUENCY IONOGRAMS ON RICRDPiLM + 69-009A-OIA i01/30/69 - 03/2a/7S• 2063 M/FILM •	 42s
LONOGRAN INVENTORY ON TAPE • 69-009A-OtB :01/30/69 - 10/12173: L TAPECS) *	 43*
NASA-ARC ELECTRON DENSITIES INTERPOLATED * * • s	 a
TO 1D0-%H INTERVALS ON tAACKED/ TAPE * 69-009A-01C •02/03/69 - 06007/72• 1 TAPE(S) 0	 43•
INDEX 11F I0NU6RAMS SNDWING DUCTED ECHOES * 69-009A-OIE *02/Ot/69 - 12/27/71 • 1 TAAECSI A	 43•
CRC ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES AT SCALED * * • •	 •
POINTS ON MAGNETIC TAPES s 69-009A-OIF #02/01/69 - 07/10/72• 2 TAPE(S1 •	 43s
1515 2 0 71-024A • * •	 43*
EXTENDED WORLD MAPS ON MICROFILM * 71-024A-OOC 404/17/71 - 06/30/750 '73 M/FILM *	 43*
ANGER - 3914- AND 0577-A PHOTOMETER * 71-024A-11 f * 0	 44*
5577-A AND 3916-A INTEN5tTY MAPS ON TAPE 0 11-024A-11A *04/23/71 - 12/3-ST 1 * I TAPELS) *	 44*
UARkINOTDN - VLF RECEIVER : 71-024A-03 r s •	 44*
VLF SPECTROGRAMS * 71-024A-03A $04/00/73 -	 /	 /	 # O M/F [LH •	 444
BRACE - CYLINORI CAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE • 7L-024A-07 f • *	 44*
AVERAGED VALVE OF BLCCTRDN • * * :	 #
DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 71-024A-07A *06/01/71 - 03/31,0730 8 TAPE15) t	 45s
AVERAGED VALUES OF ELECTRON DENSITY * 0 • •	 •
AND TEMPERATURE ON MICROFILM * 71-024A-CID :Oa/01/71 - 03131/73* 7 M.IFILM 45*
CALVERT - FIXCO-FREQUENCY SOUNDER s 71-024A-02 • t s	 45♦
FIXEO-FREQUENCY IONOGRAMS ON MICROFILM s 71-024A-024 •04/0017t - L1/30/73* 1385 J4/FILM s	 45s
HUFFMAN - IGH HAS$ SPECTROMETER f 71-024A-06 * * •	 48f
113H MASS SPECTROMETER DATA ON HICRGPILM + 71-OZ4A-OfA *04!21/71 - I1/l5/72: 83 M/FILM •	 464
SHEPHERD - 6300-A PHOTOMETER • 71-0244-12 s t *	 46:
6300-A INTENSITY MAPS ON MAGNETIC TAPES # 71-024A-IZA •04/23/71 - 12/31/71* 1 TAPELSI 4	 46*
WHITTEKER - SWEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER • 71-024A-01 * t *	 46*
STEEP-FREQUENCY ZONOGRAH5 ON MICROFILM • 71-024A-OIA *04/Oa/71 - I2/19/74: 1424 MZFZLH 4	 470
N5 SOC INDEX OF tONDGRAMS ON TAPE * 71-024A-0i8 :04/08/71 - 11/30/73: 1 TAPECS) *	 471
NASA-ARC ELECTRON DENSITIES INTERPOLATED • a • i
TO lOO-XM INTERVALS ON (PACKED) TAPE : 71-024A-OIC •04/09/71 - !012210.- 1 TAPE(51 #	 471
INDEX OF IGNOGRAMS SHOWING DUCTCO ECHOES : 71-C24A-OIE *04/09/71 - 06/22/724 I TAPELSI #	 47*
CRC ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES AT SCALED # * * s	 #
POINTS ON MAGNETIC TAPES # 71-024A-01P :04/08/7l - 03/23/740* 3 TAPECS) *	 47*
CRC ELECTRON DENSITY VALUES AT LAMINA s s # 0	 s
BOUNDARIES ttN DOQK51 R 71-0244-01G a0V06 /71 - 10/I3/72* 1 DOOKI5)
r^-«-----
4	 47*
ISIS-A -----^--	 f SEE ISIS L  4 49-009A^-: f^4C1:
ISIS-B	 --^WWw~-^--M--SEE ISIS 2  * 71-024AR^# 43*
ISIS-K	 SEE ALOOETTE Z	 0 65-098A	 f	 •	 * ll•
ISIS-X	
-	
«^- SEE ONE-A	 -----m-	 : 65-09430 	^'«^r«^-^«•^ --«	 -: «30*
LEN I2	 SEE APOLLO 12 LH/ALSEP * 69-0990 t
-^-
i *	 16*





LEH 16 	 SEE APOLLO IS LH/ALSEPW--^ M 0 7I-063C -s -M 0
«T
#	 22*
LEM 16 r«r««^M-^--- SEE APOLLO 16 LH/ALSEP 	 rW^* 72-031C 0 *
« -__
4	 25*
LEH L7 ^•—	 w	 -- SEE APOLLO 17 L41/ALSEi 'r«r^^ ♦ 72-0960 0« # *	 26s
LOGACS 1. AGL4A • 67-0509 ♦ : #	 48*
ORUCE - LOGACS 1. ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY SYSTEM # 67-0506-OL # * •	 48i
OENSXTY PLOTS. 147-240KM. 23-26 HAY 1967 * • ♦ #
ON MICROFICHE * 67-0506-01A 405,'23/67 - OS/28/67* 9 FICHE #	 48i
ACCEL5ROMETER PLOTS.144-240 KH. +'. # * s	 •
23-26 MAY 1967. ON MICROFICHE • 67-0560-OLB. *05/23/67 - 05/26/67* 9 FICHE #	 40:
CHIU - WIND CONPCHFI.T NORMAL TO DROIT PLANE ♦ # 4 •	 •
BELOW .200 KN # 67-OZOO-02 #	 - :. - :	 48*
VIM COMPONENTS PERPENDICULAR TO ORBIT ♦ t #-
PLANE BELOW 200 KH. 25-27 NAY 1967. FICHE * 67-OSOB-02A #05/25/67 - 05/27/674 9 FICHE t	 46*
MARINER	 2 	 -^ * 62-4414 *'	 «T s. . ♦ 	 49s
NEUGEBAUER - INFRARED RAOIONETER * 62-041A-02 f	 490
PUBLISHED INFRAREO RADIATION TEMPERATURES : 62-O4IA-02A 012/I4/62 - 12/14/62#. 7 FICHE ♦ 	 49*
HARINER	 4 * 64-0774 * -	 ,.	 -:. -#. 49*
LEIGHTON - MARS TV CAMERA * 64-077A-41 a	 - #- : #	 49*
ENHANCED VERSIONS OF TELEVISION PICTURES ♦ 64-077A-06A *071140165 - 07/14/65* 122 NEGCSI # '00
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INDEX TG NSSOC DATA HOLDINGS pY SPACECRAFT MANE/PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR LAST NAME
•	 -« ---_	 SPACECRAFT. EXPERIMENT. DATA SET NAME •^NSSDC^i0 •	 TIME. COVERAGE ^OU NTITY •PAGE•





CATALOG OF MARINER 9 MTV$ PHOTOGRAPHY 	 ~-----«- i t r`W«+ -«--^ —i
ON 16-MM MICROFILM a 71-OBLA-04L •11/09/71 - 10!27/	 :72 20 M/FILM • 61•
MOSAIC PHOTOGRAPHS AND INDEX CATALOG ON a 0 s # n
16-MM MICROFILM * 71-O5IA-04N :11/!3/71 - 10/27/72* 1 M/F ILM • 61:
LIMB PHOTOGRAPHY INDEX ON B/W
IN
# 71-05LA-040 •11/13/7t - 16/27/726 15 FICHE • 61•
LIMB PHOTOGRAPHY CATALOG ON B/W f • • • #
HI CROFY.M€ • 71-051^-04P •11/13/71 - LO/ 7/72• 166 FICHE # 6t:
SELECTED MTVS AND IPL PHOTOGRAPHY ON • • r f •
MICROFICHE FROM CAL TCCH • 71-051A-040 :LL/t3/7L - 10/Z7/7Z: 465 FICHE • 62:
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3.4 PHENOMENON MEASURED INDEX
The following outline is used for categorizin;
experiments according to the phenomenon measured:
1. Electromagnetic Radiation Measurements
+1.1 Electric Field Measurements
+1.2 Magnetic Field Measurements
1.3 Electromagnetic Radiation
1.3.1 Sensing sources below 65 km
+	 1.3.2 Sensing sources from 65 to 3000 km
1.3.3 Sensing magnetospheric sources above
3000 km
1.3.4 Sensing interplanetary space
1.3.5 Sensing cold (planetary) sources
1.3.6 Sensing the Sun
1.3.7 Sensing hot (star) sources
*2. Charged Particle Measurements
2.1 Sensing Electrons
+	 2.1.1 Electrons of thermal energies (< I
kev)
2.1.2 Electrons of energies greater than
thermal (> 1 kev)
2.2 Sensing Protons or Hydrogen Ions
2.3 Sensing Helium Nuclei
2.4 Sensing Other Particle Species
*3. Microscopic Neutral Measurements
3.1 Sensing Neutrons
+3.2 Sensing Individual Atoms and/or Molecules
+33 Sensing Atoms and/or Molecules Collectively









4.7 Sensing the Sun
4.8 Sensing Comets, Stars, and Galactic Regions
4.9 Sensing Micrometeorites, Meteors, etc.
4.10 Sensing Other Bodies
+Indicates data indexed in section 3.4 of this catalog.
*Indicates data indexed in section 15 of this catalog..
5. Other	 (Communications, 	 Engineering,	 Life
Sciences, Materials Science, Navigation, etc.)
The information contained under each major heading in
the outline is uniquely sorted (the sort sequence of
indexes is indicated by a triangle (Y) over the column
sorted):
I. For Electromagnetic Radiation Measurements, the
sort sequence is by: (1) minimum frequency
observable, (2) maximum frequency observable,
(3) earliest date of NSSDC data, and (4) NSSDC
ID code. For do field measurements, the minimum
frequency is zero and the maximum frequency
observable is usually the Nyquist frequency.
2. For Charged Particle Measurements, the sort
sequence is by: (1) particle energy threshold,
(2) earliest date of NSSDC data, and (3) NSSDC
I D code.
3. For Microscopic Neutral Measurements, the listing
is sorted alphabetically by: (1) technique,
(2) earliest date of NSSDC data, and (3) NSSDC
ID code. The keywords applicable to define





Other (Not EM Technique)
Reentry Package
Total Density Sensor
This index presents information in tabular form, with a
variety of column headings. The headings that are
common to each item in the outline are:
Spacecraft Common Name




Time Span of Data
Pertinent Report. Page dumber (where the
complete -experiment entry is located)
INDEXES
(continued)
The remaining column headings are self-explanatory,
except for (1) Planet, (2) Region, (3) RES, and (4) *.
Brief explanations of these columns are:
1. Planet: The planets are indicated in numerical
I	 order from the Sun. The Sun is designated as zero
(0); numbers 1 through 9 indicate Mercury, Venus,
{	 Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and
i	 Pluto, respectively. Letter M indicates the Earth's
Moon.
2. Region: Locations not covered or inadequately
covered under "Planet" are identified
alphabetically by:
A = < 65 km altitude
B = > 65 km altitude; < 3000 km, Lat < 65°
C = > 65 km altitude; < 3000 km, Lat 65.
to 90o
3. RES: This column indicates species resolution for
charged particle measurements:
R = Resolved
P = Partially resolved
N = Unresolved
U = Unknown resolution
A given species is considered resolved when a flux
is associated with that species with a probability of
erroneous flux species association of less than 10
percent. A species is considered unresolved if the
probability of erroneous association is greater than
40 percent.
4. *: For Electromagnetic Radiation Measurements,
this column indicates ambient or remote sensor:
A = Ambient
R = Remote
For Microscopic Neutral Measurements, this









DATA AT NSSDC RANGE	 OF	 MEASUREMENTS REGION	 PLANET
SATELLITE NAME	 £7[PERIMENT ZO 	 EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST MIN	 VALUE	 (P Oft E) MAX ADC	 012345M
A E 5 C R I P T I V E	 E x P E R I N E N T	 T I T L E NM/OO/YY HH/DD/YY • NAX	 VALUE	 (LAMBDA) MIN 6769 PAGE
F!	
1.ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION MEA5UREMFNT5
{	 t.1	 ELECTRIC YIELD MEASUREMENTS
}[1OGO 5969-D5IA-251	 LAASPERE
MHISTLER AND AUDIOPREOUENCYf
ELO"AUMAGNDTIC WAVES... 	 ............. 06/90/69 TO Ot/11/72 A 1.000£ 01 TO 5.400E 05 HZ C 72
iNJUN 5	 (68^0668-021	 GUftNETT
I	 VLF RECEIVER ............................................. 08/094168 TO 05/29/70 A 3.000E 6t TO 1.050E 05 HZ C 39
ALOUETYE 2 	 (60-09SA-0Z1	 BELR05E
VLF RECEIVER........•.•... .••.•....•..+..•.•.....•••....• t2/OO165 To 06/00/73 A 5.0005 01 TO 3.000E 04 HZ C 14
ISIS 1	 169-00911-03}	 pARRI NGTaN
, I	YLF RECEIVER ............................................. 014'30f69/ TO 00/00/75 A 5.000E 01 TO 3.000E 04 112 C 40










L2/OT/65 TO Q8/al/60 A 1.606E O4 TO 2.400E 04 HZ C 32
l




VLF RECulVER...a•.......•......•• .............•••....••.. OB/09/66 TO 05/29//0 A 3.000E 01 TQ 1.0,10E 04 HZ C 39OGD I464-054A-DEL)
	
RZI.LIWELL




VLF RECEIVERS. YIDEBAND• NAPROM-BAND.
i	 STEP FREQUENCY. AND TUNABLE .............................. 10/L7165 TO 09/62/66 A 2.000€ 02 TO 1.000E 05 HZ C 66FR I
	
[65-1U1A-01}	 STOREY
VLF RECEIVER ........... ....••.....++..................... 12/07 4 65 TO 08/01/66 A 1.680E 04 TO 2.400E 04 HZ C 32
ARIE1. 3	 (67-04211-053	 KAI SFRf	




t.3.2	 SENSING SOURCES FROM 65 TO 3000 KM
ISIS 1	 (69-0094-Otl	 71HITTEKERSVDEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER .................................. 01/3W69 TO 03/28/75 R 1.000E 05 TO 2.000E 07 RZ C 42
ISIS 2	 (71-024A-01)	 11H(TTEKERSWEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER .................................. 04100/71 TO 12/19/74 R 1.000E 05 TO 2.000E 07 H2 C 46
tSIS 2	 171-024A-021	 CALVERT
.SXEO-FREQUENCY SOUNDER...a•......••...•...•......•...... 04/08/71 TO 11/36/73 R 1.200E 05 TO 9.300E 06 NZ C 45
ALOUETTE 2	 f65-09011-011	 VHITTEKERSEEP-FREQUENCY SQUMa€q... •...•....•....•..•...•...•..... It/29/65 TO 14/23/73 R 1.200E OS TO 1.450E 07 HZ C 15
IStS t	 f69-00911-027	 CALVERTFIXED-FREQUENCY 50UNDER .................................. 01/30/65 TO IO/[24'73 R 2.500E 01 TO 9.300E 06 HZ C •1
ALOU-_rT& t	 (62-049A-01)	 MIIITTEKERSUEEP-FREGUENCY SOUNDER .................................. 09/29/62 TO 11/30/70 R 5.006L' 05 TO t•2GDE07 HZ C 11	 i
IE-A 	 (64-0StA-Ol)KNECHT 1VIKEO--FREQUFNCY IObOSONDE ................................ 09/25164 70 LU29/65 R 1.700E 06 TO 7.220E 06 HZ C 30




DATA AT NSSOC R RANGE	 OF	 REASUREME14TS REGION	 PLANET
-	 SATELLITE [TAME	 EXPERIMENT 10 	 EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST	 E AIN	 VALUE	 (F OR E) MAX ABC.	 OL234580 E S C R I P T I V E	 E A P E R[ HEN T	 TI TLF HRiDD1YY MWOO/YY 5 MAX	 VALUE	 (LAH7:DA) MIN 6789 PAGE




2.1-t	 ELECTRONS OF THERMAL ENERGIES (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 1 KEVI






LANGMUtR PRDEES ........ 04/04/63 TO 04/04/63 R THERMAL ENERGIES 	 - O T	 I
TIRDS 7	 - 4 3 BRACE
LANCHUIR PROBE ........................................... 06/19/63 TO 07109/63 R THERMAL ENERGIES O el IDE-E	 (64-064A-027.
	
BRACE 4
-	 LANGMUIR PROBE ........................................... 10/10/64 70051X165 R THERMAL ENERGIES HC 3DOGO 1	 164-05411-051-	 HARGREAVES.






DATA AT USS13C R RANGE OF	 HEASUa£ME117S REGION
SATELLITE NAME	 EXPERIMENT 1D
	
EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST	 E HIM	 VALUE	 (F OR E) MKX AOC
0 8 5 C R 1 P 7 I V E
	 E X P E R I M E N T	 T I T L E HH/00,0YY HH/OD/YY S MAX	 VALUE	 ILARGDAI HIM
2.4.1
	 ELECTRONS OF THERMAL ENERGIES 1L£SS THAN OR EQUAL 10 1 KEV)
PIONEER	 6	 ;6S-LOSA-041	 ESHLEMAN
4110-FREQUENCY DEACON RECEIVER ....w ....................... 12/16065 TO O7/IS/66 R THERMAL ENERGIES B
ARIEL 3	 (67-042A-011	 SAYERS
LANGMUIR PROBE................... ........................ 05/05/67 70 04/$5/68 R THERMAL ENERGIES DC
AALEL 3	 167-042A-051	 SAYERS
RADIO ¢REQUENCY CAPACITANCE PROBE . ....................... 05/05167 TO 04/24/68 R THERMAL ENERGIES BC
HARINER
	 5	 (9F-060A-027	 ESHLEMAN




TWO-FREQUENCY DEACON RECEIVER ............................ 12/14/67 TO 03/07/71 R THERMAL ENERGIES 0
PIONEER	 9	 [ 6B-t00A-031
	
CROFT




FIX:P-FREOUBHCV SOUNDER .................................. 01030169 TO 104f 22/73 R THERMAL ENERGIES C
ISIS. 2	 172-0244-011	 WHITTEKER
SWEEP-PREDVENCY SOUNDER ... ............................... 04/08/71 TO 12/ 19/74 R IHERHAL ENERGIES C
I5i5 2	 171-O24A-Q2)	 CALVERT
FIXED-FREQUENCY SQUNOER ..... ............................. 04/08/7l TO 114130/73 R THERMAL ENEL•.IES C
ISIS 2	 C71-024A-j71	 BRACE
CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PRUE1: .......................... 06/01/71 TO 03/31/73 R THERMAL ENERGIES C
ALOUETTE I	 162-949.1-011
	 UHITTEXER





STEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER. . ................................
 
11/29/65 TO 04/23473 R THERMAL ENERGIES C
PIONEER	 7	 C66-07SA- I)4)	 ESHLEMAN




SWEEP-PREOUENCV SOUNDER ....... . .......................... 02,090/69 TO 03!28/ 75 R THERMAL ENERGIES C
APOLL.0 32 LH/ALSEP 	169-0990-021
	
SNYDER































DATA AT MSSDC REGION	 PLANET
SATELLITE NAME	 EXPERIMENT ID	 EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST ADC	 91234$4
O E 5 C R I P T I V E
	 E X P E R I H E N T	 T I T L E NH/00/YY MM/OD/YY s TECHNI6U' 6789 PAGE
3.	 MICROSCOPIC NEUTRAL MEASUREMENTS




MASS SPECTROMETER ........................................ 04/03/63 TO 06/0!/63 X MASS SPECTROMETRY D 0
AE-O	 (6.5-044A-02)
	 R60ER
NEUTR /LL. PARTICLE MAGNETIC MASS
SPECTROHETER............................................. 05/26/66 TO 05/31/66 X HASS SPECTROMETRY E 9
OGO 6	 169-OSSA-041	 REBER





HASS SPECTROMETER ........................................ 07/30/71 TO 08/07471 X HASS SPECTRON=_TRY M 21
APOLLO 16 CSN	 C72-031A-113NOFFMAR
ORBITAL HASS SPECTROMETER ................................ 04/20/72 TO (14/24/72 X MASS SPECTROMETRY H 24
APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP	 172-0960-08)
	
HOFFMAN
ATJ4135PHFRIC CONPOSlYIVN .................................. 81/02/73 70 10/04/73 X HASS SPECTROMETRY " 26
MARINER	 6	 160-014A-061	 XC.10RE









MICROPHONE ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY GAUGE ..................... 06/11,069 TO 01131170 X TOTAL DENSITY SENSOR C 74
APOLLO t4 LWALSEP	 (71-OOCC-071
	
JOHNSON
COLD CATHODE ION GAUGE EXPERIMENT ........................ 02/09/71 TO 22/31/73 X TOTAL DENSITY SENSOR M 21.
APOLLO 15 LH/AL$EP 	 172-0630-071	 JOHNSON
COLD CATH13CE ION GAUGE EXPERIMENT .. .w.........-............ 07/31/71 TO 22/09/73 X TOTAL DENSITY SENSOR N 23





114FRAARO RAOIORETER ...................................... 12/!4/62 TO 1314/62 X IMAGERY 2	 49
GEMINI
	
7	 (65-1098-021 	 NAGLER - ..




LYMAN-ALPHA AND UV AIRGLOW STUDY ........................+ 07/29/67 TO 07f12/66 X OTHER EH TECHNIDU1:	 ^  DC	 4713GO 4	 -	 (67-D73A-I21
	REED




	 BARTII. .. .
UV SPECTROMETER 1100-1750A. 1750-3400A ................... 06130167 70 O2/29I68 7C, 13TUM EM. 7ECYNIOUE Be.	 - 67.
OGO 5	 766-OI4A 211:	 FIBART .:













DATA AT MSSDQ REGION PLANET
SATELLITE MARE	 L+XPPAIMENT 10	 EXPERIHENTER EARLIEST LATEST ABC 01234ZH
DESCR I P T I V E	 EXPERI H E N T	 TITLE HH/DD/YY MR/OD/YY A TCCIRtOUE 6789	 PAGE
3.3	 SENSING ATOMS AND/GR MOLECULES COLLECTIVELY
OGO 6	 i69-051A-!]3	 EARTH
UY PHOTOMETER .......... 	 ••......••.•.+. 06/09/69 TO 11/05/70 X OTHER ER TECHNIQUE 04 71
H4RIMER	 6	 169-0t4A-021	 PIHENTELIN SPF•CTRDMETER.•+...•.•• ....•....•......••••••....•.••.• 07/3LI69 TO OT/31/69 X OTHER EM TECHNIQUE •	 5]
HARMER	 6	 169-014A-04)	 BARTHUV BPECTRDHETER ...............•...•..•.....•.....•.•...•• 07/31/69 TO 07/3(/69 x OTHER EM TECHNIQUE 4	 51
HARMER	 T	 !69-03OA-D21	 PLIICNTEL
IR SPECTRDMETER..••....••• .•••.•••.•..+•................. 08/05/69 TD 08/05169 X OTHER EM TECHNIQUE 4	 56
MARINER	 7	 169-030A-04)	 BARTHUV SPECTROHETER....••..••••.••••...•.• ................... 08/05/69 TO 08/05/69 X OTN!0t t `1 TECHNIQUE 4	 54
NIMBUS 4	 170-025A-05)	 MEATHOACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET (8UV)SPECTROMETER ..................•..............•........... 04 /L L/70 TO (2131/70 X OTHER EH TECHNIQUE A 3	 69
ISIS 2	 (71-024A-tl) 	 ANGER
3914- AND 5577-A PHOTOMETER .............................. 04/23/71 TO I2/31/71 X OTHER EM TECHNIQUE Be 44
ISIS 2	 l71 -624A-121	 SHEPHERD
6300-A PHOTOMETER ....... .....•........••...•••••••.•••• 04123/71 TO I2/St.1 71 X OTHER EM TECHNIQUE Be 46
MARINER	 9	 17
.•1
-051A-021	 BARTHULTRAVIGLET SPECTRCMETER (UVS1••••...•.•........•.... w--- II /I2/71 TO 02/08/72 X OTHER EM TECHNIQUE 4	 57
MARINER	 9	 (7t-05LA-03)	 HANELINFRARED INTERFEROHETEA SPECTROMETER
IIR151........•.r•r••••••.






VISUAL AND IR IMAGERY .................................... 06/12?2 TO 03/91/75 X OTHER EN TECHNIQUE C 32OHSP(72-OIBAI 	 02-01BA-011	 SNYDER
EARTH IMAGERY ............................................ 06/16/72 TO 03/31/75 X OTHER EM TECHNIQUE C 31
OSO 5	 l69-004A-07)	 NEYZODIACAL LIGHT HQNITQR ..................+..........•.....• 01/20/09 TO 03/15/71 X OTHER E. TECHNIQUE B 74
LOGACS I. AGENA	 l6T-0500-021	 CHID
WIND =APONPNT NORMAL TO URJ117 PLANE
BELOW 200 Kk•.••.•........•..• ........................... 05/25/67 TD 05/27/67 X OTHER INOT EM TECHNIQUE) L 48
AE-A	 i63-009A-03)	 NEWTON
PRESSURE GAUGE ...... 	••••• ..................•. 04/03/63 TO 06/06/63 X TOTAL DENSITY SENSOR O 7
LOG ACS 1. AGENA	 167-0506011	 BRUCE
LOQAC5 I. ATM03PRERIC DENSITY SY STEW ..................... 05/23/67 TO 05/26/67 X TOTAL DENSITY SENSOR C 4D
OVI-15	 (66-0S9A-OI)	 CHAMPION
TRIAXIAL ACCFLEROMCTER..•• ..••.• ................•.•.....• 07/14/68 TO 09/28/60 X TOTAL DENSITY SENSOR C 75
1972-032A	 172-OJ2A-Ol}	 CARTER





3.5 BAR GRAPHS BY PHENOMENON MEASURED
The time periods covered by charged particle and
microscopic neutral particle data sets appearing in this
catalog are indexed by means of a series of bar graphs
generated from the AIM File. The plots allow the
space-phenomenon-oriented user to easily identify the
data available for a given time interval. Each plot is
arranged alphabetically by spacecraft common name
versus data times available from any experiment.
Users of this section should be aware that these plots
represent an incomplete presentation of information
coded into keyword strings; these keyword strings are,
by themselves, incomplete codifications of information
available as brief descriptions in the main body (section
2.3) of this catalog. More complete information from
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ABMA Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ACAD Academy
ACIC Aeronautical Chart and Information Center
(now Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace
Center)
ACS attitude control system
AD Dual Air Density Explorer (satellite, NASA)
AID analog to digital
AE Atmosphere Explorer (satellite, NASA)
AEC Atomic Energy Commission
AEROPROPUL aerapropulsion
AEROSAT Aeronautical Satellite (NASA-ESR0)
AEROSP aerospace
AFB Air Force Base
AFCRL Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
AFO Announcements -f Flight Opportunities
AFSC Air Force Systems Command
AGC automatic gain control
AGCY agency
AIMP Anchored	 Interplanetary Monitoring Plat-
farm (satellite, NASA)
ALOSYN Alouette topside sounder synaptic (data)
ALPO Apollo	 Lunar	 Polar	 Orbiter	 (satellite,
NASA); Association of Lunar and Planetary
Observers





AMPS Atmosphere, Magnetosphere, and Plasmas in
Space (satellite, NASA)
AMS Army Map Service (now Defense Mapping
Agency Topographic Center)
AMSAT Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation
AMU atomic	 mass unit; astronaut maneuvering.
unit
ANI K Canadian Telecommunications Satellite; also
refarred to as TELESAT
ANNA Army, Navy, NASA, Air Force (goodetic
satellite)
ANS Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (Nether-
lands-NASA)
AOSO Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory
AP magnetic activity index AP
APL Ap.pl.ie.d	 Physics	 Laboratory	 of	 Johns
Hopkins University
APPL application
APT automatic picture transmission
AIR acquisition/reference
ARC Ames Research Center (NASA)
ARC-MIN arc-minute
ARC-SEC arcsacond
ARDC Air Research and Development Command
(now AFSC)
ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency
ARSP Aerospace	 Research	 Support	 Program
(USAF)
AS+E American Science & Engineering, Inc.
ASOS antimony-sulfide oxy-sulfide
ASTP Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (USSR-NASA)
ASTROPHYS astrophysics
AT atomic
ATCOS Atmospheric Composition Satellite (NASA)
ATDA Alternate Target Docking Adapter
ATM Apollo Telescope Mount
ATMOS atmosphere; atmospheric
ATS Applications Technology Satellite (NASA)
AT+T American Telephone & Telegraph Corp.
AU astronomical unit
AUST Australia
AVCS advanced vidicon camera system
AVG average
AVHRR advanced very high resolution radiometer
AWRE Atomic Weapons	 Research Establishment
(Australia)
BCD binary coded decimal
BE Beacon	 Explorer (satellite, NASA); beryl-
lium
BESYS Bell System
BEV billion electron volts
BIG barium iodide cloud
B1 OS Biological Satellite (NASA)
BPI bits per inch
BPS bits per second
BTL Bell Telephone Laboratories
BUV backscatter ultraviolet
BV billion volts
BIW black and white
BWF Bundesminister.fur Wissenschaftliche For-
schung (Fed Rep of Germany)
CAL calorie	 .


















































Cooperative Applications Satellite (France- 	 DEG
NASA)	 DENPA
composite analog video	 DEV
calibrated brightness temperature tape	 DFVLR
cubic centimeter
command and data acquisition (station)
Control Data Corporation
cadmium sulfide	 DIAL/MIKA





Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (France) 	 D1APO
Centre National d'Etudes dEs Telecommuni- 	 BIT
cations (France)	 DMAAC




Comision National de Investigation del 	 DMSP
Espacio (Spain) 	 900
Cosmic-Ray Satellite (Japan)	 DODGE
Cosmic-Ray Satellite (ESRO); cosmic
Committee on Space Research	 DRIO
council
cycles per second	 DR1R
central processing unit	 0 RTE
Communications Research Centre (Canada)
Central Radio Propagation Laboratories	 USAF
(formerly ITSA or part of ESSA; now
NOAA/ER L)	 OSCS
Cold Region Research & Engineering Labo-
ratories	 DSIR
Commission for Space Research (Italy)
cathode ray tube	 DSN
cesium iodide	 DV
command service module 	 DYN
center
Canadian Telecommunications Satellite




data acquisition . camem .	 ECR
Dual Air Density Explorer (satellite, NASA) 	 ECS
Danish
Defense Acquisition and Processing Program	 EDS
(000)	 EGO
data automation subsystem
Defense Atomic Support Agency 	 EG RS









Density Phenomena (satellite, Japan)
development
Deutsche Forshungs-und Versuchsanstalt fur
Luft-und Raumfahrt; English translation,
Research Laboratory for Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Fed Rep of Germany
Oiament Allemande/Mini Kapsel (satellite,
Fed Rep of Germany-France)
Diament Allemande/Wissenschaftliche




Drexel Institute of Technology
Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center
Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Cen-
ter
Direct Measurements Explorer (satellite,
NASA)
Defense Military Satellite Program (DOD)
Department of Defense
Department of Defense Gravity Experiment
(satellite, DOD)
direct readout image dissector (camera
system)
direct readout infrared radiometer
Defence Research Telecommunications Es-
tablishment (now CRC)
Defense System Applications Program
(DOD)
Defense Satellite Communications System
(DOD)






Early Apollo Scientific Experiment Package
electric-field component antenna
electric-field component receiver
Experimental . ' Communications Satellite
(NASA)
Environmental Data Service (NOAA)
Eccentric . (Orbiting) Geophysical Observa-
tory (satellite, NASA)
Engineers Satellite. (000)
effective isotropic radiative power
electric (data camera carried on . Apollo)









ELMS Earth Limb Measurement Satellite (NASA-
USAF)
EME environmental measurement experiment
EMR Electromechanical	 Research.	 (Company,
England)
ENVIRON environment; environmental
EOF end of file
EOGO Eccentric Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
(satellite, NASA)
FOS Earth Observation Satellite (NASA)
EPE Energetic	 Particle	 Explorer	 (satellite,
NASA)
EIO. energy per unit charge
ERB Earth radiation budget (experiment)
ERDC Earth Resources Data Center
ERGS Earth Geodetic Satellite (USAF)
ERL Environmental	 Research	 Laboratory
(NOAA)
EROS Earth Resources Observation System
ERS Environmemai Research Satellite (USAF)
ERT extended range telescope
ERTS Earth	 Resources	 Technology	 Satellite
(NASA)
ESGEO ESRG Geostationary Earth-Orbiting (satel-
lite)
ESMR electrically scanning microwave radiometer
ESOC European Space Operations Centre (ESRG)
ESSO European Space Research Organization
ESSA Environmental Science Services Administra-
tion (now KOAA)
ESTABL establishment
ESTEC European Space Technology Center (ESRG)
ETR Eastern Test Range (also referred to as Cap 
Canaveral)




EVM Earth.viewing (equipment) module
EXOS Exaspheric Satellite (Japan)
EXOSAT European	 X-ray	 Observation	 Satellite
(ES RG)
EXTRATERR extraterrestrial
FPp flat plate radiometer
FR French Research (satellite, France)
FRC Flight Research Center (NASA)
FSC FLEETSATCOM (satellite, USN-USAF)
FSK frequency shift key
FWHM full width at half maximum
FWS filter wedge spectrometer
GARP Global Atmospheric Research Program
GCA Geophysics Corporation of America
BE General Electric (Company)
.GE. greater than or equal to
GEMS Goostationary 	 European	 Meteorological
Satellite (ESRO)
GEOPHYS geophysical
GEOS Geodetic	 Earth-Orbiting Satellite (NASA);
Geostationary	 Earth-Orbiting	 Satellite
(ESRO)
GES FUR Gesellschaft fur Weltraumforschung (Center
WELTRAUM- for Space Research, Fed Rep of Germany)
FORSCH
G.E.T. ground elapsed time
GEV gigaelectron volt
GGSE gravity gradient stabilization experiment
GHZ gigahertz
GISS Goddard	 Institute	 for	 Space	 Studies
(NASA)
GM Geiger-Mueller; gram
GMS Geostationary 	 Meteorological	 Satellite
(Japan)
GMT Greenwich mean time
GOES Geosynchronous Operational Environmental
Satellite (NASA-NOAA; also called SMS)
GP Gravitational Redshift Space Proba (NASA)
GRAVR Gravitational Redshift Space Probe (NASA)
GRE ground reconstruction equipment; ground
reconstruction electronics
FARO Flare-Activated Radiobiologicaf Observatory
(satellite, 000)
FED Federal
FLT-SAT Fleet Satellite (USN)
FM frequency modulation
FMRT final meteorological radiation tape
FOUND foundation
FOV field of view
GREG Galactic Radiation Experiment Background	 E
(satellite, USN)
GRI Groupe	 de	 Racherche	 loriospherique
(France)
GROG Netherlands Committee for Geophysics and
Space Research
GRS German Research Satellite (NASA-Fed Rep
of Germany)	 ..:.
GSD Grid Sphere Drag (satellite, BOB) 	 i
GSE geocentric solar ecliptic (coordinate system)
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA) i
GSM geocentric solar magnetospheric (coordinate I
system)
GT. greaterthaa }
GUGMS Glavnoye . U .pra.vleniye. . Gidromotoara- i
logicheskoi 5luzhby (Main Administration












































geosynchronous very high resolution radi-
ometer
High Altitude Observatory
Heat Capacity Map Mission (satellite,
NASA)
Heat Capacity Mapping Radiometer
Harvard College Observatory
high data rate storage system
helium




high-energy proton alpha telescope
health, education, telecommunications (ex-
periment)
high-energy telescope system
heat-flow experiment; heat-flow electronics
high resolution; hour
high resolution infrared radiometer
high resolution infrared radiometer sounder
high school
hydrometearological
hertz (cycles per second)
Institute of Atmospheric Physics (USSR)
International Business Mach ;nes (Corp.)
intercontinental ballistic missile
International Council of Scientific Unions
identification
image dissector camera
image dissector camera system
Initial (or Interim) Defense Communication
Satellite Program (or Project) (DOD)
Initial Defense Satellite Communication
System (DOD)
instrument definition team
Ionospheric Explorer (satellite, NASA•NBS)
instrument field of view




Interplanetary Monitoring Platform .(sate(-
lite, NASA)
International Magnetospheric Study
Indian Scientific Satellite ([SRO-USSR)
inoperable
Indian National Satellite (]SRO-USSR)
institute
INTA lnstituto National de Tecnica Aeroespacial
(Spain); the National Institute of Aerospace
Science
INTASAT satellite (1NTA, Spain)
INTELSAT International Telecommunications Satellite
(NASA-COMSAT)
ION COMP Ionospheric	 Composition	 (satellite	 — see
OIAPO)
IPA Institute	 for Physics	 of the Atmosphere
(SAS)
IOSY International Quiet Sun Year
[R infrared
IRBM intermediate range ballistic missile
IRIG Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
IRIS infrared-interfarometer spectrometer; Inter-
national	 Radiation	 Investigation	 Satellite
(NASA-ESRO)




ISAS Institute of Space & Aeronautical Science
(Japan)
ISEE International Sun-Earth Explorer (satellite,
NASA•ESR D)
ISIS International	 Satellite	 for	 Ionospheric
Studies (NASA-Canada)
ISRO Indian Space Research Organization
ISS Ionospheric Sounding Satellite (Japan)
ITCZ intertropical convergence zone
ITOS Improved	 TIROS	 Operational 	 Satellite
(NOAA)
1TPR infrared temperature profile radiometer
ITR incremental tape recorder
[TSA Institute for Telecommunication of Sciences
and Aeronomy (formerly a subdivision of
ESSA; now NOAH-ERL)
IU instrument unit
WE International Ultraviolet Explorer (satellite,
NASA•U K-ES R 0)
IZMIRAN Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism and Aer-
anomy of the Academy of Sciences (USSR)
JGR Journal of.. Geopnysical Research
JHU Johns Hopkins University
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA)
JSC Johnson Space Center (NASA)





KP magnetic activity index Kp
A4
MEV million electron volts
MG milligram
MHZ megahertz
MIDAS Missile Defense Alarm System (USAF)
MIN minute
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MJS Mariner JupiterlSaturn (spacecraft, NASA)
MM millimeter
MMW millimeter wave
MOL Manned	 Orbiting	 Laboratory	 (satellite,
DOD)
M-P minus to plus
MPI Max-Planck-[nstitut (Fed Rep of Germany)
MR medium resolution
MRIR medium-resolution infrared radiometer
MS microsecond
MSC Manned Spacecraft Center (now Johnson
Space Center)
MSEC millisecond
MSFG Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA)
M5N mission
MSS Magnetic Storm Satellite (NASA-AFC7L);
multispectral scanner
MSSCC multicolor spin-scan cloudcover camera
MTS Meteoroid Technology Satellite (NASA)
MUSE monitor of ultraviolet solar energy
MW milliwatt
NA not applicable; Nora Alice (satellite, DOD)
NACE neutral atmosphere composition experiment
NADUC Nimbus/ATS Data Utilization Center
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Adm[nistra-
tion (Washington, O.G., Headquarters)
NASC National Aeronautics . and Space Council





NBS National Bureau of Standards
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research
NCG National. climatic Center (NOAA)
MORE Norwegian Defence Research Establishment
HEMS Nimbus-E .microwave .spectrometer;- Near-
Earth Magnetospheric Satellite (ESRO)
NESC National . Environmental.	 Satellite	 Center
(navy NESS)
NESS National	 Environmental	 Satellite	 Service
(N 0AA)
NGSP. National Geodetic Satellite Program. 	 j
lNHC National Hurricane. Center
NIH National Institutes of Health
NMC National. Meteorological Center
WART Nimbus meteorological radiation ta eP
KPNO	 Kitt Peak National Observatory
KSC	 Kennedy Space Center (NASA)
LA Los Angeles
LAB laboratory
LAGATE lower atmosphere composition and tempera-
ture
LAGEOS Laser	 Geodetic	 Earth-Orbiting	 Satellite
(NASA)
LARC Langley Research Center (NASA)
LAS Large Astronomical Satellite (ESRO)
LASL Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
LCS Lincoln Calibration Sphere
.LE. less than a 	 equal to
LEM lunar excursion module
LEPAT low-energy proton alpha telescope
LEPEDEA low-energy proton and electron differential
energy analyzer
LERC Lewis Research Center (NASA)
LES Lincoln Experimental Satellite (DOD)
LETS low-energy telescope system
LL Lincoln Laboratory (MIT)
LM lunar module
LIVID Laboratory of Meteorological Dynamics
LOFT[ Low-Frequency Trans-Ionospheric (satellite,
USN-N R L)
LOGACS Low-6	 Accelerometer Calibration System
(USAF)
LPSP Laborataire de Physique Stellaire at Plane-
taire (CN RS)
LRIR limb	 radiance	 inversion
	 radiometer;	 low-
resolution infrared radiometer
LRL Lunar Receiving Laboratory (JSC)
LRV lunar roving vehicle
LST Large Space Telescope (satellite, NASA)
.LT. less than
LTV Ling-Temco-Vought (Company)
M meter, milli- (prefix)
MA Mercury Atlas
MAPS measurement of air pollution from satellite
MARENTS Modified Advanced Research Environmental
Test Satellite (USAF)
MAS Ministry of Aviation Supply (UK)





MCA Magnetic field component antenna
MCR Magnetic-field componentreceiver
MED medicine; medical
METEC [Meteoroid Technology (satellite, NASA)
METEOSAT Meteorological Satellite (ESRO)
OMSF Offica of Manned Space Flight (NASA) RA Hanger (spacecraft,. NASA) .
ON R Office of Naval Research RAO radium; radiation
OPEP orbital-plane experiment package RADCAT Radar Calibration Target (satellite, ARPA)
OPLE Omega position and location experiment RADOSE Radiation Dosimeter (satellite, 000)
OP OFF operational off RAE Radio	 Astronomy	 Explorer	 (satellite,
ORBIS Orbiting Radio Beacon Ionospheric Satellite NASA)
(NASA) RAM random access memory (system)
ORS Octahedral Research Satellite (NASA): Or-, RBV return beam vidican (camera)
biting Research Satellite (DO 0) .. RG resistance capacitor :.




	 Observatory	 (satellite, R+D research anddavelopment
NASA) REP republic
OSS Office of Space Science (NASA) RE5 research
OSSA Office of Space Science and Applications REXS Radio Exploration Satellite (Japan)
(NASA: now two separate offices) RF radio` frequency
A5
NNN no national name
NNSS Navy Navigational Satellite System
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration (formerly ESSA)
NOMSS National Operational Meteorological Satel-
lite System
NORAD North American Air Defense Command
NORW Norwegian
NOS National Ocean Survey 01OAA)
N OTS Naval Ordnance Test Station
N-P negative to positive
NRC National Research Council
NRL Naval Research Laboratory
NSA National Security Agency
NSF National Science Foundation
NSSOC National Space Science Data Center
NUCL nuclear
NWL Naval Weapons Laboratory
NWRC National	 Weather	 Records	 Center	 (now
MCC)
OA Office of Applications (NASA)
CIAO Orbiting Astronomical 	 Observatory	 (satel-
lite, NASA)
OAR Office	 of	 Aerospace	 Research	 (USAF•
AFSC)
DART Office	 of	 Advanced	 Research	 and Tech-
nology (NASA)
OAST Office	 of	 Aeronautics	 and	 Space Tech-
noiogy (NASA)
OBS observatory
OCC OPLE Command Center
OFO Orbiting Frog Otolith (NASA experimental
spacecraft)
OGO Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (satellite,
NASA)
01 other investigator
OMNI low-resolution	 omnidirectianal 	 radiometer
(an Explorer 7)
OT	 Operational TIROS (satellite, NASA)
OTDA	 Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition
(NASA)
OV	 Orbiting Vehicle (satellite, USAF)
PAC Packaged Attitude Control (satellite, NASA)
PAST Planetary Atmosphere Experiment Test
PAGEOS Passive	 Geodetic	 Earth-Orbiting	 Satellite
(NASA)
PAM pulse amplitude modulation
PCM pulse coded modulation
PE Planetary Explorer
PEP platform electronic package
PFM pulse frequency modulation






PLACE Position, Location and Aircraft Communica-
tion Experiment
PM pulse modulation; photamultiplier




POD proton omnidirectional detector
POGO Polar	 Orbiting	 Geophysical	 Observatory
(satellite, NASA)
PPS pulses per second
PROT protection
PS pressure sensor
PSE passive seismograph experiment
PTL Photographic Technology Laboratory (JSC)
OOMAC	 quarter-orbit magnetic attitude control
(system)
i
RM Radiation	 Meteoroid	 (satellite,	 NASA); Sim scientific instrument module
Radiometric Measurement (satellite, DOD) SIRS satellite infrared spectrometer; System for
RMS root	 mean	 square;	 Radiation	 Meteoroid Information Retrieval and Storage ( NSSOC)
Satellite (NASA); Radiometric Measurement SM San Marco (satellite, NASA-Italy)
Satellite ( DOD) SMMR scanning multispectral microwave radiam-
RPA retarding potential analyzer eter
RPM revolutions per minute SMS Synchronous	 Meteorological 	 Satellite
BPS revolutions par second (NASA)
RRL Radio Research Laboratories (Japan) SNAP systems for nuclear auxiliary power
RSRS Radio and Space Research Station 	 (Eng- SOEP solar-oriented experiment packaga
land) SOLRAD Solar Radiation (satellite, NASA-DOD)
RTU Research Technology Division (USAF) SPADES Solar Perturbation and Atmospheric Density
RTG radioisotope thermoel fictricgenerator Measurement Satellite (BOB)
RTTS real-time transmissio	 ,ystem SPHINX Space	 Plasma	 High	 Voltage	 Interactive
Experiment (sateNize, NASA)
SAM stratospheric aerosol measurement
SPM solar proton monitor
SAMSS Satellite Mission Observation System (satel SR Solar Radiation (satellite, NASA); scanning
lite, USAF) radiometer; sounding rocketSRATS Solar Radiation and Thermospheric SatelliteSAMS stratospheric and mesospheric sounder (Japan)SAMSO Space	 and	 Missile	 Systems	 Organization SRC Space Research Council, Science Research(USAF)
SAO Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Council
SRI Stanford Research InstituteSAPPSAC spacecraft attitude precision painting and 5RT supporting research and technology
slowing adaptive control ( experiment) SSCC spin-scan cloudcover cameraSAS Small Astronomy Satellite {NASA}; Soviet 5SD Space Science Oivisim, (JPL)Academy of Sciences S5S Small Scientific Satellite {NASA}SATAR Satellite for Aerospace Research (NASA)
SATELL satellite SST satellite•to-satellite tracking
SATE Satellite Antenna Test System (NASA) STADAN Spacecraft Tracking and Data Acquisition Network ( now STDN)SBRC Santa Barbara Research Center STARAO Starfish Radiation (satellite, NASA)SCAMS scanning microwave spectrometer STD standard
SCEL Signal Carps Engineering Laboratories STON Spaceflight Tracking	 and	 Data Network
SCH school (NASA) ITSCI science STER steradian jSCMR surface composition Wrapping radiometer STL Space Technology Laboratories { now TRWSCORE Signal	 Communication by	 Orbiting Relay Systems Group}
Equipment {satellite, 0O0} {SCR selective chopper radiometer STNSTP
station
Solar	 Terrestrial	 Probe	 (satellite,	 NASA); 1SO San Diego 5olar Terrestrial PhysicsSE Solar Explorer (satellite, NASA) S^'RATOS. stratosphere l
SEASAT Ocean Dynamic Satellite (NASA). STUD studies .
SEC second;	 secondary	 electron	 conduction SU1 State University of Iowa {now University of 1(vidican tube) lowalSECOR Sequential	 Collation	 of	 Range	 {satellite, SURCAL Surveil lance Calibrat ion (satellite, DAD) : b
spa eFenvironment monitor 5VC service
E	 'SEM SW southwestSERT Spinning Satellite for Electric Rocket Test SWRF Sine Wave Response Filter (program) ve  `	 i(NASA) SYNCOM Synchronous	 Communication	 (satellite,
S SP Space Experiment Support Program NASAL
SESPO Space Environmental Support Project Office SYST system
SHS Soviet Hydramoteorological Service
SIBS Salk Institute for Biological Studies
SIDS Space I nvestigations: D ocumentation System TAG Technology Application.Center
(NASA) TACOMSAT Tactical Communications Satellite (00 D)
A-7 ;	 .
Test and Training Satellite (NASA) U university
Tactical	 Satellite	 Communications	 (pro- UCLA University of California at Los Angeles
gram, DOD) UHF ultrahigh frequency
Thor-Delta (satellite, ESRO); launch vehicle UK United Kingdom
(NASA-USAF) US United States	 i
Tracking Data Processor (program) USA United	 States	 Army;	 United	 States	 Of
tracking & data relay America
tracking and data relay satellite system USAF United States Air Force
telemetry and command; transearth coast; USN United States Navy
total electron content USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
technical; technology UT universal time
total energy detector UV ultraviolet
transearth injection UVNO ultraviolet nitric-axide experiment
satellite, Canada (also referred to as ANIK) UVS uitravioletspecteameter
temporal; temperature
telescope and electron telescope
Test and Training (satellite, NASA) V volt
temperature-humidity
	 infrared	 radiometer VAR variation
Thor	 Augmented	 Delta	 Agena	 (launch VHF very high frequency
vehicle) VH RR very high resolution radiometer
Time Location System (USN) VISSR visible infrared spin-scan radiometer
Tracking Impact Prediction (satellite, 000) VLF very law frequency
Television and Infrared Observation Satellite VTPR vertical temperature profile radiometer
(NASA)
team leader W watt
translunar injection WBVTR widaband video tape recorder
team member WOC World Data Center
total ozone mapping system WOC-A-R&S World	 Data	 Center A for	 Rockets and
topographic Satellites
Thermal Noise Optical Optimization Cam- WEFAX weather facsimile
munication System (NASA) WEP Wisconsin Experiment Package
topside (sounder) (satellite, NASA) WFC Wallops Flight Center (NASA)
TIROS	 Operational	 Satellite	 (or System) WGSPR Working Group for Space Physics Research
(NASA) WMO World Meteorological Organization
TI ROG Operational vertical sounder WPM wards. per minute
tape recorder WRESAT Weapons Research	 Establishment Satellite
Transit
	 Research	 and	 Attitude	 Control (Australia)
(wtellite, USN) WS Wallops Station (NASA; now Wallops Flight
Doppler Tracking Network (USE) Center)
transportation WSM R White Sands Missile Range
Tetrahedral Research Satellite (USAF) WTR Western	 Test	 Range. (also referred to as
Thompson,. Ramo, Wooldridge, Inc.
.
Vandenberg AFB)
Test and Training Satellite (NASA) (also WWW World Weather Watch
called TATS, TETR)
tropical wind energy conversion and refer
eke level experiment Z atomic number
A-8
TATS
TATSACOM
TO
TOP
T+I3 R
TO RSS
TEC
TECH
TED
TEI
TELESAT
TEMP
TET
TETR
THIR
THORAD-AGE
TIMATION
TIP
TIROS
TL
TLI
TM
TOMS
TOPO
TOPS
TOPS[
TOS
TOVS
TR
TRAM;
TRANET
TRANSP
TRS
TRW
TTS
TWERLE
